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FOREWORD

A new Baroque chromaticism was born in the late 17th century, and Johann

Sebastian Bach was its master.  Following the needs and interests of

organists, and as a natural consequence of the obsolescence of meantone,

an original tuning emerged.  Keyboardists have since transitioned from
supporting artists into virtuosic soloists.  The irregular-sized steps of well

temperament, not equal temperament, was the compromise entered upon

to cement chromaticism to the Baroque.

Among the heroes in this endeavor is Andreas Werckmeister, the pioneer

who ushers in the concept of a closed circle of twelve major and twelve

minor keys in music.  Other protagonists include:

Johann Gottfried Walther, Johann Philipp Kirnberger,

Princess Anna Amalia van Preussen, and Johann Nicolaus Forkel.

Irregularly shaped scales provide resources for a different narrative, a

catalyst to perceiving a missing dimension in Johann Sebastian Bach’s

music.  The aim here is to return lost color to Bach’s music which has been
stripped away by equal temperament hegemony.

Finally, there is good reason to re-record the masterworks.
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A pleasant brook may well the ear’s delight inspire.
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Johann Gottfried Walther

He should have been called ‘ocean’ instead of brook.

Ludwig van Beethoven

CHAPTER 1

Johann Gottfried Walther

Johann Gottfried Walther

The reason I chose to begin this book with Johann Gottfried Walther (1684-1748) is his
lifelong relationship with Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750).  Walther, as both blood relative
and close friend, was an especially close eyewitness to Bach’s private musical world.  Walther
was a keen participant, an acute observer of his musical times, and a thorough researcher for the
historical record in music.

Only a half year apart in age,1 Walther and Bach shared similar interests in musical
pedagogy and performance.  There was obvious chemistry between them, and genuine respect,
which all points to their being the best of friends.  Indeed, it could be said Johann Sebastian and
Johann Gottfried were as close as brothers: in fact, Johann Sebastian Bach was godfather to
Walther’s first son, Johann Gottfried Walther II.  Walther and Bach shared the honors of being
godfathers to Heinrich Nicolaus Trebs’s son.  It may be said that Johann Sebastian was probably
closer to Walther than he was to his own flesh and blood brothers.

The oldest Bach brother had a rocky start with the youngest brother, eldest brother
Johann Christoph seems to have genuinely annoyed Johann Sebastian when he stole away his
baby brother’s recopying studies of earlier composers.  Middle brother Johann Jacob put a great
physical distance between himself and his siblings; Johann Jacob first apprenticed as a piper in
the tradition of his late father, Johann Ambrosius, and then went off to join the Swedish military,
eventually to find himself in Istanbul studying flute privately with Johann Joachim Quantz’s
teacher.
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It actually makes more sense to consider Walther as more of a “brother” than as a distant
cousin.  Walther was actually related to Johann Sebastian in different ways due to the complex
business of how wives were chosen at that time and how families were constituted.2  Walther’s
mother was of the Lämmerhirt family which earlier joined the Bach family when Walther’s aunt
Hedwig Lämmerhirt married Johann Bach of Erfurt in 1637.  Bach’s mother was Hedwig’s half-
sister.

More to the point, Johann Sebastian married his second cousin, Maria Barbara Bach
(1684-1720).  They had already resided together in the very same Arnstadt building, popularly
known as “The Golden Crown,” where the Mayor of Arnstadt, Maria Barbara’s uncle Martin
Feldhaus, also lived.  The cousins, both orphaned, lived within the warm bosom of the greater
Bach family.  Maria Barbara’s father died in 1694, the same year as Johann Sebastian’s mother.

In Bach’s mind, childhood friend Georg Erdmann (1682-1736) was a “brother.”  They
had become close friends soon after Johann Sebastian arrived in Ohrdruf, following the death of
his father in 1695.  Later, they traveled together as friends north to Lüneburg for further
academic studies.  Georg Erdmann grew up in Leina in Thuringia, near Gotha, and later joined
the Russian army as a diplomat for a Russian prince in Riga.  Soon after securing his Leipzig
position, Johann Sebastian actually addressed his old friend as “brother” on July 28, 1726:
“Noble and Most Honored Sir and (If Still Permissible) Esteemed Mr. Brother” (Bach Reader, p.
125).  In the letter, Bach basically wrote about the challenge of relocating to Leipzig.  Bach
clearly had an expandable view of what constituted a brother, not concerned with a mere blood
relation technicality.

At the beginning of his own contribution to Johann Mattheson’s book of musician
autobiographies, Grundlage einer Ehren-Pforte (1740), Walther acknowledged that he was both
a distant relative of the Bach family through Hedwig Lämmerhirt, and a cousin through Maria
Elisabetha Lämmerhirt.  Inexplicably, J.S. Bach refused requests to send his own autobiography
for publication to Johann Mattheson (1681-1764), arguably the most prolific writer on music in
his time.  Mattheson referred to Walther as “my honored friend” in his book, Der vollkommene

Capellmeister (p. 76).

The Lämmerhirt family of Erfurt provided the maternal bloodline to J.S. Bach’s genetic
makeup and played an important role in his eventual success, in addition to a great many other
Bachs and Walthers.  Johann Sebastian received a financial inheritance from the Lämmerhirt side
of the family.  This money came from the very same uncle, Tobias Lämmerhirt, Bach shared
with Walther.  Uncle Tobias’ Last Will and Testament also provided money for Walther’s
mother.3

The Lämmerhirts were apparently very close as a family, many of whom were in the
furrier business.  And their women were unusually attracted to musicians.  Johann Gottfried
Walther’s mother, Martha Dorothea Lämmerhirt (1655-1727), was the rare Lämmerhirt woman
who married a non-musician, Johann Stephen Walther (1650-1731).  The renowned Albert
Schweitzer explained that Walther originally “was intended for the study of law” but escaped
that destiny thanks to his obvious musical talent (Schweitzer, I:43).  Walther was appointed in
1707 to a lifetime post as organist at the Church of St. Peter and Paul in Weimar (now called the
Herderkirche), not too long after Bach received his Arnstadt post.
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Johann Sebastian Bach’s maternal grandfather, Valentin Lämmerhirt (1585-1665), was
Johann Gottfried Walther’s maternal great-grandfather.  To add to the complexity, he had a son
also named Valentin Lämmerhirt (1608-1665).  This younger Valentin would be J.G. Walther’s
grandfather.  Both Valentins died in 1665, about twenty years before either J.S. Bach or J.G.
Walther were born.

Walther’s extensive study of organ performance and composition in Erfurt with his
cousin Johann Bernard Bach was another personal connection to the Bach tradition.  Johann
Bernhard Bach’s father was brother to Maria Barbara’s father.  Johann Sebastian Bach’s mother,
Maria Elisabetha Lämmerhirt (1644-1694), in conjunction with her niece, Walther’s mother,
eleven years younger than Maria Elisabetha, would together connect the greatest German music
scholar of his time with its greatest composer of music.

Walther also told in his Mattheson autobiography of his studies with the “famous
Musicum, Mr. Werckmeister,” who may be credited with the invention of the musical circle of
keys for full chromaticism on keyboards.  A chromatic circle of keys was an inviting recipe to
the Baroque composer obsessed with chromatic movement.

J.S. Bach was only six years old when a precocious Andreas Werckmeister (1645-1706)
began making available a copper-plate monochord depicting different tunings, along with a
treatise on tuning succinctly titled Musicalische Temperatur (1691).  Walther’s endorsement of
Werckmeister’s musical genius in establishing well temperament, coupled with his
acknowledgment of Johann Sebastian Bach as the supreme musical genius in his time, also
makes it fitting to start the narrative here.

An important consideration when evaluating the Baroque period (1600-1750) is that
practically everything composed by Bach and Walther included a requisite keyboard, or
continuo.  It seems likely to me that whatever was exacted intonationally on the church organ
was applied to all other keyboard instruments as a standard, if not a template.  Werckmeister
wrote on the title page of his Musicalische Temperatur that the tunings enclosed were for
consideration on all keyboards, and not only for the organ.  It is my belief that tunings found on
organs by Bach and Walther through their church-based employment would influence or
determine their preferred tuning for their non-organ keyboard based works.  My argument is that
if Bach achieved his very best on the organ, it seems counter-intuitive that he would use
something less versatile for other keyboard instruments since he makes the identical musical
commitment.  A circular well temperament on keyboards, by allowing the use all 24 major and
minor keys, makes possible greater virtuosity for both improvisation and composition than was
possible with the earlier tuning systems of quarter and sixth comma meantone temperaments.

Bach’s second son, Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach, (C.P.E. Bach) revealed to posterity that
his father’s favorite clavier (or keyboard instrument) was the clavichord,4 as it was for himself
(Burney, p. 270).  This unusually soft instrument is capable of some singular pitch acrobatics
called Bebung, a technique that allows the sharpening and flattening of a pitch through the
conscious adjustment of finger weight.  Johann Nicolaus Forkel (1749-1818), author of the first
biography devoted to Johann Sebastian Bach, wrote that Bach found it the “most convenient for
the expression of his most refined thoughts, and did not believe it possible to produce from any
harpsichord or pianoforte such a variety in the gradations of tone as on the instrument, which is,
indeed, poor in tone, but on a small scale extremely flexible” (Bach Reader, p. 436).  Bach must
have transformed the instrument, described by Walther in his Musicalisches Lexicon as “well
known,” and typically intended to lead on to other more prestigious keyboard instruments.
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In 1703, a 19-year-old Walther decided to explore the city of Halberstadt in order to meet
and study with then 58-year-old Andreas Werckmeister.  By every indication they hit it off.
Walther remained quite proud of their association.  They stayed in contact by correspondence,
until Werckmeister passed away three years later.

Walther benefited from those three years to collect a body of scores composed by
Dieterich Buxtehude (ca.1637-1707).  Such scores as he received from Werckmeister were in
turn bartered to Johann Sebastian, presumably in exchange for Johann Sebastian’s original
scores.  From the way the Bach family network worked back then, as both a guild5 and a general
family support system, Walther may have actually been able to pass along a personal message
directly through Werckmeister to Dieterich Buxtehude about Johann Sebastian’s impending visit
to Lübeck.  Teachers often do things like that for their young students.

One can only imagine what the conversation might have been like when young Walther
brought up his then infamous cousin.  Perhaps Werckmeister was unimpressed, preferring
instead to remember the Bachs of an older generation.  It is entirely possible that Werckmeister
had personally known Johann Sebastian’s father Johann Ambrosius Bach, if not also his uncle,
Johann Christoph Bach, living in nearby Eisenach.  Werckmeister certainly knew of these Bach
men by reputation; there was plenty of regular traffic between neighboring cities, and traveling
musicians had ample opportunity to meet.  Their mutual reputations preceded them.

Neighboring German Cities (Thuringian cities are italicized)

        Wolfenbüttal
              •

   Magdeburg
        •

Halberstadt
     •
        Quedlinburg                               Cöthen
            •  •

       Nordhausen                          Halle
              •        •              •

       Benneckenstein                         Leipzig
              •

              •

     Mühlhausen

         •                               •

 Eisenach            Erfurt       •               •

     Weimar     Jena

       •

                                 Arnstadt
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Johann Gottfried Walther composed lastingly in smaller forms, as did Frederick Chopin,
C.P.E. Bach, and Erik Satie.  Regarding his original organ compositions, Baroque music
historian George J. Buelow compared Walther quite favorably to J.S. Bach:

The close personal friendship with Bach undoubtedly influenced Walther’s treatment of the
chorale, but his compositions are nevertheless highly personal in style.  Walther’s sensitivity to
the affective connotations of the melodies, his rich harmonic variety, the brilliant keyboard
technique rooted in motivic counterpoint, and the strength of the contrapuntal ideas are all worthy
of comparison with Bach’s organ chorales (Buelow, “Walther,” New Grove, p. 60).

Buelow concludes that “the musica theoretica of these 17th century Germans, particularly the
major contributions of Kirchner and Werckmeister, are central to any history of ideas in the
seventeenth century.”6

According to Dr. Albert Schweitzer, it is thanks to Walther’s own personal copy of the
chorale to Bach’s Ein feste Burg that Bach’s specific organ registration many be reconstructed
for posterity.  “Indications evidently refer to the Mühlhausen organ, the renovation of which
Bach superintended, and which he opened, in all its new glory, in the autumn of 1709, perhaps at
the Reformation feast.”  Schweitzer added7: “The registration marks in Walther’s copy are a little
confused, owing to the fact that he transferred the registration to his Weimar organ which was
limited to only two manuals.  The indications for the Mühlhausen organ can, however, be made
out without difficulty” (Schweitzer I:302, footnote).

In 1709, Bach, with his friend Walther, opened the organ at Mühlhausen, performing for that
purpose the chorale prelude on Ein feste Burg — if indeed he did not compose it expressly for
this occasion — in order to show the Council the full wealth of tone of the renovated instrument
(Schweitzer I:170-171).

On the basis of surviving repertory, Russell Stinson concludes that “the only other
composer who seems to have been writing chorale cannons in the early 18th century was Bach’s
distant kinsman and Weimar colleague, Johann Gottfried Walther.  Walther left behind ten
chorale canons.  And it is possible that they are contemporaneous with, or even earlier than, the
Orgelbüchlein,” and that “in three instances Walther and Bach chose the same chorale tunes for
canonic elaboration.”

Considering the novelty of this chorale type at this time, this suggests a collaboration, or perhaps
friendly competition, of the type seen with the two composers’ organ concerto arrangements
(Stinson, p. 73).

Stinson points out another example of particular importance connected with Walther’s
relationship to Bach: “As for Bach’s colleagues who contributed to the Orgelbüchlein’s early
transmission, none seems to have copied more of the chorales than Johann Gottfried Walther in
Weimar” (Stinson, p. 148).

Throughout their lives, Walther and Bach remained good friends, bonded by many shared
experiences.  They both taught the nobility class in Weimar, and they exchanged students.  Bach
was destined to become Walther’s business representative in Leipzig for the distribution of
Musicalisches Lexicon (1732).  “In 1735, Bach negotiated on Walther’s behalf with its Leipzig
publisher, J.G. Krügner” (New Grove, “Bach,” 1980, p. 791).  An excerpt from the Leipzig Post-

Zeitungen on April 18, 1729 included something about Bach, followed by this morsel about
placing advanced orders for the Musicalisches Lexicon:
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From the above-mentioned Kapellmeister Bach may also be obtained Mr. Johann Gottfried
Walther’s Musicalisches Lexicon, Litera A {first installment}, for 2 gr.8

In the Lexicon, Walther literally defined “temperament” according to Andreas
Werckmeister’s own definition.  On page 597 of Walther’s Lexicon, under the term “temperatur,”
one finds this significant quote from Andreas Werckmeister’s Musicalische Temperatur (1691),
word for word in the original language:

Temperamento (ital.) temperament (gall.)  Temperatur, ist in der musicalischen Stimmung, ein
kleiner Abschnitt von der Vollkommenheit der musicalischen Proportionen, wodurch die
Zusammenbindung der progressen füglich geschiehet, und das Gehör vergnuget wird.
s. Werckmeisters Musicalische Temperatur, p. 3 (Walter, Lexicon, p. 597-598).

By 1691, chromaticism in the form of virtuoso organist composers like J.S. Bach’s uncle
Johann Christoph Bach in Eisenach required some kind of evolution past the earlier generation’s
devotion to quarter comma meantone.9  Meantone made transcription up or down a whole tone
possible for the first time in history because each key had the same basic shape.  Facile
transposition to unrelated keys was only possible due to an intellectual meantone arrangement of
using flexibly pitched instruments such as the flute or the violin to bring new chromatics into
play.

In an entry on the note E-sharp (Eis), Walther wrote precisely that this note should be
played at the same location on the keyboard as the F key.  This music ideology of Walther’s
mirrors the chromatic aesthetic of his good friend, Johann Sebastian Bach; E-sharp is only
playable as an F when the F key is conceived within the framework of a well temperament.
Andreas Werckmeister wrote in 1702 that if “a sharp sign is set before an e, the pitch must be
called eis.”  He dubbed these "enharmonic chromatics" to include A-sharp as ais and B-sharp as
his: “supersemitones” (Werckmeister in Archambault, p. 218).

Walther even dabbled with the natural consequences of enharmonic related microtones.
In Walther’s unpublished Praecepta der musicalischen Composition (1708), there is discussion
of a “halber Halbthon” (dimidium Semitonii).  A year earlier, Andreas Werckmeister had
referenced the halbehalbe Semitonia, so named by Bartholus.10  Werckmeister (1707):

Da nun ganz gewis ist / warum will man nun diese halbhalbe Thone / aud dem Linien statuiren,
und also mit dem Munche diese Confusion stabiliren?11

New accidentals were produced to support his discussion of microtones, which Walther
distinguished between those of chromatic keys and the greater intervallic divisions of
enharmonic keys, which he coined H_narmonicum.  Walther wrote that while the “Octava
chromatica” of contemporary practice was made up of twelve notes, the “Octava enharmonica”
had a range of anywhere from 27 to 32 different notes.  Walther claimed that the enharmonic
development in music was clearly audible and quite distinguishable from the new chromatic
prominence (Walther, Praecepta, p. 67).  Walther even volunteered a distinctive new notation
for indicating microtones so as to better represent the 31-tone equal temperament used by Italian
composer Fabio Colonna in 1618 (Lexicon, Table IX, Fig. 7):
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Historically, perhaps Walther will always be best remembered for the lexicographic
accomplishment of the Lexicon, the first comprehensive music dictionary in the German
language, still unpublished in translation.  In Walther’s Lexicon one sees a strong intention to
bridge German culture to Greek, Dutch, Hebrew, Swedish, and more mainstream musical
cultures (e.g., French, Italian, and English).  German culture was earnestly trying to find its place
in an ever widening world.  In music it would be seen as a worthy leader.  (Contrast this with
Prussian born Frederick the Great’s lifelong negative view of the suitability of the German
language for truly great literature.)

The Lexicon entry for the word “proportionen” was quoted from Werckmeister’s
publication Musicae mathematicae hodegus curiosus (1687), written simultaneously with the
initial edition of Musicalische Temperatur (1687).12  Werckmeister’s influence is quite
noticeable in Walther’s unpublished treatise Praecepta der musicalischen Composition (1708),
completed only a year after Werckmeister died.

Walther’s Andreas Werckmeister entry is twice the size of J.S. Bach’s entry.
Astonishingly, there is no citation for Walther, himself!  Nor is there an entry for “equal
temperament,” easily translatable in German by Johann Georg Neidhardt’s introduction of the
term “gleichschwebenden Temperatur” in 1706.  The Lexicon biography for Neidhardt (ca.1680-
1739) lists his publications Beste und leichteste Temperatur des Monochordi (1706) and Sectio

Canonis Harmonici (1724), both of which trumpet the cause of equal temperament.  If Bach
were to have ever used the term for “equal temperament,” falsely assumed by multitudes to this
day, it would surely have appeared in at least one historical source.  It never did.

Walther had unusually independent views for his time.  There is no Martin Luther entry
in the Lexicon, for example.  Jews are identified fairly (e.g., Solomon Rossi), remarkable for the
time.  There are also a number of female composers and performers introduced: Isabella
Andreini, Leonora Baroni, Maria Giusti, Juliana Morella, Margarita Pia, Sappho, Barbara
Strozza, Justina Vegeria, Rosa Vivoli, and Rosa Ungarelli.  However, there is no mention of
composer Hildegard von Bingen (1098-1179), now famously considered a pioneer in German
music.

The diversity of people, and the breadth of music terminology from all over Europe
represented in the Lexicon, is impressive.  Musicologist Lilian P. Pruett counts about 3000
“terminological definitions and biographies of contemporary keyboard composers, based mostly
on personal knowledge” (“Walther,” The Harpsichord and Clavichord, ed. Igor Kipnis, p. 510).

All manner of organ experts are included.  There are individual citations in Walther’s
Lexicon for most of the 54 individual organ experts, listed simply because Werckmeister listed
them in another of his books, Organum Gruningense Redivivum (1705).  There are six entries for
important bassoonists: Johann Gottfried Böhme, Johann Jacob Friedrich, Tobias Hennig, Johann
Georg Körner, Caspar Ernst Quatz, and Tobias Woschittka.  Among the curiosities in the
Lexicon are two full pages on Johann Mattheson, with but only a small paragraph about Dieterich
Buxtehude.

As befits a member of the extended Bach family in good standing, Walther included 32
different entries related to the word “fugue.”  One can find plenty of references to monochords,
often described with the added enharmonic dimension of microtones.  Tuning theorists
Werckmeister and Neidhardt each featured the monochord as a tool in their computations.  The
use of a monochord sought to erase confusion as to intonation intent, but it still required
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excellent ears to successfully translate the monochord string in the mind and then to place it
reliably on clavier.  Bach likely evolved or inherited a single tuning that could be performed
without needing the use of a monochord.  His son C.P.E. Bach reported his father could tune a
harpsichord in as little as fifteen minutes.  (Conspicuously, Andreas Werckmeister reported this
same timing for himself!)

An unexpected challenge to any accurate and fair minded translation between languages
is the occasional appearance of false cognates.  For example, the term “just intonation” is a false
cognate in the French language.  L’intonation juste refers to the correctness of an intended
intonation.  Demonstrating he was up to the task, Walther properly identified the French term
“intervalle juste” as Gallic for an accurate interval, and does not signify the overtone influenced
just intonation protocols as generally implied by the non-French world.

The Lexicon article on Joseph Sauveur (1653-1716) deserves special attention.  The near-
deaf and mute Sauveur was responsible for the introduction of the very notion of a standard of
pitch, or a “son fixe.”  Indeed, Sauveur is credited today as the inventor of the science of
acoustics.  Sauveur generously acknowledged that Dutchman Christiaan Huygens had a worthy
theory in the promotion of 31-tone equal temperament, but rather preferred his own bid, a
circular fifth comma meantone affair which forms a subset within a theoretical 43-tone equal
temperament.

Sauveur lectured and published for the French Academy of Royal Sciences in 1707 that
musicians in France, and throughout much of Europe, generally preferred to tune in sixth comma
meantone, which he identified simply as the système des musiciens.  Sixth comma meantone
trades off a smaller sized “wolf” interval (meant here as an overly sharp fifth), for a minimal bit
of dissonance in its major thirds.  Iconoclastic quarter comma meantone keeps its prominent
major thirds unbeating.  Tom Dent references Andreas Werckmeister as “the first person in the
modern era to try and argue that thirds ought to be more out of tune than fifths – an essential
feature of 1/6th comma” meantone.13  It still amazes that there has been so little written about
how sixth comma meantone came into formation.  Regardless of the mechanisms, the signs are
all present that sixth comma did happen, continuing in orchestral music until the first years of the
20th century.

Sauveur described sixth comma meantone in terms of a circular equal temperament set of
55 notes per octave, later identifiable with Georg Philipp Telemann.14  The idea of 55 equal parts
to the octave represents the full set of notes that “could” be available for any imagined meantone
key.  The ability to perform such distinctions in pitch is expressible by the human voice, the
flute, or by any flexible-pitched instruments.

Walther specified in his description of Sauveur’s contributions that the Frenchman
preferred to divide the octave into 43 equal parts (da er eine octav in 43 gleiche Theile).
Saveur’s inclusion in the Lexicon demonstrates Walther’s comfort in discussing complex
multiple divisions of the octave.  Walther described “mérides” and “eptamérides” as interval
types in Sauveur’s 43-tone equal division octave music theory.
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Walther’s p. 648 of the Musicalisches Lexicon (1732) containing entry on Andreas Werckmeister

.

Inexplicably missing from the Lexicon is any reference to Johann Friedrich Wender
(1655-1729) of Mühlhausen, organ builder and tuner of the Arnstadt New Church where an 18-
year old J.S. Bach received his first full-time job as organist.  Could something have happened
between them that motivated Walther to leave Wender’s name out of the Lexicon?  Years later,
Walther mentioned Wender’s great strides to invite him to Mühlhausen eight years later in an
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autobiography published by Johann Mattheson.  Also missing are a number of important Bach
family personages, although he did include some: Johann Bernhard Bach (Walther’s Erfurt
teacher), Johann Christoph Bach (J.S. Bach’s uncle in Eisenach) and his three sons, and Johann
Michael Bach (Johann Sebastian Bach’s father-in-law).  But then, that was always the challenge
for Walther, to separate music from its entwinement with the Bachs in the making of the
Lexicon.

Walther’s lifetime accomplishments were indeed respectable.  He was historically
respected for his generosity and his intellect, as well as recognized in his lifetime as a wonderful
organist.  His Lexicon linked vital information from different places and time periods to the
German language for the first time.  “Among the most competent, knowledgeable, and reliable
observers of the German and European music scene of the early eighteenth century was the
lexicographer Johann Gottfried Walther” (Wolff, Essays, pp. 42-43).

Johann Mattheson could not be plainer in his admiration:

I could not name any better and more fortuitous discipline of the mentioned famed organist than
the noble and scholarly, though incomparable in diligence, J.G. Walther.  He may be rightly
called second, if not first, to Pachelbel in art, as a Lutherus ante luterum… I truly say that without
flattery; do not flatter him where the truth is concerned.  This Walther has sent me pieces from his
chorale works which surpass everything in neatness which I have previously heard or seen, and I
have heard much and seen much more (Mattheson, Der Vollcommene Capellmeister, p. 1,421).

The original Mühlhausen city wall in the modern city
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It is by no means just a coincidence that it was not primarily the discovery of new archival documents, but rather

the re-evaluation of the musical sources themselves that made biographical revisions necessary.

Christoph Wolff

CHAPTER 2

Dieterich Buxtehude

           

Buxtehude era astronomical clock reproduction in Lübeck’s St. Mary’s Church

Photo:  Johnny Reinhard

It appears that Johann Sebastian Bach had always admired the music of Dieterich
Buxtehude (c.1637-1707).  Everyone involved in Bach studies knows that in November of 1705
the man walked 240 miles from Arnstadt in the center of Germany north to Lübeck in order to
experience meeting the great north German master Buxtehude first-hand, and to hear his
marvelous “Evening Music” (Abendmusiken) in St. Mary’s Church.

These concerts were hour long instrumental and vocal music performances featuring the
organ.  They were offered only five times a year and only during the winter season; they usually
began at four in the afternoon.  The first Abendmusiken by Buxtehude known to historical record
took place in 1681, the same year that Andreas Werckmeister published Orgel-Probe which first
announced the well temperament innovation.  Buxtehude biographer Kerala J. Snyder reasonably
suggests Buxtehude quite possibly initiated correspondence with Andreas Werckmeister in order
to nurture a professional relationship.
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Buxtehude was hired for St. Mary’s Church in Lübeck primarily for his musical skills as
an improviser.  His compositions before Lübeck were few.  Buxtehude introduced stylo

phantasticus, an improvisatory style made up of sequencing variations on the organ, to gain
reputation and recognition as one of the greatest musicians of his day.  Among the other
components of stylo phantasticus are certain rhythmic distinctions, surprising playfulness with
dynamics, and a seeming treasure trove of available musical intervals.  Johann Mattheson wrote
that in stylo phantasticus, “the meter takes a vacation” (Snyder, p. 397), and that it is meter that
institutes equal pulses of time in music.

Johann Buxtehude, Dieterich’s organist father, moved from a town just south of Lübeck,
to Helsingør, Denmark, the city William Shakespeare made famous as “Elsinore.”  The younger
Buxtehude could visit Copenhagen (København) easily since it sits on the same island of
Zealand as does Helsingør.  Johann Buxtehude and his son then moved together to Helsingborg,
Sweden.  At the age of 21, Dieterich Buxtehude chose to settle down in Danish speaking Lübeck
in order to accept work at St. Mary’s Church as its organist and werkmeister.  The German term
“werkmeister” was given to someone who managed administrative responsibilities in a church
(an odd curiosity in light of its similarity to the name of Buxtehude’s friend “Werckmeister” with
a “c”).  Buxtehude’s responsibilities included “the payment of salaries and the procurement of all
sorts of supplies, from building materials for the constant repairs to the church to bread and wine
for Communion” (Snyder, p. 102).  Soon after his 1668 move, Dietrich Buxtehude married the
widow of his predecessor, Anna Margaretha Tunder.  They had seven daughters, only three of
whom survived to adulthood.

  St. Mary’s Church in Lübeck

St. Mary’s Church was built on the highest point of the city.  “Its twin towers form the
focal point of every depiction of this many-spired city” (Snyder, p. 71).  Lübeck was founded in
1159 by Henry the Lion, Duke of Saxony.  The town was historically connected to Lüneburg via
the salt route, and therefore a likely place to visit.15  Bach became personally familiar with
Buxtehude while a student in Lüneburg.  Snyder reports that Lübeck town historian Ahasver von
Brandt attributed great importance to young Bach’s odyssey:

Lübeck has never held such a low position in the intellectual, religious, economic and political
arena than around the year 1700.  The pilgrimage of the Arnstadt organist to Lübeck is almost the
most significant event in the history of ideas in this entire, otherwise so empty period of Lübeck’s
history (Snyder, p. 106).
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Among the primary reasons for Bach’s extended stay in Lübeck may have been the organ
tuning Buxtehude used, which this author believes was Werckmeister III tuning.  Werckmeister
scholar Ursula Hermann discovered that as a student in Lüneburg, J.S. Bach once sang a
composition written by Andreas Werckmeister entitled Der Mensch vom Weibe geboren.16

Bach’s idea of an extended stay in Lübeck after first achieving full-time employment was
probably hatched at this time.

The time frame Bach set aside for his travel went from a projected four weeks to an
actual four months.  The sojourn to Lübeck lasted four times longer than had been granted by his
employers,  and Bach was reprimanded upon his return.  The Arnstadt New Church Consistory
admonished Bach by impugning the integrity of his improvisations.  “Reprove him for having
hitherto made many strange variationes in the choral, and mixed many foreign tones into it, so
that the Congregation has been confused by it” (Snyder, p. 105, ref. Neumann, Bach Dokumente

2:19-20).  J.S. Bach’s improvisations in church were further criticized for contrariness in
harmonizing.  However, when looking back on the experience and its effect on his life’s work,
Bach might consider the trip and its potential repercussions well worth the effort.  Forkel wrote
assuredly that Bach returned to Arnstadt “with an increased stock of knowledge” (Bach Reader,
p. 427).

Johann Gottfried Walther considered Johann Sebastian Bach and Dieterich Buxtehude to
be the “only living German organists worthy of mention.”17  Walther wrote this opinion in a
letter to his correspondent of 16 years, Heinrich Bokemeyer (1679-1751), cantor in
Wolfenbüttal, the nearest city northwest of Halberstadt.  (Although physically quite close, until
recently the two cities were on either side of the border between West and East Germany.)

On August 6, 1729 Walther declared his valuable possession of Buxtehude manuscripts
to Bokemeyer, which Walther received directly from Andreas Werckmeister.

With regard to the work of German organists, especially the famous Buxtehude and Bach, I can
serve the connoisseur in a manner already mentioned, since I have many, in fact more than
altogether 200 pieces, from both of them.  The ones of the former I received mainly from the late
Mr. Werckmeister, in Mr. Buxtehude’s own hand and in German tablature; the ones of the latter
however, from the author himself, who for nine years was here as court organist, and who was my
cousin and a sponsor, along with me, as godfather (Bach Reader, p. 326, referencing BD II, no.
263).

On October 3, 1729, two months later, Walther wrote again to his friend Heinrich
Bokemeyer:

I must honestly confess that for my modest ability, in whatever it may consist, I must thank,
besides God, in the beginning the late Werckmeister (for whose sake I travelled to Halberstadt in
the year 1704, who also honored me later with some letters and keyboard works by Buxtehude)
and later the work of good composers in score (Walther, Briefe, p. 70, in Snyder, p. 127).

As a result of his successful visit to Halberstadt, Werckmeister rewarded Walther with a
number of presents.  “Werckmeister was sympathetic to young Walther, presented him with a
gift of Baryphonus’ treatise Pleides musicae (Halberstadt 1615), and subsequently corresponded
regularly and sent him music, including the keyboard works of Buxtehude” (Buelow, “Walther,”
New Grove, p. 59).
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As Bach and Walther were close colleagues for more than nine years in Weimar, it’s easy
to conjecture that they were on occasion physically together when Buxtehude’s music was
received in Weimar, maybe through a series of postings, each more exciting than the last.
Thanks exclusively to Walther’s recopying efforts, Dieterich Buxtehude’s 30 Chorale Preludes

have come down to us.  Bach must have recognized the importance of giving his original music
to Walther; it could be included in whatever service his cousin would involve himself in.  And
Werckmeister appreciated Walther, as evidenced by his investing much time and money,
contributing valuable scores and books.

Christoph Wolff, who has spent his lifetime exploring the life and environs of Bach, is
convinced that Buxtehude was a big star in Bach’s young life.  Formerly, Wolff only intuited a
likelihood that a young Bach was aware of Dieterich Buxtehude’s music while a young student
in Lüneburg.  After all, the cities are geographically close.  However in 2006, Wolff reported to
the American Bach Society that young Johann Sebastian actually did copy a major Buxtehude
composition by hand during his time studying organ with Georg Böhm in Lüneburg.18  The
Buxtehude work copied was identified by Kerala J. Snyder as Nun freut euch lieben Christen

gemein (BuxWV 210).  (Clearly J.S. Bach was undeterred by his eldest brother’s confiscation of
his earlier recopying efforts.)

Wolff has much to say about Buxtehude in connection with Johann Sebastian Bach.  The
first tie noted between them is their emphasis on practice, rather than on pure intellectual pursuit:

Buxtehude placed more emphasis on practice with a strong theoretical foundation.  Rather than
writing treatises, he demonstrated his contrapuntal sophistication in diverse practical applications,
such as the Missa Brevis (BuxWV 114), the Klag-Lied of 1675 (BuxWV 76), and the canons
(BuxWV 123-124).  In this regard, Buxtehude proceeded in a manner comparable to that of Bach
in The Well-Tempered Clavier, the Art of Fugue, and similar works (Wolff, Essays, p. 46).

Wolff credits Buxtehude with certain innovations that J.S. Bach later epitomized.  “Buxtehude
created the prototype of the large-scale multi-sectional German oratorio on the basis of his
detailed knowledge of the Hamburg opera convention.”  This additionally connects Buxtehude to
Handel, Telemann, and the opera composer Reinhard Kaiser.  Specifically, “Bach’s Christmas

Oratorio followed the Buxtehude pattern with respect to the presentation of a unified multi-
sectional work over several weeks.”  And “Buxtehude redirected two well established genres of
organ music by drawing inspiration from the compositions of his North German predecessors
and contemporaries.”

Consideration of Buxtehude and his music in light of the major compositional and stylistic
tendencies of the seventeenth century reveals that his works virtually never rely on specific,
identifiable models (Wolff, Essays, p. 47).

Buxtehude’s brilliance and raw genius is probably what drew young Bach most to the
older musician’s work.  No seventeenth-century musician, in comparison with Bach, shows as
many clear analogies to virtually all major theoretical and practical areas.  The list of those who
made the pilgrimage to Lübeck for a first hand experience with the maestro includes Bach,
Handel, Mattheson, and Johann Christian Shiefferdecker, who became Buxtehude’s successor
and future son-in-law.  (Shiefferdecker’s marriage to a Buxtehude daughter is duly reported in
Walther’s Lexicon.)  A circular tuning on the organ made Buxtehude’s career as a renowned
organ improviser possible.
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Christoph Wolff places Buxtehude squarely in Werckmeister’s corner.  There should be
little doubt that tuning was at the core of their friendship.

A widely recognized organ expert, [Buxtehude] held close ties with his colleague the organist
Andreas Werckmeister, the premier German musical scientist and speculative theorist at the end
of the seventeenth century, and became the strongest public advocate of Werckmeister’s new
system of temperament (Wolff, p. 96).

Snyder fascinatingly suggests that, “Indeed Werckmeister could have written his 1698
defense of his new temperament with Buxtehude’s music in mind.”  Foremost, Werckmeister in
1698 defended the need for music to have available a full circle of keys to the possible
consternation of meantone enthusiasts.

Since through the grace of God, music has so progressed and changed, it would be absurd if we
had not tried to improve the keyboard, so that well-composed modern pieces should not be
ruined, and a howl come out of them…Some would like to say that one should not compose in
every key, such as C#, F# and G#.  But I say that if one does not do it, another will…And why
should I set limits for this person or that, and want to prohibit him from composing in this key?
The free arts want free geniuses (Werckmeister, Erweiterte, p. 79, 82, refer. in Snyder, p. 84).

Few musicians had as universally positive a reputation as Dieterich Buxtehude.  And
Buxtehude’s abiding friendship with Andreas Werckmeister was made public in a laudatory
poem printed in Werckmeister’s Harmonologia musica (1702), a treatise designed to tackle
issues of music composition pedagogy.19  Snyder suggests that Werckmeister’s composition
treatise would have greatly interested Buxtehude, “because it teaches the same techniques of
invertible counterpoint and canonic writing that he himself had cultivated—along with
Bernhard, Theile and Reincken—in the 1670s.  Werckmeister gave examples of quadruple
counterpoint against a chorale melody and proposed the use of double sets of parallel thirds as
the key to all manner of counterpoint” (Snyder, p. 127).  Werckmeister described playing parallel
thirds in each hand only to set both hands moving sequentially in contrasting directions in order
to prepare for an improvisation, a technique used in Buxtehude’s original music.20  Michael R.
Dodds concludes that Werckmeister’s writings significantly spotlighted the improvisational basis
of Buxtehude’s chorale preludes (Dodds, p. 16).

Perhaps the major component of music generally missing from the historical record is
improvisation.  Dodds points out in his essay “Columbus’s Egg: Andreas Werckmeister’s
Teachings on Contrapuntal Improvisation in Harmonologia musica (1702),” that Werckmeister’s
Harmonologia musica is a necessary guide to recover something of the lost art of Baroque
improvisation.  Buxtehude’s Praeambulum in A Minor (BuxWV 158) “exemplifies the technique
of generating an entire improvisatory composition from a single melodic idea, in this case a
sequential subject of the sort addressed by Werckmeister” (Dodds, p. 12).  Additionally,
according to Dodds, Buxtehude used Werckmeister’s improvisatory principles regarding
sequential subjects in the following compositions: BuxWV 137, BuxWV 150, BuxWV 194, and
BuxWV 203.  The implication here is that Buxtehude and Werckmeister were in broad
agreement as to the essentials of improvising on the organ.  They must have had grand get-
togethers, possibly sharing an organ bench from time to time.

Dodds describes another fascinating connection between Andreas Werckmeister and
Dieterich Buxtehude, eight years Werckmeister’s senior, concerning keyboard improvisation:
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In many of his works in improvisatory genres, including his praembula and chorale-based
compositions, Buxtehude employs the very techniques described by his friend Werckmeister.
At issue is not any question of influence: notwithstanding Werckmeister’s avowals of originality,
it seems more likely it was he, an innovative theorist but mediocre composer, who learned more
from the Lübeck master than vice versa.  Indeed, by the time Werckmeister published
Harmonologia musica in 1702, the sexagenarian Buxtehude had already composed most of his
organ works.  Rather, the striking parallels between Werckmeister’s teachings and Buxtehude’s
music merit attention because they constitute mutually supporting evidence about contrapuntal
improvisation in the Baroque era (Dodds, pp. 2-3).

In Werckmeister’s estimation, Gioseffe Zarlino’s Renaissance rules simply didn’t work
for serious improvisers because they were too “complicated and obscure that one cannot easily in
a moment recall them.  Our rules, however, derive from the chords, where below and above a
third is always placed, and thus cannot fail” (Dodds, p. 15).21  Werckmeister promoted the need
to “not think” while improvising, so Zarlino’s time worn methods were expendable.  The
Werckmeister circle of fifths completely shattered the Zarlino paradigm of chromatics as mere
ornaments to “adorn the diatonic.”

George Buelow describes Bach’s uncle Johann Christoph Bach’s organ preludes as
quintessentially “written-down improvisations” (Buelow, “Johann Sebastian Bach,” New Grove,
p. 306).  The removal of improvisation constraints effectively liberated the keyboard into full
modulation participation.  Werckmeister wrote of the superiority of improvisation to much of
written music.  “Legitimate musicians get more from creating something on the clavier ex

tempore than by depending too much on the tablature.”22

Forkel reported a half century after J.S. Bach died on the superiority of Bach’s
improvisations, particularly as compared with Bach’s written pieces.  Speaking of Bach’s
“extemporare fantasies” at the keyboard, Forkel estimated that they were frequently more “free,
brilliant, and expressive” than written compositions (Forkel, Bach Reader, p. 436).

In trying to imagine how someone improvised in the past it is valuable to study certain
pieces of music that that may have been described as a “frozen” improvisation, seemingly made
“plastic” through notation.  In improvisation, Bach could let himself go, fueled by the energy
inherent to circular well temperament tuning.

It was only through improvisation that Bach could tickle the ears of his listeners with a
larger palette of musical interval contrasts.  For “even to the best musician, at a first hearing, a
Bach fugue seems chaos; while even to the ordinary musician this chaos becomes clear after
repeated hearings, when the great lucid lines come out” (Schweitzer I:213).

Karl Geiringer vividly portrayed C.P.E. Bach’s report of his father’s intensity when he
would improvise upon his Silbermann clavichord:23

Various contemporaries have given us enthusiastic reports on these improvisations, and they all
leave in our mind the picture of a person possessed.  ‘In his free phantasies he was quite unique
and inexhaustible.  For hours he would lose himself in his ideas and in an ocean of modulations.
His soul seemed to be far removed, the eyes swam as though in some ravishing dream, the lower
lip drooped over his chin, his face and form bowed almost inanimately over the instrument’
(Geiringer, The Bach Family, p. 348).24
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This practice of chromatic organ improvisation in peripheral keys necessitated new
fingering combinations in order to facilitate virtuoso technique.  To use the peripheral keys on a
keyboard properly, one needs to use the thumbs prominently.  The organic use of the thumbs in
keyboard scales is the direct result of changes due to chromatic well temperament.  C.P.E. Bach
traced the transformation of chromatic organ playing in 24 different keys to the ascendency of
thumb use in keyboard playing.

My late father told me about having heard great men in his youth who did not use the thumb
except when it was necessary for large stretches.  Since he lived at a time in which there
gradually took place a quite remarkable change in musical taste, he was obliged to think out a
much more complete use of the fingers, and especially to use the thumb (which apart from other
uses is quite indispensable especially in the difficult keys) in such manner as nature, as it were,
wishes to see it used.  Thus it was raised suddenly from its former idleness to the position of the
principal finger (C.P.E. Bach, Bach Reader, pp. 359-360).

Snyder argues convincingly that Buxtehude may have introduced thumbs into his playing
before Bach, since Buxtehude used the full compass of a circle of keys on the organ earlier than
Bach (Snyder, p. 370).

Since Buxtehude made use of those ‘difficult tonalities,’ and since those very pieces are the ones
transmitted by the sources of the Bach circle, one suspects that Buxtehude might also have put his
thumb to greater use and shared the technique with Bach, along with the works involved (Snyder,
p. 392).

Werckmeister’s innovative chromatic tuning is normally identified as Werckmeister III
tuning today.  Werckmeister III tuning is the basis of the Musicalische Temperatur (1691)
treatise, and the true innovation of Orgel-Probe (1681).  It is what Werckmeister considered
“modern temperament” at the end of the 17th century.  Buxtehude should have been able to make
an unannounced transition in organ tuning since he was the church’s “werkmeister,” personally
responsible for the administration of the church.  The dates do indeed line up for Buxtehude to
transition into a chromatic well tempered scale at about the same time as Werckmeister was
publishing his innovative ideas.

As Buxtehude was apparently quite satisfied with pioneering Werckmeister III tuning,
there would be no conceivable need to do more than dedicate his admiration for Andreas
Werckmeister in 1702, after many years of friendship.25  It is really easy to follow Buxtehude’s
intentions in this little ditty, which paints Werckmeister as a Musicus, a multitasker in the service
of music.  Pointing to the combination of Werckmeister’s good soul, excellent intentions, and
great success in promoting his ideas, Buxtehude clearly puns on the Werckmeister surname with
his phrasing the words: “work” and “master.”  Another of his puns, a subtler one, is the
declaration that his “highly treasured friend” Andreas Werckmeister had considered “well” what
is useful in music (Snyder, pp. 126-127), an allusion to the famed “well” tempering introduced
by Werckmeister.
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To the Author:

The intelligent minds all say of him:

With the highest fame and glory, this

work praises the master.

Another:

Whoever views a work of art properly,

does not disdain it anonymously,

speaks freely without arrant cunning,

in a Christian manner, as is right,

for when it comes to the test,

the work must praise the master.

He, my friend, has considered well,

in the book, and excerpted,

what is useful to art,

honestly and unfeignedly,

he has also become a work master,

praiseworthy in the order of the muses.

(The undersigned) wanted to exclaim this to congratulate the author,

as his highly treasured friend, his most devoted

Dieterich Buxtehude

Organist at the principal church of St. Mary’s in Lübeck

20 years earlier, famed organ builder Arp Schnitger took on the challenge of those who
may be a tad jealous of Werckmeister by the proverbial horns with a dedicatory poem printed in
Werckmeister’s Erweiterte und Verbesserte Orgel-Probe (1698).  Apparently not all prominent
Baroque personages were as generous to the catalyst of chromatic well temperament as were
Buxtehude and Schnitger.

Of course, some blockhead will find fault; it’s not surprising.

Cynics so asinine can not help criticizing.

But know that only fools this treatise can resent,

While you, dear Werckmeister, to heaven shall ascend.

(Orgel-Probe dedication by Arp Schnitger in Krapf, p. xxv)

Schnitger was the dominant Hamburg organ builder during the period of Buxtehude’s
tenure at St. Mary’s Church.  Buxtehude, a major supporter of Arp Schnitger’s skills, tried twice
to get Schnitger approved by his Lübeck employers for some improvements on the church
organs.  However, Schnitger was repeatedly turned down by the Lübeck council, who preferred
instead to invest in silver paint to brush on little angel wing ornaments.  “Schnitger spent four
weeks in Lübeck, during which time he took all his meals with Buxtehude” (Snyder, p. 119).
Buxtehude had earlier been impressed by a Schnitger built organ in Hamburg’s St. Nicholas
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Church, one he had been hired to inspect.  Buxtehude and Schnitger must have been in happy
collusion about Werckmeister’s arrival on the musical scene as they both wrote dedications
albeit for different books published 20 years apart.  In 1681, in Werckmeister’s very first
publication Orgel-Probe, Schnitger wrote:

A worthy task, to be by wise men highly commended,
One which shall cause his fame to be richly augmented.

For as posterity this treasure will accept,
His name always among the famous shall be kept.

This has been contributed in praise of Werckmeister by Arp Schnitger.

(Schnitger dedication in Orgel-Probe in Krapf, p. xxv).26

Considerably helping in the matter, was the fact that Werckmeister’s uncle Victor
Werckmeister’s replacement in Quedlinburg, Johann Philipp Bendeler, author of Organopoeia

(1690), was Arp Schnitger’s son-in-law.  Bendeler could also be counted on to write in lengthy
praise of Werckmeister in Werckmeister’s treatise Hypomnemata Musica (1697).  Bendeler’s
brother, Johann Jacob Bendeler, cantor in Wolfenbüttal, wrote a dedicatory poem in honor of
Werckmeister is this same publication.  

In the initial edition of her book, Dieterich Buxtehude: Organist in Lübeck (1987),
Snyder theorized that the publishing of Werckmeister’s Orgel-Probe (1681) coincided exactly
with an extensive series of organ repairs in Lübeck.  These organ repairs would have provided
the necessary opportunity to retune the organs into a circular well temperament, as encouraged
by Andreas Werckmeister.  Snyder had previously contended that Buxtehude’s organ
compositions after 1683 were designed for Werckmeister III tuning.  According to Snyder,
Buxtehude’s F-sharp minor Praeludium was “written specifically to celebrate the new freedom
for choice of key” (Erdman, The Influence and Reputation of Andreas Werckmeister in the

United States, p. 85).

Snyder has since withdrawn her previously published speculation “that at Buxtehude’s
instigation the organs of St. Mary’s Church had been retuned to Werckmeister III in 1683.”

I based my hypothesis on information in the accounts that the bellows trader had received pay for
thirty and a half extra days of work while the organ builder Michel Briegel, the renowned
Friedrich Stellwagen’s son-in-law, had ‘thoroughly tuned’ both organs without their reeds, which
Buxtehude had presumably already retuned himself.  This theory was widely accepted, but it
rested on incomplete evidence: the St. Mary’s account books then available under the custody of
the German Democratic Republic extended only through 1685; the rest were presumed lost.  The
return of the later books from the Soviet Union in 1988, however, made new evidence available
(Snyder, pp. 84-85).

But it didn’t.  There was no such new pertinent evidence.  Snyder points to a recently
discovered church’s contract of 1782 reporting a relatively lengthy 83.5 days needed to tune its
organ.  This duration seems at variance with previously much shorter tuning durations, such as
27.5 days in 1688 which also included repairs to a pair of organs.  It took 57 days in 1701 to
renovate a small organ, 110 days in 1704 for three new stops to be added to a large organ, and
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191 days for what appears to be an overhaul in 1782 (of which 83.5 days was thought to have
been set aside for organ tuning).  Snyder faced a new problem, based on her assumption that the
83.5 days of tuning in 1782 was intended for equal temperament.

In 1683 the account suggests that the 30.5 days of work was entirely devoted to tuning; still, in
view of the great discrepancy with 83.5 days in 1782, it appears that my hypothesis that the
temperament was changed to Werckmeister III in 1683 can no longer stand (Snyder, p. 85)

Snyder didn’t spell out her preconceptions regarding what constituted appropriate tuning
time, but Werckmeister III tuning takes much less time to tune than equal temperament.
Werckmeister III tuning is relatively easier to tune because of the eight pure beatless fifths per
octave in all octaves.  For 2/3 of the fifths, a person listens to a fifth until there is no beating, and
repeats the process for eight fifths in each octave.  The four remaining fifths are smaller by
exactly the same size as quarter comma meantone fifths.  Werckmeister continued to add new
temperament alternatives to his original innovation of 1681, but readers were consistently
referred back to Musicalische Temperatur, where Werckmeister III tuning was emphasized.

There could be all sorts of reasons for the different durations in the newly acquired
records.  There could have been weather factors, illness surprises, or double bookings.  (Wender
put off finishing the Arnstadt New Church organ for more than a year because he wanted to
complete some work in another city)27  Snyder intellectually recasts Buxtehude on to a meantone
model, despite having found significant counter-evidence in the notation in the organ scores.28

Could Buxtehude’s period church organs have been tuned to some kind of meantone?

The short answer is no.  Meantone tuning on the organ had to be replaced to facilitate
great keyboardists.  In 1762, C.P.E. Bach offered advice for improvising a fantasia, but cautioned
that “on the organ, one must restrain oneself in chromatic passages; at least they should not be
advanced sequentially, because organs are seldom well tempered.”  According to C.P.E. Bach,
despite his own earlier expectations, and regardless of his father’s chromatic appetite, “most
organs were still in meantone.”

There are no extant records that specifically name any temperaments on the
aforementioned organs, as fully admitted.  Temperament identity was never mentioned in the
accounts.29  Besides, the actual names for tunings and temperaments are invariably
unimaginative, and they are likely to be in practice long before they are named.  Consider for
example the semantic meaning of “mean” in meantone as “average.”  The term “irregular” by its
very nature cannot be a “regular” category, and includes trash bin keys that are by definition
functionally unusable.

The term “well” used for well-tempered might best be described as “tempered good,” or
“better than usual” temperament, or perhaps “satisfactorily finessed” temperament.  Irregular
tunings demonstrate a distinctive variety of colorful keys, each with unique sentiments for
discovery.

  The ability to play in all keys was vital to a great organ virtuoso, such as Dieterich
Buxtehude.  Naturally, he’d have a keen interest in the accuracy of the instruments’ tuning.  Pre-
tuning to a circular temperament from a meantone likely occurred unannounced during regular
organ repair schedules.  For Buxtehude, such an opportunity may indeed have occurred in 1683,
two years after Werckmeister first published his circular chromatic tuning scheme in Orgel-

Probe (1681).
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As evidence of an organ piece that a full circle of keys Snyder suggests Buxtehude’s
Praeludium in F# minor (BuxWV 146).  “It is unplayable in this key on a meantone organ, even
with subsemitones, but it works quite well, even if it loses some of its edge, when transposed to
B minor, as Harald Vogel has demonstrated in his recording on the Langwarden organ, tuned in
modified meantone” (Snyder, p. 238).  Modified meantone may mean just about anything, let
alone an amicable acquiescence to accept music with an acceptable loss of “some of its edge.”

The term "modified meantone" is a phrase I find confusing.  It’s more of a catch all term
than anything specific that can be recognized by the ear due to its specific pitch relationships.
Tying an irregular tuning to a pedigree with the “modified meantone” moniker has less value
than a specific name for a system of tuning.  What listeners hear is the “feast” of music.  It is less
important where the ingredients come from.

Paul Poletti, a harpsichord maker working out of Barcelona, considers “modified
meantone” as requiring both a “basic character” and its “variation.”

I would say that the word “modified” in any application has to indicate a basic characteristic
which remains unchanged in some manner AND a variation in form which does not go so far as
to create something completely different.  Thus genetically modified corn can only be called such
as long as it doesn’t begin to look like cabbage or taste like strawberries.

Now about modified meantone.  All meantones use an unbroken chain of purposely detuned
fifths, the size of which is determined by the desire to arrive at a consistently pure or close to pure
major third.  The resulting gap is irrelevant because the resulting bad thirds (the original wolves)
are not intended to be used, except perhaps for dramatic effect.  The temperaments I call modified
meantones generally exhibit a structure which is mostly meantone with a slight variation in that
there is exactly the same long chain intentionally tempered fifths, the size of which is determined
by the desire to arrive at a consistently pure or close to pure major third, but with the inclusion of
several fifths which do not adhere to this principle, applied to reduce the harshness of the wolf
thirds, making them usable without the listener cringing, wherein lies the modification both in
logic and intent.30

For my own categorizing, irregular tuning is preferable to modified meantone as a
description of what is being heard and discussed, rather than the suggestion of a modification of
a more limited “historic” scale.  We might as well call meantone “modified just intonation,” or
equal temperament a “modified well temperament” (as a circle of keys plus the variation of
“non-irregularness”).31

After Andreas Werckmeister published on the idea of enharmonic identities, Buxtehude
took advantage of the new notation possibilities, such as for example to constitute the note G-
sharp as an equivalent substitute for an A-flat.32  According to Werckmeister, “I hold it also to be
unnecessary to give two names to one key on the clavier, such as the B-flat and A-sharp, the D-
sharp and E-flat, and so on” (Werckmeister, Die nothwendigsten Anmerckungen, Archambault,
p. 227).33  The confusion possible with multiple names for the very same pitch prompted
Werckmeister to promote the idea of doing away with them.  He preferred to retain only a single
set of 12 names for 12 distinct pitches, which coincidentally works  well in conventional equal
temperament.  The ongoing continuance of meantone tuning prevented this idea from becoming
an eventuality.34  Well temperament introduces into the history the concept of enharmonic
identities, distinguishing itself in this way from meantone tuning.
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Modern music notation is essentially vestigial meantone notation.  The age of Andreas
Werckmeister required a musical environment without wolf intervals, the result of an historical
innovation.  According to Snyder’s research, Buxtehude’s organ compositions BuxWV 159
through 161 could only be performed in a circular well temperament, and not in meantone.
Ironically, these three aforementioned organ works exist today thanks exclusively to the
“Andreas-Bach-Buch” manuscript, thanks to the valuable recopying efforts of J.S. Bach’s eldest
brother, Johann Christoph Bach (the very same elder brother who snatched away his baby
brother’s recopying efforts!).

                                                               Silhouette of Johann Christoph Bach

                                                                                                      (1671-1721)

                                                                                         J.S. Bach’s oldest brother

Buxtehude’s emphasis of greater chromaticism on the organ can be further established by
his notation decisions.  For someone to declare that only the harpsichords are capable of being
“tuned in a circulating system” seems counter-intuitive, especially since Buxtehude was
recognized foremost as an organist.  Indeed, long before Andreas Werckmeister burst upon the
scene, Buxtehude was prodding tonality in new directions.  Organ music written with
enharmonic identities, even if the different spellings are found isolated from each other in two
totally different compositions are instructional because there were no retuning possibilities on the
organ due to the prohibitive time constraints, and cost.  Dieterich Buxtehude’s music requires a
chromatic tuning for the same reasons as does Johann Sebastian Bach’s music.

Unlike the modern pianist with a personal piano tuner in tow, Buxtehude tuned parts of
the organ himself, for he was responsible for tuning the organ reeds on a weekly basis.
Buxtehude’s Hamburg friend Arp Schnitger established that, “the organ builder has not yet been
born who could make reeds that did not need to be tuned weekly.”35 (Snyder, p. 102).
Accordingly, J.S. Bach needed to tune the organ reeds in Arnstadt weekly.36

Johann Mattheson wrote in 1725 that tuning the reed pipes was most troubling, because
“their pitch raises or lowers somewhat with each change in the weather” and must be tuned just
as often.  Since organists needed to tune the organ’s reed pipes regularly, Mattheson playfully
shared a couple of typical sayings that organists had coined regarding this necessary chore.37

Listening to Armin Schoof’s recordings of Buxtehude and Bach organ works on the
period Stellwagen organ in the St. Jakobi Church in Lübeck is truly illuminating.38  Schoof, the
working organist of the St. Jakobi Church, provides ample reasons for a preference for
Werckmeister III tuning in performance.  The difference in a comparison of recordings is
dramatic, and brooks no contest.  One need only compare compact disc recordings by organists
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Schoof and Hans Davidsson in Buxtehude’s Te Deum.  If privileged to have both compact discs
readily available for comparative listening, simply alternate the opening track of Schoof’s
compact disc recording in Werckmeister III tuning with track eight of the accompanying
compact disc to Snyder’s book, as performed by Davidsson.  The difference between them is
profound.  Issues like individual performance preference, recording balance, engineering
success, and instrument quality aside, Werckmeister III tuning is the more musical sounding of
the two, the more meaningful.  They appear to be two different pieces.

The St. Jakobi Church in Lübeck is the original parish church of seafarers and fishermen,
its smaller organ was converted in 1969 “back” to Werckmeister III tuning.  Records show that
the organ was enlarged in 1637 according to the specifications of the small Stellwagen organ in
Buxtehude’s St. Mary’s Church (Snyder, p. 82).  Surprisingly, Snyder’s book contains no
reference to the Armin Schoof recordings, a local phenomenon, other than a general
acknowledgement of his support for her work in the Preface of the first edition of her revised
book.

Thus the recent restoration of the Stellwagen organ in the church of St. Jakobi in Lübeck is of
major importance to Buxtehude studies (Snyder, “Church and Organ Music,” p. 521).

Snyder’s revised book comes with a compact disc of Buxtehude’s organ music – in equal
temperament, as she now contends that Buxtehude tuned to Werckmeister III tuning only on the
harpsichord, in the shadows.39

The most that we can now say in this respect is that the works that absolutely require a circulating
temperament, such as the Praeludia in E minor (BuxWV 142) and F# minor (BuxWV 146), must
have been composed after the publication of the first editing of Werckmeister’s Orgel-Probe in
1681, and that Buxtehude probably worked out their written form as we have it at a pedal
clavichord or harpsichord tuned in a circulating system (Snyder, p. 360).

Mark Lindley well describes the difference in terms of what is lost when “well
temperament” performances are homogenized into “equal temperament”:

Anyone who has heard late 17th and 18th century music performed in a suitable and well-executed
irregular ‘good temperament’ will know that what Werckmeister called the ‘gute Veranderung’ is
lost when the same music is performed in the equal-step temperament.  This was acknowledged,
and indeed discussed at length, by many 18th century German, French, Italian, and English writers
on music, and was evidently the main reason why the equal-step temperament was not widely
adopted until the 19th century (even though Jean Phillipe Rameau endorsed it in 1737).

In this light Werckmeister may fairly be called the prophet and pioneer of an aesthetically
valuable kind of chromatic scale which went out of use in the 19th century as the equal-step
temperament became the norm (Lindley, Andreas Werckmeister Musicalische Temperatur,
p. x and xi).

The metaphor that fits best is the fairly recent trend to colorize black and white films.
Despite contention that colorizing ruins creative intent, especially from filmmakers who made a
conscious choice to film in black and white, while many films do receive aesthetic benefit.
Returning Buxtehude and Bach to Werckmeister III tuning restores the intervallic color to the
music that equal temperament stripped away.
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Buxtehude era astronomical clock reproduction in Lübeck’s St. Mary’s Church

Photo:  Johnny Reinhard
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The chromatic genus thus cannot entirely be adhered to on keyboard instruments unless they have

differentiated keys for chromatic tones.

Michael Praetorius

Is not composition now quite different than 100 years ago?  Thus, one would be negligent in refusing to improve

the keyboard and arrange it so that such compositions could be played on it.

Andreas Werckmeister
CHAPTER 3

Andreas Werckmeister

Werckmeister family crest featuring the symbols of the triad in numbers,

used in correspondence by son, Johann Bartholomüus Werckmeister.

The Werckmeister family was not unlike the Bach family.  Both families consisted of
devout musicians and committed educators in neighboring cities.  There seems to have been a
hard line drawn between Nordhausen and Mühlhausen, the separation between where the
Werckmeister family worked, and the adjacent area host to the Bach family to its south.  In
actuality, these towns form a very narrow geographical area in northwestern Thuringia.

Werckmeister’s relatives include many career organists, cantors, and theologians.
George Buelow and J. Murray Barbour each described Andreas Werckmeister as a theologian,
made perhaps more palatable by the generous content of religious allegory in his culminative
writings.  In no uncertain terms, Werckmeister served as an appropriate template for a young J.S.
Bach.

Werckmeister, for reasons of his Lutheran orthodoxy, the religious feeling in his writings and his
practical attitude towards tempered tuning, must have appealed to Bach.  Werckmeister was also
a warm, personal friend of Johann Gottfried Walther, who, as is well known, had considerable
influence upon Bach during the Weimar period (Chiapusso, “Bach’s Attitude Towards History”
MQ 39, 1953, p. 416).

Andreas Werckmeister (1645-1706) was an only child, born and reared in the village of
Benneckenstein, just outside of Nordhausen.40  Despite coming from a musical family, his
parents, Joachim Werckmeister and Catharina Schönerts, were primarily involved with brewing
and plowing.  Grandfather Victor Werckmeister (1570-1666), formerly a cantor in Elbingerode,
would become the pastor in Benneckenstein.  When he reached 13, Werckmeister began two
years of organ study in nearby Bennungen with his uncle Johann Christian Werckmeister (d.
1667).  The following two years (1660-1662), Werckmeister attained a general Gymnasium
education, with an emphasis in Latin.

The next pair of years was spent in Quedlinburg for studies with another uncle, cantor
Heinrich Victor Werckmeister.  The budding Musicum was well aware of the challenges he faced
without the necessary finances available to attend university.
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I know how it occurred to me in my
youth; I would like to have learned
something correctly, but I was unable to
have the proper instruction.  Good
authors who wrote thoroughly about
music were lacking to me also.  I had to
therefore be satisfied until God gave me
another opportunity (Werckmeister in
Archambault, p. 6, ref. Harmonologia

musica, 1702, p. 142).

         The old Werckmeister-Haus in Benneckenstein, outside Nordhausen

After returning to studies in Quedlinburg for studies with still another uncle, Andreas
Werckmeister accepted a position of organist at the Martinikirche in Hasselfelde at the age of 19,
where he lived for a decade.  Werckmeister married the mayor’s daughter Catharina Reckleben
on July 16, 1667, and produced two sons.  After his first wife died in 1680, Werckmeister
married Anna Salome Seelman in nearby Elbingerode (February 14, 1682), and produced four
daughters.  Werckmeister’s brother-in-law Pastor Petrus Theodorus Seelman (1656-1730)
worked with Georg Philipp Telemann in Magdeburg and Hamburg.

The next career stop for Werckmeister was as an organist in Quedlinburg, for the St.
Servatius Church, the Wiperti Church, and the Quedlinburg Abbess, Anna Dorothea.  (Bach’s
student Johann Philipp Kirnberger’s employer, Anna Amalia, sister to Frederick the Great, also
held the title, “Abbess of Quedlinburg.”)  Werckmeister was employed by the same Prussian
nobility as were Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach and Johann Philipp Kirnberger.

As fundamental as Quedlinburg was to Werckmeister’s life in music, it is most
significant that Andreas Werckmeister crowned his career in 1696 in Halberstadt, where the
modern piano design with two keys alternating with three keys on one manual was introduced by
Nicholas Faber in 1361.

Werckmeister’s sons Johann Andreas and Johann Bartholomäus followed in his footsteps
as church organists.  Johann Andreas Werckmeister was appointed to succeed his father at the St.
Martini Church in Halberstadt, where he remained until 1738.  Johann Bartholomäus
Werckmeister served as organist in Quedlinburg (1686), succeeding his father at the Stiftskirche

(Archambault, p. 10).  Heinrich Jacob Wilcke, Werckmeister’s son-in-law, would carry on the
“Werckmeister” tradition of repairing and tuning organs in Quedlinburg.

Werckmeister reported two sources of origin for the central theme of “irregular circular
tuning.”  The first points to Musica mathematica of Abraham Bartholus (1614), in which
Bartholus embraced an earlier tuning design by his “friend” Andreas Reinhard which presents an
intriguing scenario to explain the symmetry of the universe, first printed by A. Reinhard in his
Monochordum (Leipzig 1604): “the phrygian scale is divided into 48 parts and related to the
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proportions of the universe.”  Lindley traced the Reinhard’s ideas still further to Vitruvius,
among others.  “Bartholus said that on the organ A. Reinhard’s scheme eliminated the wolf”
(Lindley, Lutes, p. 68, 70).41

The second source was a physical disc (Scheibe)42 produced by Theophil Gottleib Staden
(1607-1655) that was included in Georg Philipp Harsdörffer’s Mathematische und

Philosophische Erquickstunden to facilitate the visualization of a tuning circle.43  Werckmeister
wrote he had already thought about equal temperament as a reason to investigate faulty
meantone.  Werckmeister wrote that he had exercised with equal temperament both
“theoretically and in practice,” even building a dedicated monochord for testing out equal
temperament accuracy when he was 31 years old and had not yet begun to publish.  In
Werckmeister’s world, equal temperament was more of a friend than an enemy.  Equal
temperament was fine in itself, that is, until one wanted variation in the keys.  The real enemy
was meantone for its threatening wolf.  Having twelve major and minor keys was paramount to
Werckmeister, while any extension through the meantone gamut was rendered moot.  Equal
temperament was for Werckmeister a less interesting well temperament.44

While accepting equal temperament as well tempered by virtue of its circle,
Werckmeister preferred variation over redundancy.  Equal tempered is credited by Werckmeister
for bringing him the courage to confront the “incorrect” quarter comma meantone (die falsche

Temperatur) on the world stage.

Among the clearest connections between J.S. Bach and A. Werckmeister comes with the
term wohl-temperirt, long associated with Johann Sebastian Bach.  This term was first used by
Werckmeister on the title page of his first published book, Orgel-Probe (1681).

=====================================================================

Orgel-Probe

oder

kurtze Beschreibung wie und welcher Gestalt man die Orgelwercke von den Orgelmachern

annehmen, probieren, untersuchen und den kirchen Liefern könne und sole, benebst einem

kurtzen Unterricht, wie durch Anweiss und hülfe des Monochordi ein clavier

wohl zu temperiren und zu stimmen sei.

Frankfurt und Leipzig, bei Theodor Philipp Calvisius, 1681

=====================================================================

Basically, Werckmeister declared that meantone was wrong for musicians of his
generation.  Werckmeister believed that the limitations of a meantone tuned keyboard could
insidiously destroy a piece of music intentionally written for a circular well temperament.  With
meantone, certain keys needed to be avoided, shunned due to the appearance of “howling” wolf
intervals.
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Wolves are musical intervals that horribly distort beyond usual expectations, most
notably the fifth, although each standard meantone keyboard scheme has four “wolf” major
thirds in an octave.  In this context, the wolf interval causes a musical chain wreck according to
the fine sensibilities of the well healed German Baroque connoisseur.  Werckmeister
prophetically recognized that the needs of music had experienced a sea change, and needed a big
fix.  Meantone tuning was determined to be flat wrong for contemporary music of the late 17th

century for there could no longer be barriers to modulation.

Nowadays however, when one has to make use of the entire keyboard, as though in a circle, it is
quite impossible to make do with such a keyboard.  Since music, by the grace of God, has risen to
such heights and changed so much, it would, indeed, be incongruous not to think of ways to
improve keyboard instruments also, if for no other reason than to avoid ruining contemporary
pieces, some of which are well composed, and make a mess of them (Werckmeister, Orgel-

Probe, 1697, ed. Graf, p. 66).

It is certainly understandable that Werckmeister’s voluminous writings, combined with
Walther’s encyclopedic passions, would sufficiently intimidate Johann Sebastian Bach from
writing essays on musical subjects.  Buxtehude, too, stayed out of book authoring and
publishing business (although he did fancy himself a clever poet).

Johann Adolph Scheibe (1708-1776), described as “the cleverest Leipzig organ builder of
the time, who moreover was highly appreciated by no less strict a judge as Bach himself,”
agreed with the notion that Bach left the math work to others (Spitta II:282).  Werckmeister
certainly covered enough of the math for someone to get right down to the business of playing
and creating fulltime.  This was ever Werckmeister’s intention.

For practical purposes Bach certainly did not have any recourse to mathematical calculations,
although he surely was thoroughly acquainted with Werckmeister’s scientific treatment of that
subject (Chiapusso, “Bach’s Attitude Towards History” MQ 39, 1953, p. 414).

Werckmeister wrote in his treatise Musicae mathematicae hodegus curiosus (1686, 1687,
and 1689), that “Music is a mathematical science, which shows us through number the correct
differences and ratios of sounds from which we can compose a suitable and natural harmony”
(Buelow, “Werckmeister,” New Grove, p. 286).  This treatise outlines the just intonation basis
for all temperament systems.

Much of the “heavy lifting” had already been done for J.S. Bach by an earlier generation
of music writers, and Werckmeister’s books Orgel-Probe, Musicae mathematicae Hodegus

curiosus and Musicalische Temperatur were good examples.  It was time for a new respected
figure to capitalize on these musical advances in order to create some truly great music.

Werckmeister’s math skill set has certainly been criticized: “Werckmeister was a
musician, not a mathematician equipped by an understanding of logarithms to handle logarithmic
relations working deftly between monochord lengths and musical intervals” (Lindley, Andreas
Werckmeister Musicalische Temperatur, p. xii).  It may well be that C.P.E. Bach’s
characterization of his father alluded specifically to Andreas Werckmeister, if not similar
theorists who did the extensive math, essentially turning the topic dry and unnecessary to J.S.
Bach.
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Albert Schweitzer’s conclusion, that Johann Sebastian Bach did not possess mathematical
inclinations, confuses.  Pioneers in tuning and temperament in earlier generations had already
done extensive math, implicit in the following statement by Schweitzer referencing Scheibe
about Bach:

It is certain that it was generally known how little [Bach] troubled about the mathematical basis
of the fundamental laws of harmony.  Not only Mattheson, but Scheibe testifies to this.  ‘Let any
one,’ says the latter, ‘ask a great Bach, who has perfect command of all artifices of art, and whose
astounding works one cannot see or hear without surprise, whether, in the attainment of this great
skill and dexterity, he even once thought of the mathematical relations of the tones, and whether
he once consulted mathematics in the construction of so many musical artifices’ (Schweitzer,
I:189, ref. Scheibe in Kritischer Musikus, 1739, II:355).

I’d like to inject a personal note at this juncture.  Like Bach, I am not inclined to
mathematics or towards mathematical models of music.  Yet, as a composer and performer of
microtonal music, it is vitally important for me to accurately quantify and juggle pitch
relationships in my head.  My main instrument is the bassoon, infamous for its lack of press and
blow accuracy.  Similarly, Bach knew exactly how to tune intervals with inner certitude.

Among the north German double counterpoint school, which included Johann Adam
Reincken (1643-1722),45 Johann Theile (1646-1724), and Matthias Weckman (1619-1674),
Buxtehude was alone in not writing “manuscript treatises addressing the composition of multiple
counterpoint, including the role of parallel thirds” (Dodds, p. 14).  There was simply no need for
a Dieterich Buxtehude or a J.S. Bach to duplicate intellectual work already published and
distributed by earlier countrymen.

Werckmeister’s mathematics for the fundamental laws of tuning exposed in Musicae

mathematicae Hodegus curiosus, in addition to the generous monochord comparisons provided
in Musicalische Temperatur, likely kept the books on Bach’s book shelf.  Bach’s testing of
Wender’s Arnstadt organ was a text book case of what Werckmeister’s Orgel-Probe was meant
to accomplish.  In what seems like flip-flopping, Schweitzer wrote that “Bach thus worked like
the mathematician, who sees the whole of a problem at once, and has only to realize it in definite
values” (Schweitzer I:211).  Surely, one can not have it both ways.  It is supremely reasonable to
believe that Bach did not need to compound the writings on tuning already made available by the
likes of Werckmeister.

As chronicled by Christoph Wolff, Bach acquired a solid scientific foundation in the craft
of organ building by studying Andreas Werckmeister’s Orgel-Probe.  Bach’s vast organ
knowledge and expertise in organ construction, exemplified by his Mühlhausen organ renovation
proposal of 1708, used principles, methods, and terminology that rely heavily on Werckmeister’s
influential treatise (Wolff, Essays, p. 70).  When Johann Sebastian was a child, his extended
family devoured Werckmeister’s Orgel-Probe, which effectively announced a new era of
chromatic organ playing without encountering dreaded wolf intervals.

Organ scholar Russell Stinson is certain: “Bach clearly relied on Werckmeister’s Orgel-
Probe in testing organs” (Stinson, Bach: The Orgelbüchlein, p. 29).  In the second edition of
Orgel-Probe, an expanded form titled Erweiterte und Verbesserte Orgel-Probe (1698),
Werckmeister deleted his previous material on temperament.  Additionally, 1698 was the same
year Werckmeister introduced a new, elastic tuning recommended for continuo tuning with an
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addendum to Harmonologia musica entitled: Short Lesson and Addition, how one can tune and

temper well a clavier.  Readers of his newly revised Erweiterte und verbesserte Orgel-Probe

(1698) were pointed towards Musicalische Temperatur with the following direction:

With regard to the matter of temperament, there is no need to add anything in particular, since the
kind reader can find a detailed discussion and demonstration in our treatise on temperament with
an appendix on the monochord (Werckmeister, Erweiterte, p. 65).

Werckmeister no longer needed to include the previous material because it was already
expanded in detail in a new book devoted to tuning, Musicalische Temperatur (1687-1688),
famously revised with a copper-plate in 1691.  The second edition of Orgel-Probe was published
the same year as the first edition of Musicalische Temperatur (1687), along with the first edition
of Musicae mathematicae Hodegus curiosus (1687).  This was more a decision of editorial
housekeeping and a consolidation, than it was a shaking off of any deeply held convictions.
Musicae mathematicae Hodegus curiosus gave detailed instruction on the monochord and
explained exactly how just intonation was constituted.  Throughout his life, Werckmeister
earnestly referred readers to his 2-foot long copper-plate monochord published with
Musicalische Temperatur (1691), for greater tuning information.

Werckmeister’s Published Books

Book Revised Year Title
A: 1681 Orgel-Probe

B:  1686? Nucleo musico (lost)
C:  1686 Musicae mathematicae Hodegus curiosus

C2: 1687 Musicae mathematicae Hodegus curiosus, 2nd Edition
A2: 1687 Erweiterte und verbesserte Orgel-Probe, 2nd Edition

D: 1687 Musicalische Temperatur (no copper-plate)
C3: 1689 Musicae mathematicae Hodegus curiosus, 3rd Edition
D2: 1691 Musicalische Temperatur, 2nd Edition with copper-plate monochord

E: 1691 Der edlen Music-Kunst Wurde, Gebrauch, und Missbrauch

F: 1697 Hypomnemata musica

G: 1698 Die nothwendigsten Ammerckungen Regeln, wie der Bassus continuus

H: 1699 Musicalisches Send-Scheiben (Steffani translation from 1695 writings)
I: 1700 Cribrum musicum

J: 1702 Harmonologia musica (written in 1698)
K: 1705 Organum Gruningense redivivum

L: 1707 Musicalische Paradoxal-Discourse (published posthumously)

Some of the adjectives Johann Mattheson used in his Neueröffneten Orchesters (1713)
for Andreas Werckmeister are impressively vivid: industrious (fleissige), upright (aussrichtige),
sincere (ehrlichen), and pious (fromme).  In his writings, Mattheson quoted from just about every
single Andreas Werckmeister publication and provided proper footnotes with their respective
page numbers, as did Walther in the Lexicon.  Mattheson even subtitled a chapter –
“Werckmeisterania” – with 59 pages in tribute.

The famous Quedlinburg cantor Henricus Baryphonus was a prominent public supporter
of Werckmeister’s works, and a singer whose great reputation called upon him to perform in a
number of German cities.  Baryphonus was good friends with Werckmeister’s uncle Victor
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Werckmeister in Quedlinburg.  Mattheson created a chapter in his Das Forschende Orchestre in
his honor, “Baryphoniana.”46  Mattheson also titled a chapter “Orgel-Probisten” in response to
Werckmeister’s Orgel-Probe, similarly written from the player’s perspective.

In the years following Werckmeister’s direct involvement in the city, Quedlinburg
remained focused on tuning issues, as if directed.  For example, organist Johann Georg
Meckenheuser in 1712 reported having used the monochord to tune auf eine gute Temperatur

which is translatable as a “well temperament” (Moser, p. 108).  By 1727, Meckenheuser shifted
his views in a treatise called Allerneuste Musicalische Temperatur in which he wrote to support
Johann Mattheson’s rally cry for a movement in favor of universal equal temperament.  (Never
mind that Mattheson was inconsistent on this issue.)  Mattheson’s 1725 book, , pointed out that
organ builders Silbermann and Wender had not yet converted to Neidhardt’s exact equal
temperament of 1706 (Critica musica, tonus secundas, p. 235).

  Church door of St. Servatius Church in Quedlinburg

  Photo:  Johnny Reinhard

In Werckmeister’s Harmonologia musica (1702), Werckmeister fretted about
“uncomprehending slanderers,” even as he dedicated his book to amateurs and youngsters,
specifically declaring that the book was not intended for “the experienced, erudite, and virtuosic”
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(Dodds, p. 6).  In defense of forecasted criticisms, Werckmeister made it clear from the
beginning that he was well equipped for the heavy responsibility of giving professional advice on
organ proofing:

Neither is what I have written fictitious, as some have charged.  Rather, it is based on research
conducted in the course of well over thirty organ proofings for which I had been engaged.
Furthermore, I had some ten organs constructed in my own house at my own expense (Krapf,
p. xxiii).

Werckmeister warned his readers about letting theory take the lead over high caliber
works of music composition. “Not only theory belongs to music, practice must also be added; for
if I wanted to propose ever so much in theory and could not maintain and apply it in practice, and
especially on the clavier, I would be of no use to my neighbor” (Archambault, p. 193).47

Werckmeister possessed a good sense of musical values for “he considered the
composition of music to have the greatest importance and value, followed by musica theoretica,
which is the basis for composition and an area in which the composer should be knowledgeable.
Although Werckmeister was a strong proponent of rational justification, he urged musicians to
trust what they perceived by ear” (Archambault, pp. 15-16, ref. Werckmeister, Hypomnemata

musica, p. 19).

Werckmeister’s Music Compositions

Wo ist der neugeborene König der Juden Christmas Cantata in C major, J.-E. Floreen, Carus-Verlag
     40.456 for soli SATB, chorus SATB, 2 violins, viola, bass continuo

  Praeludium for clavier, included in Ursula Hermann’s dissertation on Andreas Werckmeister
  Canzona for organ, Freie Orgelwerke des norddeutschen Barocks, Breitkopf & Härtel
  Musicalische Privatlust for violin and continuo, unpublished-reportedly in Göttingen Univ. Library

Andreas Werckmeister’s cantata Wo ist der neugeborne König der Juden, (“Where is the
Newborn King of the Jews”) is included on the American Festival of Microtonal Music compact
disc Early (PITCH 200203), recorded live in Werckmeister III tuning. The composition was
transcribed in 1715 by a contemporary of the composer, Johann Georg Nattermann, a cantor in
Bosenrode. At the center of the cantata is a sequence of four arias, each separated by a short
ritornello. Preceding and following the group of arias is a chorale for solo alto.  Modern editor
John Eric Floreen summarizes: "The movements of this cantata all begin and end in C major, but
include movement to the dominant, subdominant, mediant, or submediant tonal levels.”

While Werckmeister's well-known theoretical works on tuning systems represented
significant advances and opened new doors in the realm of harmonic relationships, including the
possibility of unimpeded movement through the complete circle of fifths, this cantata is
conservative in matters of harmonic progressions.  The model of alternating arias with ritornellos
was developed by Dieterich Buxtehude in 1684 for his five-part oratorio Himmlische Seelenlust

auf Erden (Snyder, p. 116).  Supposedly, it was used commonly in the long lost Abendmusiken.
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The idea for this form came to Buxtehude after a visit to Hamburg to experience current operatic
styles.  It should come as no coincidence that Werckmeister used this very same alternation of
arias and ritornellos for his only existing major work.  Werckmeister:

One may turn this matter inside out, there is no alternative, none whatsoever, to temperament.
Since, as has been asserted, the ancients’ ears were perfectly happy with thirds all of which were
either too large or too small by one comma, one should really be able to accept deviations one
comma too large or too small, in just a few rarely used thirds (Werckmeister in Krapf, p. 68).

Werckmeister recognized that music would continue to evolve.  Indeed, he helped
establish the new rules, although not every suggestion was adopted.  Werckmeister sought to
make certain that no one could accuse him of pushing too forcefully for any one particular
method of tuning, while at the same time leaving cookie crumb trails to Werckmeister III tuning
for contemporary improvisers and chromatic composers to follow.  He was meticulous about not
forcing any single temperament on his readers, stating for the record “there has never been a
‘canonized’ temperament.”  While he walked on egg shells to satisfy his employers, and those
who conservatively preferred earlier tuning paradigms, he sought to be deferential.  By covering
the topic with religious metaphors, Werckmeister was able to slip a radical innovation past
recognizably conservative institutions.  This may also explain in part why there are no written
records of his revolution in tuning.  He never insisted; he merely proposed.  “So in this thesis no
experienced musician is burdened with how he should provide a clavier temperament tuning”
(Werckmeister, Hehr trans., p. 160).

Werckmeister is almost singular as a historical figure without an image of his face for us
to contemplate, such as with a portrait painting.  His invisibility, combined with his “no-name”
tuning, inevitably lead to confusion, if not a default anonymity.  The 19th century falsely
construed Bach’s “well- tempered” to be synonymous with “equal-tempered” (e.g., Spitta,
Schweitzer, Gould, Landowska).

Werckmeister defended the right of composers early on to choose any and all keys for the
sake of music.

But should a person apply as much temperament as I have done—I wish to say this without
claiming special merit—he will find out for himself what can be done with it.  Some people argue
that it is not customary to compose and arrange in all keys (i.e., C sharp, F sharp, G sharp).  But I
say, some people may not, but others may (Krapf, p. 68).

Werckmeister emphasized that the intricacies represented by the tuning requirements of
his temperament were best served in his day through monochord assistance.  “As this way cannot
be presented and shown any better to the eyes and ears than through the monochord, I have
undertaken this difficult, yet necessary and useful work.”  Werckmeister had a graphic
illustration made as a copper-plate print for the measurement of musical intervals in six different
directions.  He emphasized the value of a full-size monochord and divided it into 57,771 parts in
order to express ratios in whole numbers.

Moreover, there is quite a difference between tuning strings and pipes.  If, therefore, an organist
is ignorant of pipe tuning or, as the case may be, of adjusting the voicing, he ought not, under any
circumstance, to remove a single pipe; for when a pipe is removed, it can very easily be put back
differently and out of tune (Werckmeister, Krapf, p. 62).
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Werckmeister is the unsung hero of the history of temperament, the missing link to the
puzzle that is Bach’s tuning.  In some ways Werckmeister and Bach were two sides of the same
coin, only Bach would become the Musicus to the Musicum.48

Both J.S. Bach and A. Werckmeister were devoted to the use of only twelve major and
twelve minor keys.  Dodds references the Werckmeister’s perpetual canon Vater unser in

Himmelreich included in Werckmeister’s Harmonologia musica, “which modulates alternatively
upward by fifth and downward by fourth, so that after twelve iterations it will have
circumnavigated the circle of fifths—just the sort of feat that Werckmeister’s circulating
temperaments allowed” (Dodds, p. 23).  They brooked no unexpected wolf fifth jolts to interrupt
their playing with disfigurement.

The convention of measuring intervals with 1200 cents to the octave as promoted by
Alexander John Ellis (1814-1890) gradually become the standard logarithmic measurement for
pitch in music scholarship because ratios are unwieldy for comparative analysis.  Quarter comma
meantone produced a single large wolf fifth of 737 cents, as compared to the non-beating 702
cents of just intonation in the overtone series.  (Conventional equal tempered fifths are a strict
700 cents wide, a “hair” lower from the ideal ratio of 3/2, called a “schisma.”)  The sixth comma
meantone wolf fifth is tamer at 722 cents.   (Incidentally, the sixth comma meantone wolf fifth
appears in the sixth octave of the overtone series as the ratio 49/32.)

 Of course, in equal temperament there are no wolves, nor are there wolves in
Werckmeister III tuning; these two tunings are circular well temperaments which by definition
have no wolves.

As true equal temperament became more widely discussed by intellectuals, before it was
in actual practice.  Werckmeister interjected it as a potential tuning for harpsichords in the
context of a quick tuning.  It was intended as an easier model to attempt.  Without a monochord,
the more accurate approach for attempting equal temperament tuning, Werckmeister cleverly
generalized conceptually towards an imagined equal temperament to benefit the less
accomplished musician.  He was actually trying to take some of the anxiety out of tuning an
instrument, rather than suddenly endorsing identical sequences in modulation.  “Elsewhere
Werckmeister described equal temperament with fair accuracy, but demurred: ‘I have hitherto
not been able to approve of this idea, because I would rather have the diatonic keys purer’”
(Barbour, Bach…, p. 70, referencing Hypomnemata musica, p. 33).

Werckmeister’s ideas in later generations would become a bit skewed, if not a bit
confusing, and consequently, misinterpreted.  Significantly, there have not been any biographies,
and only a few translations of Werckmeister’s many writings until relatively recently.  Modern
history appears to have neglected this musician and innovative music thinker, Andreas
Werckmeister, a man whose entire life was spent in northwest Thuringia and the neighboring
Harz mountains, the highest elevation in Germany.  Charles Burney described Thuringia in 1775
as “Upper Saxony,” as essentially a Saxon province (Burney, Book 2, p. 260).

J. Murray Barbour (1897-1970), recognized as the first American to receive a musicology
doctorate,49 fairly determined what he thought was Werckmeister’s final position on
temperament.  Barbour read the latter Werckmeister works in the same way that the present
author does.
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In his final treatise, published posthumously, Werckmeister recalled that he had first thought of
using equal temperament some 30 years before; but that if he had advocated a system with such
sharp thirds throughout he ‘would have been torn to pieces by the wolves of ignorance.’  At least
he has ‘lamed the ugly wolf.’  He still believed ‘that one should let the diatonic thirds be
somewhat purer than the others that are seldom used’” (Barbour, Bach, pp. 70-71, referencing
Hypomnemata musica, p. 113).

The “wolves of ignorance” is a metaphor for people who cry out reflexively when
confronted by tuning theory.  It’s safe to say anyone doing important pioneering work suffers the
slings and arrows of ignorance.  Sadly, Werckmeister’s books were filled with overwrought
rationalizations aimed at blunting perceived criticisms.  While he successfully snuck
chromaticism by the Church, he still had to deal with previous intellectual investments to deal.

I know very well that some who still cling to the old so-called Praetorius temperament, who have
moved no further and will not move further unless they apply themselves diligently, become
disturbed when someone even begins to speak about a well temperament (which is above their
heads).  They immediately fall back on their basic position: one should retain the old Praetorius
temperament.  To them I reply that then one would also have to forbid every contemporary
composer to write in any modo ficto, especially chromatically.  Since the pieces that are set in
these modis fictisi transpositis offer the best variety and attractiveness, such a prohibition could
never happen (Werckmeister in Krieger, p. 44-46).

Rudolf Rasch was mistaken that there was a direct pleading for equal temperament by
Werckmeister in Harmonologie musica (1702) (section 27, pp. 15-18).  Werckmeister clearly
dedicated this book to beginners and amateurs.  “It will be necessary to introduce everything,
even the slightest things, in the simplest manner, so that youth will be all the better served”
(Archambault, p. 22).  Rasch apparently missed the metaphysical smile on Werckmeister’s
invisible face when he began writing about tuning fifths flat by ear using uniform intervals of a
1/12th of a Pythagorean comma.  (Let’s see, 23.4600104 cents divided by 12 notes per octave
equals a schisma of about two cents.)  Werckmeister explicitly stated that “equal tempering”
yields “well-tempered” harmony, for goodness’ sake!  Werckmeister wrote tongue-in-cheek
about a society of well-tempered people living in equal harmony.

The last book Andreas Werckmeister published in his lifetime, Organum Gruningense

Redivivum (1705), or “The Gröningen Organ Reborn or a Short Description of the Famous
Organ in the Gröningen Palace Church, How It Was First Built and Constituted, and How It Has
Now Been Renovated and Notably Improved as Most Graciously Ordained by His Majesty the
King of Prussia,” was a case study of the rebuilding of the great Gröningen organ.  This last book
also served the purpose of “justifying the need for organists to carefully study the Orgel-Probe

(Krieger, p. 14).  When Werckmeister wasn’t writing, playing, or teaching, he was examining
and testing organs throughout the greater Halberstadt area.  In neighboring Gröningen, according
to Werckmeister, “the inspection of the repairs was graciously entrusted to me and I had the best
opportunity to observe the whole undertaking,” and he supervised the restoration of the famous
organ in his capacity as the appointed organ inspector for the Halberstadt area.

Gröningen’s St. Martini Church, originally built in 1442, had its huge organ built in 1596
by David Beck (1587-1601).  There can be no doubt Praetorian tuning (quarter comma
meantone) was the original tuning since Michael Praetorius (1571-1621) was personally hired to
work on this very same instrument.  But as of 1694, it would no longer remain in an out-of-tune
former meantone due to basic wear and tear, and due to changing musical tastes.  It is likely that
Werckmeister made some significant changes in the organ’s temperament or he would never
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have published the book.  The incorrectness of meantone was ameliorated with his new
temperament, unlike the Weissenfels organ whose “incorrectness should have been changed a
long time ago by another” (Hehr, p. 211).  Werckmeister consistently used the euphemism of
“incorrectness” (unrichtige) to refer to meantone tuning.

Quedlinburg would always be a prominent Werckmeister city for his tuning theories were
always in circulation thanks to publisher Theodor Philipp Calvisius.  However, after twenty
years in Quedlinburg, Werckmeister took up a more prestigious position in neighboring
Halberstadt.  Werckmeister earned a greater imprimatur through his title as “Inspector of all
Organs in Halberstadt’s Dominion and Royal Prussian Examiner of Organs in the Principality of
Halberstadt.”  Similarly, J.S. Bach sought to acquire titles, which included “Royal Polish Court-
Composer” and “Honorary Kapellmeister of Weissenfels and Cöthen” and “Hofkapellmeister of
Dresden.”

The Gröningen organ’s physical structure was rebuilt to adapt favorably to older
Praetorian concepts, except that it was newly tuned to Werckmeister’s concerns.  Certainly,
Werckmeister felt elated when the famous Gröningen organ switched to Werckmeister’s
preferred chromatic.  Ultimately, it was a decision for those in charge of the organ to determine.
There are no records of this, for the change in tuning was accomplished without fanfare.
Somehow, organs transformed to a full circle of keys under the radar of history.

Werckmeister made his temperament views abundantly clear in this last “little treatise.”
Translator Marcos Fernando Krieger reproached Werckmeister for the preponderance of tuning
talk in his University of Nebraska 1998 dissertation.50

Even in the Organum Gruningense Redivivum he manages to spend fifteen paragraphs out of a
total of seventy-six explaining the advantages of his choice of temperament over the previous
tuning of the instrument (Krieger, p.4).

There was good reason for Werckmeister to expand upon the tuning: for the first time, the
historic organ was “well-tempered,” a source of great satisfaction to him.  Werckmeister used the
phraseology he invented and published.  He wrote extensively about well temperament, not equal
temperament.  He wrote in explicit language of the virtue of variety for chromatic composers.

The system of temperament has also been altered, allowing one to play and to accompany all
pieces according to the current practice of transposition.  On the other hand, in the old
temperament C#-G#, as well as G#-D#, B-D# and the other tertiae fictae such as C#-F, F#-B and
G#-C, were just unbearable to the ear.

Here it was possible to hear clearly the difference in the old, also called Praetorius temperament
(as some are used to calling it); one could distinguish the enharmonic consonances, as well as the
marked beating of all the fifths in the old temperament; one could also clearly perceive
(especially in transposed intervals) that the new temperament is more pleasant (Werckmeister in
Krieger, p. 44-46)

.
Werckmeister presented a rose analogy, to compare the pure fifth found in the majority of

Werckmeister III fifths to the rose of an idealized beauty: “once it has bloomed and brought
pleasure to someone, it loses its petals and dies, making room for other types of flowers which
are also beautiful.  Such change is more enjoyable than never having any flowers other than
roses” (Archambault, p. 70, referencing Cibrum Musicum, p.4).
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Krieger’s “rose-colored glasses” perceives Werckmeister as having “a later unambiguous
preference for equal temperaments — as is “apparent” in the analogy of the wine tankards —
which made possible unlimited modulation and transposition” (Krieger, p. 5).

I have 12 tankards of wine and 12 spoons of water.  If I add a full spoon of water into each
tankard of wine I would taste very little or almost nothing of the water.  Had I poured, however,
all 12 spoonfuls of water into one tankard of wine one could clearly taste the water and it would
not be as good and agreeable a blend: that container would not agree with the others
(Werckmeister in Organum Gruningense Redivivum, 1705, transl. Krieger, 1991, p. 48-49).

In Werckmeister’s metaphor, a spoonful of water represents the necessary tempering of
the pure fifths of the overtone series, and a tankard represents each of twelve keys.  There is only
one base point being made by Werckmeister; meantone represents the spoilage of a whole
tankard, which is an unacceptable waste.  Spreading the water equally throughout to dilute the
tankards evenly brings all 12 tankards into acceptable usage.  The choice of 12 tankards is a far
cry from the expert tuning that distinguishes the finest tuners of musical instruments.  Differing
amounts of water due to the sloppiness of spoonfuls would be completely missed by drinkers in
contradistinction to the keen ears of musicians.

It is apparently difficult for some musicologists to grasp the possibility that Werckmeister
III tuning might satisfy the demands of full modulation.  Owen H. Jorgensen, a former colleague
of J. Murray Barbour at Michigan State University, may have just put his finger on it.  “The
problem for many music historians has been that they can not comprehend the existence of a
tuning system that will permit completely free modulation through all the tonalities and that at
the same time is not equal temperament” (Jorgensen, Tuning, p. 65).

Somehow, a mentality concocted itself that speculated a Werckmeister shift to equal
temperament, along with a corollary Johann Sebastian Bach paradigm shift to equal
temperament.  This “misunderstanding” is inimical to what Andreas Werckmeister would regard
as the paradox of 12 equally functional keys, but distinctively unalike.

Dietrich Bartel wrote in his foreword of the Laaber (2003) reprint of Werckmeister’s
Musicalische Paradoxal-Discourse:

With his definition of music as a ‘mathematical science,’ Werckmeister establishes the ordered
and rational principle of numerical relationships as the foundation of music.  This mathematical
order as revealed through the numeric proportions of the musical intervals is an all-encompassing
one, embracing not only music theory but the entire created universe (Bartel, pp. xvii-xviii).

Drawing on the authority of scripture, medieval music theory, and seventeenth-century
speculative mathematics (esp. Kepler), Werckmeister establishes a macrocosmic and
microcosmic order which incorporates everything from the largest to the smallest elements of the
created universe, from the revolutions of the planets to the effects of the musical intervals on the
ears and spirits of the individual human being (Bartel, p. xviii).

Here we have the ultimate rationalization.  Bartel writes, “He maintains that the science
of mathematics (ratio) is indispensable to prove that the ear has judged correctly.  Both sensus

and ratio are therefore equally essential in determining acceptable temperaments and harmonies”
(Bartel, p. xvi).  Yet, somehow Werckmeister is said by some to invalidate his earlier aesthetics
and preferences?
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There is no reason to believe Werckmeister had any pangs of conscience, or revelations,
or reversals, as was certainly true for French composer Jean Philippe Rameau (1683-1764).

Jean Philippe Rameau is famous for having changed his mind concerning the question of the
desirability of such differences.  In his Nouveau Systeme de musique theorique (1726) he argued
for an irregular system (Sørensen, p. 79).

Eleven years later, Rameau argued that differing interval sizes “displease the ear and
consequently distract it from its functions” (Sørensen, p. 86).51  It would be wrong to saddle
Werckmeister with this type of vacillation.  Equal temperament for Werckmeister was an aside,
an ideal to inspire amateur harpsichordists, in order to achieve a success in tuning.
Werckmeister clearly pointed out how unfamiliar equal temperament sounds to people in
general.  Werckmeister never failed to promote Musicalische Temperatur (1691) as the final
arbiter in tuning, and there is no mention of equal temperament in it at all.

It is easier to see equal temperament as the eventual outcome of the Baroque
temperament wars, than to look for a proper antecedent.  And Werckmeister’s sons, publishing
his last book to raise needed income after their father died, helped perpetuate a great musical
paradox.  Werckmeister was not clear because he would promote just about any tuning that
culminated in a circle of twelve keys.  Bartlet remains unconvinced.

In his late treatises, then, Werckmeister had abandoned his earlier preference to ‘rather keep the
diatonic keys purer in order that those keys which are employed the most are kept purer than the
others’ (Hypomnemata, p. 36).

However in the later treatises he expresses his preference for equal temperament, proposing that
‘the temperament be arranged in such a manner that all the fifths be tempered by 1/12, the major
thirds by 2/3, and the minor thirds by 3/4 of a comma.  If an accurate ear also is able to achieve
and to tune the same, then with certainty this will result in a well tempered harmony through the
entire circle of fifths and through all the keys’ (Bartlet, p. xx, ref. Paradoxal-Discourse, p. 110).

The equal temperament Werckmeister presented before amateurs and first-timers was to
sway them away from meantone.  It did not result in a religious conversion.  Any attempt at
equal temperament, however poorly achieved by the innocent, was strategically deduced by
Werckmeister to correctly improve the odds of the novice achieving success in tuning.  This
approach will sound much better than any meantone attempt because there is insurance that
there will be no chance of an outrageous wolf interval.

Werckmeister, at the very end of his life, had elevated his intellect to accept the
perfection of identical fifths that popular music making in his day rejected.  As an individual
scale there was nothing inherently wrong with the equal temperament scale.  As an old man,
Werckmeister was free to make new associations, even free associations, with his life long
interest in tuning.  Until Paradoxal-Discourse (1707), Werckmeister was primarily concerned
with the practicalities of music pedagogy.  However, his was not a polemic for everyone to go
out and begin tuning exclusively in equal temperament.

In summary, our whole life and Christendom itself exists in a temperament.  If this temperament
is well arranged and tuned, it is pleasing to God and to devout persons.  Where it is not so
arranged and tuned, it is an indication that such an impure person who finds pleasure in such foul
howling will howl with the devil in eternity, from which God would graciously spare us
(Werckmeister, Pardoxal-Discourse, p. 188, ref. Bartel, p. xx).
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Joel Lester at Indiana University has found Werckmeister’s treatises remarkably
consistent in his views throughout his lifetime.  In his article, “The Recognition of Major and
Minor Keys in German Theory: 1680-1730,” Lester analyzed six of Werckmeister’s books with a
focus on modes, including the last.  “Since most of his views did not change substantially over
this 20-year period, these six works will be discussed together” (Lester, p. 66).

Likewise, Werckmeister scholar Ellen Jane Archambault, who has studied all of
Werckmeister’s respectable bodies of writings, also found no substantial change in
Werckmeister’s views.  “Werckmeister’s treatises show virtually no changes in his ideas.”

Werckmeister’s desire to be able to modulate to all tonal areas and go through the entire circle of
tonal centers, whether in thirds or any other interval, necessitates the use of temperament.
Temperament is the topic that most permeates all of Werckmeister’s writings, whether as a brief
reminder to the reader of its importance, or as a full description of the procedure for tuning
(Archambault, p. 177).

Dr. Albert Schweitzer wrote that Halberstadt organ builder Andreas Werckmeister had
“hit upon a method of tuning that still holds good in principle.  He divided the octave into twelve
equal semitones, none of which was quite true.  The problem had been solved; henceforth
composers could write in all keys” (Schweitzer I:334).  Dr. Schweitzer was only partially correct
here; Werckmeister did admit to studying equal temperament several years before he published
his first book, even suggesting it was the catalyst to his own discoveries.   Werckmeister
acknowledged the loss of “hard” and “soft” semitones in equal temperament.52

On a page entitled “Equal Temperament,” Philipp Spitta (1841-1894) mistaken likened
Bach to the identical scales of equal temperament.  “It is very satisfactory to know that in this,
too, Bach was in advance of his time, and had already made himself master of the method of
tuning which is now universally followed” (Spitta II:42).

Søren Møller Sørensen of Aarhus University in Denmark calls the change of tuning
aesthetics in the Baroque a “paradigm shift” comparable to a switch in political parties, or a
change in religion (p. 82).  With respect to Bach, who as a teenager took the chromatic ball and
ran with it until he met his maker, I do not see any change in his tuning aesthetic plot line.
Besides, even if Werckmeister had had his core tuning beliefs shaken, it would not have any
affect on Bach in Arnstadt in 1703.

While Werckmeister did bring up equal temperament in some of his writings, he always

stated his clear preference for more consonance in the thirds of the diatonic keys; further, he
always referred readers back to Musicalische Temperatur (1691) for further detail.  Upon
examination,53 it seems Werckmeister did not shift gears, he never made a paradigm shift.  His
priority was to point out that all the keys were now available for keyboards, and music generally.
In Werckmeister’s estimation, equal temperament was good for eager newcomers to tuning
methods, as well as curious amateurs.

At the end of his life, Werckmeister tried a bit of humor, attempting to disarm his readers
by making metaphorical allusions to different tuning paradigms.  His audience was the reader
who admittedly “does not understand music.”  This essentially disavowed any reader who would
have actually read through the full 62 paragraphs of a book based on organ observations.
Bearing in mind that Werckmeister was writing “for those who do not understand music,” it
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would seem a poor basis for evaluating Andreas Werckmeister as an “unambiguous propagator
of equal temperament” as stated by Rudolf Rasch.  It was but a foray in the direction of the
musically needy.

For those who do not understand music, I shall present an analogy to make the matter clear:
several glasses full of the finest wine are set before an honorable group of people, along with
several glasses filled with a mixture of gall and vinegar, with the condition that anyone who
wants to drink the good wine also has to drink all of the mixture of gall and vinegar.  Who would
not much rather choose a drink of good beer over such a horrible mixture? (Werckmeister,
Organum Gruningense Redivivum 1705, trans. Krieger, 1991, p. 48-49).54

This translates to a simple proposition: why bother with a great meal and a lousy desert, when
you could have a different meal instead, one entirely satisfactory as the result of a superior chef?

Equal temperament was rather a vague idea in the late Baroque.  Indeed, it is doubtful
that anyone back then could sing the now standardized equal tempered chromatic scale.  It is
unlikely that someone back then could nail singing an equal tempered major third intentionally
by ear.  It simply wasn’t part of the musical interval vocabulary at the time.  Werckmeister
described equal temperament “simply and mechanically, because most don’t know what a
musical comma is.”  He would instead resort to metaphors involving different proportions of
wine and beer.

We all recognize that contemporary taste has a bearing on one’s likes and dislikes.
However, the simple fact that Werckmeister III tuning has had a great musical effect in every
work of Johann Sebastian Bach since the start of the annual “Microtonal Bach” Christmas day
radio program on WKCR radio in New York (89.9 FM, since 1987) should put to rest whether or
not the composer was completely free to explore the furthest reaches of the circle of keys, while
still making the greatest use of the diatonic keys.

In 1718, twelve years after Werckmeister died, a new cathedral organ was built in
Halberstadt.  In addition to its existing three manuals placed one above the other, two extra
keyboards, on either side, were tuned one in Kammerton and the other in Chorton, at least a
whole tone apart.  This information is attributed to Friedrich Wilhelm Marpurg (1718-1795) as
found in his Historisch-Kritische Beyträge (Berlin, 1757).  Evidently Werckmeister’s influence
in Halberstadt still lingered in that even after his death, organs were built to play in unequal
(irregular) well temperament.  Meantone instruments built that late could use a meantone
transposer if it was demanded.  Equal temperament has no need for a distinction between
different pitch standards.
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A temperament must be easy to tune, it must not harm the diversity of keys, and finally it must produce intervals

that correspond wherever possible to those resulting from pure melodic progressions.

Johann Philipp Kirnberger

Only the claviers and harps, as partitioned and measured musical instruments, are subjected to this difficulty;

therefore, one must take refuge in temperament when tuning them.  Many books make much to do of

this as if the welfare of the entire world depended on a single clavier.

Johann Mattheson

CHAPTER 4

Tuning

Reduction of Werckmeister’s monochord copper-plate from Musicalische Temperatur.

Werckmeister intended Musicalische Temperatur, or “Musical Temperament,” as a
further exploration of the comments on temperament made in his book on organ construction.
Essentially, music, as Andreas Werckmeister experienced it, needed a refurbishing, based on
new conditions expected by certain progressive composers (unnamed, but clearly intended to
include members of the Bach family).  To that end, Werckmeister designed a copper-plate
reproduction of six distinctive tunings.  The ordering of the monochord tunings was the source
for their names.  Werckmeister  wrote:

In order that he may acquaint himself better with that, we have especially numbered each one on
the copper-plate, as number one is a pure scale in which one can have by the addition of
subsemitones, from one pitch to the other, all pure intervals from which one can see how widely
one consonance or dissonance differs from the other and how the temperaments can be set up.
Number II is the incorrect temperament where all fifths are tempered quarter comma.  Number III
is a correct temperament which is divided equally through quarter comma, since some fifths are
pure, some fourths are raised quarter comma, and some fifths are tempered lower by a quarter
comma.

Number IV is a temperament which is also contained in the Orgel-Probe and is subdivided
through 1/3 comma.  Number V still is an additional temperament, subdivided by a quarter
comma.  After this, Number VI is a temperament which has nothing to do with the same
subdivision of the comma.  However, in practice, it is so correct that one can be satisfied with that
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(about which there shall be special comments later).  Now we want to consider this temperament
Number III which is led though the fourths or quarter comma, and describe a little how it is
recognized and placed on the monochord, whereby it should be mentioned that all the time the
tempered pitches fall into place, where the little slash is, since the degrees have been divided,
crossing though the line; and this must be considered in all cases (Werckmeister in Hehr, p. 194).

Music scholars since J. Murray Barbour have sometimes shifted the numbering.
Werckmeister III tuning became Werckmeister No. 1, underscoring its prominence as the first
among the so-called “correct” chromatic temperaments, and because it was the first tuning
introduced by Werckmeister in his first book, Orgel-Probe (1681).  According to the
identification system indexed by Andreas Werckmeister on the monochord copper-plate,
Werckmeister I tuning represents an idealistic “just intonation” scale.  Werckmeister II tuning
represents pedestrian quarter comma meantone with extensions.  While Werckmeister III tuning
represents Werckmeister’s true innovation relative to the world (as introduced in Orgel-Probe).

Each one who wants to comprehend these must himself take hold or pick up the copper-plate in
his reading if he wants to have an understanding of the temperament.  But whoever has first
understood these a little, he can show a boy in an hour how this temperament is constituted, but to
the entire process of the monochord and the temperaments contained therein, belongs time and
work, especially great patience, which is not given everyone (Werckmeister in Hehr, p. 210).

Orgel-Probe (1681) was actually subtitled by Werckmeister to bring attention to two
proposed tunings, one that he favored, the other a bow to irregular scales that do not provide
complete circles, but can be used in music that favors the diatonic keys.  The 1681 subtitle of
Orgel-Probe is tantamount to “announcing instruction in tempering and tuning a keyboard
instrument ‘so that according to the contemporary manner one can hear all the transposed modes
in a bearable and pleasant harmony’” (Snyder, p. 84).  In contrast, useable meantone scales have
identical chord tones (while possessing a variety of non-harmonic tones).
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=====================================================================

MUSICAL TEMPERAMENT

or

clear and authentic mathematical instruction of how
through the analysis of

MONOCHORDS

 one can tune a keyboard instrument (especially organs,
positives, regals, spinets, and such) in a well-tempered manner, in order that according to the

practice of today, all keys can be accepted in a pleasing and tolerable harmony; with a
preliminary perfection and lesser perfection of the musical numbers, proportions, and intervals

which in the process of setting up the temperament, are to be seriously considered.  In addition, a

MONOCHORD
 is depicted distinctly and completely in a copper-plate.

Described and brought to the light of the day by

Andreas Werckmeister/Court organist at
Quedlinburg

Frankfurt and Leipzig
Printed by Theodori Philippi Calvisii

In Quedlinburg – year 1691

==================================================================================
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Werckmeister I Tuning: (just intonation)

                                                               Ratio proportions authored by Francisco de Salinas (1513-1590)

illustrating just intonation proportions on a monochord

Werckmeister I Tuning  (Just Intonation to 20 places, rounded out to the nearest cent)

C  C#   Db   Ds   Dl    D#   Eb    E       F     F#    Gb   G     G#   Ab     As   Al    Bb   A#   Bb       B

0   71   112  182  204  275  316  386   498  569  590  702   773   814   884  906  977  996  1018  1088

Just intonation music built on the overtone series was too clumsy for implementation on
the keyboard in the past.  Werckmeister offered up 20 distinct tones smaller than an octave for
his first monochord presentation.  Instead of 1200 cents to the octave, Werckmeister decided
upon 3600 divisions on the monochord to reflect an octave beginning on the note C.

Harmony in Western music corresponds directly to the properties of the lower numbers
of the overtone series.  While the full number of tones in just intonation is truly formidable
(using intervals made up of whole numbers), Werckmeister chose 20 tones set on the monochord
copper-plate illustrating a monochord in his 1691 book, Musicalische Temperatur.  This was
considered godly intonation, derived precisely from the unitat, or fundamental open string.  The
natural principles of consonance are mirrored in a monochord based on a limit of the fifth
harmonic or its multiples.

Werckmeister theorized in favor of irregular shaped scales by reasoning that monochord
reference points would be irregular in shape.  Werckmeister represented just intonation as
irregular in its essence.  His irregular aesthetic preference may be visualized by the intricate
manipulation of the monochord’s overtones.
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Werckmeister recognized the need for more than 12 notes in his just intonation model.
Never intended as a potential keyboard tuning utilized in musical performance, Werckmeister I
tuning was necessary purely as a reference.  As Werckmeister explained: “one cannot have nor
use the pure concordances in musical practice as they exist in nature, but they must exist in a
good temperament (like many other things in nature)” (Hehr, p. 157).

Whole number relationships expressed by the harmonics demonstrate how individual
differences can so perfectly blend together as the result of the synchronicity of their individual
wave forms.

In other words, the whole of the interval is greater than the sum of its parts.  A chord is a
perfect demonstration of this principle: three distinct notes blended together to form a unique
identity in a distinctive new whole.  Just intonation favors smaller, super particular ratios under
maximum resonance.

Werckmeister saw the diverse monochord indications of just intonation as a reason to
argue aesthetically for necessary differences among keys.  This connection between just
intonation and irregularity would serve as a raison d’etre for the promotion of irregularness in
tuning.  In Musicae Mathematicae Hodegus Curiosus (1687), Werckmeister diligently gave
fairly exhaustive lists of interval relationship calculations in every key.

With the aim of a fuller integration of like concepts, one may consider Pythagorean
tuning (spiral of pure fifths) to be a subset of just intonation (harmonics).  From this approach,
both tunings subsist exclusively of whole numbers in their constitution, and so are “just,” as
contrasted by the irrational numbers inherent in temperament.  Only Pythagorean tuning and just
intonation tuning can technically be called tunings; all else is a temperament.55

Werckmeister wrote of his 20-note just intonation octave still again near the end of his
life in Die nothwendigsten Ammerckungen und Regeln (1702).  But he recognized that “the
system is not yet able to bring in these pitches” (Archambault, p. 220).  He must have realized a
wide chasm existed between the concept of idealizing something and the practicalities that make
such things happen.  The “system” of just intonation tuning is the foundation for all others, even
as temperaments must disfigure its perfection for the earthly practicality of modulation.

Inspiring Andreas Reinhard just intonation cosmic implications (reprinted in Bartholus, 1614)
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Werckmeister II Tuning: (quarter comma meantone)

Quarter Comma Meantone

C C#   D  Eb  E   F  F#  G  G#  A   Bb   B

0 76 193 310 386 503 579 697 773 890 1007 1083

Meantone (Werckmeister II tuning),56 which historically appears in the early 15th century,
was promoted by Dutch and English speakers to the Mediterranean nations.  The mainly Dutch
speakers installed the “just” major third (alternatively called the “English third” or the “sweet
third”) into musical practice, along with a keyboard temperament that improved the ability to
modulate.  The interval of the just major third is located in the overtone series between the fifth
and fourth harmonics, at the point of a 5/4 ratio on an open string.  This major third is further
bisected into two identical “mean” tones.

Werckmeister II tuning is merely garden variety quarter comma meantone, albeit
chromatically extended through the use of more than 12 pitches per octave.  This chromatic
relevance can be achieved through split-key keyboards that produced these subsemitonia.
Alternatively, they may be performed by gifted musicians playing on flexibly pitched
instruments such as the violin or the flute, or by the voice.  Werckmeister preferred meantone,
which he referred “Praetorian tuning,” as incorrect for modern times.

Thus we now want to confront this general mistake and suggest several patterns so that one can
temper a keyboard; so that one may play as if through a circle, all songs in all keys and thus, a
song 12 times, as c, c#, d, d#, e, f, f#, g, g#, a, b-flat, b, and still describe in a bearable harmony
and show it on the monochord (Werckmeister in Hehr, p. 192).

By the mid-20th century, meantone-tuned performances, for all intents and purposes, were
nonexistent.57  J. Murray Barbour wrote cogently about then prevailing prejudices:

Since we have all been born into a world in which equal temperament is the accepted standard of
intonation (even if the tuner is not always able to attain it), it is difficult for us to imagine how the
once widely used meantone tuning would sound.  The pure thirds would be accepted readily
enough.  The very flat fifths would be abhorrent to many of us, especially to string players.
Furthermore, the large diatonic semitones would seem odd; how strange to have A-flat higher
than G-sharp! (Barbour, Bach, p. 66).58

Werckmeister’s actual position was totally adversarial to meantone ideology.  Harz cities
Halberstadt and Quedlinburg had organs tuned to a local irregular favorite championed by the
Trost family, another illustrious musical family in the area.  Werckmeister appears dumbstruck at
the obstinacy of individuals insisting on retaining “the old hypothesis, that all fifths must be a
quarter comma small throughout the entire clavier, and all thirds must be pure.”  He insisted that
the actual practice in contemporary organ tuning was to tune major thirds higher than just.
Werckmeister explained in Musicalische Temperatur that “some fifths must not be lowered in
the correct temperament” (Hehr, p. 199), and in Werckmeister III tuning 2/3 of the 12 fifths are
pure, or untempered.
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In quarter comma meantone, fifths sacrifice their purity somewhat for the sake of gaining
non-beating thirds.  A choice is made between either a C-sharp, and the higher pitched D-flat, for
there can only be one chosen within a twelve-notes-per-octave plan (called the Halberstadt
design).

An early influence for the use of split keys, or subsemitonia, on meantone-tuned organs
originates from Marin Mersenne (1588-1648).  Mersenne’s Harmonie Universelle has many
different examples of what would surely be an amazing sound if all the pitches actually produced
sound.

As to the usefulness that can be made of this keyboard, it is very great, for it shows exactly the
intervals of the three genres of music, and gives a greater light on the harmony that the Greeks
have written of.  Thus if one teaches music and the method of singing to children by means of its
keys, they would be able to understand the most subtle ratios of all sorts of compositions and
concerts in very little time, and to sing enharmonic airs as easily as the chromatic and diatonic
ones (Mersenne, p. 439).

Mersenne probably got a math geek’s joy out of using extensive precision to make just
intonation combinations, all completely under his control, or a master musician’s, ultimately a
pedagogical device for teaching ratios.  Two pages further, Mersenne includes an illustration of
an octave with 31 steps per octave (Figure 96 on p. 441).  (This is the same Mersenne famed for
the technique used to find new primary numbers.)

A prominent proponent of “subsemitonia,” was Michael Praetorius, born in the village of
Creuzberg in Thuringia, a dorf just north of Eisenach on the way to Mühlhausen.59

Werckmeister wrote about Praetorius in a most reverential manner.  He was politic, and appeared
genuinely grateful to have inherited Praetorius’ personal papers and manuscripts.

People also accuse me of defaming the late Mr. Praetorius for introducing this practice [well
temperament].  But I hold his writings and memory in high regard.  His accomplishments are also
very well known to me, since all his manuscripts and arcane musical learning, indeed even his
vocations and many of his letters have come into my hands.  From these I see, and can prove to
anyone, just how much he accomplished.  For not only was he Kapellmeister for the Prince of
Braunschweig and Lüneburg at Wolfenbüttel but was also in the service of his Highness, the
Elector of Saxony.  In his day he was almost unequaled in the practice of music.  His erudition is
also evident in some measure in the first volume of his Syntagma.

If he did not progress all that far in the theory of music, it is because music at that time had not
developed enough that people wanted to play in any key.  Thus temperament itself would not
allow this.  The mistakes of this man are therefore quite easy to forgive, especially in view of the
fact that the late Mr. Praetorius was indeed not the originator of the temperament that people are
used to calling ‘Praetorius,’ and he never pretended to be. (Werckmeister in Krieger, p. 45)

It was Werckmeister’s conviction that “those who dare to make subsemitones on organs,
instruments, lutes, etc., are stuck in a big mistake, act against nature, and want to be smarter than
God” (which he quoted from Mag. A. Bartholdi’s book Musica Mathematica).  The term
“quartertone” was the general term for “enharmonic” interval relationships in the Baroque
period, more accurately called “eighthtones” when measured from a modern equal temperament
perspective.  Anyone studying music making in the distant past, with their changing
vocabularies and idioms, must remain alert regarding intonation nomenclature already
recognized by consensus.  One obvious candidate is the term “enharmonic,” which changes
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semantically from a genus of tuning in ancient Greece (a tetrachord consisting of a just major
third of two different-sized quartertones), then to a generic microtonal interval such as between
C-sharp and D-flat (as with meantone tuning), to the modern homonym identity possible only
with well temperament (including equal temperament).

The subsemitonia have confused many a person.  Yet, they will never be sufficient, even if one
were to place one hundred of them into one single octave; Natura ab infinitis abhorret [A natural
constitution shrinks away from the unlimited] (Werckmeister in Krapf, p. 69).

Refuting the idea of extending new notes to the standard keyboard manual, future
Halberstadt organist Andreas Werckmeister promptly dismissed the idea.

And even if one wants to supply a keyboard with the conventional three or more subsemitonia, it
still remains piecemeal patchwork, which does not eliminate the need for tempered tuning of the
others (Orgel-Probe, pp. 68-69).

Werckmeister was certainly willing for others to take music forward using the tools for tuning
that he had made available.  But subsemitonium?  Even if “one may make 100 or 1000
subsemitonia in a clavier” the result would be the same, not to Werckmeister’s liking

Ibo Ortgies informs that Gottfried Fritzsche (1578-1638), partly through his family and
students regularly built organs with 16-note octaves through added subsemitone hardware
(Ortgies, p. 167).  A number of important German cities employed aspects of extended
meantone, “for example, the North German musical centers of Hamburg, Braunschweig,
Wolfenbüttel, and Lübeck.  Michael Praetorius encouraged this trend, which gave the organs a
larger supply of tones when used together with other instruments or singers” (Ortgies, p. 314).

The split-key design of Dutchman Joan Albert Ban (Kort Sangh-Bericht, Amsterdam,
1643), is said to have caught Werckmeister’s eye and influenced his thoughts (see p. 38 of
Musicalische Temperatur).  (Notice that Ban, like Werckmeister, arranged his numbers to
decrease as the pitch ascends, counter to present day convention.)  The actual choice of a larger
numbers to calculate from is based on the desire to avoid fractions.

Split keys went the way of the dodo, only to resurface in modern times in the form of
various multi-keyed generalized keyboards.  This idea never seems to have caught the fancy of
Johann Sebastian Bach.

Another Dutchman, Christiaan Huygens, was also a promoter of subsemitonia.  Rasch
uncovered a written commentary on Werckmeister’s work by Huygens that said: author

ineruditus ac parvi pretii.  Rasch deduces that “Huygens did not consider Werckmeister to be a
very good author, because of the latter’s unsystematical way of treating subjects that could be
treated in a strict, mathematical manner” (Rasch, p. 13), ill equipped to work with logarithms.
Werckmeister wrote in acknowledgement of perceived criticism: “I do, in so far as God gives me
grace, and understanding, and I do not intend to bury my talent in natural sciences, but gladly
serve my God and my fellow man with all my heart” (Hehr, p. 210).60  A more likely cause for
the dismissal is that Huygens was the major propagator of a rival system, 31-tone equal
temperament, and may simply be a case of professional competition.
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In London, Johann Christian Bach, J.S. Bach’s youngest son, and a convert to Roman
Catholicism, was Zumpe’s agent a for split key instrument.  Johann Christoph Zumpe (1726-
1790) and his 17 keys per octave subsemitonia piano reached England in 1766.

Design of a subsemitonia keyboard designed by Joan Ban (1598-1644)
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Werckmeister III Tuning: (well temperament)

Werckmeister III Tuning (showing enharmonic identities):

C      C# Db   D      D# Eb   E E#F    F# Gb  G      G# Ab  A      A# Bb   B

0 90 192 294 390 498 588 696 792 888 996 1092

Werckmeister III tuning may be taken as a template for later variants (as attributed by
Neidhardt and Adlung).  It was more than a prototype; it was the very model of a proper circular
tuning responsive to Thuringian-centric taste.61  Werckmeister pointed out that irregular sized
steps were in imitation of nature, inferring that irregularness is more musical than would be
identical steps (Hypomnemata Musica, p. 34).  Well temperament is seen as a natural
consequence of meantone, while quite connected to its irregular aesthetic for greatest
expressivity.

Historically, it is more accurate to class well temperament as a modified or compromised
meantone temperament; it was meantone temperament altered or compromised enough that one
could modulate freely through all the keys (Jorgensen, Tuning, p. 64).

Later in life, Werckmeister revealed that equal temperament was a true impetus to his
own contribution in the years preceding his first publication.  Werckmeister III tuning, the first
correct circular well temperament, is most associated with Andreas Werckmeister’s reputation.
Eight pure just intonation fifths, and four fifths narrowed a quarter of a comma flat (or six cents)
close a circle which results in 12 major and 12 minor keys.  The quarter comma flat fifths are C
to G, G to D, D to A, and B to F-sharp.

In Werckmeister III tuning, there are four sizes of semitones, three sizes of whole tones,
four sizes of major thirds and four sizes of minor thirds, which is also true of their inversions.
There are two sizes of perfect fifths and, consequently, two sizes of perfect fourths.  There are
five different tritones.  Each interval variant is six cents apart from another, just as there are
between the meantone fifth of 696 cents and the pure (unbeating) fifth at 702 cents (six degrees
of cents separation).62  The variety was known to Werckmeister, but it was employable almost
exclusively through improvisation.

The smallest major third contained in Werckmeister III tuning has a value of 390 cents.
The largest of four major thirds in the system is 408 cents, a type of third commonly called a
“ditone” or a “Pythagorean third,” the sum of two large whole tones (204 cents + 204 cents =
408 cents).  This type of third is “indeed somewhat harsher, but in the whole concept and change
of harmony, completely pleasing, for one perceives some variation” (Hehr, p. 209).

After first demonstrating how music history is replete with examples of both the just 386
cents major third and the Pythagorean ditone of 408 cents,63 Werckmeister carefully carves out
the space between interval bandwidths and redistributes discrete amounts to reflect differences
between different scales.  The unique property of the larger ditone has an important melodic role
within the context of the 39 musical intervals in Werckmeister III tuning.
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A modern propagator for using equal temperament for Bach’s The Well-Tempered

Clavier, Rudolf Rasch has shared his aversion to the comma-sharp ditone with his readership.
“Personally, I dislike the many Pythagorean major thirds that arise with these tunings when
playing preludes and fugues with five to seven sharps or fifths” (Rasch, “Does,” p. 27).  Herein
lays an inherent difficulty for modern scholars, mistaking modern bias for ancient aesthetics of
music created centuries past.64

Tuning scholar Claudio Di Veroli emphasizes the importance of retaining the ditone
popular in the Middle Ages for music in which it was intended.  Speaking of the still common
practice of playing early music in equal temperament, Di Veroli argues against it, admitting that
“equally tempered fifths, true, are much nearer to pure fifths, but equally tempered thirds are
much different from Pythagorean thirds.”  Werckmeister:

Someone might raise the point why in my temperaments I allow the false thirds, e.g., C-sharp-F,
F sharp-B flat, G sharp-C, to beat by nearly a comma” (Werckmeister, Orgel-Probe, p. 67).

Di Veroli reports on David Fallows, author of “Performing Early Music of the Italian
Trecento” (Early Music, Vol. 3, No. 3, Oxford University Press, London, 1975):

David Fallows, dealing with Jacopo da Bologna, makes the point clear by saying that a good
major third ‘would have no meaning at all.  The 3rd must be wide, so that it really strains to be
resolved to a pure 5th.  Anything less than this leaves Jacopo’s music bloodless’ (Di Veroli,
Unequal Temperament, p. 139).

For excellent Trecento performances with the larger ditone (81/64 or 408 cents), listen to the Ars Subtilis

Ytalica (Arcana A21) compact disc.  Academic intellectualism aside, these performances transcend the
usual listening experience, and the use of Pythagorean tuning commands a perfect fit with the music.

Herbert Anton Kellner was among the first to promote circular irregular tuning for J.S.
Bach in the 20th century, and this author was privileged to share a correspondence with him.  We
both agreed that for all intents and purposes, Kellner tuning and Werckmeister III tuning are
audibly identical, despite Kellner’s numerological derivations for his scale.65  In a straight up
comparison, ten notes are within a cent of each other, while D and A are each three cents sharper
in Werckmeister III tuning.

Kellner Tuning:

C C#   D  Eb   E   F  F#  G  G#  A Bb   B

0 90 195 294 389 498 588 697 792 891 996 1091

Werckmeister III Tuning:

C C# D  Eb   E   F  F#  G  G#  A Bb   B

0 90 192 294 390 498 588 696 792 888 996 1092
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Werckmeister III tuning generates 39 distinctive intervals, with variants of functional
intervals at six cents apart (or more precisely at 6.865 cents).  Below is a chart of the 39 different
musical intervals found in Werckmeister III tuning between specific notes, grouped by the
generic interval size, and calculated in cents (1200 cents to the octave).

Minor 2nd

90: C-Db, F-F#

96: Eb-E, G-G#, G#-A, Bb-B

102: C#-D, D-Eb

108: E-F, F#-G, A-Bb, B-C

Major 2nd

192: C-D,G-A

198: D-E, E-F#, F-G, B-C#

204: C#-D#, Eb-F, F#-G#, G#-A#, A-B, Bb-C

Minor 3rd

294: C-Eb, D#-F#, F-Ab, Bb-Db

300: C#-E, F#-A, G-Bb, G#-B, B-D

306: D-F, E-G

312: A-C

Major 3rd

390: C-E, F-A

396: D-F#, G-B, Bb-D

402: Eb-G, E-G#,A-C#, B-D#

408: Db-F, Gb-Bb, Ab-C

Perfect 4th

498: C-F, C#-F#, Eb-Ab, E-A, F-Bb, Ab-Db, Bb-Eb, B-E

504: D-G, F#-B, G-C, A-D

Tritone

588: C-F#

594: Eb-A, F-B, G-C#, Bb-E

600: D-G#, G#-D

606: C#-G, E-Bb, A-Eb, B-F

612: F#-C

Perfect 5th

696: C-G, D-A, G-D, B-F#

702: C#-G#, Eb-Bb, E-B, F-C, F#-C#, Ab-Eb, A-E, Bb-F

Minor 6th

792: C-Ab, F-Db, Bb-Gb

798: C#-A, D#-B, G-Eb, G#-E

804: D-Bb, F#-D, B-G

810: E-C, A-F

Major 6th

888: C-A

894: F-D, G-E

900: D-B, E-C#, A-F#, Bb-G, B-G#

906: Db-Bb, Eb-C, F#-D#, Ab-F

Minor 7th

996: C-Bb, Eb-Db, F-Eb, G#-F#, Bb-Ab, B-A

1002: C#-B, E-D, F#-E, G-F

1008: D-C, A-G

Major 7th

1092: C-B, F-E,G-F#, Bb-A

1098: D-C#, Eb-D

1104: E-D#, Ab-G, A-G#, B-A#

1110: Db-C, Gb-F
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Werckmeister IV Tuning: (irregular temperament)

Werckmeister IV:

C C#   D  Eb  E   F  F#  G  G#  A   Bb   B

0 82 196 294 392 498 588 694 784 890 1004 1086

Werckmeister IV cannot be considered a true well temperament, even if it is described as
a “correct” temperament since it follows Werckmeister III tuning.  Sometime it is identified as
Werckmeister correct temperament No. 2, since it was included second in Orgel-Probe (1681).

Irregular tuning in the form of Werckmeister IV was a successor to Trost tuning,
although ultimately it owes its origins to just intonation, even as it spirals by fifths like a
meantone.  Werckmeister IV tuning is built by tempering fifths by a third of a Pythagorean
comma, or about 7.5 cents, to generate 47 different intervals as close as eight cents apart.
Irregular tuning was the actual status quo of Werckmeister’s work experiences in Quedlinburg
and Halberstadt, meantone receding as an old fashion.

Werckmeister initially slipped this innovation into consciousness anonymously through
Orgel-Probe, with no identifying names attached to it.  The chart of temperaments he presented
in 1681 gave only two tunings: Werckmeister III tuning was on the left side which was
announced for playing in all twelve keys, and the subordinate Werckmeister IV tuning (for music
making that favored the central keys).

Werckmeister IV tuning was favored by Andreas Werckmeister’s youngest son, Johann
Bartholomäus Werckmeister.  It was also favored by Quedlinburg organist Zacharias Thayssner.
Werckmeister IV tuning is an irregular tuning with 20 functional keys.  It is not a well
temperament by the definition used in this book because it does not close in a circle like the
modern twelve.  Some of the fifths are sharper than pure, while others are seriously flat.

Johann Caspar Trost the Elder, “der Vater,” was organist at the St. Martini Church in
Halberstadt from 1675-1676, before the arrival of Werckmeister.  The elder Trost first worked in
nearby Quedlinburg for the Abbess Anna Sophie I (1630-1676), and Quedlinburg is where he
first met a young Andreas Werckmeister.  Trost the Elder became young Andreas
Werckmeister’s theory, composition, mathematics, and organ teacher (Moser, p. 140).

The elder Trost must have seemed a superstar to Werckmeister.  Originally from Jena in
Thuringia, Trost wrote numerous books, translations, and compositions, most of them detailed by
Johann Gottfried Walther in the Lexicon.  Among these are translations into the German
language of Thomas Morley’s treatise The Plaine and easie Introduction to Practicall musicke

and Zarlino’s Institutioni.  Trost likely introduced Werckmeister to the limitations of Zarlino
which then in turn fueled the young dynamo to action.  Additionally, Trost wrote an unpublished
treatise about north German and Dutch organs, as well as a published book titled: Monochordum.
Descendent Tobias Gottfried Heinrich Trost built an organ in Altenburg for which J.S. Bach was
asked his opinion.  And perhaps as a consequence, Bach’s talented student Johann Ludwig Krebs
became its new organist.
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Werckmeister IV tuning has 2 dogs (or tamed wolves) at 710 cents, with 2 growlers
(extra-flat fifths).  The dogs bark more than they can be said to howl.  If one uses Werckmeister
IV tuning, there are 47 distinctively different musical intervals.66

Heinricus Grammateus (born Heinrich Schreyber of Erfurt in Thuringia) published an
earlier irregular tuning giving 20 keys in 1513.  Grammateus, a mathematician by profession,
took as a basic template the Pythagorean intervals, and then proscribed “mean” intervals to bisect
them, given here by J. Murray Barbour:

Grammateus Irregular Temperament:

C  C#  D  Eb   E   F  F#   G G#  A   Bb    B

0 102 204 306 408 498 600 702 804 906 1008 1110

Italian Pietro Aron published the first tuning directions for quarter comma meantone
temperament in 1523, only a few years after Grammateus published his directions for tuning
organs in an irregular tuning with 20 keys.  It is difficult to gauge whether Grammateus had any
direct influence on Aron, or even Arnolt Schlick.  It may be that few practical musicians were
familiar with his work.  John Dunstable is recognized for having brought quarter comma
meantone to the ears of Mediterranean Europe to ignite the Renaissance of music.

An early persuasive argument for irregular tuning on the organ is found in Arnolt
Schlick’s treatise of 1551 (Moser, p. 139).  It was incumbent upon Werckmeister to be familiar
with Schlick’s irregular tuning.  The very lack of specificity in Schlick’s description for tuning
would be seen as an invitation for Werckmeister to present accurate monochord designations
designed to insure precision for several different tuning possibilities.  But even on the
monochord, although ballpark accurate, the ratios are mathematically inexact due to vagaries in
Schlick’s prescription.67

Schlick (Ratte):

C C#   D  Eb   E   F  F#   G  G#  A   Bb   B

0 88 196 304 392 502 590 698 800 894 1002 1090

Werckmeister wrote that organ builder Zacharias Thayssner (d. 1705) applied
Werckmeister IV tuning to the new organ of the Hofkirche of Quedlinburg in 1677 (Rasch, p. 32,
referencing Musicalische Temperatur, p. 36).  Thayssner wrote in his contract for the 1677
Quedlinburg organ of his acceptance of obligations for tuning the instrument.  He wanted an
organist to be able to play though all the modes, well regulated, but irregular.  Thayssner actually
used the German word for “irregular” seeking “well-tempered” proportions for the organ.
Thayssner was a formative influence on the young Werckmeister, establishing an irregular organ
tuning for new organs only four years before Werckmeister first published his book on organs.
Quedlinburg’s Thayssner had anticipated Werckmeister IV tuning.  “Werckmeister was given the
task of determining what remained to be done and how much would be required to complete the
organ” being built by Thayssner (Archambault, p. 25).
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Thayssner previously built and tuned organs in Jena and Naumberg.  Felix Friedrich in
the New Grove: “Dietrich Buxtehude also spoke in glowing terms of Thayssner’s craft in a letter
of 1695” (“Buxtehude,” 2001).  Thayssner would no doubt have found himself on Johann
Nicolaus Bach’s side in the legendary tuning competition between a circular well temperament
and Neidhardt’s equal temperament in Jena.  Werckmeister eventually had a change of heart here
as he became dissatisfied with the new organ and famously vetoed the Thayssner organ in favor
of a much older instrument.  Thayssner’s organ in Merseberg was successfully enlarged by J.S.
Bach’s colleague, Johann Freidrich Wender in 1717.

After der Vater died, his son Johann Caspar Trost the younger moved to Halberstadt to
inherit his father’s position in the St. Martini Church (1676-1696).  Ironically, the younger Trost
was able to publish his own work, Ausführliche Beschreibung des Neuen Orgelwerckes auf der

Augustus-Burg zu Weissenfels, but was unable to arrange publishing for the many works of his
father (Daniela Wissemann-Garbe, New Grove, “Johann Caspar Trost,” p. 797).  Johann Caspar
Trost the younger’s grandmother’s brother was the famous organ builder Christian Förner (1609-
1678), who did organ repairs for the St. Martini Church in Halberstadt.

Franz Josef Ratte uncovered a Johann Caspar Trost tuning dated 1677,68 the first year of
the Younger Trost’s ascension in Halberstadt.  This tuning must reference a common tuning with
his father since there was no adjective ever appended to distinguish the two musicians.  This is
the tuning that young Werckmeister was taught in his lessons with the elder Trost.  The Trost
tuning is an irregular tuning like Werckmeister IV in that it has two sharp fifths at 710 cents, and
it is impossible to close a circle of keys.  These tunings are similar because of this commonality,
but the other notes are considerably different enough to distinguish themselves from each other.
There are five sizes of semitones in Trost tuning.

Johann Caspar Trost Tuning (1677):

C C#  D  Eb   E   F  F#   G  G#  A   Bb B

0 97  207 297   400 503   600   697  793  903       1007   1090

Johann Georg Ahle of Mühlhausen wrote in 1705 that the leading alternative tuning
model to Werckmeister’s original 1681 tunings was Trost’s tuning.

Man besehe nur Joh. Casp. Trosten / jun. in der ausfuhrlichen Beschreibung des
Weissenfelsischen Orgelwerkes / so Kristian Förner … (J.G. Ahle in Rathey, p. 170).
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Werckmeister V Tuning: (irregular alternative)

Werckmeister V tuning:

C C#   D  Eb   E   F  F#   G  G#  A   Bb    B

0 96 204 300 396 504 600 702 792 900 1002 1098

Werckmeister V tuning was included as an alternative to Werckmeister III tuning.
Werckmeister V tuning is a variant of III in that it also uses quarter comma flat fifths, but it is
presented as optimum for music favoring the central keys.  Werckmeister V tuning has 42
different intervals, the closest of which are separated by a difference of six cents.

Six fifths are pure (untempered), five fifths are tuned down a quarter comma, with a
single fifth is tuned sharp a quarter comma.  The fifths F to C, D to A, A to E, F-sharp to C-
sharp, and C-sharp to G-sharp are each tuned a quarter of a comma flat.  Additionally, G-sharp to
B-flat is sharp quarter of a comma.

As a result, Werckmeister V tuning has 2 dogs, one growling dog at 690 cents and the
other barking at 708 cents.

        

On the road for the short distance between Wolfenbüttal and Halberstadt in my rented Mercedes Benz

Photo:  Johnny Reinhard
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Werckmeister VI Tuning: (septenarius)

Werckmeister VI tuning:

C C#   D  Eb   E   F  F#  G  G#  A   Bb    B

0 91 186 298 395 498 595 698 793 893 1000 1097

There is no historical record of this tuning ever being used.  As pioneering Werckmeister
translator Elizabeth Hehr phrased it in 1774, “Number VI is a temperament which has nothing to
do with the same subdivision of the comma.  However, in practice, it is so correct that one can be
satisfied with that” (Hehr, p. 194).  Tuning scholar Mark Lindley dismissed this tuning
completely by declaring it “a musically useless scheme derived from the number seven”
(Lindley, A.W., p. VIII).

Werckmeister VI has 2 smaller dogs at 705 and 707 cents.  Some prefer to call these only
slightly raised fifths “poodles” for their relative tameness.  Werckmeister VI has 106 different
intervals at differences of intervals of only 0.1 cents69 from one another.  Divined on a
fundamentally numerological basis, on the number seven, it has been noted as being a bit of a
curiosity.  Ironically, it is the temperament best expressed mathematically on the copper-plate
monochord as developed by Siemen Terpstra.

However, here’s the Surprise: there is also a Werckmeister “VII” tuning given in the
first paragraph of Chapter 31 of Musicalische Temperatur (1691), although not indicated on the
monochord.  Ellen Jane Archambault calls it “Werckmeister extra.”  Rudolf Rasch sees it as a
second septenarius tuning, each a transposition of the other, but “regarded at best as a curiosity”
(Rasch, A.W., Musicalische Temperatur, p. 33).  Werckmeister extra “contains four perfect
fifths, and the remaining fifths are much smaller or wider than pure than the impure fifths found
in his previous systems” (Archambault, pp. 60-61).  Below is the complete mention of this extra
tuning:

Chapter Thirty-One (Musicalische Temperatur)

Still another practice on the monochord to the temperament, next different opinions of other

authors, and an introduction of an enemy of the author.

This temperament is also represented from a little and small difference without extensive
processes on the monochord.  If the string is divided into 120 similar parts, then the C occurs on
the 120th point, C# on 114.5, D 107.2, D# 101.2, E 95.6, F 90, F# 85.3, G 80.2, G# 76.07, A 71.7,
Bb 67.2, B 64, c 60.  If from here a string is plucked and two bridges are set, one on 120, the
other on the one circulstich, before the first part begins and then one can have a movable bridge
which very softly can be pulled back and forth under the string; then already a good temperament
will result if perhaps an instrument or clavichord should be tuned according to it.  But one must
deal with that carefully.  For if the bridge was not set perpendicular from one point to the other or
the string was forced, then it does not apply.  One string is accustomed to get out of tune in that
one moves the bridge back and forth. Therefore one must from time to time listen whether the
mere string with the key C out of which one has begun, is still pure and agrees, and not so hastily
pass over it and grasp a false concept of a thing (Hehr, p. 209).
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Equal Temperament tuning: (theoretical)

Equal Temperament:

C  C#   D  D#   E   F  F#   G G#  A   A#    B

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 1100

Flemish mathematician and engineer Simon Stevin (1548-1620) first calculated the
intervals of equal temperament in Europe in a 1585 manuscript, but it remained below the radar
for many years.  While Johann Gottfried Walther included a small biography of Simon Stevinus

in the Lexicon, there was absolutely no mention of Stevin’s work with equal temperament.70

Fretted string instruments had a much longer history of equal temperament, to include
lutes, viols, and guitars.71  Lindley handily makes the point that “roughly” equal-tempered
lutenists could not join in with the prevailing meantone-tuned keyboards without serious
repercussions.  Vincenzo Galilei’s patron Giovanni de Bardi of the Florentine Camerata wrote to
Giulio Caccini in the late 1570s that, “More than once I have felt like laughing when I saw
musicians struggling to put a lute or viol into proper tune with a keyboard instrument…Until
now this highly important matter has gone unnoticed or, if noticed, unremedied” (Bardi in
Lindley, Lutes, Viols & Temperaments, p. 44).  The lute was expected to have less consonance
than the harpsichord.

But our musicians are not willing to change the tuning of the harpsichord, to make it agree with
the lute tuning, for fear of losing the perfection of their thirds and their semitones, which
constitute one of the greatest sources of beauty and variety in music (Mersenne in Lindley,
Mersenne on Keyboard Tuning, Nouvelles Observations, pp. 19-20).

Lindley acknowledged that “Any account of the history of tempered tuning on lutes and viols
might well be with an admission that even the best tuner cannot impose a theoretical scheme
upon these instruments very exactly” (Lutes, Viols and Temperaments, p. 5).  Lindley
underscored that there was a realm of possibilities for influencing the intonation achievable
through the good graces of the finest musicians.  Lindley:

On normally fretted instruments, untempered intervals entail skillful fudging.  For some music
the extent of the fudging could be minimized by tuning the open strings to some shade of
meantone temperament and fretting the instrument accordingly, but even without that advantage,
good viol consorts often manage, after warming up, to produce justly intoned chords at cadences
and at other moments when the musical texture is relatively simple.  On the lute it is more
difficult, for several reasons: the sound fades; the player has more notes to deal with; the action is
lower; the pressure can be varied only by the left hand and not the right (Lindley, Lutes, p. 67).

For example, a player could alter an instrument’s pitch by tensing the string closer to the
fret, and on viols the bow pressure could influence.  There are a number of ways a player “could
mitigate the defective semitones of equal temperament,” “but it would be very naive to imagine
that the frets will impose such an intonation of the scale upon the performance as definitively as
the harpsichord or organ-tuner’s handiwork does” (Lindley, Lutes, p. 7).

Vicentino said in 1555 that when lutes or viols played with instruments that had the whole-tone
divided unequally, they were never quite in tune together (Lindley, Lutes, p. 44).
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Perhaps irregular tuning was a holdover of a still earlier period of central German culture,
specifically locatable to Thuringia.  There was no doubt an honest, recognizable comfort zone
achieved by retaining irregular tuning to some extent.  It was simply the more musical choice in
the opinion of many musical people.  Equal temperament begins as an idea, forcibly entered into
music through monochords and fretted string instruments.  It took Mersenne, Zarlino, Galilei,
Neidhardt, Marpurg, Rameau, and the constant advancement of time for equal temperament to
truly hold hegemony over European tuning, and throughout the world.

The bald excuse Werckmeister gave for omitting equal temperament from his copper-
plate monochord was that it was the fault of an over-fussy artisan.  (This would not be the first
time Werckmeister demonstrated “tongue in cheek” behavior.)  Mark Lindley thought to include
this suspicious blame in his New Grove article, “Temperament.”

I would have had this 1/12-comma temperament engraved, but since the engraver complained (in
fact he was not well trained) about dividing the narrow space of a comma into 12 parts, I had to
do without it; for my entire monochord from C to c’’’ is only two feet long.  But actually I am
quite willing – and I persist in this – to have some of the diatonic 3rds left somewhat purer than
the other, less often used ones.  This produces good variety as well, and should be endured in the
temperaments that are on my monochord.  But not everyone can carry that off by ear
(Werckmeister in Lindley, J.S. Bach’s Tuning, p. 725; Paradox-Discourse, p. 112).

In Musicalische Paradoxal-Discourse (1707), Werckmeister wrote about how equal
temperament was the catalyst to his life’s work, which was first begun in earnest c. 1676.
Werckmeister acknowledged in his last months of life that Neidhardt had “commendably
demonstrated and very clearly illustrated the method involved.”  In his final year, he told of his
experiments with equal temperament 30 years earlier on a huge monochord in order to properly
work out the twelve divisions of the Pythagorean comma (also discussed in Hypomnemata

musica, written a decade earlier.)  Fate allowed Werckmeister in his final year of life to give a
response to Neidhardt’s publicizing of equal temperament published in Beste und leichteste

Temperatur des Monochordi (1706), and he chose to encompass it among his alternatives
because it was defiantly not meantone in making a complete circle.  It was never intended for
Werckmeister’s own music.

I would have had to add such a strong beating to all the 3rds of the diatonic type as would have to
be necessary in the 1/12th comma division, and then I would indeed have been torn to shreds by
the ‘wolves’ of ignoramuses.  This is the reasons why it is difficult to quickly and completely
eradicate an error/mistake and I do certainly desire that my work will be affirmed by other
honest/upright people (Werckmeister, Paradoxal-Discourse, Internet: http://www.bach-
cantatas.com/Articles/Eqtemp1722.pdf)

In 1691, the year the final edition of Musicalische Temperatur was published throughout
Germany, Jacques Ozanam (1640-1717) asserted in his Dictionaire mathématique that even with
best intentions and skills, equal temperament was an ideal impossible in its perfection to
accomplish in musical reality.  “However much care we may take when tuning our instruments
to render all the intervals equal, inevitably there will be some inequality: and this makes us
notice a je-ne-sais-quoi of the sad or gay, the melodious or harsh, by which we can distinguish
one key from another by ear” (Lindley, Lutes, Viols and Temperaments, p. 37).72  Ozanam would
seem to obfuscate enough to point out that musicians could still recognize different keys by ear
as a result of the imperfections in the tuning process.
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Werckmeister gave only “simple” directions for equal temperament in his books.  “We do
not want, however, to think about commas in our instruction, but rather only move on simply as
intended, and describe this procedure so that the diatonic-chromatic genus, which is used the
most nowadays, remains as pure as possible.”  There is no exactitude to be expected when
Werckmeister gave directions for a fifth to “vibrate a little low” because Werckmeister had
planned to do away with comma measurements, which were frankly impossible for the musically
inexperienced audience of these particular books.  Werckmeister anticipates that the “naïve
student” (a term he actually uses) will need to readjust pitches.  All the directions are general,
ever vague, leaving no chance of achieving genuine equal temperament.

To this a, the fifth e1 is again drawn so that it also vibrates a little bit low.  Now one holds this e1
to the c or c1—if this third c-e1 or c1 and e1 is tolerable, so that the e1 doesn’t vibrate too
strongly too high, thus the process has been successful, and it is the first test, for all major thirds
must vibrate high (against the lower pitch).

Following Claudio Di Veroli’s math, the difference between 1/11th of a syntonic comma
(1.95512 cents) and 1/12th of a Pythagorean comma (1.95500 cents) is only 1/10,000th of a
cent,73 which is the largest error possible in any confusion with comma identification.  The
Pythagorean comma at 31441/528244 is “the difference by which six whole tones (9:8) exceed
the octave (2/1)” (Archambault, p. 50).  By regularly asking for the flattening of the fifth “a little
low” Andreas Werckmeister was assured that in practice the results will never be exactly the
same amount for each fifth, and certainly not at exactly the exact two cents the true flavor of
today’s conventional equal-tempered fifth.  Werckmeister intentionally gave loose directions for
a less mathematically precise, “equal temperament.”  (Think of a junior high school band
needing rehearsal.)

Equal temperament was certainly not yet a hegemonic convention as it became during the
20th century.  Equal temperament is now rooted in Europe, the Americas, China, Australia,
Bollywood, JuJu, pop, and more.74

Equal temperament fifths are uniformly flattened by a schisma of 1.9537208 cents which
allows a completely closed circle of fifths.  As a result of equal temperament, the ditone
dissonance of 408 cents is alleviated to a level of 400 cents, literally transforming a dissonance
into an acceptable consonance.  The perfect fifth rounds out to 702 cents to represent the ratio
3/2 and would need nine decimal places (701.955000865).  The only true equal temperament
instrument in the orchestra, other than manufactured percussion, is the harp.

The pedals of the harp are constructed to produce the semitones of equal temperament; therefore,
once the harp is put in tune with itself, it, and it alone of all the instruments, will be in equal
temperament.  The violins show a tendency toward the Pythagorean tuning, both because of the
way they are strung and because of the players’ tendency to play sharps higher than enharmonic
flats.  (Barbour, Tuning and Temperament, p. 200).75

Equal temperament put an end to differences in semitones.  Ever since antiquity, there have
always been two sizes of semitones, a larger “diatonic” and a smaller “chromatic” semitone.  This
difference is preserved in all tunings except equal temperament.  This was first noticed by Andreas
Werckmeister in 1706 when he described the loss of a hard and a soft semitone in equal temperament,
which together formed a whole tone (Werckmeister, Paradoxal-Discourse, p. 68).
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Werckmeister 1698 tuning: (elastic)

Werckmeister Tuning (1698) suggested by Reinhard

C C#   D  Eb   E   F  F#  G  G#  A  Bb   B

0 88 196 293 392 499 590 698 789 894 997 1092

Werckmeister published new tuning information in the form of a 1698 essay he titled:
“Short Lesson and Addition, how one can tune and temper well a clavier,” which was appended
to a much larger “Essential Annotations and Rules Concerning the Proper Realization of the
Basso Continuo or Thorough-Bass” (Die nothwendigsten Ammerckungen und Regeln, wie der

Bassus continuus oder General-Bass wohl könne tractiret warden).  Werckmeister directed this
amendment to beginners and in tacet recognition that organs were not being considered because
they needed to be tuned by trained professionals.  Werckmeister once again attempted to aid the
more naïve reader in the task of actually tuning a harpsichord.

Throughout “Essential Annotations and Rules Concerning the Proper Realization of the
Basso Continuo or Thorough-Bass,” Werckmeister invites the reader to consult his copper-plate
Monochordo contained in Musicalische Temperatur to “find more exact information throughout
the proportional numbers” (Archambault, p. 225).  The title page of Musicalische Temperatur

hugely enlarged the word MONOCORDI so that the eye quickly caught its second largest word,
MONOCHORDO.  This gigantism indicates that the copper-plate comparison of tunings was the
real draw for the purchase of the book.  For the more serious organ tuners in his audience, it
remained imperative that the reader consult Musicalische Temperatur (1691).

We can call this newly introduced tuning “Werckmeister 1698 tuning” since it was not
included on the published copper-plate monochord.  It is distinguishable from its predecessors
for its being easier to tune, without having to split commas.  Essentially, it is simpler language
for getting started in the business of harpsichord tuning.  For the first time, Werckmeister
provides an elastic scale, one that is ever so malleable to individual taste.

Following Werckmeister’s directions, it is possible to make various different assumptions
as to what constitutes acceptable Werckmeister 1698 tuning.  On one hand, Werckmeister has on
occasion poked fun at the “horrible” 696 cent fifth of quarter comma meantone, but only when it
occurs in every single key.  On the other hand, this must be juxtaposed with the fact that four
keys in Werckmeister III tuning have this very same lameness.  Werckmeister made his disdain
for growling wolves (extra-flat fifths) clear, as found in his Instructions for Basso Continuo
Players (1698):

Fifths which are hovering by quarter commas too small, especially when they are played alone
without the assistance of the thirds and if they are tuned a little bit too low, cause a dissonance
which is so hideous and lame that no healthy ear can possibly approve of it.  A third which is 2/3
to 3/4 [comma] too large sounds much more pleasant to the ear than such a false fifth, in that the
more perfect the consonance, the less [tempering] it can bear (Werckmeister, trans. Poletti,
Internet).
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The poor result discussed above is identifiable with the extra-flat “fifth” found in
Werckmeister IV tuning.  These mistakes “are so horribly dissonant that one can hardly tolerate
them, especially when they are played alone with the addition of the thirds that are tuned a little
too low.  No healthy ear would sanction such lame and lazy fifths” (Archambault, p.290).

The 1698 tuning directions to detune a just fifth “a little bit lower,” I take to indicate a
698 cent fifth.  This is the same fifth in sixth comma meantone, which was to become the most
popular meantone variant.  It had a tamer wolf and only slightly beating major thirds.
Werckmeister appears to anticipate the historical meantone move to sixth comma meantone.  The
audience for this new tuning could not be expected to understand the intricacies of tuning (e.g.,
comma splicing).

To begin tuning Werckmeister 1698 tuning, Werckmeister’s initial instruction for tuning
the fifth on the note B-natural was to locate this pitch “low very subtly” from its just intonation
norm, which I averaged out to be a 700 cent fifth, the identical size used in conventional equal
temperament.

A further direction, to tune a fifth “almost purely” may be taken as a 701 cent fifth,
mathematically almost a full single cent flat in the comparison the G-sharp fifth to the D-sharp
fifth.  For the fifths that are asked to be tuned “a little high,” I designated 704 cents, a schisma
higher than a just intonation fifth.

Werckmeister creatively arranged for the final F to C fifth to be reserved as a flexible
buffer zone, leaving open the possibility for most any size fifth.  My numbers resulted in a single
one cent sharp fourth at 499 cents, which would appear to work out well.  The Werckmeister
1698 tuning scale wears well in comparison with the primary tuning of Musicalische Temperatur

(1691), a.k.a. Werckmeister III tuning.  Indeed, they sound much alike, with a six cent difference
for the note “A”.  All other distances are smaller than six cents.

Sixth comma fifths, major seconds, major thirds, and major sixths are integral to
Werckmeister 1698 tuning.  This means they have the same common notes in the keys of C, D,
E, and F [because Werckmeister left this as a flexible buffer zone], G, and A.  The biggest
discrepancy is with the minor third in C minor, where Werckmeister chose an interval ten cents
below the sixth comma meantone minor third E-flat.  Werckmeister relished being moodier at
times, appropriate for an active improviser readily called upon to express different sentiments.
C-sharp, F-sharp, and B-natural are all keys within only two cents of the other, with the
exception of G-sharps is five cents apart, and B-flats within 7 cents of the other.

Sixth Comma Meantone:

C C#   D  Eb   E   F   F#  G  G#  A   Bb    B

0 86 196 306 392 502 588 698 784 894 1004 1090

Werckmeister Tuning (1698):

C C#  D  Eb   E   F  F#  G  G#  A   Bb    B

0 88 196 293 392 499 590 698 789 894 997 1092
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Bach student Lorenz Christoph Mizler reprinted Werckmeister’s 1698 tuning suggestions
in 1737.  Mizler seemed confused as to which Werckmeister “temperament” it was.  Since the
organ had nothing to do with this tuning, this latest temperament should not be confused with the
primacy of Werckmeister III tuning in the hierarchy of organ tunings.

But as far as his temperament is concerned, in his day it was the best, but since the time of
Neidhardt [it] has been improved upon (Mizler in Lindley, J.S. Bach’s Tuning, p. 722).

Mark Lindley reckons that Mizler had gotten the idea for this opinion personally from
Bach.  Lindley concludes: “So Neidhardt’s unequal temperaments (and Sorge’s, which are very
similar) are more likely than Werckmeister’s” for Bach’s music.  I respectfully disagree.  The
only real difference between Neidhardt and Werckmeister, according to Lindley, is that
“Neidhardt’s preferred schemes are more subtly unequal in less rural contexts.”  Translation:
there is no real audible difference between the Neidhardt and Werckmeister temperaments.

While Lindley accepts that organs might have been in Werckmeister tuning, he means
this pejoratively, as if they were throwbacks.  Lindley describes Sorge “as having ‘every
appearance of having known and approved of Bach’s views on tuning’” (Lindley, J.S. Bach’s

Tuning, p. 721), and interprets Sorge in 1749 as implying that “Werckmeister’s tuning was not as
refined as the best contemporary tuning when he remarked: ‘Now if only some harpsichord and
organ tuners would tune as well as Werckmeister did 57 years ago, that would still be good.’”  I
read this as Sorge’s tacit admission that a good Werckmeister tuning works better than the usual
out of tune results, all of which aim for a circle of functional keys which are decidedly not
equally divided.  Sorge painted Bach as being “grateful” for having a quality Werckmeister
tuning as on an organ he might be occasioned to play.

At the same time, Lindley footnotes Sorge praising equal temperament:

On a large organ it is admittedly unfeasible to make ad hoc refinements, but in Bach’s day the
question of equal versus subtly unequal temperaments was largely academic insofar as the organ
was concerned, so conservative were the leading builders: a musician like Bach would be grateful
for what he could get (e.g. Werckmeister), whereas on the harpsichord he could do exactly as he
pleased (Lindley, J.S. Bach’s Tuning, p. 723).

Lindley bravely points out that when he listens to Bach’s “Toccatas in F-sharp Minor and G
Major (BWV 910 and BWV 916), the music suffers in equal temperament.”

Bach appears rather to have depended upon the unequal temperament to make this section sound
like an improvisatory exploration of modulatory nuances and not a regression to aimless
wandering in the midst of an otherwise extraordinarily expressive composition (Lindley, J.S.

Bach’s Tuning, p. 724).

Twelve different tunings prominent in Johann Sebastian Bach’s lifetime are contrasted in
cents on the next page in a chart that compares quarter comma meantone, sixth comma
meantone, Werckmeister tunings III-VI, Kirnberger tunings II and III, and Neidhardt’s 1722 I
and II and III tunings (village, town, and city).
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Tuning Comparison Tables in Cents

C
1/4 comma 1/6 comma W III W IV W V W VI KII KIII Trost NI NII NIII

tonic 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

semitone 76 86 90 82 96 91 90 90 97 94 96 96
whole tone 193 196 192 196 204 186 204 193 207 196 196 196
minor third 310 306 294 294 300 298 294 294 297 296 298 298

major third 386 392 390 392 396 395 386 386 400 392 394 394
P 4th 503 502 498 498 504 498 498 498 503 498 500 498

tritone 579 588 588 588 600 595 590 590 600 592 596 596

P 5th 697 698 696 694 702 698 702 696 697 698 698 698
minor sixth 773 784 792 784 792 793 792 792 793 796 796 796
major sixth 890 894 888 890 900 893 895 896 903 894 894 894

Minor seventh 1007 1004 996 1004 1002 1000 996 996 1007 996 1000 998
Major seventh 1083 1090 1092 1086 1098 1097 1088 1088 1090 1092 1096 1096

C#
1/4 comma 1/6 comma W III W IV W V W VI KII KIII Trost NI NII NIII

tonic 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
semitone 117 110 102 114 108 95 114 103 110 102 100 100

whole tone 234 220 204 214 204 207 204 204 200 202 202 202

minor third 310 306 300 310 300 304 296 296 303 298 298 298
major third 427 416 408 416 408 407 408 408 406 404 404 402

P 4th 503 502 498 506 504 504 500 500 503 498 500 500

tritone 621 612 606 612 606 607 612 607 600 604 602 602
P 5th 697 698 702 702 696 702 702 702 696 702 700 700

minor sixth 814 808 798 808 804 802 805 806 806 800 798 798

major sixth 931 918 906 922 906 909 906 906 910 902 904 906
Minor seventh 1007 1004 1002 1004 1002 1006 998 998 993 999 1000 1000
Major seventh 1124 1114 1110 1118 1104 1109 1110 1110 1103 1106 1096 1104

D
1/4 comma 1/6 comma W III W IV W V W VI KII KIII Trost NI NII NIII

tonic 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
semitone 117 110 102 98 96 112 90 101 90 100 102 102

whole tone 193 196 198 196 192 209 182 193 193 196 198 198
minor third 310 306 306 303 300 312 294 305 296 302 304 302
major third 386 392 396 392 396 409 386 397 393 396 400 400

P 4th 504 502 504 498 498 512 498 504 490 502 502 502
tritone 580 588 600 588 588 607 588 599 586 600 600 600
P 5th 697 698 696 694 696 707 691 703 696 698 698 698

minor sixth 814 808 804 808 798 814 792 803 800 800 804 802
major sixth 890 894 900 890 894 911 884 895 883 896 900 900

Minor seventh 1007 1004 1008 1004 996 1014 996 1007 993 1004 1004 1004

Major seventh 1083 1090 1098 1086 1086 1104 1086 1097 1103 1098 1100 1100

Eb
1/4 comma 1/6 comma W III W IV W V W VI KII KIII Trost NI NII NIII

tonic 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

semitone 76 86 96 98 96 97 92 92 103 96 96 96
whole tone 193 196 204 204 204 200 204 204 206 202 202 200
minor third 269 282 294 294 300 297 296 296 303 296 298 298

major third 387 392 402 400 402 400 408 403 400 402 400 400
P 4th 463 478 498 490 492 495 498 498 496 500 498 498

tritone 580 588 594 596 600 595 601 602 606 598 596 596

P 5th 697 698 702 710 702 702 702 702 710 700 702 700
minor sixth 773 784 798 792 798 799 794 794 793 796 798 798
major sixth 890 894 906 906 900 902 906 906 903 904 902 902

Minor seventh 966 980 996 988 990 993 996 996 1000 998 998 998
Major seventh 1083 1090 1098 1102 1104 1106 1110 1099 1110 1100 1098 1098
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E
1/4 comma 1/6 comma W III W IV W V W VI KII KIII Trost NI NII NIII

tonic 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
semitone 117 110 108 106 108 103 112 112 103 106 106 104

whole tone 193 196 198 196 204 200 204 204 200 200 202 202

minor third 311 306 306 302 306 303 316 311 297 306 304 304
major third 387 392 402 392 396 396 406 406 393 404 402 402

P 4th 504 502 498 498 504 498 509 510 503 502 500 500

tritone 621 612 606 612 606 605 610 610 607 604 606 604
P 5th 697 698 702 694 702 702 702 702 690 700 702 702

minor sixth 814 808 810 808 804 805 814 814 800 808 806 806

major sixth 890 894 900 890 894 896 904 904 897 902 902 902
minor seventh 1007 1004 1002 1004 1008 1001 1018 1007 1007 1004 1002 1002
major seventh 1124 1114 1104 1102 1104 1103 1108 1108 1097 1104 1104 1104

F

1/4 comma 1/6 comma W III W IV W V W VI KII KIII Trost NI NII NIII

tonic 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
semitone 76 86 90 90 96 97 92 92 97 94 96 98

whole tone 194 196 198 196 198 200 204 199 194 200 198 200

minor third 270 282 294 286 288 295 294 294 280 298 296 298
major third 387 392 390 392 396 395 397 398 400 396 394 396

P 4th 504 502 498 506 498 502 498 498 504 498 500 500

tritone 580 588 594 588 594 599 590 590 587 594 596 598
P 5th 697 698 702 702 696 702 702 702 697 702 700 702

minor sixth 773 784 792 784 786 793 792 792 794 796 796 798

major sixth 890 894 894 898 900 898 906 895 904 898 896 898
minor seventh 1007 1004 996 996 996 1000 996 996 994 998 998 1000
major seventh 1083 1090 1092 1094 1092 1097 1088 1088 1097 1094 1094 1096

F#
1/4 comma 1/6 comma W III W IV W V W VI KII KIII Trost NI NII NIII

tonic 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
semitone 118 110 108 106 102 103 112 107 97 106 102 102

whole tone 194 196 204 196 192 198 202 202 193 204 200 200
minor third 311 306 300 302 300 298 305 306 303 302 298 298
major third 428 416 408 416 402 405 406 406 407 404 404 402

P 4th 504 502 504 498 498 502 498 498 490 500 500 500
tritone 621 612 612 612 600 605 610 610 600 608 604 604
P 5th 697 698 702 694 690 696 700 700 697 702 700 700

minor sixth 814 808 804 808 804 801 814 803 807 804 800 800
major sixth 931 918 906 906 900 903 904 904 897 904 902 902

minor seventh 1007 1004 1002 1004 996 1000 996 996 1000 1000 998 998

major seventh 1124 1114 1110 1110 1104 1103 1108 1108 1103 1106 1104 1102

G
1/4 comma 1/6 comma W III W IV W V W VI KII KIII Trost NI NII NIII

tonic 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
semitone 76 86 96 90 90 95 90 96 96 98 98 98

whole tone 193 196 192 196 198 195 193 199 206 196 196 196
minor third 310 306 300 310 300 302 294 300 310 298 302 300
major third 386 392 396 392 396 399 386 392 393 394 398 398

P 4th 503 502 504 506 498 502 498 504 503 502 502 502
tritone 579 588 594 588 588 593 588 594 600 596 598 598
P 5th 696 698 696 702 702 698 702 697 710 698 698 698

minor sixth 813 808 798 800 798 800 792 798 800 798 800 800
major sixth 889 894 894 898 894 897 884 890 903 894 896 896

minor seventh 1006 1004 1002 1004 1002 1000 996 1002 1006 1000 1002 1000

major seventh 1082 1090 1092 1094 1098 1097 1088 1094 1103 1094 1099 1099
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G#

1/4 comma 1/6 comma W III W IV W V W VI KII KIII Trost NI NII NIII
tonic 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

semitone 117 110 96 106 108 100 103 104 110 98 98 98

whole tone 234 220 204 220 210 207 204 204 214 200 204 202
minor third 310 306 300 302 306 304 296 296 297 296 300 300
major third 427 416 408 416 408 407 408 408 407 404 404 404

P 4th 503 502 498 498 498 498 498 498 504 498 500 500
tritone 620 612 600 612 612 603 612 601 614 600 600 600
P 5th 737 722 702 710 708 705 702 702 704 700 702 702

minor sixth 813 808 798 808 804 802 794 794 807 796 798 798
major sixth 930 918 906 914 912 905 906 906 910 902 904 902

minor seventh 1006 1004 996 1004 1008 1002 998 998 1007 996 1000 1000

major seventh 1124 1114 1104 1110 1110 1105 1110 1105 1104 1102 1102 1102

A
1/4 comma 1/6 comma W III W IV W V W VI KII KIII Trost NI NII NIII

tonic 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
semitone 117 110 108 114 102 107 101 101 104 102 106 104

whole tone 193 196 204 196 198 204 193 193 187 198 202 202

minor third 310 306 312 310 300 307 305 305 297 306 306 306
major third 386 392 402 392 390 398 395 395 394 400 402 402

P 4th 503 502 504 506 504 503 509 498 504 502 502 502

tritone 620 612 606 604 600 605 599 599 594 602 604 604
P 5th 696 698 702 702 696 702 691 691 697 698 700 700

minor sixth 813 808 810 808 804 805 803 803 800 804 806 804

major sixth 889 894 900 898 900 902 895 895 897 898 902 902
minor seventh 1007 1004 1008 1004 1002 1005 1007 1001 994 1004 1004 1000
major seventh 1083 1090 1104 1094 1092 1100 1097 1097 1090 1102 1102 1102

Bb

1/4 comma 1/6 comma W III W IV W V W VI KII KIII Trost NI NII NIII
tonic 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

semitone 76 86 96 82 96 97 92 92 83 96 96 98

whole tone 193 196 204 196 198 200 204 204 193 204 200 202
minor third 269 282 294 278 288 291 294 294 290 298 296 298
major third 386 392 396 392 402 396 408 397 400 400 396 398

P 4th 503 502 498 490 498 498 498 498 490 500 498 500
tritone 579 588 594 588 594 595 590 590 593 596 594 596
P 5th 696 698 702 694 702 698 702 702 696 702 700 700

minor sixth 772 784 792 784 798 795 794 794 793 796 796 798
major sixth 890 894 900 890 900 898 906 901 890 902 898 900

minor seventh 996 980 996 980 990 993 996 996 986 1000 996 998

major seventh 1083 1090 1092 1086 1098 1093 1099 1100 1096 1104 1094 1096

B
1/4 comma 1/6 comma W III W IV W V W VI KII KIII Trost NI NII NIII

tonic 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

semitone 117 110 108 114 102 103 112 112 110 108 104 104
whole tone 193 196 198 196 192 194 202 202 207 202 200 200
minor third 310 306 300 310 306 299 316 305 317 304 300 300

major third 427 416 402 408 402 401 406 406 407 404 402 402
P 4th 503 502 498 506 498 498 498 498 510 500 498 498

tritone 620 612 606 612 606 601 610 610 613 606 604 602

P 5th 696 698 696 702 702 698 702 702 710 700 700 700
minor sixth 814 808 804 808 804 801 814 809 807 806 802 802
major sixth 890 894 900 898 894 896 904 904 903 904 900 900

minor seventh 1007 1004 996 1004 1002 996 1007 1008 1013 1002 998 998
major seventh 1124 1114 1104 1118 1104 1103 1108 1108 1117 1104 1104 1102
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It would be a matter for astonishment that such excellent men should be so little known outside their

native land if one did not remember that these honest Thuringians were so well satisfied with their native land

and with their situation in life that they did not even dare to wander forth to seek their fortune.

Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach

But those who wish to retain the old temperament find themselves reduced to avoiding most, albeit delightful,

Transpositions fictas.  This is very thoughtless and tantamount to despising the best contemporary composers

and musicians.

Andreas Werckmeister

CHAPTER 5

Bach Cities

Author visiting the eponymous Bach Museum in Eisenach, Germany

Photo:  Mayumi Tsuda

Germans in central Germany are not just in “the heart of Germany”; they might also be
described as the blend of Germany’s Northerners and Southerners.  The Saxon tribe crisscrossed
northern Europe to make their final capital in Dresden.  Early Thuringians were once the
southern most reach of Germans in northern continental Europe.  The Thuringian tribe moved
south from the base of the peninsula of Jutland, which now abuts Denmark.  Thuringians were
among the first Germanic tribes to come under the political sphere of the Romans.  Dieterich
Buxtehude, in Danish speaking Lübeck, may well have represented the embodiment of Germanic
ur-culture to J.S. Bach.  Thuringians first converted to Christianity in the 8th century, but later
developed their own Christian religious denominations, most notably Lutheranism, which spread
beyond the greater population.

Beyond the Thuringian forest, on the southern border, first settled the Celts, and later the
Slavs; eventually the Bavarians joined them.  The Harz mountains serve as the natural border to
the north.
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In a dramatic depiction of Thuringians, as compared with their northern and eastern
neighbors, the Saxons, Bach biographer Karl Geiringer generalized, “there is a considerable
divergence between the imaginative, full-blooded Thuringians, and the more energetic and
intellectual inhabitants of Saxony” (Geiringer, The Bach Family, p. 20).  Bach, Werckmeister
and Walther were all Thuringians.

Karl Geiringer produced a Thuringian historian by the name of August Boethius, who
wrote in 1684 regarding his fellow Thuringians:

Music is diligently cultivated in churches and schools.  The Thuringians know what the ancients
claimed, that he who does not love singing, does not possess balance either in mind or body.
Here they build villages with not only string instruments such as violins, basses, viola da gamba,
clavicymbals, spinets, citterns…because also the peasants play them, but one finds even in
insignificant parishes organ works with an amazing number of stops and variety of equipment.
[Moreover] such families as the Lindemann, Altenburg, Ahle, Brigel, and Bach have through their
compositions given a great name to the province of Thuringia (Geiringer, Bach, p. 5).76

Thuringian musicians were notorious for staying close to home.  A somewhat
sociological view for this seclusion of the Thuringians was volunteered by Johann Sebastian
Bach’s second born, Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach:

They gladly preferred the approval of the rulers in whose domains they were born, and the
approval of a throng of their faithful countrymen who were close at hand, to the uncertain
manifestations of praise that they might gather, at great pain and expense, from a few (perhaps
even envious) foreigners (David and Mendel, eds., Bach Reader, p. 298).

C.P.E. Bach honored his father as a proud member of the Thuringian tribe.

Yet the above-mentioned cheerful Thuringians, as well as some of these later descendants who
made more serious and worthy use of their art, would nevertheless not have escaped oblivion, had
not, at length, a man arisen among them, whose genius and reputation beamed forth with such
splendor that a part of this light was reflected upon them: this man was John Sebastian Bach. The
ornament of his family, the pride of his country, and the dearest, most intimate favorite of the
musical art (C.P.E. Bach, Bach Reader, p. 425).

Many of the major German figures concentrating on tuning matters were Thuringian born,
including Grammateus, Praetorius, Böhm, Werckmeister, Walther, Kirnberger, Forkel, Türk, and
the full host of Bach family members.

In 1361, Halberstadt organ builder and priest Nikolaus Faber invented the now modern
keyboard design featuring the pattern of 7 longer front keys and 5 shorter raised keys
(demarcated in 2’s and 3’s) repeated through each octave.  Beginning with Grammateus
(b. 1496) and extending to Kirnberger (d. 1783), it was the peculiar disposition of Thuringians to
seriously explore discrete tunings that emphasized, and endorsed, expected differences between
keys.  Driven by improvisation modulation needs, Thuringians were fueled by a passionate
aesthetic for delicious variety, as represented by the extent of variegation enjoyed by the major
and minor keys.
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The Baroque period knew of no instrument more powerful and more majestic than the
organ, and Thuringia still boasts more churches per capita than most any region on earth.  Dutch
meantone influence on the organ was especially important to Germans: from Jan Pieterszoon
Sweelinck (1562-1621) to Johann Adam Reincken (1643-1722).

Buxtehude is portrayed with Reincken in a 1674 painting by Johannes Voorhout titled
“Musical Party.”  Reincken plays the harpsichord in the center, but modern scholarship is
divided as to who depicts Buxtehude.  Bach once performed an homage in Hamburg in 1720 for
Reincken, a transformed but familiar Dutch folk tune (Wolff, p. 214).

Johann Joachim Quantz, Frederick the Great’s music master for the Prussian court, wrote
in 1752 of the importance of Dutch organ music to the rich development of German organ
music.  Quantz also proclaimed Johann Sebastian Bach at the very pinnacle of German
organists.  Forkel apparently connected the pioneering Dutch organ masters directly to the full
maturation of organ playing in Bach:

But particularly the art of organ playing, which had to a great extent been learned from the
Netherlanders, was already at this time in a high state of advancement, thanks to the above
mentioned and some other able men.  Finally the admirable Johann Sebastian Bach brought it to
its greatest perfection in recent times (Forkel in Bach Reader, pp. 358-359, ref. BD III, no. 651).

Polymath Nicholas Slonimsky wrote that the Bach family filled many Stadtpfeifer

positions throughout Thuringia.  Even after all the members of the Bach family that were known
to be musicians ceased to exist, town musicians continued to be known as “Bachs.”  The
surname Bach begins to appear in the historical record soon after 1000 A.D.

When the family became numerous and widely dispersed, they agreed to assemble on a fixed date
each year.  Erfurt, Eisenach and Arnstadt were the places chosen for these meetings, which are
said to have continued until the middle of the 18th century, as many as 120 persons of the name of
Bach then assembling (Slonimsky, Baker’s, p. 64).

Veit Bach (c.1555-1619) started it all for J.S. Bach’s musical family when he settled in
the village of Wechmar, Thuringia (located between Eisenach and Arnstadt), reputedly a refugee
from religious intolerance in what is now Slovakia.  According to Bach family lore, when J.S.
Bach’s great-great grandfather was not working as a day laborer, he played a long neck cittern
for entertainment.  C.P.E. Bach inherited a woodcut of a mysterious jester of the court, and
mistakenly thought that this Hans Bach was a much closer relative than he actually was.

Veit’s son Johannes “Hans” (1580-1626) took further steps to professionalize his musical
interests, dodging the Black Death that cost him his wife, Anna Smied, a carpet weaver.  In the
generations before Johann Sebastian Bach was born, three quarters of the population of
Thuringia were lost to war and plague.

While centered in Wechmar, Johannes (Veit’s “Hans”) organized performances
throughout the Thuringian cities of Gotha, Arnstadt, Erfurt, Eisenach, Schmalkalden, and Suhl.
Johannes, known as both a piper and violinist, can easily be mistaken for a different Bach,
famously featured in the 1617 woodcut below.
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Here, you see, fiddling, stands Hans Bach;

To hear him play would make you laugh:

He plays, you must know, in a way of his own,

And wears a fine beard, by which he is known.

(Spitta, I:7)

This is a completely different “Hans” Bach (1550-1615) working in the Stuttgart area and
with no acknowledged relationship to Veit Bach.  It has been surmised he might have been a
nephew of Veit Bach.  Regardless, he was clearly a Bach.  The description of “the Jester” Bach
playing “in a way of his own” may be the catalyst for Bach family members to explore
chromaticism.  The woodcut illustrates Johannes, abbreviated to “Hans,” with a furrowed brow
of earnestness.

Johannes’s son (Veit’s grandson) Johann Bach (1604-1673) would come along on his
father’s gigs.  Eventually, Johann Bach became Director of Town Musicians in Erfurt, as well as
the organist of the Prediger Church.  A second son, Christoph Bach (1613-1661) was Johann
Sebastian Bach’s grandfather.  A third son, Heinrich Bach (1615-1692) was father to Johann
Christoph Bach in Eisenach, as well as J.S. Bach’s future father-in-law.
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Arnstadt

  The Bach Church in Arnstadt, Germany

Arnstadt may be the oldest Thuringian city.  There are documents that establish it as a
town as early as the year 704.  Arnstadt is described as the gateway to the Thuringian forest, and
the Bach family considered it their home base.  There have been many Bachs living and working
in Arnstadt, interwoven with the culture of the city.  According to Arnstadt history, the first Bach
in the city was Veit’s son Caspar Bach, but it would be Heinrich Bach (1641-1692) who would
establish Arnstadt as headquarters for the “family.”

Johann Sebastian’s paternal grandfather, Christoph Bach, was a town musician born in
Arnstadt.  After Johann Sebastian Bach’s mother died, his father married the daughter of a
previous Arnstadt mayor, Barbara Margaretha Keul.  She became Bach’s step-mother, and was
herself previously married to the late Johann Günther Bach.
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J.S. Bach’s famous uncle Johann Christoph Bach was born in Arnstadt, and worked there
long before he moved northwest to a relatively successful career in Eisenach.  J.S. Bach’s
father’s twin brother, uncle Johann Christoph Bach, not to be confused with his namesake in
Eisenach (who also has the same name as J.S. Bach’s eldest brother), worked his entire adult life
in Arnstadt.  (Perhaps Arnstadt was simply not big enough for more than one mature Johann
Christoph Bach at a time!)  J.S. Bach’s successor in Arnstadt, Johann Ernst Bach, was father’s
twin brother’s son.

The New Church in Arnstadt, where Johann Sebastian worked as a teenager, was built on
the grounds of an earlier church called the Bonifatius-Kirche after a Frankish saint.  Today, the
Bach Church (formerly the New Church), is quite proud of its direct connection J.S. Bach, as is
the city in general.  There is a Bach Museum in this city in the same building that the actual Bach
family used while in residence – the Golden Crown, where J.S. Bach got to know Maria Barbara
Bach, his future wife.

Anstadt has an engaging sculpture of a pensive young Bach in the same locale as where
an alleged “nanny-goat” sounding bassoonist by the name Geyersbach called the composer out,
menacingly.  Johann Sebastian Bach, who was younger than his student, pulled a sword on
Geyersbach to end the confrontation.
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Eisenach

             Uncle Johann Christoph Bach in Eisenach

Uncle Johann Christoph Bach (1642-1703) described himself on October 30, 1697 in
Eisenach as an “organ and music expert,” adding he wanted to stoke envy in the “other towns in
the neighborhood” through an organ renovation in the St. Georg Church.  And the
Werckmeisters also lived in the other nearby towns.

Thus we shall, with God’s help, get a very fine instrument, which will bring us fame and honor
far and wide, especially with organ and music experts, while other towns in the neighborhood
won’t be pleased about it.  As for myself, I will gladly do my share and advise the builder
regarding this or that stop, so that each is accurately measured, correctly pitched, and all the notes
within each stop are of equal tone, and well-sounding (Johann Christoph Bach in Geiringer, The

Bach Family, pp. 36-37).
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This newly improved St. Georg organ was worked on by none other than Johann
Friedrich Wender of Mühlhausen, the very same organ builder who built and tuned Bach’s
Arnstadt organ.  Johann Sebastian Bach was baptized on March 23, 1685 in the St. Georg
Church, and he sang in the church as a student, during the time when his uncle Johann Christoph
Bach was the primary organist.

Both uncle Johann Christoph Bach and Andreas Werckmeister came from illustrious
musical families, so the likelihood is increased that they knew of each other through word of
mouth.  They may well have sought each other out (as Snyder suggested of Buxtehude toward
Werckmeister).  Uncle Johann Christoph Bach was senior to Andreas Werckmeister by three
years.  They must have been famously well known to each other.

At first it seems to be a stretch of the imagination to speculate on whether uncle Johann
Christoph Bach was personally acquainted with the younger Andreas Werckmeister.  They both
promoted the same ideals regarding temperament.  Johann Christoph Bach surely visited
Mühlhausen, home of his good friend Johann Freiderich Wender, since it is only 20 miles away
from Eisenach.  Johann Christoph Bach’s son Johann Friedrich Bach would succeed J.S. Bach at
the St. Blasius Church in Mühlhausen.

Johann Freiderich Wender had worked on the St. Georg organ in Eisenach as late as
1723.  Wender’s closest Bach family friend in Eisenach was Johann Bernard Bach, Wender’s
former teacher in Erfurt.77  Johann Bernard Bach (1676-1749), another chromatic Bach organist
working out of Eisenach, and a close relative of both J.S. Bach’s father and mother, was an
influential music teacher to Johann Gottfried Walther, as well as a good friend to Wender.
Among his best works for keyboard instruments are Fugues in D and F, into which Johann
Bernhard Bach, stimulated by the unlimited possibilities of the well-tempered system,
introduced chromatic progressions and sequences of unusual boldness (Geiringer, The Bach

Family, p. 100).

Eisenach’s principal town piper (J.S. Bach’s father, Johann Ambrosius Bach), allied all
the wind players in town to become involved in the musical causes of Johann Christoph Bach,
court organist and harpsichordist.  J.S. Bach’s father appears to have been close friends with his
cousin in Eisenach.  Oftentimes, Johann Ambrosius served as Johann Christoph’s music copyist.
The Bach alliance practically adopted Johann Pachelbel into the family for the single year he
spent in Eisenach,78 and they graciously welcomed Georg Philipp Telemann.

Johann Sebastian Bach personally produced his uncle Johann Christoph Bach’s cantata
Es erhub sich ein Streit in Leipzig, an excellent example of the admiration J.S. Bach had held for
his late uncle, and the likely inspiration for Johann Sebastian’s composition and organ careers
(Schweitzer, I:74).

In the 1690s, [Johann Christoph Bach] was the only figure of stature in Eisenach who could be
identified with the creation of exciting new music, and he was also not afraid of daring something
unusual (‘he had the courage to use the augmented sixth’).  Christoph seems to have fascinated
the young boy through his compositions and in particular through his activities as organist
(Wolff, p. 29).

Johann Sebastian’s father died only a year after his mother died, leaving him an orphan at
age ten, but his uncle Johann Christoph Bach died only months before the momentous Arnstadt
adjudication of Wender’s new organ, when Johann Sebastian was 18.  As it happened, uncle
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Johann Christoph was in serious debt when Ambrosius died, and as he was struggling to
maintain homes, he couldn’t provide the right circumstances to care for Johann Sebastian, or
anyone else.  Consequently, Johann Sebastian moved in with his eldest brother in Ohrdruf, near
Arnstadt.

In fact, when studying other compositions by Johann Christoph Bach, which betray the definite
stamp of a major or a minor key, we can never for a moment doubt that, to him, the mingling of
two different systems of harmony was a means of which he availed himself with deliberate
purpose to attain a determined end.  This itself stamps him as a master, although not a dozen of
his vocal compositions have been preserved to us (Spitta, I:86).

    

St. Georgi Church in Eisenach

He was a veritable template as a striking musical personality for Johann Sebastian after
working 37 years in Eisenach, the city of J.S. Bach’s birth.  Since J.S. Bach’s father was neither
a prominent keyboard virtuoso nor a composer, it seems likely that Johann Christoph Bach was
J.S. Bach’s seminal educator for each of the musical specialties specified by Schweitzer.
However, Dr. Schweitzer disregarded the influence of Bach family members as influential
pedagogues: “Bach was self-taught, and as such had an aversion to all learned theories.  Clavier
playing, organ playing, harmony, composition—he had learned them all by himself; his sole
teachers had been untiring in work and incessant experiment” (Schweitzer I:188).  It’s difficult to
measure the influence uncle Johann Christoph had on the youngster.

An examination of Johann Christoph Bach’s Prelude and Fugue published in Karl
Geiringer’s “Music of the Bach Family: An Anthology” reveals evidence of enharmonic
identities (pp. 33-35), a tell-tale sign of well temperament.  It is eminently possible that Uncle
Johann Christoph Bach used Werckmeister III tuning.
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Mühlhausen

       

St. Blasius Church in Mühlhausen

As Mühlhausen was among the first cities to tune organs in a circular well temperament,
it may indeed have had its organs tuned to quarter comma meantone beforehand.  Werckmeister
III tuning is enabled by the starting position of quarter comma meantone.  The St. Blasius organ
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was tuned to quarter comma meantone when it was built by Jost Pape built the instrument in
1663.  A transition to Werckmeister III would be made easier because the notes C, G, D and A
are common to both tunings, and so remain unchanged.  In other words, a third of the organ
notes are common to both tunings.  Since Werckmeister III tuning has the same quarter comma
flat fifth of 696 cents (1200 cents to the octave), they can be held over from the previously
tuning.  This may have helped make the historical change from meantone to well temperament
more imperceptible from the point of view of historical records.  Most organ tuning changes
would likely take place anonymously following an extensive repair.

Bach’s mighty Mühlhausen period organ works may be said to simulate an improvisatory
play with music, something which is dimensionally more interesting when the tuning has 39
different possibilities of musical intervals.  The organs would sustain these intervals well if
Wender was keen about keeping a tight ship.  Johann Friedrich Wender (1655-1729) was the one
person in contrast to the familiar portrayal of J.S. Bach not being satisfied unless he tuned a
musical instrument for himself.

Wender offered an inside track to Walther for an organist job opening in Mühlhausen,
who famously turned it down.  Apparently, Walther reported that Wender, the Mühlhausen
organ tuner, personally invited him to apply for the job to succeed Johann Georg Ahle as
organist, after the St. Blasius organist died in 1706.  Walther submitted his application along
with two cantatas he had composed.  His public audition was scheduled for February 27, 1707,
but he withdrew his candidacy suddenly, because as he later put it, “some (perhaps self-
interested) acquaintances view such a plan as suitable” (Wolff, p. 102).  Christoph Wolff
suggests that Bach dissuaded Walther from following through on his application for the position.

The job went instead to Johann Sebastian Bach, and Bach would continue to recommend
Wender for new projects.  After J.S. Bach began working in Mühlhausen, Wender made physical
changes to the St. Blasius church organ, similar to those Wender made to the St. Georg church
organ.  Camouflaged by the Bach preference for a big organ sound, there was genuine need for a
retuning.  However, it wasn’t necessary for Johann Sebastian in Mühlhausen to change anything,
because his predecessor, the younger Ahle, was quite familiar with Werckmeister’s work, as
evidenced by Ahle’s own writings.  Johann Sebastian was simply a good fit with the
Mühlhausen tuning model.  German organs, where possible, could be expanded, and as a result
fitted with a progressive tuning, one that aims for a new kind of virtuoso, an improviser who
needs to move effortlessly between keys.

Johann Friedrich Wender, Mühlhausen’s premier organ builder and repairman, must have
had a strong relationship with Johann Christoph Bach in Eisenach.  Johann Christoph Bach was
alive while Wender was working on the Arnstadt organ, but died only months before it was
finished.  It was Mayor Martin Feldhaus of Arnstadt, J.S. Bach’s future father-in-law, who issued
the invitation and covered the expenses for J.S. Bach to examine the new Arnstadt organ and
judge the quality of the workmanship.  Consequently, J.S. Bach accepted the job of organist.

Johann Sebastian Bach’s precursor in Mühlhausen was Johann Georg Ahle (1651-1706),
a personal friend of Andreas Werckmeister’s.79  J.G. Ahle was the son of an immensely
influential citizen of Mühlhausen, and who had a powerful musical base in Erfurt, Johann
Rudolph Ahle (1625-1673), a former Mayor of Mühlhausen.  Wender regularly worked with J.G.
Ahle on organ matters once he took over his father’s music responsibilities in 1674 at the age of
23.  Wender’s primary employment in Mühlhausen was to assist J.G. Ahle with the organ at St.
Blasius.
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J.G. Ahle quoted liberally from five different Werckmeister books in his own published
works during the years 1687, 1690, 1691, 1695, 1697, 1699, and 1701 (Rathey, p. 108).
Werckmeister reciprocated by mentioning J.G. Ahle’s Musicalische Meyen und Gartenlust

(1687) in his Hypomnemata musica and in his Musicae mathematicae hodegus curiosus.
Additionally, Werckmeister wrote an original “sonnet of praise” for Ahle printed in the preface
to Ahle’s Musicalische Gartenlust (referenced in the Werckmeister Conference, p. 86).  Both
Ahle (in 1690) and Werckmeister (in 1686) wrote that music was “mathematische Wissenschaft”
(Rathey, p. 167).  In 1690, Ahle wrote about Andreas Werckmeister and temperament in his
Singekunst:

Gestalsam dän von einer solchen Temperatur so gründlich und weitleuftig handelt Herr
Werckmeister in seiner Orgelprobe (Rathey, p. 169).

It could have happened that Ahle introduced Wender to Werckmeister’s chromatic
tuning, since he was the employer in this situation, or it could have been the other way around.
In an earlier generation, Heinrich Bach was the organist at both of Arnstadt’s two big churches,
the Oberkirche and the Liebfrauenkirche.  This was an inside job resulting from the Bach family
influence.80  Heinrich was a master improviser according to C.P.E. Bach, an indication he used a
circular tuning well temperament as endorsed by Werckmeister III.

Wender followed a detailed plan to upgrade the magnificent St. Blasius organ.  It may be
significant that the finishing time coincided exactly with the publication of the first edition of
Werckmeister’s Musicalische Temperatur.  Of course, circular well temperament was public
knowledge for organ professionals ever since the publication of Orgel-Probe (1681).  Wender
certainly had every opportunity and encouragement to upgrade the organ to a chromatic capable
tuning.  Baroque scholar George Buelow explains:

Wender insisted on using Werckmeister’s temperament for his new organs as reported by no less
a musical authority than Kuhnau in Leipzig.  Werckmeister was 10 years older than Wender, and
30 years older than Johann Sebastian Bach, ranking him the primary.  An ambitious organ maker,
who agreed with the principles of well temperament over meantone, [Wender] would naturally be
attracted to Werckmeister’s ideas.

His work was much in demand; among those who had a high opinion of it were Bach, Kuhnau,
and Mattheson (who ranked him with Gottfried Silbermann) (Buelow, “Wender,” New Grove,
p. 280).

It was Deacon Fischer at St. Blasius Church in Mühlhausen who first recommended
Wender to Arnstadt, according to the New Church (Bach Church) records.  Wender signed the
still extant contract to build the New Church organ on October 17, 1699.  The Arnstadt organ
was completed by June 24, 1701, after an embarrassing delay took Wender out of the city to
Weimar for other, more pressing work.  Wender would return to Arnstadt to do repairs on the
organ in 1710, and yet again in 1713.  He lived in Mühlhausen until his death in 1729 at the age
of 79.

Bach worked directly with Wender to further improve the St. Blasius organ, which
included the repair of its wind chests, and “a new thirty-two-foot pedal sub-bass stop” (Wolff,
p. 109).  After the success of the well temperament for the organ he built in Arnstadt, Wender
would naturally encourage chromatic well temperament for organs elsewhere.
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Wender’s Mühlhausen and Uncle Johann Christoph’s Eisenach are practically adjacent
cities.  Then there is Praetorius’ home town of Creuzberg between them (although it is closer to
Eisenach).  A modern train ride makes no such distinction.  “Eisenach!  Nachst, Mühlhausen!”
One Mühlhausener I have befriended told me of local legends of how various Bachs would visit
their independent minded city (then completely walled off) just to lose themselves among the
native Mühlhausen population.  (This is just how New Yorkers feel today.)

It should not be deemed unusual for Uncle Johann Christoph Bach to tarry in Mühlhausen
and perhaps to make a few cultural exchanges.  It was the way of the Thuringian.  Looking
through Walther’s Lexicon, one can see how usual it was for Thuringian musicians to move
regularly from city to city.  The great communication between cities facilitated regular touring.
The following cities intermingled their musical cultures (based on their proximity to Praetorius’
Wolffenbüttal): Halberstadt, Quedlinburg, Nordhausen, Mühlhausen, Eisenach, Arnstadt, Erfurt,
and Leipzig.  Biographies of musicians from this era are filled with the extended travels between
these cities.

Johann Arnold Fokkerodt (b. 1692) was a native Mühlhausener who left for greener
pastures.  Walther devoted two pages to Fokkerodt, a composer and music theorist.  Fokkerodt
became a cantor in Herforden, acquiring ties to the Prussian court.  He wrote the Syntono-

Chromatico-Enharmonischen Monochordo, as well as about all manner of meantone variants,
always with an interest for the smallest recognizable intervallic relationships.  Fokkerodt wrote
that the Diesis enharmonicam exists between a B natural and a B-sharp.  Walther not only
included as many titles by Fokkerodt as possible in his Lexicon, he referenced Fokkerodt in other
Lexicon entries, including genus modulandi chromaticum, genus diatonicum, and genus

enharmonic. Fokkerodt took the idea of making monochords to inform on tuning from the
Werckmeister play book, and ran with it.

Carol K. Baron standing outside St. Blasius Church in Mühlhausen

Photo: Johnny Reinhard
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Weimar

                                                              Weimar Palace inner courtyard

Walther resettled in 1707 to Weimar, a fairly large Thuringian city, following his studies
in Erfurt.  J.S. Bach’s grandfather Christoph Bach had been in the service of the Weimar court,
although he moved on eventually to Erfurt, where Johann Sebastian Bach’s father was born.  His
position “as described by the ducal treasury register lists him as ‘Lackey Baach,’ indicating that
he was hired as a minor court servant” (Wolff, p. 68).  Johann Sebastian’s actual working
quarters in Weimar were quite miniature as seen from within the grandeur of the huge court
architecture.  J.S. Bach lived and worked in Weimar in 1703, and again for nine years (1708-
1717).  Four of J.S. Bach’s children were born in Weimar, while Walther would remain in
Weimar.

It was important for J.S. Bach and J.G. Walther to work amicably together in Weimar,
certainly to the extent that they shared each other’s students, particularly Weimar’s Prince
Johann Ernst.  There was no perceptible “sibling rivalry” between them; J.S. Bach remained the
acknowledged organ master in the family and in the region according to Walther’s personal
letters.  Bach’s tuning intentions were certainly well known among the foremost representatives
of the family, and Walther was well positioned to know these secrets.

My personal visit to the broad courtyard of the Weimar palace in 2001 brought me an
interesting acoustical experience.  With virtually no one around, and after having visited the
palace museum across an empty courtyard, I sat outside its door and blew some tunes on my
ivory and pear wood Dolmetsch alto recorder.  The sound achieved was astonishing, and
memorable for its powerful leap across the entire length of the courtyard, even while droning on
the remarkably soft low F (with all holes covered).
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Anhalt-Cöthen

           The Royal Chapel in Anhalt-Cöthen

Anhalt-Cöthen (or Köthen) stands apart from the other cities in which Johann Sebastian
Bach worked.81  Only here was he able to truly lead without the usual oversight by bureaucrats.
His only students were his children, lending the master more time for himself, as well as an
opportunity to focus on secular themes in his music.  The court here held him in high esteem, and
accorded Bach relatively high pay along with a multitude of perks.  In Anhalt-Cöthen, Bach
married for a second time, to Anna Magdalena of Weissenfels.  

The castle in Anhalt-Cöthen is now a vast museum.  Permission is granted individually
for people to experience the Spiegel Salle (or “mirror room”) on the third floor on condition that
they exchange their shoes for museum provided slippers.  This is undoubtedly the room where
Bach developed his ideas for performances of the Six Brandenburg Concertos.

The room’s beauty is sublime, the colors are gorgeous and the view out of the windows is
commanding.  Most importantly, the acoustics are terrific.  Given the opportunity to play alto
recorder in the Spiegel Salle in advance of an upcoming performance of Brandenburg Concerto

#2 came with instant recognition that the venue provided an amazing ability to balance sounds,
which could  be expected as necessary for an instrumentation of recorder, trumpet, oboe, strings,
and continuo.  The grand Spiegel Salle was only restored in the early 19th century.

J.S. Bach had a special stairway built into the chapel so that he could make rushed
entrances as they were needed, today called the “Bachstube.”  Anhalt-Cöthen was recognized in
Germany for developing homeopathy, as well as for solidifying the German language alphabet.

From the point of view of pitch, Cöthen was exceptional in Bach’s career; the separate parts to his
music written there are all in the same key.  Evidently there was no pitch discrepancy between the
instruments (Haynes, dissertation, p. 290).

This must have been a dream come true for the short time that it lasted.  The young
Prince Leopold von Anhalt-Köthen (1694-1728) was motivated to create a super ensemble for
J.S. Bach to lead.
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Leipzig

Leipzig building contemporary with Bach period

Photo:  Johnny Reinhard

Bach’s move to Leipzig may be seen as his moving between adjacent countries, first
leaving Thuringia (Weimar) for Anhalt (Cöthen), ultimately to settle in Leipzig (Saxony).
Leipzig was the big city as compared to Erfurt, let alone to Mühlhausen.  It was to be his final
homestead in the land of his maternal grandmother’s ancestors; his grandmother on his father’s
side, the former Maria Magdalena Grabler, was an ethnic Saxon from Plettin, although she died
24 years before Johann Sebastian was born.

Johann Sebastian Bach was now living in the shadows of both Kuhnau and Telemann,
and he was understandably distressed about making a good place for himself in Leipzig.  On
October 28, 1730, Bach wrote his childhood friend Georg Erdmann that he felt ambivalent about
the move:

But now, since I find (1) that the appointment here is not nearly so considerable as I was led to
understand, (2) that it has been deprived of many prerequisites, (3) that the town is very dear to
live in, and (4) that the authorities are strange people, with little devotion to music, so that I have
to endure almost constant vexation, envy and persecution, I feel compelled to seek, with the
Almighty’s aid, my fortune elsewhere (J.S. Bach in Schweitzer I:137).
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Once safely nestled in the city, Johann Sebastian took pains to point out to Erdmann (his
childhood friend) that “In Thuringia I can make 400 Thalers go further than twice as many here,
on account of the excessive cost of living” (Spitta II:254; and Schweitzer I:137).

Whatever Bach prepared for the St. Thomas Church organ could and often would be
alternatively performed at St. Nicholas’ Church, which needed to be in the same tuning system.
They would both need to be in a circular well temperament such as Werckmeister III tuning.
Unfortunately, the St. Thomas Church in Leipzig is not a resonant room, based on personal
inspection.  When sitting up front to experience a reenactment of a Bach cantata, the performers
were placed far away in the back and upstairs from the congregation.  Amidst such challenges,
Bach earned a reputation for the possession of an impeccable ear and an intricate mind.

At the same time [Bach’s] ear was so delicately trained to follow the parts, even of the most
elaborate and complicated pieces of music, that not only would he immediately notice the
slightest theoretical mistake while the piece was being performed, but in his own works he would
give himself endless trouble in order to obtain the greatest purity of writing (Spitta, III:121).

Johann Kuhnau (1660-1722) traced his descendents to a Czech village four miles outside
of Dresden.  At 24 years old, Kuhnau took the job at St. Thomas in Leipzig, one year before
Bach was born.  According to Schweitzer, “[Kuhnau’s] views did not suit the taste of all the
Leipzigers, particularly of the circle that had formed around Telemann.  After his death it was
proposed to make Telemann, who was the antipodes of Kuhnau, his successor” (Schweitzer,
I:90).  Luckily for both Kuhnau and Bach, Telemann had his sights elsewhere, but there is no
doubt that as a youth, Telemann was a mover and a shaker in Leipzig.

     Johann Kuhnau

In 1716, Kuhnau commuted to Halle in the capacity of organ diagnostician, together with
J.S. Bach and the Quedlinburg organist Christian Friedrich Rolle.  Rolle tried unsuccessfully to
succeed Kuhnau in Leipzig.  How interesting that these three organists should be chosen to work
together!

The trio of prominent organists seems to have been satisfied by the solemn promise of a
careful tuning by the organ’s builder Christopher Cuncius (1676-1722) to set a passablen guten

Temperatur to common satisfaction.  The trio affirmed on May 1, 1716 from Halle that they
were satisfied with the organ tuning plan that was demonstrated before them:
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Now, Mr. Cuncius has not only promised, as he will have to tune the pipes more exactly here and
there, since we have found them fairly out of tune in all three keyboards, to adopt the system of
passably good temperament he upon occasion showed us (Bach Reader, p. 76).

Using the term “system” in combination with the phrase “passably good” is a fine recipe
for well temperament, but it could also indicate an irregular tuning that does not form a full
circle, making only some keys passably good.  The poor keys of C# and G# are marred by extra-
sharp fifths.

Kuhnau wrote some pieces squarely in a well temperament mold; one fine example is
Cicona, Allemande, Courante, Sarabande, Aria, and Menuet in Gb major for keyboard.  There
was no reason on earth for using a key signature with six flats if the tuning was intended for
meantone tuning.  Contrast this with Telemann, who would never have chosen Gb major for a
keyboard solo since it offers absolutely nothing new in terms of musical vocabulary.  However,
Kuhnau was practical enough to compose music that also worked well in meantone, such as his
cantata Lobe den Herren, meine Seele for soprano, tenor, bass, choir, 2 violins, 2 violas, 1
bassoon, 2 trumpets, 3 trombones, and bass continuo.  An organ version for choir and organ in a
different key was simultaneously devised to allow the piece to function in a practicable meantone
key.

Werckmeister incorporated the entire Chapter 52 of Johann Kuhnau’s satirical novel of
1700, “Der musicalische Quack-Salber” (Der wahre Virtuose und gluckselige Musicus) into one
of his books.  The full Werckmeister title read: The Musical Charlatan, described by Johann

Kuhnau in a short and pleasant story for the amusement and diversion of cultured music lovers,

and also of all those who have not particular skill in this art.  Werckmeister relished exploring
the theme of the charlatan undone in his books.  He would undoubtedly have gotten personal
permission from Kuhnau for this inclusion of 20 pages.

[Kuhnau’s] purpose was to demonstrate, among other things, how keyboard music, without the
benefit of a poetic text, could capture the emotional states emanating from an action or the
description of a character (Buelow, “Kuhnau,” New Grove, p. 9

Laura Alvini informs in the introduction to the release of the engraved script of the
original edition of Kuhnau’s Biblischer Historien that Kuhnau acquired a “thoroughly
encyclopedic knowledge from his studies not only in music, but also in theology, law (in 1688 he
graduated with the dissertation De juribus circa musicos ecclesiasticos), mathematics, rhetoric,
Italian, French, Hebrew and Greek; to the extent that the equally learned Jakob Adlung was left
wondering whether ‘Kuhnau was more of an honour to music or science’” (Kuhnau/Alvini).82  

Except for the focus on law, Werckmeister had many similar interests as did Kuhnau,
which suggests that they were associated with each other as friends.  Kuhnau, who may well
have been addressing himself covertly to Andreas Werckmeister in the preface of his
composition, Frische Clavier-Früchte (1698), apologized having not earlier appreciated how the
different sentiments of the scales could be helpful to capture the emotional states emanating from
an action or the description of a character (Buelow, “Kuhnau,” New Grove, p. 9).83

I now express that the authority of the excellent men using these new passages should have
moved me to distrust my convictions; I should have thought of certain green pears that may be
perfectly mature and palatable in spite of their color, and I could have reflected that the same may
be true of the novelties that shocked me.
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And so I apologize to those innovative artists and beseech their pardon from the depth of my
heart, for it was in the depth of my heart and not in public that I blamed them.  I realize that they
did not at all transgress the rules of the ancients and that they only tried to conceal, so to speak,
the simple and natural blending of consonances and dissonances under rhetorical figures; in other
words, they acted like certain gardeners, who know the secret of how to give the common flowers
strange and alluring colors.  No one can object, therefore, if in this respect I follow in the
footsteps of the good modern composers (Kuhnau in Alvini, p. 8).

Kuhnau had alluded to the variants of intervals provided for Werckmeister III tuning.
The common flowers, the thirds, bloom with a larger variety of possibilities due to the circular
well temperament involved.  Kuhnau conscientiously joined the forces for modernity, as
exemplified in his musical compositions.   Kuhnau gave specific instructions for performing his
cantata Daran erkennen wir, dass wir in ihm verbleiben (Haynes, Story of A, p. 183) with regards
to its tuning plan:

1. This piece is in Chorton for the violins, voices, and continuo in Bb
2. The trumpets are written in C natural to make everything work properly, so they should add a

crook at the mouthpiece so they sound a tone lower, that is, in Cammerton…
3. The oboes and bassoon should be in Cammerton, and their parts are already written out

transposed up a step, so in this way everything will be in accord.

But when the affect must be aroused by instrumental music alone we must resort to principles that
cannot be achieved by the majority of musicians.  Music belongs to the mathematical sciences
and is therefore furnished with infallible proofs (Kuhnau in Alvini).

By the time Johann Sebastian Bach worked in Leipzig, Chorton had been standardized as
a whole tone higher than Cammerton at the specific urging of Johann Kuhnau (Mendel, p. 198).
“In Leipzig, where Bach went from Cöthen in 1723 and remained for the rest of his life, a
difference of a minor third between Chor-Ton and Cammer-Ton, as in Weimar, had formerly
obtained.”

Bruce Haynes discovered that Kuhnau’s woodwind notation and Bach’s use of “tief-
Cammerthon” (in his first year and a half at Leipzig, and in his subsequent abandonment of it
after that) – gave an indication of the date when the higher of the two general Cammerton levels
was generally predominant (Haynes, dissertation, p. 229).  Haynes discovered that J.S. Bach had
experience juggling different pitch standards from his Weimar days:

While separate parts were often in different keys, original scores to the same pieces could be
either transposed or rationalized to a single key.  Bach’s Weimar scores are not consistent, for
example; some parts in the autograph score of BWV 152 are in g-minor, others in e-minor; BWV
182 also shows dual pitch notation…Thus it is not always possible to learn from an original score
whether individual parts were transposed (Haynes, Story of A, p. 184).

By the time Johann Sebastian took the St. Thomas job, Leipzig had already established
the kind of temperament that made the most of a variety of intervals for abstract musical ideas –
well temperament, while the sixth comma meantone associated with Georg Phillip Telemann still
had tremendous respect and support.84  Other than some interest with pitch standards, there is no
sign that Bach felt any particular compunction to initiate any change in temperament, as found in
the organs of the churches in Leipzig.  He would elect after all to become the Director of the
Telemann Club in Leipzig.  Johann Sebastian Bach ruled the roost as far as music went in
Anhalt-Cöthen.  However, in Leipzig, he was given lesser duties.
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Whatever organ temperament found, Bach would have little authority to make a change.
An organist who accepts a post in a new city expects to adhere to the tuning already engaged on
the instrument.  I have never heard of a case where a new organist was able to force a change in
tuning upon arrival in a new job.

The historical record includes more than simply the cities where Johann Sebastian held
down jobs.  Oftentimes, Bach would be asked to audition in other cities.  Legend has attempted
to explain away why Johann Sebastian turned down some of these successful auditions.
Ensconced meantone organ cultures provide a most likely reason for spurning some of these job
offers.  Playing exclusively in meantone on the organ would likely have made the great
composer claustrophobic with the loss of musical freedom.  It seems to me totally reasonable for
Bach to aim to impress, only to refuse to accept a position as a result of the status quo organ
tuning.  Any organ previously established in a non-chromatic tuning, such as meantone, would
hold little interest for the dynamic Bach.  Even if Bach had not emphasized the howling of wolf
fifths on the keyboard (located between C-sharp and A-flat), as he famously did playing publicly
on his friend Silbermann’s keyboards, and with relish, he would have to politely refuse
employment if he felt hemmed in by the organ tuning.

                                                    Eisenach Bach Museum kitchen table

Photo:  Johnny Reinhard
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The unequal conditions are to be preferred to the equal.

 Johann Nicolaus Forkel

CHAPTER 6

Thuringian Aesthetic

    

Thuringian aesthetic of irregularity expressed in the myriad of cut stone shapes

Photo:  Johnny Reinhard

Baroque era Thuringians loved their rough hewn scales, just like they loved their half-
timber houses.  But it wore thin for many others, especially those who couldn’t make sense of all
the variation, who simply could not hear it, or understand what all the fuss was about.

There are other cultures who relish irregularity as a beautiful musical condition besides
Thuringian Germans.  For example, Irregular tunings are deeply rooted among the Sapmi
(Lapplanders) of northern Europe.  Sapmi of northern Norway, Sweden, Finland, and Russia tell
all who will listen that they don’t care to be cookie cutters with natural phenomena such as with
Scandinavians, who shape their parks into rectangles.  In the Sapmi song form of Joigenen,
Sapmi avoid any repetition of exact musical intervals in their joiks (Reinhard, Joiking, Ear
Magazine, pp. 18, 25).

Similarly, although willing to repeat intervals exactly in its scale skips and steps, the
Javanese pelog tuning is different from one “gamelan” orchestra to another.  More striking is
how the alternative Indonesian tuning known as “slendro,” with its five fairly equidistant spaced
steps per octave is never exactly equal.  Most surprising, the octaves are designed to beat!
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Western scholarship has inadvertently confused the spiraling of fifths of irregular tuning
with the circling fifths of a circular temperament.  Irregular tuning provides for a variety of keys
in the important sense that each key sounds physically different from the other.  These
differences are audible in comparisons.  The derivation of irregular tuning stemmed from the
earlier central German aesthetic of modes.  Equal temperament would wipe differences out,
silencing the diversity of sentiments.

J. Murray Barbour somehow intuited that irregular tuning was rather unsung historically.
The historic record showed him that the historic battle royal was between meantone and equal
temperament.  To his credit, Barbour was able to recognize the importance of irregular tuning.

The importance of unequal systems of twelve notes to the octave has been generally neglected by
the casual historians of tuning, to whom only the Big Four (Pythagorean, just, meantone, and
equal) are of moment.  It is my opinion, however, that the unequal systems were of the greatest
possible significance in bringing about the supremacy of our present tuning system (Barbour,
Tuning, p. 10).

It may very well be judged an insult to the great Johann Sebastian Bach, who embossed his titles
with the imprimatur of a specific key, to force each key to sound identical as in equal
temperament.

Johann Nicolaus Forkel

The famous Bach biographer of 1802, Johann Nicolaus Forkel (1749-1818), in his role as
university musical director in Göttingen, the town where the famous Beck organ was retuned by
Andreas Werckmeister, wrote unequivocally in the introduction to his Allgemeine Geschicte der

Musik (1788) that he was a staunch advocate of irregular circular tuning.  Forkel intended to
trumpet the irregular tuning aesthetic, ostensibly for Bach.

One can easily see that I am here referring to our so-called equal or unequal temperaments.
However, since it is agreed that all diversity of character would be lost as a result of complete
equality—both in human society … as well as in the area of keys—the unequal condition is to be
preferred to the equal in both areas (Forkel in Steblin, p. 93).85
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In an earlier philosophical systematization of music, Uber die Theorie der Musik (1777),
Forkel described a plan for dealing with the subject of key characteristics and sentiments within
the discipline of music criticism:

Music Criticism:  This teaches

a)  The intrinsic character of the musical keys
b)  What causes some keys to sound tender and others noisier
c)  The use [of keys] for the expression of different emotions86

If the keys are to music what the so-called Tuono di colore is to painting then it is easy to accept
that their use for the expression of this or that feeling must be as carefully chosen as the tone of
color in painting.  Often the whole effect of a composition is only to be attributed to the lucky,
perhaps haphazard choice of the key (Forkel in Steblin, p. 93).87

Further evidence should not be necessary to conclude that Bach biographer Forkel
believed, from all extant evidence since the passing of Johann Sebastian Bach, that the master
embraced an irregular scaled well temperament, never equal temperament.  Bach’s use of 24
keys means he could never have favored the limitations of an “unwell” irregular temperament
(with allows for only 20 functional keys) because of its “barking dogs” which spoil certain keys.
Forkel described Bach as a heroic micromanager!

Nobody could install the quill-plectrums of his harpsichord to his satisfaction; he always did it
himself.  He also tuned both his harpsichord and his clavichord himself, and was so practiced in
the operation that it never cost him above a quarter of an hour.  But then, when he played from his
fancy, all the 24 keys were in his power; he did with them what he pleased.  He connected the
most remote as easily and as naturally together as the nearest; the hearer believed he had only
modulated within the compass of a single key.  He knew nothing of harshness in modulation;
even his transitions in the chromatic style were as soft and flowing as if he had wholly confined
himself to the diatonic scale.  His Chromatic Fantasy, which is now published, may prove what I
here state (Forkel, Bach Reader, p. 436).

Forkel was especially in love with the Chromatic Fantasy and Fugue in D minor.  Forkel surely
conceived of the piece in well temperament, for a meantone or irregular tuning could not do
justice to a “chromaticism” so intense it earned a place in the title of the piece.  Though Forkel
was only an infant when Johann Sebastian Bach died, he lived within the legacy of irregular well
temperament.  He raved about the piece as the quintessential example of circular irregular tuning
success:

I have taken infinite pains to discover another piece of this kind by Bach, but in vain.  This
fantasia is unique, and never had its like.  I first received it from Brunswick, from Will.
Friedemann.  It is remarkable that this work, though of such intricate workmanship, makes an
impression even on the most unpracticed hearer if it is but performed at all clearly. (Forkel, Bach

Reader, p. 468).

The usual contrast to Bach’s chromatic well temperament in the center of Germany was
meantone, though not necessarily the quarter comma extended meantone endorsed by Michael
Praetorius.  Following Andreas Werckmeister’s generation, musicians continued to prefer sixth
comma meantone with its wolf fifth only 16 cents sharp to just, less than half of the quarter
comma flat wolf of 35 cents higher than just.88
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Ruth Steblin highlights Johann Mattheson’s claim that pitch is the primary cause of key
effects, contrary to the prevailing view.  Steblin reports of her having performed an experiment
whereby a C major piece played in a “well temperament” on a harpsichord was later transposed a
semitone higher to begin on C-sharp.  All listeners perceived “a very great and palpable
difference.”  But when the same experiment was performed on two separate harpsichords, each
tuned a semitone apart; no differences were perceived by the listeners.  “This divergence is not
caused by higher or lower pitch but is based entirely on the unequal division of intervals on
instruments” (Steblin, p. 52).89  Mattheson, a renowned singer in his youth, volunteered: “I know
people who are used to singing in Chorton who cannot find a single interval in Cammerton”
(Mattheson in Haynes, Story of A, p. 186).  The conclusion: Mattheson had absolute pitch.

Mattheson concluded in his comprehensive 1713 key descriptions that it may be the
difference in human temperament that accounts most for the variety of descriptions for
individual keys.

The opinions on this subject are almost countless and I do not know of any other reason for this
than the difference in human temperaments [Complexionen].  Doubtless it may be that one key,
which appears merry and rousing to someone with a sanguine temperament, seems lamentable
and distressed to the phlegmatic person, etc.  We…want to make it clear once again that everyone
is free to attribute such properties to the keys which best suit his natural inclination (Mattheson in
Steblin, pp. 51-52).
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Until 1720, Mattheson recognized that the general divergence in a transposed melody
was very perceptible.  He also recognized that only those with a “superficial knowledge of the
matter” thought key characteristics an arbitrary matter (Steblin, p. 52).90  Mattheson was on
record as against transposition being determined by anyone other than composers.  He realized
that as a result of the temperament being unequal, it “would produce a shift in the sequence of
different-sized steps with the result that the effect changes.”91

According to my opinion, transposition is not at all to be sanctioned.  Unless when used out of
dire need, it is a sign of uncouth ignorance and inexperience with the basic rules of harmony (and
music) (Mattheson in Steblin, p. 54).

Kuhnau’s student Johann David Heinichen (1683-1729) ridiculed Johann Mattheson’s
attempts to assign specific sentiments to specific keys (even though Mattheson was quite clear
that he was well aware of the wide variety of different responses).  Heinichen threw fresh doubts
on key affects in 1729 after having moved to Dresden:

Indeed, if these imagined properties had any inherent validity, shipwrecks would be occurring
continuously with every small change of temperament (instrumental parts are never completely
accurate in this regard in any case) as well as changes of Chorton, Cammerton, French, and the
extravagant Venetian tuning (Heinichen in Haynes, Story of A, p. 192).

Heinichen, the man who prepped Cöthen for the immanent arrival of J.S. Bach, gave up the holy
grail of just intonation.

In general it may well be said that one key is more fitting than another for expressing affects; and
in today’s good temperaments (I am not referring to old organs) the keys with two or three flats or
sharps in their signatures emerge, especially in the theatrical style, as the most beautiful and
expressive.  For this reason I would not even support the invention of the long-sought clavier in
just intonation were it to become practicable (Heinichen in Lindley, “Temperament,” p. 669).

Georg Andreas Sorge (1703-1778), Thuringian music authority on organ building,
composer, and a prolific author of musical treatises from Lobenstein, reported that prominent
organ builder Gottfried Silbermann (1683-1753) of Alsatian roots, as well as the even more
famous Anhalter Georg Philipp Telemann of Magdeburg, favored sixth comma meantone
preference to the earlier meantone of quarter comma.  The somewhat sharp thirds of sixth
comma meantone notes are between the more ancient quarter comma meantone intervals and
conventional equal temperament, or 392 cents.  Silbermann had learned his craft from Parisian
influenced relatives at a time soon after Sauveur announced the intellectualized 55-tones per
octave all-inclusive extended meantone in general use by musicians of that time to the Parisian
royal court.

The most prominent name associated with sixth comma meantone was the composer
Georg Philipp Telemann (1681-1767), born in Magdeburg, the former capital of the Anhalt
region, horribly demolished as a result of the Thirty Years War.  Spitta pointed out that “Bach’s
connection with Telemann did not rest merely on personal friendship; he by no means
undervalued him as a composer, and transcribed with his own hand one of Telemann’s cantatas
for use in his Leipzig performances”92 (Spitta II:413).  Telemann was godfather to Bach’s second
son.  Bach’s endorsement of the musically prolific Telemann indicates he could support music
tuned differently from his own.  Telemann, similarly, could support his godson C.P.E. Bach as
his successor in Hamburg in the use of well temperament.
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Telemann described his tuning system ideas along meantone lines in 1743; “It establishes
a continuous proportional equality between intervals” (Haynes, dissertation, p. 259).  By the last
years of his productive life, Telemann thought of meantone tuning with an intellectual extension
of 55 equal divisions of the octave.  “It was really a system in which the octave was divided into
fifty-five logarithmically equal intervals” (Sorge, p. 51, referenced by Barbour, Bach, p. 75).
Telemann confirmed in 1744, “my system is not based on any keyboard temperament; rather, it
displays the sounds found on unrestricted instruments like the cello, violin, etc., that can play
perfectly in tune” (Haynes, dissertation, p. 261).

Though there is no chance that they ever met due to the years separating their lifespans,
Sorge described Werckmeister’s personal tuning system as one containing eight perfect fifths
and four fifths flat by a quarter of a comma.93  This description does not give a prescription for
tuning because it does not confirm which fifths are affected.

Sorge wrote in 1748 about Johann Sebastian Bach’s criticism of Gottfried Silbermann’s
preferred system of temperament:

In a word, Silbermann’s system of temperament cannot be maintained under the conditions of
present-day practice.  That all this is nothing but the truth I call all nonpartisan musicians who are
expert in the matter to witness, especially the world-famous Mr. Bach in Leipzig.  It is therefore
to be wished that that superior man {Silbermann}, who has acquired so much honor and fame, as
well as a good bit of money with his excellent art, should change his mind about temperament,
improve his otherwise beautiful and well-constructed organs in respect to temperament, and thus
add to his fame the very important portion that is still lacking to it…The four bad triads are of a
rough, wild, or as Kapellmeister Bach in Leipzig says, barbaric nature intolerable to a good ear
(Sorge in Bach Reader, p. 336, ref. BD II, no. 575).

Tradition runs that whenever Johann Sebastian Bach observed Silbermann among his
select circle of auditors, he would to say to him, in perfect good humor:

‘You tune the organ in the manner you please, and I play the organ in the key I please,’ and
thereupon used to strike off a Fantasia in A-flat major; the contest invariably ending in
Silbermann’s retiring to avoid his own ‘wolf.’  (E.J. Hopkins, Bach Teases Silbermann, p. 290).

As late as 1744, Bach and Silbermann worked together to judge an organ in the city of
Naumburg, signing off in unison on the report.

Sorge’s interest in musical circles inspired a short composition in circular well
temperament which was mentioned in Sorge’s Vorgemach der musicalischen Composition,

Erster Theil (Lobenstein 1745).  A manuscript version is said to be found in the Leipzig Music
Library, in another person’s hand (Rasch, “About the Early History of the Musical Circle,” p.
19).

Sorge informed later that 55-tone equal temperament in its complete state could not be
used on the clavier, but it might be applicable to the violin and to certain wind instruments, while
it was most facile for singers.  The clavier is limited to a chosen twelve subset from out of a full
set of 54 actual pitches in the octave.  The results is a tuning audibly identical with Silbermann’s
sixth comma meantone tuning, if a bit nuanced, and allowing many more possible modulations.
(One has to wonder in what circumstances an aged Telemann could use the solfege he outlined
with amazing detail.)
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         Telemann’s Interval Table from his book
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Telemann’s home town Magdeburg today, contrasting modern and Baroque views

Photo:  Johnny Reinhard

Johann Nicolaus Bach (1669-1753), J.S. Bach’s senior cousin, famously allowed a
theology student at the University in Jena to tune an organ in his charge.  The results were found
wanting by all concerned.  It turned into a contest between which tuning was found to be the
most cantabile in its melodies (Spitta, I:138).  This may have been history’s first dust up between
well temperament and equal temperament in no uncertain terms.  Johann Nicolaus Bach
championed well temperament and achieved a knockout victory for Thuringian aesthetics.  Equal
temperament came from without, through a young Mr. Neidhardt.

Johann Georg Neidhardt (ca.1680-1739) wrote in 1724 that equal temperament stems
from the principles laid out by Werckmeister.  In 1752, Jakob Adlung gave support to
Neidhardt’s understanding of tuning evolution in his book (Adlung, p. 285).  Contemporary
musicologist “Ursula Hermann points out that seventy years passed between Werckmeister’s
Erweiterte undverbesserte Orgel-Probe (1698) and Adlung’s Musica mechanica (1768), and
despite years of progress, discovery, and invention, Adlung found nothing in Werckmeister’s
treatise which had been surpassed” (Archambault, p. 36).
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It appears that Neidhardt, evidently embarrassed by his loss to Johann Nicolaus Bach in
1706, relinquished equal temperament from his single temperament in 1706, to his fourth of four
in 1724.  While Neidhardt’s first published book was only about equal temperament, the second
relegates equal temperament as appropriate for an imagined court.

Neidhardt characterized four different tunings in 1724 as representing the evolution of a
small village to court, curiously progressing from the most unequal to equal.

Neidhardt temperament No. 1 (1724) is made up of fifths pure, and fifths tempered by
1/12 comma and 1/6 comma:
 

Neidhardt I tuning: "1724 Village"

C  C#   D  D#   E   F  F#   G G#  A   A#    B

0    94   196   296   392   498   592   698   796   894      996     1092  
 

 Neidhardt, like Werckmeister, had all his temperaments measured on a monochord to
improve tuning accuracy through its consultation.  There are eight tempered fifths: four (on A-
flat, E-flat, E and B) are two cents flat (as in equal temperament), four (on C, G, D, A) are four
cents flat.

Neidhardt II tuning (1724) was considered by its designer to be the best.  There are nine
tempered fifths: six (on G-flat, D-flat, B-flat, F, A, B) are two cents flat (as in equal
temperament), and three (on C, G, D) are four cents flat.

Neidhardt II tuning: "1724 Small Town"

C  C#   D  D#   E   F  F#   G G#  A   A#    B

0    96   196 298   394   500   596   698   796   894   1000   1096  

Neidhardt III tuning (1724) has six untempered “perfect” fifths, and six tempered fifths as
follows: two (on Eb and Bb) are 2 cents flat (as in equal temperament), two (on C and G) are
four cents flat, and two (on D and A) are six cents flat.  There are thus four different sizes of
fifths and eight sizes of thirds (Blood, “Well-tempering the clavier: five methods,” p. 495).  The
finer shades of differences in the keys occur in the succeeding works.

Neidhardt III tuning: "1724 Large City"

C  C#   D  D#   E   F  F#   G G#  A   A#    B

0    96   196   298   394   498   596   698   796   894      998   1096  
 

Neidhardt IV tuning, which was to be considered for an imaginary court, is identical to
the 1706 temperament of equal temperament singularly used in the infamous competition in
Jena, only to be demoted in consideration 18 years later.  Only equal temperament was described
in Neidhardt’s first publication in 1706, “The Best and Easiest Temperament to Tune on the
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Monochord” (Beste und leichteste Temperatur des Monochordi (1706) (Rasch, “Does,” p. 14).94

The colorful packaging of these invented scales in 1724 described by differing types of living
communities, are explained by Manuel Op de Coul: “These places, from a little village to a city
to a court, are metaphors for the continuum from traditional music (Dorf) to progressive music
(Hof).” 95

In 1706 he [Neidhardt] called equal temperament the ‘best and easiest’ choice; in 1724 he found
it the best for a court, but not for anywhere else; in 1732 he found a suitably unequal
temperament always preferable (Lindley, Oxford, ed. Boyd, p. 313).

Johann Mattheson became a cheerleader for Neidhardt’s temperament, calling it “far
better” (zwar besser) for its better organization (Mattheson, Das Forschende Orchestre, p. 438).
This unfairly paints Neidhardt as a single tuning promoter, which has been universally taken to
be equal temperament.  The 100% attention equal temperament received with Neidhardt’s first
book would forever tie Neidhardt to equal temperament promotion.  Mattheson’s ideological
shift to equal temperament is produced below as it appeared in the German language:

Neidhardt's Temperatur ist zwar besser / weil dadurch aller unterschied aufgehoben wird / in dem
die Intervalla in gleicher proportion stehen (Mattheson, DFO, p. 438).

Mattheson pointed out in 1725 that organ builders Silbermann and Wender (p. 235) had
not yet converted to Neidhardt’s exact temperament (Mattheson, Critica musica, Tonus

secundas, p. 235).96  Of course, this is assuming that the “exact temperament” of Neidhardt is
equal temperament (Rasch, “Does,” p. 15).

By 1732, the year Johann Gottfried Walther published the Lexicon, Neidhardt recognized
the negative consensus on equal temperament in Thuringia have earlier tried to promote it.
Neidhardt matured to a collection of 21 different temperaments in his last book, Gäntzlich

erschöpfte mathematische Abteilungen des diatonischchromatischen, temperirten Canonis

Monochordi.  Neidhardt listed equal temperament second in the ordering this time, after
Pythagorean model of tuning.  Neidhardt certainly was not “tone deaf” to the criticism he
experienced as a result of his advocacy for equal temperament in his youth.

Most people do not find in this tuning that which they seek.  It lacks, they say, variety in the
beating of its major 3rds and, consequently, a heightening of emotion.  In a triad everything
sounds bad enough; but if the major 3rds alone, or minor 3rds alone, are played, the former sound
much too high, the latter much too low… Yet if oboes, flutes and the like, and also violins, lutes,
gambas and the rest, were arranged in the same tuning, then the inevitable church and chamber-
pitch would blend together throughout the purest way.  Thus equal temperament brings with it its
comfort and discomfort, like blessed matrimony (Neidhardt in Lindley, “Temperaments,” New

Grove, p. 665).

Neidhardt would invent a great variety of irregular circular temperaments, but the
practical difficulty with which large ensembles would have had to adapt to them belies any
advantages.  Neidhardt’s temperaments took advantage of the subtlest of differences between
keys, and may have worked especially well for solo keyboard works.  But without his endorsing
any particular temperament, there is no way of knowing whether Neidhardt was as practical a
musician as was Andreas Werckmeister.  They never met, although Neidhardt honored
Werckmeister in Sectio Canonis Harmonici (1724).  One would like to assume that Neidhardt
was enough of a musicum that he could hear equal temperament intervals accurately.  This is
independent of any ability to set temperament on a monochord, or to match pitch to an organ.
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Only a great musician could maintain the correct pitch in the mind (head) long enough to match
it to an organ pipe.  Neidhardt was reputed to be a fine musician, an organist and composer,
working his adult life in Konigsberg in old Prussia (now Kaliningrad, Russia).  Some have
sarcastically called many of the 21 Neidhardt tunings “paper temperaments” for their unlikely
achievement of perfection in music practice.

Thuringian born Johann Philipp Kirnberger warned of the dangers of transposition:

Whoever hears the various shades of thirds and other relationships (and they can be heard
distinctly) will not, except with malicious forethought, transpose a piece into another key.  For
not a single composition by the late Bach, Graun, Handel, Capellmeister Bach in Hamburg and
other great composers can be set in a different key without distorting it and making it unpractical
(Steblin, p. 81).97

Leave it to the encyclopedic Johann Mattheson to get in a hearty word on the dangers of
transposition between chamber and church pitch, existing as an accident of the irregularity of the
scales in 1721:

But consider the abomination when instruments tuned in Cammerton such as horns, bassoons, etc.
are sometimes expected to play with others that are in Chorton, so that either one group or the
other must be transposed; is that sound any different than if the composer or cantor wished to
portray the quarrel of the hounds over the fallen body of Jesabel? (Mattheson in Haynes, Story of

A, p. 190).

At the start of the Renaissance, blind organist Arnolt Schlick (1460-1517) detailed why
higher-pitched organs were preferable to the larger, lower-pitched ones:

The reason for the superiority of the higher pitch is that most plain-song ends among the low
tones, as, for example, in the first mode, Salve regina, Ave maris stella, Gaudeamus, Vita

sanctorum, and others.  These melodies are played, to suit the choir, beginning on ‘g’.  And, in
order to make counterpoints against them in the bass, very properly so, for the sake of cadencing
and ending in the lower octave, ‘G’.  Also in order to play the plainsong melody in the
pedals—for on other organs [i.e., lower-pitched ones] (Schlick in Mendel, Pitch, p. 94).

There were some who were outspoken against the single course, the gedackt, being in a
different tuning, often a kammerton tuning (lower pitched) so that an organist doesn’t need to
transpose.  Some felt plain indignant at the very thought that an organist could be too lazy to
transpose, let alone be that incompetent.  In 1722, Organ maker Heinrich Gottfried Trost built
instruments in Chorton pitch and was in favor of retaining a gedackt in kammerton pitch since
such “stops would be useful for Musick” (Haynes, Story of A, p. 196).

Since all tunings in the Baroque were based on C, the minor form of C was rather
universally understood, at least in the Thuringian world and its environs, as dark and moody.
Jakob Adlung wrote in the second edition of his Anleitung zur musicalischen Gelahrheit (1752)
of the importance of starting all temperaments on the note C.98  However, he was very careful
not to imply any particular scale referring to said C.  This polymath learned much from his
environs, as well as from his father, another of Johann Gottfried Walther’s teachers.
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Whence do we take the beginning of our tuning, or how do we determine the depth of C?  It is
well known that organs do not agree, so that the musician must always carry with him, in addition
to his trumpet, several crooks or insects if he is to play in various churches.  One wishes, not
without reason, that organ builders were agreed in this matter, and that they would have a certain
rule, which would enable them to arrive at the same depth and height.  But this is lacking, up to
now.  For what Sauveur suggested has not yet come to pass (Mendel, “Pitch in the 16th and Early
17th Centuries,” p. 89, ref. Dresden & Leipzig, p. 373).

Even when tuning today, it is important to begin tuning from the note “C” and to proceed
from there.  The major reason for retaining the “C” as the incipient starting point for tunings is
excellently explained by American tuner Owen Jorgensen:

This was done because of the uniformity of tuning practices previous to the late nineteenth
century.  Whether the various well temperaments were based on one-half, one-third, one-fourth,
one-fifth, or one-sixth comma narrow fifths made no difference.  The locations of the various
color effects nevertheless remained the same in the scale.  The only differences between the
various temperaments were differences in degrees; that is, the color contrasts could be great, or
they could be milder.  A specific color might be brilliant and highly contrasting in one
temperament while it could be subdued almost to the point of being grey in another temperament;
but, it was nevertheless still the same color.  The amount of color-contrast was determined by the
taste of the tuner (Jorgensen, Tuning, p. 517).

Surely placed to be our greatest informant, C.P.E. Bach gave tepid directions on how to
tune a keyboard in his otherwise exemplary treatise on the clavier, Essay on the True Art of

Playing Keyboard Instruments (paragraph 14).  His instructions in their entirety appear in
translation below:

In tuning the fifths and fourths, testing minor and major thirds and chords, take away from most
of the fifths a barely noticeable amount of their absolute purity.  All twenty-four tonalities will
thus become usable.  The beats of fifths can be more easily heard by probing fourths, an
advantage that stems from the fact that the tones of the latter lie closer together than fifths.  In
practice, a keyboard so tuned is the purest of all instruments, for others may be more purely tuned
but they cannot be purely played.  The keyboard plays equally in tune in all twenty-four tonalities
and, mark well, with full chords, notwithstanding that these, because of their ratios, reveal a slight
impurity.  The new method of tuning marks a great advance over the old, even though the latter
was of such a nature that a few tonalities were purer than those of many present non-keyboard
instruments, the impurity of which would be easier to detect (and without a monochord) by
listening harmonically to each melodic tone.  Their melodies often deceive us and do not expose
their impurity until it is greater than that of a badly tuned keyboard (William J. Mitchell, trans.,
New York, Norton, 1949).

It is incumbent to examine the prose that Johann Sebastian Bach’s most intellectual son
shared with readers of his Essay on the True Art of Playing Keyboard Instruments.  It becomes
ever clearer to me that C.P.E. was not at liberty to divulge J.S. Bach’s tuning secrets.  It is
inconceivable that C.P.E. was not privy to his father’s tuning secrets, being one of the few that
tuned for his father, as for example in the Leipzig rehearsals and performances of St. Matthew’s

Passion.  It seems fitting to quote Werckmeister’s acknowledgement that, “many musicians are
secretive and reticent with their knowledge” (Dodds, p. 7).  To better understand C.P.E. Bach’s
account of his own tuning practice, as vague as it may be, let us carefully evaluate it.
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                   Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach

In tuning the fifths and fourths, testing minor and major thirds and chords, take away from most of

the fifths a barely noticeable amount of their absolute purity.

This means that before one can actually listen to different thirds on an instrument that one
has interest in tuning, attention must first be drawn to the matter of tempering the fifths.  In order
to take him at his word, at least seven different fifths must be lowered from the just intonation
model of a pure fifth.  And there might even be eight, nine, or ten!  This tuning description could
fit either Neidhardt’s first or second tunings of 1722.  At least one thing is certain: C.P.E. Bach
did not use Vallotti tuning because it only has six lowered fifths.

All twenty-four tonalities will thus become usable.

This line is most significant.  Without quoting the term “wohl-temperirt” introduced by
Werckmeister, but borrowed famously from Johann Sebastian Bach referencing his 24, the line
may serve as the very definition of well temperament since the tuning instructions prohibit any
possibility of equal temperament.

The beats of fifths can be more easily heard by probing fourths, an advantage that stems from the fact

that the tones of the latter lie closer together than fifths.  In practice, a keyboard so tuned is the purest

of all instruments, for others may be more purely tuned but they cannot be purely played.

The sentence is not much more than word play.  C.P.E. is cagey in speaking about tempering
directions, when he could have explained much more.  He tuned for his father, after all.  We
know for certain that C.P.E. chose his own way.  Shall we infer that one starts the process of
tuning on a satisfactory C like most all previous tunings described in this book?  Or is the sly
C.P.E. using a bit of sleight of hand?

The keyboard plays equally in tune in all twenty-four tonalities and, mark well, with full chords,

notwithstanding that these, because of their ratios, reveal a slight impurity.

There are differences between the affective qualities of the different keys in C.P.E. Bach’s
tuning, abstractly independent of human creativity in the service of music.

The new method of tuning marks a great advance over the old, even though the latter was of such a

nature that a few tonalities were purer than those of many present non-keyboard instruments, the

impurity of which would be easier to detect (and without a monochord) by listening harmonically to

each melodic tone. Their melodies often deceive us and do not expose their impurity until it is greater

than that of a badly tuned keyboard.

The new method C.P.E. is referring to is circular well temperament, easily traced back to
Werckmeister III tuning, and first described as one of two tunings published in Orgel-Probe in
1681.  Apparently, C.P.E. considered 1681 comparatively recent, historically speaking, and
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Werckmeister III tuning as the progenitor of all other unequal circular tunings on keyboards.
C.P.E. implied a refinement in his choice of fifths to desweeten, probably sounding a bit
kaleidoscopic to someone benefiting from alternative tuning experience.  C.P.E. was saying that
German music made a good decision to desweeten a bunch of fifths in order to reap some very
important results.  The “great advance” was the full command of sound that the keyboard could
embody.  It could now lead other instruments by virtue of its tuning enabled expressivity.

Francesco Antonio Vallotti (1697-1780) would champion a well temperament that could
function as the de facto circular sixth tone meantone.  This temperament was published for the
first time in 1779 in Trattato della scienza teorica e practica della moderna musica, and consists
of six sixth comma flat fifths starting on the note F.  It keeps six sixth comma flat fifths (698
cents apiece) with the remaining fifths just (702 cents apiece).

Ross W. Duffin of Case Western Reserve University correctly broadcasts the idea that
Vallotti temperament was “not the best historical choices for Baroque music.”

Granted, Vallotti claimed to have worked out his system by 1728 and, presumably, anyone who
happened to travel to Padua and ask him about it after that might have used it, but it wasn’t
widely known like the published systems of Werckmeister and Neidhardt, if at all (Duffin, “Why
I Hate Vallotti (or is it Young?)” (http://music.cwru.edu/duffin/Vallotti/T1/page3.html).

Vallotti’s tuning might naturally be considered a consequence of sixth comma meantone,
much like Werckmeister III tuning transitioned from quarter comma meantone.  Vallotti well
temperament was announced to the world by no less an impeccable authority than Giuseppe
Tartini.  Wolves were eliminated, the preference of German chromaticists.  Italian composer
Vallotti had no direct influence on J.S. Bach, but he was adamant as was Werckmeister, that
scales should not be in tuned to equal temperament because it was less musical a choice.

With our current temperament we have the notable and considerable advantage of noticing
different harmonies in each of the different keys…As necessary, the wise composer then chooses
that key which best suits the kind of composition which he has to write.  On the contrary, given
an entirely equal temperament, we would have no difference between keys, except in the pitch
level, which does not cast them in relief (Vallotti in Steblin, p. 69).99

To play it safe, let’s say equal temperament is an idea that may not have been actualized
very well in practice during the Baroque period.  Thuringian Daniel Gottlob Türk (1750-1813)
wrote a popular book called School of Clavier Playing or Instructions in Playing the Clavier for

Teachers & Students for the post-Johann Sebastian Bach generation.  It was full of possibilities
thanks to irregular well temperament as taught by Bach’s famed student Johann Philipp
Kirnberger.  Türk’s explanation of equal temperament gives the right context to this discussion:

When a fifth is tempered by the same amount lower as are the other fifths, or when a major third
is tuned higher by the same amount as are the other major thirds, etc., when this kind of
temperament is called equal.  In this instance, one key is played as purely as another which is to
say that none are played purely.  Nevertheless, the required deviation is so insignificant in this
case that our ears have become accustomed to it, and a keyboard tuned in this way can be
considered as being in tune.

If the relationships between all species of intervals (for example, perfect fifths, major thirds, etc.)
are all made to be the same, as in equal temperament, then looking at this from one angle,
apparently the characteristic quality of each key is abolished, for where there is no cause there
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can also be no effect.  If every major or minor key has its individual character on the keyboard in
spite of this, then the reason for it must have another basis than temperament.  For example, it
could be the highness or lowness of the key or the disposition of the keyboard, which in almost
every key makes certain kinds of progressions, passages, and the like available or at least possible
which cannot be played comfortably in other keys (because of the fingering), and which will
consequently be carefully chosen by good composers, according to the existing conditions.  For
the other stringed instruments, moreover, every key is characterized by the frequent occurrence of
open or stopped strings and perhaps a hundred other things.  If then, according to actual equal
temperament, two keyboards are tuned, one a whole tone higher than the other, the same
composition, in D major on one keyboard and in C on the other, provided it is played equally

well, must result in the same effect, as much as one would like to believe the contrary (Türk, p.
373-374).

Türk wrote from the perspective of a time when well temperament was giving way to
equal temperament.  However, psychological phantoms in the form of the vestigial Thuringian
aesthetic feature of irregularness remained where none should exist.  Türk wrote that organs
were still tuned a whole tone higher than the violins continued as an inheritance of church pitch
versus chamber pitch convention.  Equal temperament had not yet fulfilled Neidhardt’s
prophecy.  Scales were still intervallically distinct from each other in the circle of keys.  Türk
included only equal temperament and Kirnberger II tuning in his book in order to better represent
well temperament.

For various reasons, but chiefly because the characteristics of a key are abolished in equal
temperament, Kirnberger finds the hitherto almost generally accepted equal temperament not
useful enough” (Türk, p. 374).

In France, composer and encyclopedist Jean-Jacques Rousseau (1712-1778) was
staunchly anti-equal temperament.  Rousseau endorsed a well temperament of his own and
proclaimed that a person “receives different impressions from the intervals in proportion to their
different alterations” (Jorgensen, Tuning, p. 151).  Rousseau described this as “standard French
temperament.”

Rousseau Tuning:
100

C  C#   D  D#   E   F  F#   G G#  A   A#    B

0        97      198   300    396   500   596   699    799     895   1000   1095

William Waring’s 1779 translation of Rousseau’s Dictionnaire De Musique article on
tuning represents Rousseau’s perspective, as reported by Owen Jorgensen:

Ingenious musicians, continues the same author [Rousseau], know how to make a good use of these
different effects of the intervals, and, by the expression which they draw from them, make the alteration
flourish, which might be condemned” (Jorgensen, Tuning, p. 151).

Rousseau ridiculed the “equal temperament idea” because it was not approved by
musicians and keyboard builders (Jorgensen, Tuning, p. 151).  Rousseau claimed Francois
Couperin (1668-1733) once considered equal temperament only to dispose of it.  Rameau
famously vacillated between equal temperament and standard French temperament,101 after he
became frustrated with the limitations of meantone.
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Rudolf Rasch does not identify with the irregular tuning aesthetic popular with Baroque
Thuringians, and unintentionally, he misrepresents Werckmeister.

Werckmeister assigned his no. III to the peripheral keys.  For the common keys no. IV was to be
preferred, a tuning that is much less satisfactory in modern perspective.  However it is this tuning
that is accompanied by a tuning instruction both in the 1681 and 1691 books, and that was applied
to the newly built organ of the Court Church of Quedlinburg by Zacharias Thayssner in 1677
(Rasch, “Does ‘Well-tempered’ Mean ‘Equal-Tempered?,’” p. 4).

The Rasch conclusion that “equal temperament is judged optimal for the exceptional
condition that all keys are of equal importance,” misses out on Thuringian tuning aesthetic
values which favor a variety of irregular scales over getting stuck in the redundancy of equal
temperament.  If Werckmeister III tuning was intended only for the peripheral keys, it never
would have been listed first.

Rudolf Rasch is incredulous about the very idea of Werckmeister ever actually using his
own tuning for anything other than “peripheral key demonstrations” (Rasch, Musical Circle,”
p. 5).

In his ‘late’ writings, however, the arbitrary use of any key and the possibility of unlimited
modulation had become central to his musical theories.  This made him choose unambiguously
for equal temperament, as can be seen from his Harmonologia musica (Quedlinburg 1702; pp.
15-18), the Organum Gruningense redivivum (Aschersleben 1705; mod. Ed., p. 22-24); and
Musicalische Paradoxal-Discourse (Quedlinburg 1707; pp. 111-112).  It is right to consider
Werckmeister as the first main proponent and propagator of equal temperament in Germany
during the early eighteenth century (Rasch, Musical Circle, p. 6).

Enthusiastically, Werckmeister was saying in his way: “Come on in!  The water’s fine.
Any key, any time, all the time, is optimal.”  Stated differently, composed music never ever
centered on peripheral keys in tonal composers of the period we are discussing, although
peripheral relationships were common in a chromatic composer such as Johann Sebastian Bach.

While it is easy enough to dismiss equal temperament for Johann Sebastian Bach, it is
more difficult to come with a conclusion on a replacement.  Without blatant indications by the
composer, there have been a plethora of different possibilities suggested by others.
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Tuning Chart Reflecting Baroque Period Aesthetics

GOD/idealism =  just intonation

_

         Off-shoot:  Pythagorean tuning (human controlled, found in early city states)

        _    Temperament

_ _ _
Meantone          Irregular Temperament Well Temperament

Spiral of similarly flat fifths Spiral of different fifths Circle of different fifths
Irregular in each key Irregular in each key Irregular in each key
6 major and 2 minor keys Up to 20 functional keys 24 functional keys
Least variety More variety Most variety

                   _

Meantone variants Historic champion Multiple Divisions

2/7 comma     = Zarlino    = 50 tones per octave
1/3 comma   = Salinas     = 19 tones per octave
1/4 comma    = Huygens     = 31 tones per octave
1/5 comma    = Sauveur    = 43 tones per octave
1/6 comma    = Telemann   = 55 tones per octave
1/11 comma     = Schoenberg    = 12 tones per octave

Well Temperament Advocates

Werckmeister
Neidhardt
Kirnberger

Forkel
Vallotti
Sorge
Türk

 Rousseau

Equal Temperament

Wagner
Debussy
Schoenberg
Stravinsky
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There’s nothing remarkable about it.  All one has to do is hit the right keys at the right time and the instrument

plays itself.

Johann Sebastian Bach

I would have liked to have progressed to three bbb also because I know that someday this would be needed for

the regular presentation of all intervals in notes.

Johann Mattheson

CHAPTER 7

Notation

     

Beginning of Chapter 35 from the original Orgel-Probe (1681) using standard organ notation

with carrots to indicate wide, narrow, and pure fifths, now identifiable as

Werckmeister III and IV tunings, respectively
102

Composers represent their choice of musical tones with the conventional notation of their
time.  Their notation corresponds directly only to their particular choice of tuning system.
Musical notation was developed to represent the actual sounds found in musical practice.  It is an
attempt to pass musical directions directly from the composer to the performer.
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Notation is necessary symbolism to represent music intervals through the medium of
print.  Superficially, it seems like the staff’s five lines set up the notes, like stepping stones up
and down the range.  However, as every good music teacher imparts upon their collective
students, it is the intervals found between notes which hold greater meaning in music.  While
modern notation still retains indications of the old meantone chromatic pairs (e.g., C-sharp and
D-flat), for over a century they have been recognized as enharmonic identities, true redundancies
of each other, each sounding theoretically the same in conventional equal temperament.  Possible
Baroque interpretations were different.  There are several distinct interpretations of notation
possible.

According to music scholar Arthur Mendel (1905-1979), there were no obvious
connections between notation and any absolute standard of pitch for Bach,103 at least as
commonly interpreted by modern investigation.  One of the flaws common in the interpretation
of early music notation is the assumption that the individual “notes” of the notation correspond
directly with contemporary tuning practice.

The same note-names were applied to different pitches on different instruments, and none of the
implied standards was any more ‘real’ than another (Mendel, “On the Pitches in Use in Bach’s
Time,” in Studies in the History of Musical Pitch, p. 191).

Scientist Hermann Helmholtz’s masterful suggestion in his 19th century book On the

Sensation of Tone was that there was license to read music notation differently depending on the
theory behind the notation.  Of course this idea is much older than Helmholtz and is still being
developed today.  As spectacular as it may seem, recognition of the importance of choosing the
right match between written music and its intended optimal tuning is historically quite a recent
phenomenon.

The continuo in music is a Baroque phenomenon, there is almost always a keyboard.
There are those who disagree.  Some today believe in just intonation so deeply on the theoretical
track that they imagine that the human voice and flexible pitched instruments should break out of
any keyboard temperament in order to gain an ever greater consonance advantage, an argument
that falls flat with the compositions of J.S. Bach.  His music is too contrapuntal, too fast, and too
chromatic to make much use of anything other than a rare sustained harmony, or perhaps a final
cadence.  If a flexibly pitched instrument such as a recorder were pre-tuned to a tuning set by the
continuo, it would reflect maximal pitch expressivity possibility during a solo.  To the degree
that it is internalized by musicians playing flexibly pitched instruments, and heard with clarity by
players, and by audience members, is the degree of accuracy to which all the other instruments
adhere to it as a reference.

A content analysis of the opening melodic interval of most any movement in a piece of
music by Johann Sebastian Bach reveals a conscious decision of intelligent choice on a
microtonal level.  When a choice is possible between starting a piece with a just intonation
fourth or a quarter comma sharp fourth six cents flatter, Johann Sebastian chose tempered
intervals almost every time.  These tempered choices of Bach’s reflect an intrinsic knowledge of
the Werckmeister III tuning system.

Whether we are reading a chorale-prelude from the Orgelbüchlein or a large chorus from one of
the cantatas, it is all the same; almost invariably the motive that appears in the first bar is
maintained to the last, as if the composer were indifferent to the details of the text (Schweitzer,
II:38).
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Many modern editions of Baroque compositions foolishly change chromatic spellings.
For example, Gian Francesco Malipiero changed manuscript notation choices for music of
Antonio Vivaldi, which change actual distinctions of pitch in meantone.  This is true as well for
John Kirkpatrick, who changed chromatic notation choices by Charles Ives in order to aid his
memorization.  The mere existence of thirteen or more note indications for written Baroque
keyboard music should be enough to indicate if the piece was intended for well temperament.

Certain opening intervals were camouflaged by ornaments such as mordents and turns.
And there are a multitude of possibilities for treating opening intervals, including trills, changing
directions, repeating notes, and octave jumpings.  Some opening intervals continue to ascend,
some descend, while some employ reversals.  Philosophically, every interval in a piece of music
by Bach is referential to the opening interval that etches itself into the sensitive listener.  The
work’s linear counterpoint is inexorably linked to the first interval.  This opening melodic
interval informs and is kept in memory, as there was no possibility of replay centuries ago.  A
listener missing the opening interval may suffer a type of confusion from which it may be nearly
impossible to recover before the performance is finished.

The mind drives the instrument, so it is the musical ear that requires the fine tuning.  For
some instruments, such as the bassoon, the physical instrument is not altered at all as a result of
the group tuning process.  Virtuoso modern playing necessitates an express notation rendering in
order to facilitate excellent sight reading.  Modern notation is flexible enough to allow for the
sharpenings of leading tones.  Modern notation supposes sharps to be pitched higher than their
respective chromatic flats when not dominated by a keyboard.

Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach wanted the world to know that his father composed out of his
head, only trying some ideas out on the clavier afterwards.  Bach would first imagine in his mind
an opening motive, a theme, or a tune, and then place the opening notes into the best fit for a
particular key.

Composition at the clavier was strictly forbidden.  Bach called this kind of composer a ‘clavier
knight’” (Schweitzer I:219, referencing Forkel, p. 23).

Since Werckmeister III tuning contains 39 different intervals to choose from, distinctive
by at least six cents or a quarter of a comma, awareness of these distinctions influence both the
breadth of his compositions and the dynamism of his improvisations.

In 1722, Mattheson produced monochord values for an “almost” perfect equal
temperament, the same year J.S. Bach completed Book I of The Well-Tempered Clavier.
Thomas Braatz coined this subtle well temperament Hänfling/Bümler Equal Temperament in
2005.  The tuning has nine different sizes of fifth, each a single cent apart from another.
Amazingly, this tuning, invented in 1703 by Wolfenbüttal chamber musician Georg Heinrich
Bümler (1669-1745) is mathematically a well temperament on a technicality.  Different keys in
this tuning can be expected to sound identical to most fair ears.  On the other hand, minimal
alterations provide an elegant and subtle naturalness to the microtonal alterations, perhaps more
felt than heard.

In examining the score of The Goldberg Variations (Schirmers), for example, one soon
realizes that this music does not have more-than-twelve-pitches music in contradistinction to the
majority of Bach’s music.  It could be assumed, erroneously though, that The Goldberg

Variations was intended for a meantone compass keyboard.  It superficially corroborates the
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prevalent theory that this piece was written with Wilhelm Friedemann Bach in mind.  The G
major scale found in sixth comma meantone is quite indistinguishable from the G major scale in
Werckmeister III tuning.  Bach could easily afford the pivot to a sixth comma meantone  tuning
for The Goldberg Variations, much as Kuhnau would do.

6
th

 Comma Meantone (G major scale)
G A B C D E F# G
0 196 392 502 698 894 1090 1200

Werckmeister III Tuning (G major scale)
G A B C D E F# G
0 192 396 504 696 894 1092 1200

The Goldberg Variations score possesses only written D-sharps, completely
understandable for a score that begins and ends in G major, throughout 15 variations.  When in G
minor, the key signature switches to E-flats from D-sharps.  This change makes no sense as a fast
retune for each of the keyboard’s octaves.  That would plainly ruin the beauty of the playing,
anathema to any high caliber performing musician, or any discerning audience member.  Sure, an
academic could still challenge this point because it is indeed technically possible to retune at any
time.  But in the flow of great music making, it would be unmusical to stop and retune in the
middle of a large keyboard composition such as The Goldberg Variations.  Similarly egg-
headed, a player could jump from one instrument to another instrument, preset to a different
chromatic choice, thereby insuring a meantone extension.  There has been no evidence yet of
such a practice in the Baroque period.  The tuning for The Goldberg Variations should be tuned
according to the way Johann Sebastian tuned, or at least to the degree others knew it.

Concerning irregular circular tunings, any G major sounds more like any other G major
in any of the different irregular tunings than it would to most any other major key.  Similarly, Eb
major sounds like any Eb major in the many different irregular tunings, at least more so than it
does to any other major key, etc.  This commonality of German Baroque irregular tunings was a
result of always conceptualizing the note C as the start of the temperament calculations, thus
favoring the diatonic keys with greater consonance.  For this reason, Kirnberger could speak in
more general terms about key character, “each of the twelve major and twelve minor keys has its
own character as the result of temperament” (Beach, p. 319).  Music would eventually tune
collectively to the note A, possibly as a result of equal temperament.  A bit different in his
thinking, Kirnberger actually suggested C-sharp as the starting note for his Kirnberger II tuning
(Clavierübungen).

The Toccata and Fugue in F Major BWV 540 for organ has a notated A-flat among
many G-sharps in each movement.  The mere use of both a G-sharp and an A-flat in organ music
by Dieterich Buxtehude and Johann Michael Bach indicates that they each used a circular well
temperament.  That’s it: case closed.  This organ composition by Johann Sebastian Bach requires
a circular well-tempered tuning such as Werckmeister III to express it as intended.  There was no
known substitute outside of a Werckmeister design to precede the creation of these works, any
anonymous personal or family tuning recipe to the contrary.
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The Fantasia and Fugue in G Minor BWV 542 for organ is also circular well-tempered
by virtue of having separate notations for F-sharp and G-flat.  Simply because the Fantasia and

Fugue in C Minor has a D-flat, when meantone organs all used C-sharp as their template
standard, indicates it, too, was in Werckmeister III.  For this same reason of the organ meantone
template, an organ work with a notated A-sharp could not be in meantone if G# was the default
pitch on the organ, same with the Fantasia with Imitation in B Minor BWV 563.

The Toccata, Adagio and Fugue in C major BWV 564 has a G-sharp in one movement
and an A-flat in another.  But it doesn’t matter in the physical world.  The organist would still
put his or her fingers in on the same keys, as fully explained by Walther in his Lexicon entry on
E-sharp (under eis).  In the Toccata and Fugue in D Minor BWV 565, the key signature shows a
B-flat, but the third measure contains an A-sharp as a pick up to the next down beat.  Bach has
B-flats to follow.  No confusion here; BWV 565 must be in a circular well temperament.

All the aforementioned pieces must recognize, or at least respond to the tuning indelibly
set into the instrument.  There is no flicking, switching, or humorings, or any other way to
express Bach’s music fairly without including the tuning intended.  Even organ works that show
no evidence in the notation, such as the Toccata and Fugue in D Minor (“Dorian”) would require
the same tuning as all the other pieces to be played on the featured church organ.  An analysis of
prominent J.S. Bach compositions as seen through the lens of Werckmeister III tuning seems
revelatory.

Below are eight reasons to support the choice of Werckmeister III tuning as the
representative well temperament pattern for any analysis of J.S. Bach’s music:

1.  Werckmeister III tuning is among the most variegated of all published circular well
temperaments;

2. Werckmeister’s ideas were in geographical close proximity to the Bach environment, and
enormously influential;

3. Representative of 12 major and minor irregular scales forming a full circle of keys and
without sharp fifths, as well as the preference of Baroque era Thuringians;

4. Werckmeister III tuning preceded all other circular well temperaments in publication and
prominence;

5. Potentially, albeit speculatively, the Bach family introduced what is called Werckmeister
III tuning;

6.  General belief that keyboard tunings generally mirror organ tunings, especially when
those tunings are fully chromatic; and

7. Nothing in J.S. Bach’s music disqualifies Werckmeister III tuning.
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Out of a projected 300 cantatas by J.S. Bach, posterity has rescued only about 200 of
them, written over a forty year period.  In some cantatas, there is a persistence to use an organ as
the preferred continuo.  An organ need not get short changed in the sense of a greater restriction
of keys in contrast with any request for a harpsichord.  Cantatas should all have the same well
temperament values because all keyboards are clavier, and Werckmeister explicitly laid out on
his title page of Musicalische Temperatur (1691) that the category of the clavier included organs
and positives, regals, and spinets.  This classification seems general enough to include
harpsichords and clavichords as well.

When one spots an E-sharp in the bass line of a cantata, such as with J.S. Bach’s Ein feste

Burg (BWV 80), written by a mature composer in Leipzig, the E-sharp matches exactly an F-
natural.  The continuo required for this piece has to be a Halberstadt design keyboard for that’s
all that was available in Thuringia before 1723.  Those extra-key items had long gathered dust, as
if awaiting their eventual museum placement.  The tuning on a church organ would be the ideal
match for virtuoso organist Bach, and consequently the same ideal for any keyboard for which he
was composing.

The Weimar Cantata (1715) was intended for a circular well temperament since it has an
E-sharp in its organ bass line.  When the organist struck the F key for an intended E-sharp (eis),
the organ was tuned in a circular well temperament.  This is perfectly explained by Walther in
his Lexicon.

The cantata Es ist Genug (“It is Enough”) in C minor features the oboe, strings, and a
bass vocalist.  With a title that might translate, “Enough, Already,” one can feel transformed into
emotions of an earlier time and place.  Just imagine, by capturing the exact sounds one might
identify human emotional expressions centuries earlier from a foreign place.  Its key of C minor
in Werckmeister III tuning is a perfect match to the somber expression reflected in the words, as
all the notes in C minor are flat to modern equal temperament in Werckmeister III tuning.  There
is a recognizable pathos to the music.

Peter Williams correctly painted C minor generically as “darker, somber, agitated”
(Williams, p. 336).  The intervals “paint” since there are no words to jettison any supposed
environment.  Enthusiasm for irregular tuning may be a by-product of Renaissance word
painting, a substitute rhetoric for the new solo keyboard music.

It is a pity that the prototype of irregular well temperament, now identified as
Werckmeister III tuning, entered the world in anonymity.  At its introduction in 1681 it was an
unnamed alternative, with a second irregular tuning in a subordinate role because it possessed
fewer functional keys.  Andreas Werckmeister never called these two distinct tuning plans
anything specific.  Only in the 20th century did musicologists start using the numbering of the
1691 copperplate monochord to distinguish between them.
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The Well-Tempered Clavier (BWV 846-869) and (BWV 870-893)
Das Wohltemperierte Clavier

                Title page of Book I: WTC

The scientific-like treatment of all the keys in music history is undoubtedly one of Johann
Sebastian Bach’s unique contributions to music.  “The Well-Tempered Clavier, or preludes and
fugues through all the tones and semitones, both as regards the tertia major or Ut Re Mi, and as
concerns the tertia minor or Re Mi Fa” demonstrates a total break with all music before it.  I
believe it was the same tuning Bach used throughout his lifetime, only carried out to its logical
conclusion.

Bach’s primary purpose in writing The Well-Tempered Clavier, then, was to demonstrate in
practice the musical manageability of all twenty-four chromatic keys, a system that earlier had
been considered only theoretically (Wolff, p. 228-229).

Please take notice that Bach chose the solfege syllables “Re Mi Fa” which outline the
D minor triad on the title page.  In Werckmeister III tuning, D minor is the scale closest to the
just intonation ideal.  Among the major keys, it is F major which is closest to the just intonation
model, and not the common C major triad.

The lifting by Bach of Andreas Werckmeister’s term “well-tempered” in the title
Wohltemperirte Clavier is a linchpin to his preference of tuning system.  Mark Lindley has little
doubt about the connection:

The expression ‘wol-temperirte’ on the title page is to be found so rarely in 17th and 18th-century
writings (the normal term was ‘gute Temperatur’) that this occurrence may well have been  the
inspiration for Bach’s phrase, ‘wohl temperirte Clavier’ (Lindley, “Musicalische Temperatur,”
p. XIII).
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Lindley, prescient in so many things, is however incorrect about what constitutes a Bach phrase.
Werckmeister wrote the phrase a wol temperirten Clavier in 1706,104 and published it in 1707
when J.S. Bach was 22 years old.  Werckmeister also introduced the phrases “wohl temperirte

Harmonia” and “wohl-temperirte Menschen” (the well-tempered human being).105

Werckmeister was admittedly loose in his spelling of “well” (either wol or wohl).

Bach’s phraseology “Through all Tones and Semitones” (durch alle Tone und Semitonia)
has special meaning when using Werckmeister III tuning with its 39 distinct musical intervals
per octave.  For the Baroque time period, this amount of variety must have “seemed” tantamount
to an infinite number of variations in the Baroque time period.  Calling attention to “all the tones
and semitones” to encompass the entire composition is significant in that Werckmeister III
tuning contains three different sizes of whole tone and four different sizes of semitone.

The semitones in Werckmeister III tuning come in four flavors, based on which notes are
played:

90: C-C#, F-F#

96: Eb-E, G-G#, G#-A, Bb-B

102: C#-D, D-Eb

108: E-F, F#-G, A-Bb, B-C

The major tones come in only three varieties, one of which is recognized as the larger
just intonation whole tone of 9/8 for 204 cents.

192: C-D,G-A

198: D-E, E-F#, F-G, B-C#

204: C#-D#, Eb-F, F#-G#, G#-A#, A-B, Bb-C

Christoph Wolff points to Johann Mattheson in 1717 as major encouragement for the
same kind of scientific treatment that is epitomized by The Well-Tempered Clavier.  “Mattheson
still deplored that ‘although all keys can now, per temperament, be arranged in such a way that
they can be used very well diatonically, chromatically, and enharmonically,’ a true
demonstration was lacking” (Wolff, p. 229, referencing Mattheson, Das beschützte Orchestre,
Hamburg, 1717, p. 437).  (The Chromatic Fantasy and Fugue had not yet been written!)  Johann
Mattheson106 recognized that the keys of B major, F# major, G# minor, Bb minor, G# major, C#
minor, C# major, and Eb minor were “too little known and must be left to posterity to be
determined” (Mattheson in Steblin, p. 45).

In the Spring of 2009, harpsichordist Rebecca Pechefsky commercially released the first
complete recording of The Well-Tempered Clavier - Book One in Werckmeister III tuning.  As it
was her American Festival of Microtonal Music performances that introduced her decision, I can
do no less than recommend her Quill CD for its sheer beauty.  Below are some critical views of
well temperament listening.

Mark Lindley writes eloquently in favor of the reasons he preferred unequal to equal
tuning in the Well-Tempered Clavier.

In making the comparison between equal temperament and a well–tuned unequal temperament as
discussed here, I have consistently found that Das wohltemperiert Clavier (i.e. part 1 of the ’48)’)
sounds better in an unequal temperament.  Even if Bach perhaps may not have preferred an
unequal temperament, or may not have had a strong preference, he certainly accommodated and
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took advantage of it in this work; the different keys are in fact treated differently (notwithstanding
that a few of the pieces were originally composed in different keys).  The proof is in the pudding,
which unfortunately cannot be served here; but perhaps I may mention how different the
relatively neutral and simple arpeggiation of the C and G major preludes is from the sprightlier
tunefulness and less solid vertical character of the A major prelude (and in a quieter, perhaps
quasi-pastoral vein, the E major), and then, going a step further, the very expressive use of
leading notes in the B major prelude.  Among the preludes in minor keys, the increase in gravity
from D to C to E-flat minor is of analogous significance (Lindley, J.S. Bach’s Tuning, p. 724).

One may wonder, “Why did Bach expend so much energy on two different sets of
preludes and fugues, many years apart?”  It is intriguing that Werckmeister had written that his
temperament with only twelve notes “still had 48 key characters in a clavier, when repeating.”
This seems a recipe for someone to compose two books of The Well-Tempered Clavier in order
to adequately represent 48 uniquely different interval combinations present in the tuning system.
If Bach identified with Werckmeister’s “well tempered” music, he likely read in Werckmeister’s
Musicalische Parodoxal-Discourse: “wenn wir schon die Temperatur behielten / so hatten wir

doch 48. Claves und Characteren in ein Clavier / da wir nun 12. haben / wenn wir repetiren.107

Werckmeister was effectively announcing that his tuning had so many variants for the
functional intervals that it would require a repetition of all major and minor keys (24 x 2 = 48) in
order to fully represent its key characters in music.  And that is what The Well-Tempered Clavier

does.  However, with up to four different strains of thirds, sixths, major sevenths, and semitones,
Bach used both preludes and fugues in order to capture the greatest terrain.  Bach appears to
make musical decisions rather than scientific ones.  For example, he chose not to use the
majority just intonation intervals in Werckmeister III tuning, the eight perfect fifths and perfect
fourths, if for no other reason than that they are not well-tempered.

Praising contemporary pianist Angela Hewitt in The New York Times, chief music critic
Bernard Holland was able to describe The Well-Tempered Clavier for what it is, independent of
what he may have actually heard…

It is a lot of music, in almost every conceivable meaning of ‘a lot.’  Bach, first of all, is offering
promotional material for a system of tuning favored by him and not far from the equal
temperament we use today.  Beyond practicality, the preludes and fugues are wonders of
counterpoint, though often so contemptuous of generally accepted rules of agreement between
notes that they serve poorly as models for conservatory study (Holland, The New York Times,
October 30, 2007, p. E1).

In an earlier music review in The New York Times, Paul Griffiths put a modern spin on
this issue.  His review of an early American Festival of Microtonal Music concert featured
Bach’s Brandenburg Concerto #4 in Werckmeister III tuning.

In the Bach, the Werckmeister tuning showed up in a slightly skewed sound to ears expecting
equal temperament, but the differences are exceedingly subtle, never more than a 16th tone, which
is less than most musicians would allow as expressive deviation (Griffiths, The New York Times,
June 1, 1999).
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Eisenach Bach Museum clavier room

Photo:  Johnny Reinhard

To give a sense of the great variety of interval exploration, I charted the intervals and
chose diverse symbols to emphasize the great variety of interval choices made by J.S. Bach in
both books of The Well-Tempered Clavier.  One purpose served is a genuine musical reason is
now clear as two why Bach composed two complete books.

The analysis is in Werckmeister III tuning in cents, measured at 1200 cents to the octave.
Only the incipient melodic interval of either a Prelude or a Fugue was included for consideration.
An arbitrary typing symbol was consigned to each specific size of musical interval to
demonstrate the variety.

Ibo Ortgies certainly put his finger on the problem in this e-mail post on the Boethius
List, which was brought to my attention by Carol K. Baron from Ekaterina Selezneva on June
21, 2002:

If it was important to him (!), why didn’t Bach write a proper temperament instruction, when he
compiled (!) the WTC I from older pieces (partly transposed!) – only when he had done that, he
could be rather safe that his intention would have been followed, he could be rather safe that his
intention would have been followed.  Isn’t it intriguing that everyone else discussed what JSB’s
temperament might have been, must have been etc.- and he isn’t known to have provided one
single reliable clue! (Ortgies, 2002 in a post on Boethius list).

A possible answer is that the tuning was common knowledge, and well established.  After all, it
was first published 40 years before The Well-Tempered Clavier (1722).  A curious 22-year old
J.S. Bach read Werckmeister’s last book, as he had other Werckmeister titles.  Bach took his title
from the book and began plans for the “48,” as prescribed by Werckmeister.  At the same time,
Bach quit his job in Arnstadt to take a new wife in Mühlhausen.  He had experienced Buxtehude
first hand and had his fill with recurring trials, including the shocking of the congregation with
strange organ playing!
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The Well-Tempered Clavier

            Book One

BWV Preludes Fugues Up/Down
846 C 390 j 192 @ U
847 c 294… 108 L D
848 C# 300 ! 96 m D
849 c# 102 m 90 s D
850 D 198 - 198 - U
851 d 390 j 198 - D/U
852 Eb 402 = 300 ! U/D
853 eb 294 … 702_ U
854 E 402 = 198 - U
855 e 306 x 306 x U
856 F 498 / 192 @ D/U
857 f 294 … 90 s U
858 F# 408 * 498 / U
859 f# 300 ! 204 T U
860 G 300 ! 192 @ U
861 g 300 ! 102 + U trill
862 G# 408 * 702_ U
863 g# 300 ! 96 m U
864 A 312 b 96 m U
865 a 312 b 96 m U/D
866 Bb 396 ^ 108 L U
867 bb 294 … 498 / U/D
868 B 402 = 108 L U/D
869 b 588 ? 396 ^ D

         Book Two

BWV Prelude Fugue Up/Down

870 C 192 @ 198 - U/D
871 c 402 = 402 = U/D
872 C# 798 z 408 * U
873 c# 300 ! 90 s U/D
874 D 198 - 696 ~ U/D
875 d 192 @ 198 - D/U
876 Eb 300 ! 702_ U
877 eb 294 … 102 m U/D
878 E 300 ! 204 T U
879 e 306 x 198 - U
880 F 108 L 108 L U/D
881 f 306 x 702_ D/U
882 F# 198 - 204 T D
883 f# 300 ! 402 = D/U
884 G 396 ^ 396 ^ U/D
885 g 504 $ 396 ^ U/D
886 Ab 408 * 294 … U/D
887 ab 300 ! 96 m U
888 A 498 / 204 T U
889 a 312 b 390 j U/D
890 Bb 108 L 204 T D
891 bb 396 ^ 204 T D/U
892 B 198 - 402 = U
893 b 396 ^ 396 ^ U/D
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Six Brandenburg Concertos (BWV 1046-1051)
Die sechs Brandenburgischen Konzerte

The likely location for the birth of the Brandenburg Concertos in Anhalt-Cöthen

An analysis of the opening melodic intervals for each and every movement of the Six

Brandenburg Concertos was calculated in cents based on the Werckmeister III tuning system.

      Six Brandenburg Concertos opening interval in cents

I.  F MAJOR

1 108

2 204

3 198

4 294
5 192
6 498

7 192

II.  F MAJOR 1 498

2 204

3 108

III.  G MAJOR 1 198
2 204

3 198

IV.  G MAJOR 1 300
2 108

3 504

V.  D MAJOR 1 396

2 696
3 504

VI.  Bb MAJOR 1 108
2 204

3 498
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It appears that J.S. Bach carefully chose each opening interval of a motive at the start of
the Six Brandenburg Concertos, but not in the modern sense.  There are four different choices of
semitone: 90, 96, 102, and 108 cents in Werckmeister III tuning.  Significantly, Bach only
selected the largest semitone as a suitable opening interval for the Brandenburgs, to make the
biggest impression of the smallest generic interval.  The use of the just intonation major second
for remarkable melodic intervals of this kind is for a different reason than the harmoniousness of
consonance.

As long as one conforms to the Baroque convention of starting the tuning from the note
“C” each time, it is possible to deduce with pinpoint accuracy the size of each and every
particular interval.  Tuned to Werckmeister III tuning, the Six Brandenburg Concertos open a
new dimension to listeners.

I am indebted to the intuitional insights of conductor and keyboardist Ton Koopman.  Joe
H. Klee reviewed Ton Koopman’s Werckmeister III tuned Brandenburgs Concertos on February
14, 2002:

Particularly outstanding, for my taste, is Koopman’s performance of the six ‘Brandenburg
Concertos’ (BWV 1046-1051).  The consistent level of playing between the soloists of the
concertino and the orchestral ripieno is exemplary.  I suspect that many of the players participate
in both roles at one time or another.  I have also been told, and I consider my source to be
reliable, that in these works Koopman favors the tuning devised by Andreas Werckmeister (1645-
1706).  Not to disparage other systems of tuning, but it is an added option to have this music
available in a form which was undoubtedly something with which J.S. Bach was familiar
(http://kleescds.homestead.com/koopman~ns4.html)

          

                                                           Destruction of the Eisenach Bach Museum during the Second World War

                                Photo: Johnny Reinhard
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St. Matthew’s Passion (BWV 244)
Matthäus-Passion

    

St. Thomas Church in Leipzig

 Photo:  Johnny Reinhard

St. Matthew’s Passion is ideal for Werckmeister III tuning analysis, although its use has
not been acknowledged in a commercially released performance since J.S. Bach was alive.
There have been reports of Werckmeister III tuned organs in Ohio, Vermont, Nebraska,
California, and once upon a time in New York City, but they have never yielded commercially
available recordings, to my knowledge.  There have indeed been performances in numerous
“modified meantones” and “attempted Neidhardts” in Europe, and injudicious mixes of well
temperament with equal temperament.  But no definitive Werckmeister III tuned recording or
performance of St. Matthew’s Passion has been commercially released.

Malcolm Boyd, author of Bach considers the passions an ideal and obvious challenge to
meet.  But there have been no takers.

Possibly the most revealing discoveries still to be made await a more thorough application than
has so far been attempted of the temperaments (tunings) in use in Bach’s time (Boyd, p. 220).
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Passions are among the most complex music of the pre-classical period.  Only a few of
the Leipzig audience could appreciate the essential complexity of the geometry of Bach’s
counterpoint in Leipzig.  Many were bewildered, others were fascinated, some were transported.
As Bach student Lorenz Christoph Mizler von Kolof (1711-1778) remarked, “there are at the
same time so few connoisseurs and lovers of a true music” referencing the paucity of audience
members (Mizler, Bach Reader, p. 331).

There is no doubt about Johann Sebastian Bach’s abilities regarding pitch acuity.  Bach’s
obituary, cobbled together by his son C.P.E. Bach and his prize student Johann Friedrich
Agricola, was crystal clear:  “His hearing was so fine that he was able to detect the slightest error
even in the largest ensembles.  It is but a pity that it was only seldom he had the good fortune of
finding a body of such performers as could have spared him unpleasant discoveries of this
nature” (C.P.E. Bach, Bach Reader, p. 305).

Johann Philipp Kirnberger wrote that passions emphasize the stranger intervals in music.
“This is particularly true in situations where disagreeable passions are to be expressed” (Beach,
p. 152).  Examples that come to mind of “disagreeable passions” might include the stroke of
death, the writhing of illness, or the abandonment of a loved one.

There is great meaning in seeing the original when they were fresh colors of an artist, say
by Leonardo da Vinci.  There is an intuition that something greater than presently expected will
result.  It is more than returning kaleidoscopic color; it is semantic because meaning is modified.

The first page of the earliest St. Matthew’s Passion score indicates that the two organ
parts were both in chor pitch, contrasting with all other instruments in the orchestra notated in
kammerton pitch.  Accordingly, organs playing parts notated in D minor sound in comparison to
kammerton pitched musicians as if the tonic was E minor.  German music publisher Bärenreiter
produces parts that transpose the organ notation to the same key viewed by everyone else, seeing
that equal temperament is convention.  Vestigial chor and kammerton pitch indications are not
relevant in equal temperament.108

As Neidhardt had predicted, the use of pitch standards to distinguish church from
chamber pitch eventually lost its significance with equal temperament.  There would be no need
or benefit in having two organs a whole step apart if these organs were in equal temperament.
An organist could simply transpose the part up or down a whole step as required, if it were truly
equal temperament.  Equal temperament would eventually wipe out the cultural ritual of the
different pitch standards, although irregular scaling was deep beneath the skin of Thuringian
musicians.  Thuringian cities required two standards of pitch because of the irregularity of their
scales.  Transposing instruments trumpet and clarinet in Bb are the vestigial remnants of church
pitch.

The Bach Werke Verzeichnis describes the opening chorus of Matthäus-Passion as being
in E minor.  This is erroneous in an important sense.  The ensemble must tune to the inflexibly
insistent sound of the organ.  And the organ plays in D minor; the eyes and the fingers are
playing in D minor positions.  There is a bigger difference when the piece is conceptualized
correctly as D minor on the organ.
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It is D minor that is outlined on the title page of The Well-Tempered Clavier as “Re Mi
Fa.”  D minor is the purest minor key in Werckmeister III tuning, marking it best for
comparisons of added chromaticism.  As the most “just” minor key, it provides the widest range
for the greatest range for musical expression.  It is the same key used for the Chromatic Fantasy

and Fugue and for Art of the Fugue, and for a solo Partita for violin and a solo Suite for cello.

Peter Williams rightly recognizes that “D minor recalls the ‘first key’ of so many
collections of seventeenth-century keyboard pieces (tonus primus, le premier ton) and should
have a relaxed character, distinct from the keys either side of it” (Williams, p. 334).  When St.

Matthew’s Passion is transposed to E Minor as is done with modern scores, the music has been
reduced to E minor, once described as an “impression of avoiding or being discreet about its
dominant B major, with a sharp third and flat fifth.”  Williams understands the power of the
tuning intellectually, but misses a transposition clue; since the organ’s intervals are understood in
D minor, the G-sharp minor betrayal of Jesus actually took place in A-sharp minor, perhaps
better named B-flat minor.  The minor third is even smaller in B-flat minor triad (294 cents)
producing greater pathos than would occur in G-sharp minor (300 cents).   Yes, Bach recognized
the modern minor third of equal temperament (as one of four minor thirds), but not the major
third.

It is surely so that the St. Matthew Passion does not travel through its array of keys – major,
minor, sharp, flat (G# minor when Jesus is betrayed) – only to have them sound all exactly the
same only a little higher or lower (Williams, p. 355).

Posterity will always be grateful for J.P. Kirnberger’s handwritten copy of Bach’s
St. Matthew’s Passion, in addition to the kindness and generosity with which he safely
shepherded important Bach compositions into later generations (Mass in B minor, Six

Brandenburg Concertos).  Kirnberger:

Melody would, of course, gain even more if we actually had enharmonic tones in our system.  In
this case, singers would become accustomed to singing the smallest enharmonic intervals
correctly from childhood on, and the ear of the listener would become accustomed to
understanding them.  This would mean that the expression of passions could be intensified greatly
in many a case (Kirnberger in Beach, p. 29).

Christoph Wolff concurs with these notions of Kirnberger, even as recognition of the
piece as properly in D minor only underscore the intensity of these sentiments.

By having the St. Matthew Passion meander through the keys while drawing on an extraordinary
array of colors in the instrumental obbligato accompaniments of the arias, Bach was exploring the
widest possible range of musical expression.  The settings of the Picander poems function as
pillars of stability, from the dual tonality and modality in the opening chorus through the full
chromatic realm of keys up to four sharps and flats—the maximum range for a mixed group of
instruments not regulated by equal temperament.  But given those limitations, Bach does not shy
away from breaking out of these restrictions when underscoring extreme effects or imagery.  In
the harmonically unique arioso no. 59 (‘Ach Golgatha’), for example, he fully exploits all twelve
chromatic pitches, moves through chords as remote and extreme as A flat minor and F to F flat
minor (requiring double flats), and lets the alto voice end the piece with an unresolved tritone, D
flat to G.  Likewise, in the death scene, no. 61a, after using the pitch of F flat for the word
‘Finsternis’ (darkness), he sets Jesus’ last words, the Hebrew ‘Eli, Eli, lama asabthani,’ in B flat
minor (five flats), near the bottom end of the circle of fifths, and to complete the descent to the
absolute depth of despair, he sets the subsequent translation one step beyond that, in E-flat minor
(six flats).  In a kind of counterpoint to this extreme venture at the brink of the key system—at
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once compellingly expressive and symbolic—and on a greatly spaced-out scale, Bach pursues a
corresponding yet reverse tonal descent in his key choices for the ‘Passion chorale’—the melody
of ‘Herzlich tut mich verlangen’ in nos. 15, 17, 44, 54, and 62—whose successive key signatures
(4 sharps / 3 flats / 2 sharps / single flat / single natural) demarcate the path of inevitability no less
forcefully (Wolff, p. 301).

C.P.E. Bach was on hand during the premiere of St. Matthew’s Passion in Leipzig, as was
his brother W.F. Bach.  Not only would C.P.E. tune for his father on occasion, he might even
have been severely reprimanded if he could not match his father’s expectations.

The exact tuning of his instruments as well as of the whole orchestra had his greatest attention.
No one could tune and quill his instruments to please him.  He did everything himself.  The
placing of an orchestra he understood perfectly (In a letter from C.P.E. Bach to J.N. Forkel, 1774,
p. 276).

These depict a musician with excellent ears, more accurate and accomplished than his peers.

It may be considered not as a violation but rather as an extension of the rule that he was of the
opinion, and proceeded accordingly, that to a holding fundamental note in the bass all notes from
the entire storehouse of music might be played, no matter to which of the three musical species
(diatonic, chromatic, or enharmonic) they belong (Forkel, Chapt. 5, p. 320).

                                             Carol K. Baron standing in front of a Bach-period building in Leipzig

      Photo:  Johnny Reinhard
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A Musical Offering (BWV 1079)
Musikalisches Opfer

As late as 1748, J.S. Bach bemoaned the Prussian Invasion of 1745 in a letter to his
cousin, J.E. Bach, because it prevented his trip to see his first grandchild.  To visit C.P.E. Bach’s
second child was a direct result of the easing of the war.  Soon enough, Leipzigers would pay
millions in war contributions to the monarch.

In 1745, the Prussian armies laid siege to Leipzig, ruthlessly burning and ransacking the lovely
countryside around it; and great was the distress of the Leipzig population (Geiringer, The Bach

Family, p. 188).

As soon as Johann Sebastian arrived at Potsdam-Sanssouci with his oldest, Friedemann,
the already commenced evening concert was stopped in its tracks so that Frederick could have
Johann Sebastian Bach’s valued appraisals of his recently purchased Silbermann pianofortes.

Frederick learned of his [J.S. Bach’s] presence by the Berlinische nachrichten and summoned
him on the 7th [of May 1747].  Frederick might well have wanted to bait the musical patriarch,
whose style of music was not one he favored.  He played him an impossible sequence of twenty-
two notes on the piano and asked Bach to extemporize (MacDonogh, p. 199).

Frederick the Great and J.S. Bach met much earlier, in Kassel at a Bach organ recital.
Rector Constantin Bellermann of the town of Minden was an eyewitness to the Bach
performance:

His feet flew over the pedal-board as though they had wings, and powerful sounds roared like
thunder through the church.  This filled Frederick, the Crown Prince, with such astonishment and
admiration that he drew from his finger a ring set with precious stones and gave it to Bach as
soon as the sound had died away.  If the skill of his feet alone earned him such a gift, what might
the Prince have given him had he used his hands as well (Geiringer, The Bach Family, p. 145).

Bach reportedly improvised on a theme supplied by Frederick, which was later
incorporated as the theme of “a musical offering” for his Highness, a gift from a grateful subject
to his emperor.  Bach had 100 copies made with the Prussian King’s impressive imprimatur
printed upon it for distribution.  When Johann Elias Bach asked him for a copy, Johann
Sebastian wrote on October 6, 1748 that he had already run out of copies, but he expressed hope
to make some more copies soon (Bach, Bach Reader, p. 232).

I believe A Musical Offering was never truly intended for a prospective Prussian court
performance.  There was not even the hint of a peep that there was a plan for a Leipzig or
Potsdam performance.  In a genuine way, Johann Sebastian Bach gave Frederick the Great a co-
composer credit.

The bass line of the continuo part indicates the necessity for a circular well temperament,
dictated by the notation itself.  The C-flat in the bass line of the Ricercare’s six voices in
measure 68 follows an adjacent F-flat in the treble clef.  A C-flat would not be available on a
meantone tuned keyboard, not if there was ever a hope to use a B-natural.  Certainly, one could
attempt to “hide” the C-flat, as suggested by Quantz in his classic book.  Leaving the C-flat out
would be anathema to the integrity of Bach performance.
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Measure 72 has a G-flat in the bass line of the continuo; 24 measures later there is an F-
sharp in the bass line.  Clearly, this can not have been a meantone-tuned keyboard.  In another
example, Bach used both an F-sharp and a G-flat in the Allegro of the Trio for flute, violin and
continuo.  The incompatibility of F-sharp and G-flat on the standard Halberstadt-patterned
keyboard instrument prohibits any successful performance of the Trio movement in meantone.
The two spellings in the keyboard bass line of an F-sharp and a G-flat in the same octave are not
mistakes by Bach.  Nor are they insignificant.  Nor is it necessary to find more and more
examples from the piece.  This notation with its separate F-sharp and G-flat identities when
considering the keyboard absolutely must be in a single camp of tuning, and the well
temperament recognized as Werckmeister III tuning fits its every single musical requirement.

Seen through the lens of tuning discipline, a keyboard part with notated chromatic pairs
must be in a circular well temperament, and therefore not playable by Frederick.  His flutes were
literally built for him by Quantz to play in meantone as evidenced by the split key chromatics
built into his flutes.  Charles Burney wrote in 1775 England that:

M. Quantz was the first who applied an additional key to the German flute, in order to correct its
imperfections; and it was in the course of this year, 1726, that he made the discovery (Burney,
book 2, p. 187.

The discrepancy of the difference of an eighthtone in music may seem rather insignificant
from a distance in that they could be hidden somewhat easily, or even left out completely as
suggested by Quantz.  But that would be anathema to Bach!

Meantone was the court tuning of the Emperor, Frederick the Great.  Quantz’s dramatic
description of his disappointment with the eventual loss of frets on the double bass is a good
opportunity to acknowledge the match of Quantz with meantone, because it does not recognize
enharmonic identities (Quantz, p. 147).  Quantz had transplanted the Dresden meantone aesthetic
to the Berlin court.  Beautiful ivory and ebony flutes were made for Frederick by Quantz with the
curved D-sharp key following alongside a straighter E-flat key.  These flutes are presently
catalogued along with many of Frederick the Great’s flutes are in different exhibits.  The extant
catalogs of Frederick’s library arranges his extensive musical compositions by key order.
“Monotony was avoided by an ‘orderly rotation’” (MacDonogh, Frederick The Great,

p. 187).

Johann Sebastian Bach was well aware that C.P.E. Bach was really nothing more than a
glorified accompanist serving at the whim of the court.  His son’s music was outside of the
emperor’s musical orbit.  The Emperor’s flute playing apparently did not extend to well
temperament practices.  Buelow writes in the New Grove article on the two-tiered writing
approach for C.P.E. Bach.

Throughout his career it seems that it was necessary for Emanuel to observe two standards in his
compositions, his own and those of his present patron or public; even the titles of his
compositions reflect this duality.  Articulate and idealistic, he nevertheless liked the practical
more than the theoretical (e.g., in his Essay, making music more than discussing it (Buelow, New

Grove, “C.P.E. Bach,” p. 850).
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In 1752, Quantz advised keyboard accompanists to hide the tempered subsemitones on
their instruments in the middle and lower registers, or to omit them entirely (Oleskiewicz, p.91).
Quantz admitted that well tempered music had on occasion been forced into meantone with
unwelcome results. This could almost read as a personal directive to court cembalist C.P.E.
Bach, who likely supplied his father’s compositions to the court.

If it is objected that frets might cause difficulty in playing the flat semitones, since they could not
be clearly differentiated from the sharp ones, one may reply that this is not as harmful on the
double bass as on the violoncello, since the difference between notes marked with sharps and flats
is not as noticeable in the very low notes of the double bass as in the higher notes of other
instruments (Quantz, p. 248).

Musicologist and flutist Mary Oleskiewicz gave ample examples of how exceptionally
Frederick’s flute could play the music Quantz wrote for him.  In one musical example, an F-
sharp on the flute, changes enharmonically to a G-flat, nine measures later.  All this makes
perfect sense in a meantone environment.  Identifying a C-flat in the flute part of Quantz’s
Sonata in Eb Major for Flute and Basso Continuo (QVI:52), first movement, measure 68, is
unremarkable.  Indeed, a flute can play C-flats, even without being especially outfitted with
extra hardware.  Extended techniques are useful to shade tone holes, or to adjust embouchure
and wind velocity.  Regardless, the special split key flutes Quantz built for Frederick the Great is
unique evidence for late meantone practice.

“The Flute Concert” by Adolph von Menzel (1850-52)

Keyboards in the palace simply could not offer up both an F-sharp and an E-flat.  Nor
could it locate a C-flat.  Pianofortes in Frederick’s court did not have split keys, choosing instead
to purchase a transposer device directly from Gottfried Silbermann.  Subsemitonia keyboards
have all since been relegated to either the museum or attic, if they survive at all.
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But when they are tuned equally they all sound false.  So, why make this effort?

Equal temperament is absolutely condemnable.

Johann Philipp Kirnberger

CHAPTER 8

Johann Philipp Kirnberger

      

Johann Philipp Kirnberger

Johann Philipp Kirnberger (1721-1783) was an able musician, a violinist, keyboardist,
composer, and pedagogue.  He first worked for Frederick the Great, who passed him on to his
sister, Princess Amalia of Prussia, Abbess of Quedlinburg.  Spitta asserted that Kirnberger’s
contributions “down to the present century were almost exclusively used as the final authority in
teaching composition” (Spitta, III:245).

Kirnberger, from Saalfeld in Thuringia, studied with J.S. Bach from late 1739 until early
1741.  He lived in Bach’s home, a not uncommon situation in the Bach household.  As it
happened, young Kirnberger became quite ill during this period.  Johann Sebastian Bach
reputedly brought the ailing teenager his meals along with his lessons.  History offered up a pair
of chroniclers, Friedrich Ludwig Aemilius Kunzen and Johann Friedrich Reichardt to relay the
story.

When Kirnberger went to Leipzig in order to study counterpoint under the tutelage of the great
Sebastian Bach, and to learn to write in pure four-part style, he exerted himself so strenuously
that he fell ill with a fever and for eighteen weeks had to keep to his room.  But he nevertheless
continued, in his hours of respite from the fever, to work out all kinds of themes, and when
Sebastian observed this extraordinary industry, he offered to come up to Kirnberger’s room, since
it might be bad for Kirnberger to go out, and the sending back and forth of the papers was
somewhat inconvenient.  When Kirnberger one day gave his Master to understand that he could
never adequately repay him for his kindness and his pains, Bach, who without doubt foresaw the
future merits of his pupil in preserving the pure style of writing, and who loved the art for its own
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sake and not just for the advantages connected with it, said, ‘Do not, my dear Kirnberger, speak
of gratitude.  I am glad that you wish to study the art of tones from its roots up, and it depends
only on you to learn for yourself so much of it as has become known to me.  I require nothing of
you but the assurance that you will transplant that little in turn in the minds of other good students
who are not satisfied with the ordinary lirum-larum, etc.’ (Bach Reader, p.323, referencing
Kunzen and Reichardt, p. 112).

Charles Burney had the occasion to meet Kirnberger in Berlin, only to publish his
impressions as part of his musical travelogues.  Burney recognized Kirnberger as a master of
harmony and modulation.

I was perhaps, the more flattered by the kindness and compliance of this ingenious professor,
from his character, which is grave and austere; he is said to be soured by opposition and
disappointment, his present inclination leads him to mathematical studies and to the theory of
music, more than the practice, in which he has such great abilities; and in his late writings, he
appears to be more ambitious of the character of the algebraist, than of a musician of genius
(Burney, p. 213)

It may have been clear to J.S. Bach that Kirnberger, even more so than one of his own
sons, would be the theorist who could best communicate his teaching philosophy.  Kirnberger
evidently understood the great mantle he was to carry through his efforts, and wrote reverently
about Bach.

It is regrettable that this great man never wrote anything of a theoretical nature about music and
that his teachings have survived only through his students.  I have sought to reduce the method of
the late Joh. Seb. Bach to basic principles and to present his teachings to the best of my ability in
the Kunst des reinen Satzes (Kirnberger, Gedanken über die vershiedenen Lehrarten in der

Komposition, als Vorbereitung zur Fugenkentniss, Berlin, 1782, pp. 4-5).

Foremost of the principles Kirnberger transmitted for Bach was the virtue of irregular well
temperament.

Kirnberger’s twelve different major and minor scales were truly distinct from each other.
His appraisal of equal temperament was typically negative, with one exception, “it is better to
use equal temperament with stringed instruments that use frets to determine the position of the
semitones.”  Further, “to make equal temperament understandable in practice, so that it can
easily be applied,” Kirnberger published Construction der gleichschwebenden Temperatur (ca.
1760), but he never saw the need of equal temperament for his own music.  According to a
collection of writings on music published in Berlin between 1748 and 1799 called Der Critische

Musicus an der Spree, a citation stated that Moses Mendelssohn, Felix Mendelssohn’s
grandfather, was standing in as the author (a not uncommon situation in this period).

[Moses Mendelssohn (unter dem Namen Johann Philipp Kirnberger veroffentlicht)], Construction
der gleichschwebenden Temperatur, Berlin 1760 (Neudruck: Hildersheim O.J.)

A year later (1761) in the same source collection, Moses Mendelssohn was mentioned without
Kirnberger’s name, along with a title change:

[Moses Mendelssohn], Versuch, eine vollkommen gleichschwebende Temperatur durch die
Construction zu finden, S. 95-109 (Der Critischer Musicus an der Spree, p. 66)
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Kirnberger handed Charles Burney a copy of The Construction of Equal Temperament,
recently published with his name on it before 1775.109  And Kirnberger was leading the charge
against universal equal temperament.

First, it is impossible to tune it without a monochord, or something similar.  With the bare ear
consonant intervals may be tuned perfectly, but dissonant ones cannot be determined exactly.

For Kirnberger to state unequivocally that tuning twelve-tone equal temperament
required a monochord or something similar, 29 years after Bach’s death, is significant.  He knew
Bach did not favor equal temperament, and he was privy to Bach’s practice.  Kirnberger would
not have introduced a monochord requirement for equal temperament if Bach had ever used
one.110

The inventory list highlights of Bach’s possessions at death include various musical
instruments, examples of literature of a religious nature, numerous coffee pots, but no mention of
a monochord (David and Mendel, eds., Bach Reader, p. 275).  And there is no reference to
Bach’s use of a monochord ever in any of the available literature.  However in all fairness,
musicians wean themselves off of monochord use once they become more experienced tuners.

Secondly, the diversity of the tones is reduced by equal temperament.  Unfortunately only two
types remain, for on the one hand, all major modes and, on the other, all minor modes are
completely alike.

Kirnberger not only recognized what equal temperament portended, he was distraught at the
idea.

Therefore, through the twenty-four scales one has not really gained anything, but has lost a great
deal.  Equal temperament narrows the field, and merely offers the composer the choice between
the major and minor mode (Kirnberger in Rowen, p. 212).

Kirnberger, a great educator, was original enough in his thinking to break away from
Bach’s ideas in search of fresh territory.  Kirnberger promoted the use of the seventh harmonic
formed by the ratio 7/4 at 969 cents, and notated it by placing the letter “i” in front of a notated
B-flat, as with “iBb”.111  The letter i was the next continuous letter in the German alphabet after
h, already contracted to represent the B-natural in the German language.

I count the ratio 7/4 among the consonant intervals; it exists as certainly as 2/1.  It is only a matter
of knowing how to make a suitable use of it

Perhaps the augmented sixth, so strongly prohibited in earlier times, pleases us so much now
when combined with the major third and fourth, or the perfect fifth, just because it is actually this
consonance that we hear, especially when it is combined in the last way.

I leave it to the clever theorist to think about this more at length, and to elaborate on how to apply
this pitch; I am content with having touched on the subject (Kirnberger in Rasch introduction to
Kirnberger Clavierübungen, Diapason, p. 2).

Kirnberger utilized this consonant harmonic minor seventh successfully in his Flute

Sonata, essentially as an extended just intonation related interval.112
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Each key has its own special degrees and intervals through which it receives its own character, its
own impression, both in the harmony and melody, and through which it is distinguished from all
the others.  Everyone will recognize this if he studies my table of keys found in chapter two; but
the ear senses this difference even more vividly.

This is very powerful evidence from a keen participant observer in the Bach household, one who
was anointed by destiny to be the major conduit for the transmission of Bach’s musical
philosophy.

It is difficult to explain what really makes up the differentiating quality of each key, but a
practiced ear senses it and a composer of proper reflection and feeling will always know how to
choose the key according to the character of the subject which he wishes to express, even though
it is not possible to give definite rules concerning this (Kirnberger in Steblin, p. 81).113

Kirnberger was an eyewitness to an age when someone could both hear and relish the richness
of irregular tuning.

But if equal temperament were introduced, as so many insist, the whole wealth of keys would in
fact be reduced to only two—namely, C major and A minor—since all major keys would then be
mere transpositions of the others, without the slightest individuality of character (Beach, p. 319).

Kirnberger wrote about the possible special effects available with greater variations of
interval size.

Each major key is also noticeably different from the other major keys, just as each minor key is
different from all other minor keys.  We also see from the works of the great masters that they
have been very careful to select for special effects not only the most suitable mode in general but
also the most suitable among the twelve keys of that mode.  I want to give only one example to
confirm this remark: The well-known chorus, Mora, mora, Iphigenia, from Graun’s opera
Iphigenia in Aulide, has given rise to terror even in the most insensitive persons.  It is written in
E-flat major; if it was to be transposed to another major key, for example C major or G major, it
would lose much of its power.  It is also not difficult to see what causes the almost terrifying
power of that major key.  From the tonic to the large fourth, there are only progressions by large
whole tones (9/8); this produces only major thirds of the proportion 81/64, all of which are larger
than the pure major third (5/4).  In addition, two steps of the small semitone with the proportion
256/243 occur in this scale, one from the third of the tonic to the fourth (G to A-flat) and the other
from the major seventh to the octave (D to E-flat):  both are already frightening in themselves,
because they are so small and thus so very dissonant (Kirnberger in Beach, p. 339).

Peter Williams chastises Kirnberger for being “less than fully reliable” because the
former Bach student wrote in 1769 that “no work of Bach can be put into another key without
‘deforming’ it” (Dok. III, p. 201).  Williams questions whether Kirnberger was aware that Bach
did in fact transpose keys for several different compositions, as well as The Well-Tempered

Clavier, “more than once” (Williams, p. 338).  Taken case by case, one discovers that Bach’s
transpositions make great practical sense.  Typical examples are notation changes required of
chor pitch instrument transpositions of organ parts, or key changes for a better fit based on an
instrument’s idiosyncrasies, such as the lute.  J.S. Bach’s Oboe Concerto certainly benefits from
being transposed to D minor from its earlier C minor version; D minor fits the oboe better and
improves both the sound and the technique.
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Kirnberger wrote about a new age in music, the Classical period.  Some have said that the
Classical era waited a full ten years to begin in 1750, in deference to the health of Johann
Sebastian Bach.

In modern music we not only have twenty-four different scales, each having its own character,
but we can also retain the ancient modes.

This leads to an extraordinary diversity of harmony and modulation.  It is possible to lead the
harmony through various keys in such a way that the succeeding key always differs only a little
from the preceding one; however, it is also possible that successive keys have little in common.
In the first case, the ear feels a pleasant change in which there is nothing harsh, abrupt, or
incoherent.  This kind of modulation is suited to pleasant and mild sentiments.  However, in the
other case, one is quickly swept away from one kind of sentiment to another; this is suited to
violent and quickly changing affections.  In either case the transitions must be composed in such
a way that nothing is forced (Kirnberger in Beach, p. 122).

Kirnberger laid strict rules for dealing with well temperament transposition.  He divided
all the major keys into three classes:

Class 1 = contains the keys of C major, D major, F major, and G major

Class 2 = contains the keys of E major, F-sharp major, A major, and B major

Class 3 = contains the keys of D-flat major, E-flat major, A-flat major, and B-flat major

The keys belonging to one category are further distinguished by the particular features of their
secondary keys to which one modulates most frequently.  Thus, for example, A-flat major is the
most violent key of the third class, because its dominant as well as its subdominant also have this
same major third of 81/64; but the dominant of B-flat major has the pure major third of 5/4 in its
triad.  Therefore, F-sharp major and B major are in the same class as A major and E major, but
their modulations make them harsher than the latter (Kirnberger in Beach, p. 341).

Kirnberger expressed a caveat with regard to the first class of major keys, the diatonic
keys:

I still wish to remark that the major keys are in the first class, because they are the purest
harmonies, become dull easier than the others and are by far not as attractive to practiced ears as
of those in the second and third classes.

The minor keys were also divided into three classes, according to the same basic
characteristics rule:

1 = D minor, E minor, A minor, and B minor are the purest.

2 = C-sharp minor, D-sharp minor, F-sharp minor, and G-sharp minor are less pure.

3 = C minor, F minor, G minor, and B-flat minor are the least pure, and thus the saddest.

This applies also to the minor keys; those with the purest thirds have the loveliest and most
pleasing tenderness and sadness, while those which are the most removed from this purity have a
character made up of the most painful and repugnant feelings (Kirnberger in Steblin, p. 86).114
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Kirnberger’s credibility suffered terribly when he introduced his own invented tuning
rather than producing the details of Johann Sebastian Bach’s well tempered tuning.  He was
capable cable of it, but he may not have been at liberty to proceed.  His good friend, C.P.E. Bach,
would have prior rights to such professional intimacy.  When given the opportunity, Bach’s son
chose to be vague even about his own tuning, and stone silent about his father’s.

The feisty Friedrich Wilhelm Marpurg hit Kirnberger hard for the claim to represent
Johann Sebastian Bach in his published writings.  Kirnberger famously divulged to Marpurg that
J.S. Bach had placed all the major thirds sharp to just intonation as a way to further distinguish
Kirnberger’s tuning recommendations from those of Johann Sebastian Bach.  In Werckmeister
III tuning, all major thirds are indeed sharp to just intonation, exactly as they are in equal
temperament.  Marpurg erroneously claimed that J.S. Bach was a proponent for equal
temperament, which was tantamount to calling Kirnberger a liar.  As a result, Marpurg even
contended that Bach had actually taught Kirnberger to tune in equal temperament (Steblin, p.
92).115

Marpurg’s strategy to appeal to Bach’s sons for support turned out unexpectedly.  The
appeal to Emanuel Bach turned out ill for Marpurg, for he distinctly took Kirnberger’s side.
C.P.E. Bach was vexed by the polemic tone adopted by Marpurg.  C.P.E. Bach wrote back to
Kirnberger’s relief: “The behavior of Herr Marpurg toward you is detestable.”116

Friederich Wilhelm Marpurg
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Marpurg thought he caught Kirnberger yet again in a misrepresentation of Bach’s tuning
when he wrote that the shift of J.S. Bach’s music into a Kirnberger temperament would not give
the advertised 24 distinct major and minor keys.  Marpurg counted only 13 distinguishable keys
heard as a result of Kirnberger’s personal choice.

Kirnberger favored a tuning, fully explained at the start of the Art of Strict Composition

(1779).  Marpurg was unimpressed:

Could the honored author please inform us precisely what sort of characters are inherent in the 24
keys?  And by the way, the two Kirnberger temperaments in question produce not 24 but only 10
respectively 13 acoustically different keys (Marpurg in Sørensen, p. 86).

Marpurg attacked Kirnberger for allegedly confusing musicians into believing there are
more modes than the major and minor keys, Marpurg even attacked Kirnberger on the grounds of
poor creativity.

Is it not strange that temperament, which was invented merely for the purpose of purer
performance, should be misused for purposes of expression; that one…wants to substitute key
characteristics for a lack of invention and expressivity?

If the keys are to be characterized in different ways by means of the temperament, then it would
be the tuning-master’s first duty to analyze and describe for us precisely the specific quality
adhering to each key so that a clever composer could choose the key which was most suitable.’117

Kirnberger:

It is very important for the composer to know the properties of the different keys precisely and to
feel the character of each key (Kirnberger, Beach, p. 373).

Defending Kirnberger in the present, Søren Møller Sørensen reprimands Marpurg,
exposing his “total lack of understanding of the adversaries’ arguments.  The intonational
subtleties that were of central aesthetic importance to the proponent of irregular systems seem to
be non-existing for the aesthetic sensibility of Marpurg.”  This is a good call.  Marpurg was
simply not able to comprehend the value, or in any way appreciate the irregularity of the keys.
Marpurg:

A temperament of this kind is nothing more than a patchwork temperament [Flicktemperatur].
Nevertheless it finds partisans among those who copy the ancients, and who are accustomed to
attributing a special character to each key.  They maintain that, if the keys are not differentiated
from each other in purity, it is then impossible to express contrasting passions and to affect the
feelings of the listeners.  Thus they have their particular keys—joyful, sad, calm or raging—in
which to compose (Marpurg in Steblin, p. 79).118

Friederich Wilhelm Marpurg earnestly wanted to show these musicians the errors of their
ways by marginalizing well temperament as a kind of “half-temperament”:

But there are doubtless different kinds of half-temperament.  If a composition produces a certain
effect only when performed on an instrument tuned by one particular method, will it have the
desired effect when performed on an instrument that has been differently tuned?  More likely, it
will put the composer to shame, who, forsaken by art and genius, must take refuge in the most
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circumstantial things of this world.  If it were true that half-temperament causes each key to
express something special, then it must also be true that the same piece must sound joyful in one
key and sad in another (Marpurg in Steblin, pp. 79-80).

Kirnberger was certainly vexed by the regular attacks by Marpurg.  He complained
to Bach biographer Johann Nicolaus Forkel.  Kirnberger’s patron Princess Amalia advised
Kirnberger to ignore Marpurg’s attacks.  In a sense, Kirnberger was the “Quantz” for Princess
Amalia in Berlin, connected her directly to the Bach tradition.  After 1758, it was his
responsibility as Kapellmeister to guide, encourage, and compose for her.  Additionally,
Kirnberger wrote music theory dedicated to her.  She would reward her mentor with loyalty.
Whenever he was in need, she would support him, as a patron of the arts.  She must have been
convinced by the improvement found in the just intonation C major scale in his keyboard tuning,
the sweet tooth of Kirnberger’s tuning aesthetic.  Kirnberger tunings retain an explicit just
intonation major third between the notes C and E.

Accordingly I requested my Gracious Princess to buy the remainder from Mr. [C.P.E.] Bach for
me, and this she did.  Mr. [C.P.E.] Bach demanded 12 louis d’or, received them, and sent to me
what I have sent to you for your examination, together with the letter he sent me, which contains
his note concerning the publication (Kirnberger in Bach Reader, p. 382).

In case there is any confusion as to what he was teaching her, Kirnberger wrote a number
of important tracts on various musical matters.  Over all, Kirnberger sought the retention of the
unequal scales from his Thuringian heritage.  It may be because of her encouragement that
Kirnberger replaced Bach’s preferred tuning with his own writing The Art of Strict Musical

Composition (1776).

The sources most responsible over the next fifty years for granting prestige to Kirnberger’s ideas
on tuning and key characteristics, and for disseminating them to a wider, non-specialist audience
were the articles ‘Stimmen,’ ‘Temperatur,’ and ‘Ton’ in Johann Georg Sulzer’s Allgemeine
Theorie der schonen Kunste (1771-74); second edition, 1792-1794).  These articles, though
unsigned, are now known to have been written by Johann Abraham Peter Schulz (1747-1800)
under the direction of Kirnberger, who was his teacher.  The article ‘Temperatur’ summarizes the
features of equal temperament and Kirnberger II and recommends the latter; the article ‘Ton’
states that Kirnberger’s temperament provides the necessary differences among the keys, while
the article ‘Stimmen’ gives practical directions for setting it that differ from Kirnberger’s
directions only in the order of the intervals tuned (McGeary, p. 99).

Johann Abraham Peter Schultz (1747-1800) gave his personal endorsement to his
teacher’s decided preference for unequal temperament ideas, the inference here that Kirnberger
was greatly respected for his opinion and probably had a good point.

If an organ or clavier is tuned according to this temperament [unequal temperament], which is
very easy to do, each key receives its own special character, on account of its individual chords,
which it always retains whether the instruments are tuned in Chorton or Kammerton, or indeed
higher or lower than usual.  The so-called church keys are purest according to this temperament
and of the other keys, each has its own nature so that a clever composer can select the key whose
expression is best suited to particular cases (Schultz in Steblin, p. 82).119

Schultz, persuaded by Kirnberger’s thesis, believed all irregular tuning work under
similar principles and expectations, and that the diatonic keys were not always the right place for
musical sentiment exploration.
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It is certain that the purest keys are little suited to pathetic expressions; on the contrary, taking
into consideration the special expression of major or minor, they are best used for amusing, noisy
and martial expressions, for pleasing, tender and playful expressions, or often for merely serious
expressions.  The less pure keys are, according to their degree of impurity, always more effective
for mixed feelings, whose impact is more forceful in the hardest major and softest minor keys
(Schultz in Steblin, p. 83).120

Translator David W. Beach noted that “Kirnberger apparently had considerable difficulty
organizing and expressing his ideas clearly in writing, which leads one to speculate whether his
work would ever have reached print had it not been for the assistance of Sulzer and later Schulz,”
his students (Kirnberger in Beach, p. xi, footnote 3).   Kirnberger’s theories gained wider
currency primarily as a direct result of the efforts of his students and friends.121

It was not long after these travails that Wilhelm Friedemann Bach, living in poverty and
suffering from alcoholism, tried to wrest away Kirnberger’s court position.  The eldest Bach son
had become so desperate as to demand the position for himself.

C.P.E. Bach once again came to Kirnberger’s aid, only this time the adversary was his
older brother.  Kirnberger’s defense was truly in good hands.  Tom McGeary traced the influence
that Kirnberger manifested among other musicians.  “Unlike the other unequal temperaments
proposed during the decade, Kirnberger II acquired many outspoken advocates” (McGeary,
p. 99).  Among his open supporters, each of whom published under Kirnberger’s tuning tutelage,
were Johann Nicolaus Forkel, Friedrich Tempelhof, Georg Friedrich Wolf, Johann Jakob Engel,
A.F.C. Kollman, Heinrich Christoph Koch, Gottfried Weber, and Daniel Gottlob Türk.  In the
early classical period, Kirnberger’s views were not so uncommon.  Many musicians dreaded the
loss of the expected variations available with irregular tunings, now decidedly circular as a result
of the new conditions in the post-Bach era.

In 1759, while negotiating the publication of some of J.S. Bach’s chorales, C.P.E. Bach
wrote Kirnberger, “I am agreeable to anything.  You be the negotiator” (Bach Reader, p. 380).
Oftentimes, when C.P.E. Bach left the Prussian court for a visit to Hamburg, feeling
underappreciated by the King, but he stayed in touch with Princess Amalia (who reputedly
despised her brother).  C.P.E. Bach dedicated six clavier sonatas to Amalia quixotically entitled
With Altered Restatements Wq50 (1760).

Among Kirnberger’s important musical contributions is a set of three invented tunings
with each successive tuning developed from the previous one.  Kirnberger II tuning was
published with great fanfare, while Kirnberger I was mentioned along with it more as an
afterthought in the preface of the fourth volume of his composition Clavierübungen, mit der

Bachischen Applicatur, in einer Folge von den leichtestern bis zu den schwersten Stucken

(1766).  Kirnberger III tuning was never actually published in his lifetime, but was filtered into
music practice over time.  Ironically, Kirnberger’s last tuning is the one that measures physically
closest to Werckmeister III tuning.

The one interval unique to all three Kirnberger temperaments is the major sixth, C-A, an
identical match with the major sixth in sixth comma meantone.  Kirnberger III is occasionally
described today as “Aron-Neidhardt II” after Owen Jorgensen, and was first discovered written
in a personal letter to Forkel (1779) (Rasch, “Does,” p. 23).
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‘Kirnberger I’ is a just intonation, with all the fifths tuned perfectly pure except D – A, which is
narrowed by a syntonic comma (21.5 cents), and F-sharp – C-sharp, which is narrowed by a
schisma (2 cents) (Rasch, score introduction, Diapason).

Kirnberger I Tuning:

C     C#         D        D#        E       F       F#     G     G#          A             Bb     B

1/1 256/243     9/8     32/27   5/4   45/32    45/32   3/2 128/81    270/161     16/9         15/8

Kirnberger I retains attributes from previous tuning paradigms, with the notable
exception of equal temperament, for all its intervals are expressible in whole numbers, although
it can be said to have a Pythagorean fifth orientation.  It preserves a unique unequalness in each
key, and each key has “equal” opportunity for usage.  Essentially, the prototype Kirnberger I
tuning was based on two factors: first, having a C-A major sixth identical to that found in the
Emperor’s sixth comma meantone; secondly, having the C major triad built on a just intonation
major third as formed by the ratio 5/4 (or 386 cents) and a pure fifth.  These two factors remain
in all subsequent evolutions of the tuning.

Kirnberger II Tuning:

C C#  D  Eb   E   F  F#  G  G#  A  Bb   B

0 90 204 294 386 498 590 702 792 895 996 1088

Werckmeister III Tuning:

C C#  D  Eb   E   F  F#  G  G#  A  Bb   B

0 90 192 294 390 498 588 696 792 888 996 1092

Sixth Comma Meantone:

C C#  D  Eb   E   F  F#  G G#  A   Bb   B

0  86 196 306 392 502 588 698 784 894 1006    1090

Kirnberger III tuning consists of five tempered fifths, seven pure fifths and a single pure
C-E major third.  There are three growlers at about 690.5 cents.  In private correspondence in
1779, during preparations for the first Bach biography, Kirnberger wrote J.N. Forkel: “Or if one
desires, leave C-e quite pure, and tune these four fifths C-G, G-d, D-A, A-e, each fifth beating
narrow, so each fifth would be found offensive by no one, etc.”122  (Take note the consecutive
movement to A-E, rather than skipping off to the B-F-sharp quarter comma flat fifth of
Werckmeister III tuning.)  There is yet no physical evidence that Kirnberger III was ever actually
used by anyone, other than for Lou Harrison’s Concerto for Piano, as performed in Carnegie
Hall by pianist Keith Jarrett.
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By far the most amazing circumstance is that Kirnberger III tuning evolved still closer
intonationally to the results of Werckmeister III tuning.  And yet Kirnberger III and
Werckmeister III stand at opposite poles of well temperament in the category of consonance
purity.

Kirnberger III Tuning:

C C#  D  Eb   E   F  F#   G  G#   A Bb B

0 90 193 294 386 498 590 696.5 792 895.5 996 1088

Werckmeister III Tuning:

C C#  D  Eb   E   F  F#   G  G#   A  Bb   B

0 90 192 294 390 498 588 696 792 888 996 1092

Based on a common C, the D is almost spot on, while the E and the F-sharp are a mere
four cents apart.  The G has been demoted to Werckmeister III tuning’s quarter comma flat fifth.
Regardless of any possible harmonic improvements with Kirnberger III tuning, it may be seen as
a return to the historical Werckmeister III tuning model.  All this makes sense within the context
of a repentant Johann Philipp Kirnberger, self-appointed keeper of the flame for the Bach
tradition.  The return could be the result of some lingering guilt felt by Kirnberger for
camouflaging J.S. Bach’s tuning recipe with his own earlier on.123

Ludwig van Beethoven (1770-1827) used Kirnberger’s writings to study, and to prepare a
music lesson for Archduke Rodolph.  It shouldn’t surprise that once upon a time Beethoven’s
desk was a maelstrom of mess.  With the imminence of an impending lesson to teach
approaching, Beethoven wrote a friend in Berlin asking if he had any Kirnberger material on
hand.  Bonn’s Beethoven-Haus archives have several examples in which Beethoven recopied
Kirnberger’s published materials in his own hand.

“Also please kindly send me the Kirnberger, to add to mine.  I am teaching someone
counterpoint and I cannot find my own manuscript under my pile of papers,” wrote Beethoven in
1817 to his friend Tobias Haslinger in Vienna.  The Beethoven-Haus Bonn Digital Archives
named Archduke Rudolph as without a doubt the specific “someone” whom Beethoven was
instructing, teaching counterpoint, music theory, and composition.  Lessons had been
progressing for eight years already and Beethoven wanted to reference the most important
theoretical works on counterpoint available.

This behavior by the completely deaf Beethoven suggests possible receptivity for
Kirnberger’s musical ideas.  It seems reasonable to presume that Beethoven was receptive to
Kirnberger’s tuning aesthetics.124  Mark Lindley reports that Beethoven confidante Anton
Schindler recalled in 1840 that Beethoven did indeed connect specific keys with special
characteristics.

Beethoven in his last years maintained a keen interest in the express characteristics of different
keys.  It is not clear to what extent Beethoven may have attributed the differences to acoustical
factors, but much of his piano music does in fact benefit from an 18th century unequal tuning
(Schindler in Lindley, “Temperament,” New Grove, p. 669).
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To make use of enharmonic notes on our instruments requires a far more expert performer

than does the diatonic or chromatic.

Gioseffe Zarlino

Who knows how things will stand with music in over 100 years?  Much has changed in the last 200 years,

so things will look and sound completely different in musica practica in the course of the next 100 or 200 years.

Andreas Werckmeister

CHAPTER 9

Refreshed Perspectives

E.G. Hausmann portrait Caroline Wilkinson created this bust

       of J.S. Bach (1746)            based on an 1894 replica of Bach’s skull

If musicians are not endowed with extraordinary ears, I certainly don’t know which
sector of society should have been given even greater ability.  It may be said that a musician in
the present era may not be hearing intervals as did the musicians of the past, and that alone gives
rise for reasonable suspicion.  However, it is also inferable that if one can produce the melodic
quarter comma flat fifth interval (696 cents) in the present, off the cuff, it should certainly be
replicable in the past.  There was certainly enough tradition for this feat to be accomplished at
the time of Johann Sebastian Bach, he who famously tuned only to his own satisfaction.

Rita Steblin admits she never heard any of the tuning distinctions before writing her work
A History of Key Characteristics in the Eighteenth and Early Nineteenth Centuries.  (Neither had
J. Murray Barbour.)  Yet she pronounced: “The variance between keys is so small that to
perceive it requires a very fine ear or great experience with sound” (Steblin, p. 52).  I find it
astounding that Andreas Werckmeister’s name is nowhere to be found in her otherwise valuable
book.

In a similar vein, why didn’t Andreas Werckmeister mention the Bachs in any of his
books, a name already synonymous with “musician?”  Although Bach was indebted to
Werckmeister’s published writings, why didn’t Johann Sebastian Bach credit Werckmeister
directly?  Why didn’t Kirnberger mention Werckmeister?  Why didn’t Walther include Wender
of Mühlhausen in his Lexicon?  History teaches that the lack of a mention in no way indicates a
lack of awareness.  There is often an elephant in the room everyone pretends to ignore.

Mark Lindley unearthed “a shrewd observation” written by none other than Isaac
Newton, taken from an untitled essay the scientist wrote in support of lute and viol players
playing in just intonation tuning.  Newton believed musicians would be reluctant to switch from
their accustomed tuning because, “To play upon a new tuning when a man has been all his
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lifetime accustomed to another that is different from it, is a difficulty that will sacrifice all the
rational interests of Musick to a practicall resentment” (Lindley/Newton, Instructions, p.18).
Tuning enthusiast Ross W. Duffin explains further.

So ET [equal temperament] has been a given for generations of musicians through most of the
twentieth century and into the twenty-first.  They think in ET.  They tune in ET.  They hear in ET.
Notes in ET are ‘in tune,’ and everything else is ‘out of tune’” (Duffin, p. 17).

Accessing a “new” tuning system is not always possible for listeners, even the most willing and
amiable.  Edgar E. Coons, professor of psychology and neuroscience at New York University,
suggests a similar phenomenon:

We not only speak as our deeply ingrained mother tongue the language we first hear spoken to us
by our parents but we also come quickly to hear any vowels and consonants even from other
languages as conforming to those of our mother tongue even when they don't.  The same is true of
music as a kind of language.  Hearing Werckmeister scale flavorings as a result of a well-
tempered tuning application similarly requires overcoming a lot of conditioning to appreciate
their wonderful subtleties (from an email regarding this issue on August 8, 2009).

Even piano strings stubbornly spring back to previous pitches if they have been set that way a
relatively long time.

Werckmeister commented on the need to start from childhood in new tunings due to the
ingrained nature of having a particular tuning for a lifetime, and then trying to make a change.
This coordinates well with modern theories of foreign language acquisition.  It is also analogous
to how piano strings strung for many years in equal temperament refuse a later switch in tuning,
insisting as it were on a return to the previous tensions of the previous tuning.  Piano string
tension springs back with a physical memory to their previous positions, often necessitating
several retunings for a newer tuning to hold.125

Perhaps the best model, if an unusual one, for responsibly determining Bach’s tuning is a
specially constructed “multiple choice question.”  A basic principle of multiple choice questions
is that by eliminating all the wrong answers, a single correct answer remains.  Based upon the
pedigree of its tuning structures, there should appear now only five different distinctions to
contend with as categories to be evaluated.  Traditional categories of tuning systems have been
reshuffled and narrowed.  The five categories chosen force a clear answer to the burning question
of Johann Sebastian Bach’s intended tuning:

=====================================================================

[A]: Meantone Tuning (variant/extended)

[B]: Irregular Tuning

[C]: Equal Temperament

[D]: Unique/Original/Idiosyncratic Personal Tuning

[E]: Well Temperament (Werckmeister III tuning as prototype)
=====================================================================
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===========================================

[A]:  Meantone (variant/extended)
===========================================

The first category of meantone in any variation is eliminated for any chromatic keyboard
virtuoso without split keys.  There has never been any connection made historically between split
key instruments and J.S. Bach.  While meantone can become increasingly chromatic through
extensions beyond 12 in flexibly pitched instruments (or through split-keys), this is the category
easiest to eliminate.  Bach is identified with chromaticism and his generous use of 13 and more
different notations per piece demonstrate Bach was involved in a different tuning paradigm than
conventional meantone.  Johann Sebastian recognized that his favorite son Wilhelm Friedemann
Bach could make much of his livelihood playing in meantone in Dresden.  Bach’s good friend
Silbermann continued building and tuning organs in meantone.

Maybe Johann Sebastian Bach found it necessary to compose for a meantone keyboard
on special occasions.  Another situation could be his taking an audition for the position of church
organist on a meantone-tuned organ.  Bach directed Telemann’s meantone works at coffeehouses
in Leipzig.  And Frederick the Great’s court was in meantone.

In his essay “Bach and the Art of Temperament,” J. Murray Barbour clearly and
emphatically demonstrated that the great majority of Bach’s works require a Halberstadt-model
keyboard design set with a tuning capable of functioning in a closed circle of keys for a “circular
temperament.”  Barbour’s successful analysis proved without doubt that Johann Sebastian Bach
could not have intended a meantone-tuned organ for his great collection of organ works, the
Orgelbüchlein.  Barbour measured their range and found the organ works taken in their entirety
contain as many as 25 different pitch notations (Ebb-Cx).

Even in the Orgelbüchlein, which contains the highest proportion of Bach organ works with
simple compass, the latter are far outweighed by others which could be sharply dissonant in
meantone tunings (Barbour, “Bach and the Art of Temperament,” p. 84).

Since these organ works were largely pedagogical, written for his sons, some of the
Orgelbüchlein were playable on meantone-tuned keyboards.  This was excellent practical
thinking on the part of Bach, demonstrating his marketing savvy to facilitate the distribution of
his compositions, to the point of mirroring meantone in a pinch.

As we turn to the organ literature, we find that of the 148 works examined, only 15 lie completely
within the E flat to G sharp compass, 12 of these being chorale preludes in the Orgelbüchlein.
Only one in ten would be playable on the conventionally tuned organ, or only one in thirty-four if
we exclude the Orgelbüchlein!  This is an astounding result, not wholly unexpected to an organist
who is familiar with the entire Bach literature, but still remarkable in the observed ratio (Barbour,
Bach, p. 81).

 Barbour gave numerous examples of Bach works that exceeded the meantone compass.
After offering example upon example, Barbour concluded, “But why continue?  The evidence is
over-whelming that Bach could not have used the meantone tuning for the organ” (Barbour,
Tuning, p. 87).
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If a smattering of organ works are found that do not “seem” to require a chromatic
tuning, it surely doesn’t mean they were retuned for the occasion.  All music played on the organ
would still need to be played in well temperament if it was the default tuning on the instrument.
Everything played on the organ had to work acceptably to the ear in C major.

We can eliminate the possibility of multiple choice Answer A.

  

               Thuringian Bach museum

Photo:  Johnny Reinhard
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============================================

[B]:  Irregular Tuning
============================================

The next possibility for an answer would be an irregular tuning, such as Werckmeister IV
tuning or Trost tuning, both of which have flat and sharp fifths.  This condition makes irregular
tuning impossible for 24 keys.  Irregular tunings have sharp fifths, but not as sharp as the wolf
fifths in meantone.

It needs to be stated for all that this category is not “irregular tuning” as used by previous
writers.  It is specifically emphasized here for being non-circulating.  Many today call non-
circular irregular tunings a “modified meantone,” a category subsumed by the present category.

Blind organist Arnolt Schlick declared in the early Baroque that deformed fifths were
simply “not used.”  The chromatic needs of master improvisers, such as with Johann Sebastian
Bach required fluidity circumnavigating through the keys.  Irregular tunings spiral, but they do
not close into circles as do well temperaments.  Irregular tuning such as promoted by Schlick and
Trost offer a greater variegation of keys than so either meantone or circular well temperaments.

Before Werckmeister took his job in Quedlinburg at the St. Martini church, Johann
Caspar Trost tuned according to the Trost family formula.  When Trost moved his employment
location from Quedlinburg to Halberstadt, he brought this non-meantone, irregular style of
tuning with him.  Werckmeister repeatedly inherited the Trost legacy.  A certain allegiance to
this style of tuning best explains why there were only two tunings included in Werckmeister’s
first book Orgel-Probe (1681).

An uninterrupted circle of keys is necessary for practically every piece of music
composed by J.S. Bach.  The two books of The Well-Tempered Clavier make the resulting 12
major and 12 minor scales the default tuning for almost all of Bach’s music.

Bach’s improvisation needs, alone, would prohibit a preference for an irregular tuning on
the organ.  As established in Chapter 2, improvisers require the freedom to move effortlessly
through a circle of keys of a spiral.  Johann Sebastian Bach could never be satisfied with the
limitations of irregular tuning.  The beatings of the barking sharp fifths would have been
prohibitive for J.S. Bach.

The answer cannot be multiple choice Answer B.
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============================================

[C]:  Equal Temperament
============================================

Equal temperament was an unnatural aesthetic to Thuringian Germans.  The beauties of
irregular tuning were much offended by equal temperament.  It certainly wasn’t a tuning system
anyone could tune in 15 minutes (as famously reported for J.S. Bach and A. Werckmeister).

By a stretch of language it can be legitimately construed that equal temperament is a form
of meantone, namely eleventh comma (syntonic) meantone, noted as such by Neidhardt in 1722.
[That appellation indicates how much the fifth needs to be flattened from nature’s ratio of 3/2 in
order for it to become equal tempered at a schisma flat.]  Each scale in equal temperament,
though identified with a different name, only on different pitch levels.

With all the fifths flat in the same, single direction, one may construe equal temperament
as a “homogenized” well temperament.  Earnest pleas for unequal chromaticism resounded
throughout history – Grammateus, Schlick, Werckmeister, Kirnberger, Forkel, Rousseau.
Neidhardt’s famed attempt to plant equal temperament in Thuringia failed in Jena, thwarted by
J.S. Bach’s elder cousin Johann Nicolaus Bach, first son of uncle Johann Christoph Bach from
Eisenach.  The university organist, J.N. Bach, gave an opportunity to a clever student to try out a
youthful eureka moment.

It took the inharmonic piano to push equal temperament into the mainstream.  All major
equal temperament developments and achievements were post-Johann Sebastian Bach.  Nothing
in Bach’s record points to equal temperament which is not better satisfied by Werckmeister III
tuning, including its playability, and especially its expression and intimacy.  There was not much
to offer the Thuringian artist with equal temperament since they had a viable alternative.  J.N.
Forkel, Bach’s first full biographer, certainly believed his favorite Bach composition, Chromatic

Fantasy and Fugue in D minor was meant for unequal well temperament.  Forkel could not have
promoted unequalness as he did if Bach’s chromaticism in the Chromatic Fantasy did not
contain a myriad of color bursts, a musical phenomenon equal temperament prohibits.  An entire
dimension of Bach’s music is lost in equal temperament, something clear and measurable.
Tempo is among the casualties when playing Bach in equal temperament.

It is not possible to choose multiple choice Answer C.
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==============================================
[D]:  Unique/Original/Idiosyncratic Personal Tuning
==============================================

As Johann Sebastian Bach’s principal instrument of performance, the organ has a relative
permanence to its tuning due to the practical difficulty of tuning its multiple ranks, alongside the
twin challenges of excessive time and expense.  As a result of the difficulties of tuning organs a
definitive organ temperament was required for church organs, “tuned permanently in a fixed
scheme” (Cannon, Mattheson, p. 125).  Andreas Werckmeister and Johann Philipp Kirnberger
would certainly agree.

Every organ builder and instrument maker did his best to find a temperament that involved the
least inconveniences.  And that is still the way things are today (Kirnberger, Art of Strict Musical

Composition, p. 19).

As organ tuning is fixed, it is necessary for instrumentalists and vocalists to adapt to the
predetermined organ temperament.  Musical participants must be able to match intonation while
playing in ensemble with an organ, or other instruments of fixed pitch.  This is true as well for
the harpsichord and the modern piano.  If the organ was equipped to play chromatically in every
key, it was already advanced enough not to need any substitutions.

Earlier we found that church organs were often tuned in pairs, as with Bach’s church
affiliations in Leipzig and Mühlhausen.  It is more likely Bach would expect a tuning indelibly
set by others as the primary organ tuning.  There is no direct reason for Bach to tune his
harpsichords differently from his organ tuning.

There is nothing whatsoever of value in stating that a Johann Sebastian Bach move
towards equal temperament would have improved his musical resources.  His music was richer
in what matters most in music with its Thuringian aesthetic of irregularity intact.

The answer is simply not multiple choice Answer D, leaving Answer E

as the only remaining possibility.
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============================================

[E]:  Well Temperament
============================================

Well Temperament is the correct answer.  Werckmeister III tuning completely satisfies
the keyboard-based music of Bach.  Producing performances of Bach in Werckmeister III
through the auspices of the American Festival of Microtonal Music has been found by all
participants, players and listeners alike, that Werckmeister III tuning is a beautiful fit with
Bach’s music.  Attempts by a few moderns to degrade the tuning based on ideological whims or
twisted ears do no justice to the early conditions of tuning.  Simply stating, “I like such and such,
but I don’t like this” is more than just unhelpful.  It signifies a mind resistant to imagination
outside of personal experience.  Modern personal preferences be damned; Werckmeister III
tuning works as promised, and is an enhancement to Bach’s oeuvre.

Musicologists are renowned for seeking hard evidence to aid in describing ancient
practices.  As it happens, there is no mention in church records of anyone changing a tuning from
meantone to Werckmeister III tuning, prevalent only long after Bach’s death.  This lack of
records lead some to forcefully project a vacuous position that Werckmeister III tuning was not
used at all on the organ by anyone (e.g., Ortgies, Snyder, Rasch).  Abstract thinking, let alone
speculative thinking, is not an avenue of easy egress for musical scientists.  Danish musicologist
Søren Møller Sørensen swims against the traditional blind spots:

Customs of tuning and temperament in daily musical life is a complicated field for historical
research and for a scholarly-trained historian it is out of the question to judge on the basis of one
source category only.  What the theorists wrote is not necessarily what musicians, instrument-
makers and tuners actually did.  Maybe the parishioners simply did not want to do as theorists
proposed, and if they did, practical obstacles would unavoidably come in the way (Sørensen,
p. 78).

Paul Hindemith was prescient in his prescription for future generations of musicians
specializing in Baroque music, especially J.S. Bach.  Hindemith declared the performer’s ethos
was to focus on the best recreation of a composer’s intentions.  This is not an argument, but a
condition, and much of Hindemith’s encouragements have been heeded.  Hindemith projected an
idealized performance practice:

We can be sure that Bach felt quite comfortable with the vocal and instrumental types that were
available to him, and if we care about performing his music as he himself imagined it, then we
ought to restore the performance conditions of his time. And in that case it is not enough that we
use a harpsichord as continuo instrument.  We must string our string instruments differently; we
must construct our wind instruments with the scalings of the time; and we must even recreate the
relationship between Chorton and Kammerton in the tuning of our instruments (Hindemith, Bach

Studies, p. 50).

Issues of tuning include most formidably the element of time, essentially because tuning
is an action over time.  Meter often influences a premeditated choice of a particular tempo.
However, Bach predates the metronome and there are only general indications at the top of the
movements of his compositions.  Forkel gave some tantalizing thoughts on tempo:

In the execution of his own pieces he generally took the time very brisk, but contrived, besides
this briskness, to introduce so much variety in the performance that under his hand every piece
was, as it were, like a discourse (Bach Reader, p. 436).
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Andreas Werckmeister also regularly worked with different players on different
instruments, all working in tandem with the organist in both secular and sacred music categories.
Yet, he recognized that the right tempo was the answer to keeping the musicians from getting
lost.  For Werckmeister, it was most important to be steady and aligned to the sense of meter.  He
described a phenomenon when playing in ensembles of reinforcing group dynamics that work to
create an “average” tempo pulse.

When several musicians make music with each other, however, one person always pushes
another, so that the meter remains equal and correct (Werckmeister in Archambault, p. 259).

A pioneer of virtuosic chromatic improvisation, Johann Sebastian Bach recognized other
cues when it came to tempo.  Tempo in Werckmeister III tuning has its own impulses, inflecting
a general feel and speed.  There is much gained musically with an unequal feel in the time, an
approach adopted by many of today’s best Bach interpreters.

Different sizes of melodic intervals placed in the opening motive affects the momentum
of a performance differently.  The motive resounds throughout the movement and it influences:
tempo (hesitation), phrasing (a rolling flow), and general effect (upbeat enthusiasm).  The just
intonation fourth of 498 cents found in Werckmeister III tuning effectively negates any serious
urge for melodic leaping.  In contrast, the modern equal tempered fourth of 500 cents registers as
either noble or pompous in comparison.  This sentiment contrasts still again with the character
produced by the larger 504 cents interval available in Werckmeister III tuning.

A recently published translation by Jan-Piet Knijff of a 19th century concert review of
Robert Schumann conducting a performance of J.S. Bach’s Minor by Heinrich Schenker is
revealing here.  Schenker complained that fast movements were too fast and slow movements
were too slow.  He relegated this to a trend (Knijff, Bach Notes, Fall 2007, No. 8).  Equal
temperament tends to increase tempo in fast movements because there are no longer any
differences between keys to contrast.  Modern performers understand that tempo need not race
when there are differences to be experienced.  Yet slow movements seem unbearably slow when
there are no interval variations between keys, or even within keys.

An important feature to focus upon in preparing contemporary performances in historic
Werckmeister III tuning is to first master hearing the quarter comma flat fifth, in opposition to
the pure perfect fifth.  It is simply not acceptable to first imagine a pure fifth (or even an equal-
tempered fifth); and then as a second step to mentally shrink it down to the proper tempered
degree.  Live music requires a direct, organic route to the intervals.

An exceptional find are recordings by pianist Mitsuko Uchida in Werckmeister III tuning
of the Piano Sonatas of Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart.  While there is great likelihood that Mozart
used extended sixth comma meantone for non-keyboard works such as symphonies and string
quartets, he would employ well temperament for his piano works.  In a published interview
conducted by Ivor Humphreys, Ms. Uchida explained her tuning preference for piano in
Werckmeister III tuning for Mozart, information absent from the liner notes supplied with the
commercial recordings.  Uchida:

Actually, the tuning we have used is slightly different to the usual.  We experimented with
meantone, Werckmeister, a variation of Werckmeister, and equal temperament and I chose
Werckmeister for Mozart.  (I’ve even played a Brahms concerto with it and none of the orchestral
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players noticed!)  It is quite playable in most keys, actually, and when it is distorted, as it must be,
it is in the keys that you need that distortion.  It was rather interesting with the B-minor Adagio.
The ending of that is a magical change to B-major, and to have it as minor is difficult to manage
unless you are in absolute top form.  It is particularly difficult in the recording studio at the end of
a tiring day.  With this tuning it is just that tiny bit easier to achieve the effect you want (Uchida
in Notes compiled by Edward Seckerson, Hi-Fi News and Record Review, August 1984).

As would be expected, contemporary recordings in Werckmeister III tuning are still a
rare find.  This would be especially true for piano recordings, not usually known for Bach as a
result of the obvious transcription from either organ or harpsichord.  The fact that performances
of Bach in Werckmeister III tuning remain isolated curiosities together with the neglect shown
toward the untranslated works of Andreas Werckmeister bear witness to what might generously
be described as an unintended deception, if not on occasion a deliberate deception by equal
temperament promoters.

Conventional modern string expression relies tremendously on a high quality instrument
and the vibrato achieved upon it.  Early music specialists in Europe have recently begun
speaking of a playing technique requiring a reactive time to achieve perfect consonances by ear.
“The contemporary tutors for string instruments, woodwind instruments, and singers make clear
that temperament did not apply to the musicians of an ensemble: they were always to intonate as
purely as possible.  Hence, of necessity, in an ensemble accompanied by a well-tempered
keyboard instrument, at least two systems of intonation will sound simultaneously” (Ortgies, p.
316).  This scenario is simply not possible when playing Johann Sebastian Bach’s music.  There
is typically not enough time for a player to measure, contemplate, and then perform a just major
third in a real time context while playing Bach.

The Baroque had little, if any, vibrato distortion accomplished through the oscillation of
pitch for a sustained single note.  During the Baroque period, vibrato could sometimes serve as a
nuance, most famously developed by violin soloist Giuseppe Tartini (1692-1770); otherwise,
harmony was to remain uninterrupted by pitch fluctuation.  The conservative German clarinet
and horn playing styles never developed vibrato as elsewhere.  In the hands of a master like
J.S. Bach, the rich variation of the keys in Werckmeister’s chromatic keyboard tuning offer some
edge and spin typically possible only from modern virtuoso violinists and cellists.   In 2009,
Yo Yo Ma televised a presentation in which he played a short selection of a Bach cello suite in
equal temperament, followed by a second playing of the same melody only with an idiosyncratic
unequal sounding tuning of his choosing.

Modern violinists make true personal intonation choices.  But Baroque violinists playing
in Werckmeister III tuning must start on the pitch cleanly (with no sliding in).  As a composer
with maximal control of musical resources, it should be no surprise that Johann Sebastian Bach
would have an intimate say on finer grades of expression.

Using vibrato as a nuance is still the sign of a maestro.  It has become common parlance
to say that vibrato is most effective when it is not noticed.  Within the environment of
Werckmeister III tuning there are different realities of music to negotiate.  Excessive vibrato can
mar the finite intervallic relationships intended.  Six cents is small enough a bandwidth between
pitches that even a typically wide vibrato at a good clip would obliterate any chance of noticing
such distinctions.  We could speak here positively of a “tight” vibrato, whereby the amplitude of
the wave does not rise too high in its oscillation, but essentially, vibrato changes pitch
regardless.126
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With vibrato now inseparable from conventional violin tone, with the sharpened leading
tones and the just intonation open strings, few if any could imagine that 12-tone equal
temperament would so successfully engender its own expressionistic intonational elasticity and
expressive devices.

Werckmeister had earlier advised string players to tune their open strings flat in
accordance with his temperament.  Using tempered open strings normally goes against the
modern string player’s ilk because traditionally pure fifths are preferred because they make the
physical instrument ring with a bigger and richer tone.  Convention now has open strings out of
tune with scale pitches so that they therefore require finger stopping.

Without this knowledge of temperament, no one can now prepare or tune an instrument in order
that a good harmony may result.  In fact, not even a violin can be tuned without this knowledge,
so that a good harmony would follow.  For if all fifths were tuned pure, an impure series of
intervals would arise (Werckmeister in Hehr, p. 163).

Kirnberger disagreed with Werckmeister, who preferred that the open strings on violins be tuned
just, to at least allow for the possibility of using a pure fifth double stop in concert.  Rudolf
Rasch disagrees with Werckmeister on this point as well:

Although these two fifths beat downwardly, I cannot agree in any way with the opinion that one
should not tune absolutely pure fifths on the violin, but rather fifths beating somewhat
downwardly instead, in order that the open strings are all perfectly in tune with the keyboard.  A
questionable opinion!  The violin player then has the misfortune of not being able to play any
other single fifth purely (Rasch, introduction, Kirnberger’s Clavierübungen #4, Diapason, p. 4).

Woodwinds were developed to be able to play in Werckmeister III tuning, just as they
once were constructed to play in meantone tuning.  They adapted still further when metal keys
and tone holes were expanded for equal temperament.127

The alto recorder today may use adhesive tape (Scotch TM) today instead of traditional
beeswax to temporarily collapse the dimensions of tone holes.  This technique is easily
accommodated to the other woodwinds.  The use of adhesive tape for fine tuning modern
woodwinds truly puts new meaning behind the expression of making pitch “plastic” to the ear.
The technique of the hands and the masterful control of the wind expelled are only useful if there
is an exact target center in the mind for a particular pitch frequency.

Human voice and string instrument vibrato can seriously mar sustained harmony in
Werckmeister III tuning.  The six cents of separation found between interval variants in
Werckmeister III tuning limits the use of vibrato which easily infringes on the integrity of
another pitch.  For example, say someone is playing the smallest major third in Werckmeister III
tuning, which is 390 cents.  If one adds vibrato oscillation of four cents or more – perhaps in
both directions! – a kind of musical nausea sets in.  It’s something like car sickness caused when
the eyes on the road are not in synch with what is going on inside the car.

Simply said, the small interval of six cents found in the seventh octave of the overtone
series is molecular in its perception.  From concert experiences, I could not help but notice that
one cannot angle the trajectory of the first note of the piece as is usual, coming from either above
or below the targeted note.  The music works best starting on the pitch center.  Helping this
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precision further is the musical writing which strictly prohibits the doubling of the thirds of
chords.  This integrity helps keep each variant distinct.  So, also, does one-to-a-part singing and
playing.  Spitta reported that Kirnberger said, “so far as his own observation goes, Bach only
doubled the major third in the chord of the dominant in one single case in a four-part
composition (Spitta, p.122).  This is in stark contrast to starting an improvisation in the style of
Buxtehude and Werckmeister, to grab thirds in both hands and then to sequence in contrasting
directions.

Typically, music scientists all too quickly judge Werckmeister’s chromatic temperament
suit abilities by the static “quality” of block chords.  This type of judgment is more appropriate to
music composed later than Johann Sebastian Bach’s contrapuntal technique.  Werckmeister III
tuning distinguishes musical lines in counterpoint, much as does the general musical rule of not
crossing voices.

The paucity of recordings, and the rarity of repeated listenings, makes attentive listening
incumbent upon the fair minded musical thinker, especially since Leipzig’s St. Thomas Church
is comparatively dull in resonance as a venue.  There was no longer a great need to recognize the
hue of the opening interval when they are all a subset of an eminently predictable 12 tone equal
temperament set.  There were no repeated listenings following real time performances in the past
(except for the possibility of an encore), where the opening interval took on added importance.

Famed Catalonian cellist and conductor Pau (Pablo) Casals revered Bach’s music.  Casals
exhibited an idiosyncratic “expressive intonation” on the cello.  He precociously played intervals
on the cello indicative of earlier tuning references, presumably unintellectually.  It may be that
there is a deeper connection to be sensed between a key’s name and its tuning.  Owen Jorgensen
recognizes this phenomenon:

Composers in the past permanently incorporated the psychological effects of the various sizes of
intervals into the emotional contents of the music itself.  When the music is performed today in
equal temperament, the basic emotion of the music is, to a small degree, still felt by the listener.
The style of the composition insures this (Jorgensen, Tuning, p. 157).

Casals’ “expressive intonation” was receptive to the unique je-ne-sais-qua sentiment of
emotionally derived musical intervals.  On the one hand, Werckmeister III tuning is the needed
ingredient to bring to life a lost, new dimension in Johann Sebastian Bach’s music.  On the other
hand, Werckmeister III tuning is a micromanagement tool to evoke the illusion of free will as it
pertains to the choice of pitch on keyboards.  The instrument was a powerful form of controlled
pitch expression for the composer who could wield it.  Spitta realized this.

Moreover, the suppression of all personal feeling was required by the very nature of church
music; nor is this true only in the case of the soprano and alto voices, but for Bach’s music as a
whole; it is the deepest law of its individuality (Spitta II:309).

Perhaps this is what Johann Adolph Scheibe (1708-1776) referred to when he wrote that
Bach “indicated with actual notes all manieren, all the small ornaments, and everything that is
understood by the word method in playing” (Scheibe, Der Critischer Musikus, p. 62) so that he
effectually kept the door closed on the modern freedom of individual expressivity on the part of
performers.
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Bach’s pupil Johann Friedrich Agricola (1720-1774) had a keen appreciation for this
controlled pitch expression.  Agricola “approved the exactitude which Scheibe blames, for he
holds it to be no fault in a composer if, in order to obviate disfigurement, he expresses his ideas
with the greatest possible clearness.”128  Absolute pitch, surprisingly, is more of a hindrance than
an aid in this respect, although a melodic leap may be memorized by rote and put into emotional
memory.129

Not everyone has a music production company to make their musical dreams a reality.
To satisfy my curiosity, I produced Bach’s Chromatic Fantasy and Fugue on American Festival
of Microtonal Music (AFMM) concerts on several occasions.  To date, the AFMM has given two
performances of Brandenburg Concerto #4, and single concerts of Brandenburg Concerti #2 and
#5.  Additional opportunities came with my conducting the cantata Es ist Genug, Oboe Concerto

in D minor, and selections from A Musical Offering.

More concerts and recordings of Bach defiantly not in equal temperament are needed to
inform performances in phrasing and tempo.  They are needed to do greater justice defining
deeper layers of meaning in Bach’s music.  They are needed to redirect listeners to a different
theatre than Glen Gould.130

Modern performances of Bach benefit from using Werckmeister III tuning as
demonstrated by Bach keyboard recording artists Igor Kipnis, Ton Koopman, Rebecca
Pechefsky, and Joshua Pierce.  Contemporary composers who compose in Werckmeister III
tuning, include Elodie Lauten, Alfred Giusto, and Johnny Reinhard (harpsichord in Odysseus).

For more than a century, it had been erroneously assumed that 12 tone equal
temperament was a natural phenomenon, only to learn later it was the great compromise.  The
modern microtonalist, if not polymicrotonalist, might simply rejoinder, “Why any compromise at
all?”

There really is no need to have any single tuning today.  Noise has won out over all
obstacles since the early 20th century, appearing early on in musique concrete.  Hip hop, heavy
metal, John Cage, Glen Branca, noise is big in music today.  In Bach’s day, the organ was the
loudest instrument, collaborating with great force and extreme amplitude in all manner of sound.

Any other well temperament would be less differentiated, less gradated, and less
irregular, and effectively more anonymous.  All other well temperament designs are pitched
closer to the values of equal temperament, and were only described after Johann Sebastian Bach
had established himself as the greatest musician of his time (decidedly after his 1703 debut in
Arnstadt).

They are effectively a smorgasbord of different mode representations.  It is impossible to
actually separate them by ear since each non-equal well temperament has audible key differences
between scales.  In contradistinction, equal temperament modulation is always sequentially
identical and truly easy to learn to determine through rote recognition.

On the front of Robert Halford Macdowall Bosanquet’s 1876 book, An Elementary

Treatise on Musical Intervals and Temperament is an emblem of hope for more idealistic
achievements in intonation, quoted in translation from Johann Philipp Kirnberger:
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Greater certainly would be the gain of Song if we really had the enharmonic intervals in our
system.  For then singers would accustom themselves, from their youth up, to sing correctly the
smallest enharmonic intervals, and the ear of the listener to appreciate them; and thereby would it
be possible, in many cases, to make the expression of the passions very much stronger.

Bosanquet summed up the situation adroitly in what makes amazing sense from a
microtonally favorable point of view:

The rationale is that if people who are taught music are taught that one thing is right and another
wrong they will come to believe it.  If they are taught the other systems of interest as well as the
equal temperament, they would appreciate the excellences of all.  By the habit of observing the
fine distinctions between them, they would be very much more accurate in their knowledge of
any of them separately; and according to the motto from Kirnberger prefixed to this book, other
advantages would be likely to accrue as well (Bosanquet, p. 40).

Johann Sebastian Bach remains the centerpiece of Western music. The conclusion I have
reached is to consider Johann Sebastian Bach in Werckmeister III tuning.  It is the most
reasonable alternative to equal temperament based on a reconsideration of the historical record.
Admittedly, any unequal circular well temperament will benefit an otherwise missing dimension
in Johann Sebastian Bach’s music.

The building of organs with a well temperament inoculation, or booster, would turn the
church organ into a divine topography of relationships.  The keyboard can sound as idiosyncratic
in its pitch stretchings as any modern violinist.  However, while the violinist may choose to edge
upwards or downwards in pitch, the keyboard is preset and fixed to deliver a known variety of
rich relationships, with the composer in control of the game.

Plaque dedicated to Johann Sebastian Bach on the St. Blasius Church in Mühlhausen

Photo:  Johnny Reinhard
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Appendix I:  Translation

Andreas Werckmeister’s
Musicalische Temperatur (1691)

Translation by Elizabeth Hehr (1974)

=====================================================
=====================================================

MUSICAL TEMPERAMENT

or

clear and authentic mathematical instruction of how
through the analysis of

MONOCHORDS

 one can tune a keyboard instrument (especially organs,
positives, regals, spinets, and such) in a well-tempered manner, in order that according to the

practice of today, all keys can be accepted in a pleasing and tolerable harmony; with a
preliminary perfection and lesser perfection of the musical numbers, proportions, and intervals

which in the process of setting up the temperament, are to be seriously considered.  In addition, a

MONOCHORD
 is depicted distinctly and completely in a copper-plate.

Described and brought to the light of the day by

Andreas Werckmeister/Court organist at
Quedlinburg

Frankfurt and Leipzig
Printed by Theodori Philippi Calvisii

In Quedlinburg – year 1691
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To the highly distinguished revered and highly learned master

Mr. Bartholdo Weier

 of the highly praised dukedom of Wolfenbüttal, a highly esteemed general superintendent and
consistorial-counsel.

To my distinguished master and well-inclined patrons, as well as to the highly distinguished
reverend and learned master

Mr. Georg Heim, Neüss

the well-established faithful and diligent pastor of the Heinrich-urban church in Wolfenbüttal,
my distinguished master and inclined patron, etc., and the

To the distinguished / greatly honorable and well-learned master

Mr. Joh. David Frenholde

the truly assiduous, faithful, and diligent pastor in Wörmlitz, etc.,
my distinguished brother-in-law.
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It is not unknown to many highly respected men and patrons that there exists an entire
harmonic system in which the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 8 are used in certain proportions with
respect to one another, and that no single proportion in greater numbers can produce a pure
interval if it cannot be reduced to these which are closest to unity.  But it is surprising that one
cannot have nor use the pure concordances in musical practice as they exist in nature, but they
must exist in a good temperament (like many other things in nature).  For if we wanted to tune
fourths and fifths pure on a keyboard instrument (be it an organ or another instrument) or also on
the fretted instruments (as on the lute, viola da gamba, and the like), several thirds and sixths
would be entirely too impure and could not be used.  If one wants to have pure thirds and sixths,
some fifths and fourths would remain impure.

To solve these deficiencies, the dear old people in former times concerned themselves
with this problem.  Some said that these deficiencies must be corrected through a tuning
adjustment.  Some determined in the course of time, that in some instruments (especially on
keyboards) a certain distribution could be altered and not the tuning as in the human voice and
violin.  Others created subsemitones and wanted to correct this lack in the keyboard instruments.
Because these quartertones also cause a confused character and a change in the harmony when
one must sometimes remain within the key and then once again wants to make use of different
chords causing lack of clarity and confusion.

Some others have seen that this also could not withstand the test, and have divided and
tempered the keyboard accordingly to a certain degree.  In this now, varying opinions have again
come up.  One has taken a hold of this thing by the horns while others have mostly groped
around in the dark, so to speak; and therefore found something as it ought to be in nature because
of a mathematical basis, and they did not have all the visual demonstrations.  If they were of that
opinion, the tuning was correct for some chords while lacking in others.

As this way cannot be presented and shown  any better to the eyes and ears than through
the monochord, I have undertaken this difficult, yet necessary and useful work, and through the
help of Mathesis, praising God, for the advantage of my fellow man.  In this treatise, I have
wanted to visually demonstrate, on the existing monochord, outlining how one can best reach a
tempered tuning (since one wants to play now days, all songs in all keys), and how one can point
out and change some previously customary false opinions.

Therefore I dare to dedicate this little thesis to your Reverence and your Honor.  I was
particularly moved because you alone are not experienced in music and favorably inclined to the
inquisitive sciences, but also the friends of music and high-ranking patrons have shown all
favors, love, and inclinations at all times.  Therefore, I most obediently request that you will
accept my intention in the best sense and that you deign to accept it.

I remain, your Reverence and Excellency,

Andreas Werckmeister

Quedlinburg / in
The year 1691
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Foreword

Although, highly respected musical friends, I was not willing to enlarge and publish this
work on musical temperament, since sometimes one with good intentions and one who publishes
earns only ingratitude from the ignorant and slanderers.  Nevertheless, I have been compelled in
order that I may provide pleasure for those intellectually curious and critics, so that I have now
made public somewhat in detail, what I touched upon in my Orgel-Probe (published in the year
1681) and also I have published a clear, copperplate print with which one can then design a clear
monochord so that demonstration and visible proof are added, and thereby acknowledging how
the so-called general temperament is false and useless (when one reduces all fifths by quarter of
a comma), and how on the other hand, a correct temperament must be supplied.

As with any art, no matter how concisely and clearly it is presented, this study cannot be
made without special diligence and efforts; and it is surely laughable that frequently, ignorant
people, who know nothing of this study are the biggest braggarts and calumniators, since, after
all, nobody can criticize that which he cannot understand.  For that reason, my dear friends,
before you criticize, attack and slander, consider in advance; if then you can do it better, correct
me with love and gentleness.  I will not reject your principle if it is good.  I am very eager to still
learn something.  But if you have something to say against me (since I believe that I have not
offended anyone), ask your fellow man.  Perhaps your opinion and concept are false.  Through
God’s grace, I intend to offend none with malice.  But those who have as I can err, so can it
happen to others.  Should I therefore slander and abuse my fellow Christians?  What is more
contemptible that this?

Must my modest little book (the aforementioned Orgel-Probe) still be attacked?  It has
annoyed the one type of people that I revealed in part, the arts and secrets of organ builders.  The
other type of people through that it would in this way, deal with a number of bunglers.  The third
type claims that I copied from others and published it under my own name.  But that is a great
calumny which is directed at me.  I can declare with God’s support (whose name I do not want to
misuse) that too much has happened to me in this and never have I seen the same work, except
for one-half a sheet full in which a good friend outlined for a novice how such an examination
should be set up, which after all would be child’s play known to every pupil and for all who
nothing of organ builders.  Ah, my dear friends, there is more to it than that.  You do me great
injustice.  I do not wish you these calumnies, shoving these blasphemies again upon you since I
am a Christian, I have surrendered to the violent winds: But I turn over the question of
vengeance to God.

I have been associated with organ builders since my youth and have examined their
works.  I have been present at the construction of some new organs, also some old ones which
were renovated.  I have, without boasting, at the request of several important people and others,
examined many much-in-demand organs, whereby I can report many good impressions
concerning those; and I got close with my own hands so that I fully know what happens if I
observe, in the case of those organs entrusted to me, what a change in the weather does.  In fact, I
spared no personal effort, if I traveled only the distance of a few miles. I not only inspected and
heard the city organs, but also the village organs and if I found anything good or bad, I have
noted it; and partly to the advantage of my fellow man, I brought them together partly to the
advantage of my fellow man, I brought them together in this little book.  There I have not only
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seen the organ builders’ work, but therein I sensed many a big difference and I have rather
noticed through the bad organs, frequently where one must seek the faults rather than through the
good ones.  Hence, therefore, once an honest organ builder was amazed that I sought the
deficiencies where he was not expecting them; and when I remonstrated with him that I had
found similar deficiencies in another bad organ, he had to applaud me that honest organ builders
did not have to do it that way.  Therefore the calumniator would first know what belonged to it
because he would criticize and further abuse.  The organs and the descriptions of their defects
cannot be otherwise described than they themselves are.

Now there are not more than two kinds of ways to make wind chests, sliders and spring
chests, which differ after all only insofar as the sliders and stop mechanism are concerned.  All
can be made in the same manner.  When, however, from time to time, one or the other of the new
inventions did not always hold up or did not work with suitable reliability the defects must
necessarily become known and there can be no other defects except these which occur in such
structure and work; and if one hundred people who understand organ building should describe
the deficiencies of the organ, they would be unable to present other deficiencies other than those
which commonly occur in the case of the bellows, wind chests, pipes and other things.  Thus
organ building is not a thing which extends into infinity.  If one or another person should have
set up and written down certain defects which are commonly accustomed to occur in the case of
an organ and if you had seen such a manuscript, would you therefore go on maligning and saying
that one had completely copied it from one source?  I shall have not only eyes and ears and thank
God, my sense of reason just as other people; for this entire science consists for the most part of
sight and hearing, and I do not believe that other people will try out the organ by taste and smell.
Thus they also cannot write about the other defects such as bellows, wind chests, pipes, and other
things when they themselves can report no other flaws.  For example, it often happens that a
valve is out of place or is not properly positioned correctly so that a wolf or cipher would occur.
Can I, this same defect which I have sensed as well as another may have noticed it, describe it
differently from another person?  No one can describe a thing in another way than as it is in
itself, and therefore it often happens that different people use the same words and the same
description, but unexpectedly.

Therefore you might slander, thinking and saying what you wanted.  In this matter, I have
a clear conscience.  Take care so that someday your slandered conscience will not accuse you on
your deathbed; with this I saved my honor and I attest my innocence.  You just save your
slanderous conscience and consider well the things you have done.  How often up to now, I have
published tablature works which sat on the clavier on which found another author’s name, which
perhaps on the presumption of another organist, had been substituted for that.  Would it have
been Christian if I had been so devilish as to pressure the same man with false accusations?  I
found my name on other similar tablature works which I did not compose, which were placed
there by another for what reasons I do not know.  If now the real author would want to therefore
slander me, I would still be innocent:  A man must help himself along with those talents which
God gave him and should not brag about it.  How un-Christian it would be if one would want to
brag with another’s talents.  Let everyone apply his own energy:  Let everyone grant to his
fellow man, the gifts that God gave him, and whenever someone has received a good natural gift,
he is obliged to serve his fellow man with it.  Whether or not bad people oppose good intentions,
one must not yield for that reason.  For Satan wants to hinder that which is good.  To him, one
must not immediately give himself up.  What is not good, he will not touch.  But as nothing is
evil which could not be good for another person, so this examination has also made me more
curious and more industrious so that I do not give up researching truth and bringing it to the light
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of the day.  For the more the truth is printed, the more it is opened up to the public, hence I have
also felt compelled to expand in considerable measure this little thesis as well as the Orgel-Probe

will be brought to print to the honor of God, to the protection of truth and benefit of my fellow
man.  I have inserted nothing unless I have previously tested it and I have learned that certainty,
theory, and practice must be combined in order to establish the truth.

I could have indeed presented this work in a certain manner or aphorism, but I gladly
confess that I did not care to apply patience and time to that:  I have not written for the benefit of
any scholars, as it occurred to me that once I have printed it, everyone will be able to easily
understand this simple, clear writing.  Beneath a modest dress frequently something good is
hidden, just as quickly concealed as under a splendid beautiful cloak.

Whoever, perhaps at his pleasure, wants to copy by engraving a monochord, he can take
it one-half size or once more full size, so that it can be presented more clearly.  In a small
monochord there is too great a loss.  For if in one division in the first construction a needle point
or subtle circular stitch comes too high or too low in the continuation of this circle, it makes a
considerable difference.  Especially if there are many parts and if the circle must frequently be
continued in a subdivision of the proportion.  This has been provided for in several keys and
commas by engraving.  This deceives no one, but anyone will through his own diligence be of
this opinion, primarily because of the detailed description.  So, one must remember that the
number 2560 must stand next to the F#m, for the third line on the right side has no meaning and
is wiped out up to Number V.  I wanted to call this to attention because through the same
oversight and typographical error frequently calls forth a cry of joy, so that it can have reason
once more to pour out false accusations and accuse the author of something.

As in my musical guidebook, I did not intend to prescribe something for someone else,
since I am far too modest for that, and I would commit a great weakness; so in this thesis no
experienced musician is burdened with how he should provide a clavier temperament tuning.  A
well-practiced musician himself knows how to give and perceive.  I show in this work, to those
who are interested in being taught how one can arrange the temperaments and set them up in
varying manner:  a person can include the beats of the fifths in whatever keys he wants, only so
that too much is not made of perfect intervals.  It suffices if a clavier is so tempered that it can be
used completely.

The engraving can only be pasted with bookbinder-paste on a smooth board.  One has to
be careful so that the paper, if it gets wet, is not pulled.  Otherwise, the lines will be distorted out
of their proper relationships.  But if the copper-plate has been applied properly, then one can
stretch on it three yellow number-five strings.  Thus, the Monochord is finished.  One string
could do it also.  But it is better because one can present triad chords, whoever wishes to have a
greater monochord for purposes of greater clarity. He can take the description of chapter
seventeen as an aid and resolve the division by himself.
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Art has no critic except for the ignorant.

This work praises the master.  For the person whom it does not please, whoever does not highly
regard the work of Werckmeister, is an ignoramus.  But whoever tries through art and honor, he
will say:  this work praises the master.  In great haste under the circumstances of his illness, Mr.
Petrus Theodorus Seelman prints this work as a memorial:  he is the electoral school and church
Inspector of Brandenburg in the wood district of the Duke of Magdeburg, and chief pastor of the
city of Strassfurth.

Indeed

It is not necessary to praise the master through his works but to praise that whatever the tests
without bringing to the light of the day and prove enough that the works praise the master.

Still
No one can resist praise and love.  I praise and love in order to do honor to music which through
highest possible diligence strives to elevate it according to its dignity and perfection.

Therefore
Brother-in-law, I praise your undertaking as one who never will permit the truth, lovingness, and
the style also the temperament and whatever the clavier otherwise requires, to disintegrate.  Just
let him pay attention to the envious and to the Petty Critic’s chipping judgment,

For
It is after all directed to the honor of the highest one for the benefit and instruction of one’s
fellow man.  For whatever can increase honor and practical use of God, of fellow man, is easy to
honor.  This there wanted to have written to his highly respected brother-in-law and relative

M. Jerimias Christian Seelman
Preacher at Rasseborn
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Chapter One

An organ and other keyboard instruments must have a good temperament in the tuning.  If all

fifths are tempered a quarter of a comma lower, the temperament is false even if two

subsemitones come on the keyboard.

Many and various opinions concerning musical temperament are in existence.  Some
claim that all fifths must be tempered by a quarter of a comma, then all thirds would be and
would remain entirely pure.  These seem quite favorable indeed at the beginning of the process,
not only in the monochord but also in the tuning.  But if one goes through the entire clavier or
through the circle of fifths, various defects appear, so that one can not use such a clavier
temperament at all.  For if we permit CG, Gd, DA, Ae, EB, Bf#, F#c#, C#G#, G#d#, d#b, BbF,
FC all of these constantly to move a quarter of a comma; then is the end from which we begin.
(Since, after all, we should very precisely be moving into c which rests on C in a pure octave.)
Because this does not happen, an entirely new C would have to be created in the clavier.  This c
would in turn require a brand new key and if the circle of fifths were at an end, we would again
have a new c and f# and so on into infinity, which however, would not bring about a
temperament but a confusion of intervals.  But should it be called a temperament, then in the first
association F and C would be two commas too large, which would not be tolerated.  The same
thing would go for the major thirds D#G, FA, G#c and Bbd would be regularly two commas too
large; which is also not acceptable.  The minor sixth would on the contrary become two commas
too small, which would not have a smooth character, and which could not be tolerated because of
its impure sound.  (Just as the same can be placed in the monochord as well as before the eyes
and ears.)  In this temperament are set two sub-semitones as in the case of G# in the key of A
minor and d# in the key of E minor.  But with that, this temperament is by no means correct.  For
FA and BbD have not yet been affected, and let us assume that they would be improved by a
subsemitone, then there is no binding factor in the change of harmony; but a confusion remains,
since a mixture of several lowered semitones in addition to an incorrect temperament is to be
found.  Some let all fifths be partly tempered downward and partly upwards, but because one can
have pure fifths in a good temperament, whereby the thirds and sixths would also be pure, so one
must simply keep that which is best.  Others want to accept and recognize no temperament at all,
but limit themselves merely with lowering semitones.  But if no blending of harmonies can be
brought about and only confusion can be caused, we simply let them go.  Further reasons we find
below.

But there is present in the temperament works, a beautiful secret.  If a budding musician
will presume for a definite fact that if he would tune all fifths purely at the same time, then all
thirds and sixths would necessarily also be pure:  but there is something important lacking n this
theory which is to be demonstrated shortly.  Let one add four fifths; then results 81/16, equaling
two octaves, a major third and a comma [reduced to within an octave is 81/64 ditone of 408
cents].  Hence we see that the comma is superfluous and prevents harmony.  This is accordingly
tested in musical practice.  Let one take a clavier instrument, be it a spinet or standing regal or
also a viola da gamba.  Then let one tune, for example in C, the lowest octave.  From this a pure
G can be created.  From this G in turn, a pure D can be tuned.  From D the a (an octave higher)
must be tuned.  From a, a pure e’ can be included.  Now let C be related to the last e’, then an
intolerable dissonance would be heard.  Therefore, against the other octave, the e’ would sound
irritating.  Therefore, the temperament is in musical tuning a subdivision of the perfection of
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musical proportion, whereby, the blending of the progression occurs appropriately and the ear is
satisfied.  For, if one could not move from one chordal harmony to the other and could have a
pleasing blending, we would have little use or pleasure from music.  And because one can not
achieve and have blending of the lowering of semitones, thus we see how God and nature
arrange things so wisely, and placed in music as well as in other natural things, a temperament,
and a pleasing blending, which contains within itself a beautiful moral.

Without this knowledge of temperament, no one can now prepare or tune an instrument
in order that a good harmony may result.  In fact, not even a violin can be tuned without this
knowledge, so that a good harmony would follow.  For if all fifths were tuned pure, an impure
series of intervals would arise.  If now the tuning is improper and false, how can the harmony
and music be good?  And this is a common fault among many musicians.  Sometimes it is sought
at an inappropriate end.  But whoever immediately knows where and how the correct process of
tuning is to be sought and found, he will approach it with pleasure.  Indeed in a half or quarter of
an hour, he will be able to tune an entire clavier, be it a regal or some other stringed instrument,
quite accurately from the fundamental.  On the contrary, one often hears that a person tunes a
clavier for two or three hours long, and it’s still not properly tuned and adjusted.  Now as nobody
through mere reflection and listening will achieve an accurate temperament if he does not
previously have visual and manual demonstrations, therefore we have to present the monochord
for some people who are interested in instruction and for curious people for whom some types of
temperament still remain hidden, so that each one might see, hear, and find in practice what the
nature of temperament is and how it is properly perceived.

Chapter Two

Thirds can endure more than fifths in the tempering.  Why the imperfect intervals can endure

more than the perfect in the temperament.

But before we begin this work, the sympathetic reader will not criticize us if we discuss a
little about the perfection and imperfection of intervals, although this actually belongs to
composition.  However, an understanding must still precede a little so that one knows the
difference of these proportions in the preparation of a temperament.  For this is certain that the
octave can tolerate nothing in the temperament, but the fourths and fifths can tolerate a little, the
major thirds more, the minor thirds still more; likewise the sixths, as this is clearly to be heard  in
the monochord.

As if to a double – or octave, a proportion of fifth and a proportion of fourth (which a
fifth and a fourth make), a comma is added or subtracted; then the dissonance is intolerable.  For
a comma whose thirds and sixths are added or subtracted, a major third [5/4] is then very harsh
and still not yet as much as fifths and fourths.  But a minor third [6/5] is quite tolerable, thus also
major and minor sixths.  However, the minor sixths will not sound as good as the minor third
because it has a relationship to the major third whose limits are 8/5.  Then if the eight were
halved, we then have major thirds.  However, that the perfect intervals in the temperament would
not be acceptable and the impureness becomes noticed sooner in them, than in the imperfections,
has its fundamental reasons in nature.  For always, the more pure and delicate a thing is, the
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sooner one notices the flaws and defects therein, especially in whitened colors and costly gems.
For that reason the physical law arose; contraries placed side by side illuminate each other all the
more.

Thus, if something is added to the proportions which are closest to the fundamental and
are therefore purest, then one immediately notices a change.  If however, from those proportions
something becomes added or subtracted greatly from the fundamental, such things one cannot
grasp well with the ear, as well as in many other things; as If I write one, two, or more points
about it, thus I can be certain by initial intuition, certitude, and see if more is to be added.

If, however, I set down seven, thirteen, twenty, and still more, then I cannot perceive in a
glace how many of them must first be counted and whether yet one or more have been added in
addition.  Thus it is provided for in the temperament since one shall attribute, not inject, too
much impurity into the perfect intervals, but one shall attribute most to the imperfect ones.
Therefore, I will outline a little something on the perfection of numbers and intervals because it
is not all the same that one can assign the temperament to the more perfect ones rather than the
less perfect intervals.

Chapter Three

Concerning how one can fully rely on the true fundament of the ancients

But I remain with the fundamental and reasoning of the ancients, since there are those
especially to be seen which had a syntonic scale of whose invention can be exemplified by the
Franchino Gafurio Laudensi book one, chapter 34 of musical harmony, instruments and the
edition by author Baryphono of Bartolomeus-Ramis de Pareja of Spain, Academy Bononiensis
P.P. (whom Josephus, Lippius, Baryphonus, Grimmius, Kircheries, C. Matthaes Gibelius and a
number of others who presented splendid reasons for maintaining their beliefs).  I certainly
recognize and gladly confess my weakness, and esteem myself as unworthy, to present an
explanation about previously mentioned and similar author’s works.

Since they so clearly need no explanation but good intuition, I have wanted to report a
little of it so that the well founded fundamental quality is preserved and clarified into something.
Should this well-meant work meet with some music lover, I shall be pleased that I am serving
my fellowman.  But whoever cannot recognize it, I leave him to his opinion and dignity and I
will burden know one to accept something, as I regard myself much too modest for that.  But if
another would come and show me better reasons, I will accept and recognize this with gratitude.
But first of all, we want to deal a little with the perfection of musical numbers which is very
noteworthy here.
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Chapter Four

About the perfection and advantages of several numbers.  The fundament is the beginning of the

numbers and the most perfect.  That the fourths are more perfect than the sixths was maintained

with different reasons.  (The Denarii origin.)

There would be a lot to report concerning the perfection of numbers, but he space here
would be too limited for that.  Therefore, I will have to direct the sympathetic reader to other
authors, particularly to the Philo Judaeus’ Opificio Mundi, namely L. Caleium Rhodiginum book
22, chapter 9, and following Corn, A grip de occulta Philosophia, Jord.  Brunum Nolanum’s
book about the Monade in number and form, Macrobium book 1, chapter 6 Biesium de
University book 3 (p. 219), and to Mr. Harssdörffer in the Philosophischen Erquickstunden and
others.  Now we only want to discuss a little concerning the perfection of numbers which
primarily show their usefulness and effect in music; for it is known that all intervals exist in the
numbers from 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 if they are held in proportion to one another to which number 8 is
added, which after 6 is a perfect number in a certain sense and a cubic number.

Nevertheless, it is known that the closer we move towards one fundamental in any
specific proportion, the more perfect the consonance becomes because nothing can be more
perfect than what stands all by itself.  Now the fundamental is accordingly constituted in its own
fashion so that it needs no numbers.  The binary, however, is made up out of two fundamentals.
Therefore, it already requires help and is not as pure and perfect as the fundamental.  Here, there
appears a contrary opinion in that the same therefore holds that the limit of 6 is more perfect than
the limit of 4.  I, according to my modest self, maintain that the limit of 4 is more pure and
perfect than a limit of 6, namely for that reason.  Because 4 is near to the fundamental than the 6;
for if this should not be true, then the entire foundations of music would fall and the theory fall
into utter confusion.

Yet, one would erroneously assign perfection to this number, the other person would
attribute perfection to another number and want to defend it under the appearance of truth so that
music theory would be held entirely in contempt.  Therefore, it remains this fact which all new
and old philosophers and true musicians maintain that the nearer a number is to a fundamental,
the more perfect it is.  If now the limit of 4 is nearer than a limit of 6, then the former must be
more perfect than the latter.  In the case of these axioms, we also remain reasonable and we want
to establish ourselves solely upon that.  However, we still want to add some incidental facts of
why a limit of 4 is more perfect than a limit of 6.

Let everyone think of this as he wants.  If perhaps one or another person cannot penetrate
our reasoning, let him hold to that aforementioned axiom.  The closer a number is to the
fundamental, the more perfect it is.  But before we turn to the work, let us touch briefly upon
how this perfection is constituted.  Here, the fundamental is discussed.  It is so perfect that it
causes completely no difficulty for our understanding.  For what comes in the plurality causes
the understanding a greater effort.  In fact, it even causes vexation and aversion if one cannot
understand it.  On the contrary, one interjects, that which comes with difficulty and yet can be
immediately understood and would still be more pleasant to nature if it is not denied that it is
hard; it is all the more imperfect.
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And among these can the imperfect consonances and dissonances be understood, which
can be easily resolved.  These things in themselves are not perfect, but become perfect by
accident.  Here we are absolutely dealing with perfection.  It also would not be understood if one
wants to say that six thalers [early German currency] makes a bigger and more perfect sum than
four or one thaler from where one answers that one such perfection is not understood here.  But
here the fundamental divides itself into four thalers.  For here all is understood from the
perfection of the fundamental, because first of all, reason can understand and grasp it.  For
everything which becomes involved in the plurality and diffuseness (in natural things) is hard to
understand.  Hard and inconceivable things make confusion.  Confusion and confusedness are
imperfect things.  Now we turn to incidental causes of why the number 4 is more perfect than the
number 6.

If four makes an equal square but the sixth makes a longish or so to speak half square
plain to the eyes; number one gives the limit of 4 a cubum per double, or addition.  This
perfection, the limit of 6 does not have.  Number three, a beautiful hieroglyphic figure is present
in the limit of 4 which was very esteemed by Pythagoras, of which Philo Judaeus himself in his
Libro pe Opificio Mundi talked: There is also another force of the fourths, marvelous in speech
and thought.  Concerning this, let the encyclopedia of John Dec. Monas Hieroglyphica and
others.  In the fourth place, there is present in the progression 1, 2, 3 up to 4 the denarius or the
tenth number which is again termed a perfect number because it is the first circle number and  is
a unity figure such as many philosophers and mathematicians demonstrate.  In fact, certain
theologians and church men report something about these circle-numbers as Hieronymus in Job
chapter thirty-eight likewise Augustinus de Civit Dei, chapter 23.  For if the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4
are set together, they make the great sum of ten, which is understood again in the fundamental
figure and brings about the beginning concerning which Biefius de Universitate in his third book
again speaks.  On the contrary 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 makes a large number 21, which reflects to the
seventh number and is entirely unusable in the demonstration of musical intervals.  If now
already the tenth is no radical, musical number, then the Pythagorean hieroglyphic still remains
therein which the certainty slightly regards.  For that reason, it is also better that one commend it
to silence rather than that one exert oneself to be verbose about it.  In music, the denarius can
also be termed the fundamental figure.  For if we come from true fundamental to the octave, then
we have attained all intervals, also the imperfections.  The denarius is now opposite the first
number which makes a new interval with the octave and certainly makes a major third.  These
now all originate out of the order of numbers from one to the limit of 4 wherein this denarius is
contained.  Indeed, the whole entire harmonic system is based upon these numbers.  Since 1, 2,
3, 4 makes ten, doubled they become 22, 4, 6, 7.  If the denarius, which results from the addition
of 1, 2, 3, and 4 is again halved, it becomes 5.  This 5, is now included in the order.  Then by this
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 are also now not deficient nor left over.  But in this order from one to six, the
third octave cannot be complete.  If one also wanted to add and double the numbers, then certain
dissonances and several unnecessary numbers would be left over.  For the whole sum makes 21
and yields few intervals with the order of numbers.

However, since I cannot exalt and praise the number 10 to the heavens since it has its
virtue not in itself but from the series of numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, thus one can attribute no miraculous
virtue to the number 6 which has its origin or perfection from 1, 2, 3.  But the number 10 yields,
as before mentioned, together with its preceding harmonic number which is eight (for nine to ten
is not harmonic), a consonance major third [5/4]; the limit of 6 only makes a minor third with its
previous consonance eight-ten.  Therefore, it seems that the number 10 is a certain sense is more
perfect than the number 6.  Now if the denarius which has its perfection from the order of the
limit of 4, is more perfect than the limit of 6, how much more will the limit of 4 as the source of
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the tenth be more perfect than the sixth number or the limit of 6.  And if some people cannot
grasp the Pythagorean idea and will without doubt interject that one is merely speaking of the
number four and not of the order 1, 2, 3, 4, then I have wanted to insert this serious philosophical
opinion because they have not regarded the limit of 4 as a perfect number in vain, as both in the
order 1, 2, 3, 4 and in the number 4 itself, and by itself entirely comprises a certain perfection as
we have already heard and shall hear again; if we proceed and again consider the nature of the
fourth limit, we then see that it itself originates through the doubling of the fundamental which is
the most perfect of all progressions in music.  Thus also the reduction of the number 4 runs
contrary to the fundamental as it is known that this is the most convenient, easiest and most
perfect reduction which can be brought into one-half of the fundamental.  On the contrary, if the
six is set a side and remains present in the three, thereby it can not be reduced by one half parts
to two times.  In fact, in these, the number 4 and reductions, stand the root of all intervals.

As 2/1 [the octave] is the first consonance, two is the end of the same octave and is
contrary to the root and the beginning of another octave; and 2, 3, 4 of the limit of 4 is now
contrary to the end of the other and the beginning of the third complete harmonic octave, since
that which follows in the series or numbers yields a perfect harmony as 4, 5, 6, 8.

Chapter Five

Whether the limit of 6 is a perfect as the limit of 4 in music. The reasoning can often err and yet

it does not want to recognize; one person’s reasoning does not judge as completely as well as the

others, therefore much controversy comes.

We now want to see whether the sonority is also one such perfect root, since in the order
the interval perfection is derived as follows:  3/1 is not as perfect as 2/1 since it is a composite
proportion and makes a scattered harmony; from 6/3 is certainly an octave.  But now we must
see what kind of middle reach develops in the order when 3/4/5/6 makes c f a c’.  Then is this not
an orderly confusion of intervals?  When first of all, as a fundament, (fourth) is present there,
thereafter the sixth is derived from the fundamental.  These both need a resolution and no perfect
harmony is possible.

If we again substitute the limit of 6 for the root 6/8/9/10/12 the fourth results as a
fundament, and in addition, two dissonances.  From all this, anyone can understand each one
whether in the music the limit of 4 contains more perfection that the limit of 6, in that it can be
the root of the entire harmony in minimal terms, which the 6 cannot be based upon.  The
perfection of the limits of 6 again extends further so that it in its order fulfills the harmonic triads
as 4, 5, 6, c, e, g.  But entirely of itself, it has no special perfection.  But if it is torn apart and
reduced in fifths 5/1, then it has proportions pieced together one from 3/2, namely of two doubles
and a sequiquarta and therefore the limit of 6 loses its nature and character completely.  Other
people attribute perfection to the number of 4 (quaternario) because form one to four makes two
octaves, which everyone can produce naturally through his own voice.  But for the most part this
idea is forced.  We place this opinion in its place.  But from the perfection of the limits of 4, one
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can become better read in the collected tracts of the excellent honorable Mr. Weigelii, P.O.
Jenenfis, to which I direct my sympathetic reader so that our point of view becomes understood
all the better.  But the principle must be seen with the eyes of emotion as before mentioned.

For mere reasoning cannot accurately judge everything.  It often errs and has led many
astray, so that one, even in natural and material things falls into the biggest error.  But this
weakness of reason comes in large measure from this source.  If the emotions are burdened with
all sorts of obstinate opinions, someone searching for a special honor is thereby burdened and
filled.  Everyone has his capacity to reasons, but it is a very big difference.

One always sees more than the other.  In fact, how many things are there in nature, which
are still not evident to the world?  If everyone only has a knowledge in one area and the other
cannot penetrate it, then it must be quickly abandoned for this reason: as some incomprehensible
books by well-known authors are accustomed to do.  And that is a big weakness in us, that we do
not want to take on more than what our reasoning can comprehend since nature still shines right
under our eyes and the reasoning does not know how it happens; how this or that occurs and can
be.  However, in order that our dear sister reasons does not fall into disrespect, it always wants to
prevail and yet always presents such unfounded reasons through which much conflict and
opposition arises.  If one person’s reason or judgment was as perfect as another’s, or one emotion
could reach as far as the others, then many a conflict would be avoided.  But the inequality of the
senses causes many divisions.  Therefore, it is most certain that one leaves uncriticised that
which one does not understand.

Chapter Six

The number six was also held perfect in a certain way; had its perfection not solely from itself.

We again turn to our intention, and it is known that there are objections against this, how
the six is a perfect number for this reason because it is included in the first three terms as 1, 2, 3
and which with 1, 2, and 3 can again be divided and solved.  The answer to that is that one must
not only look at division, but also and especially at the bodily form and effect of the quantities of
the numbers.  For a mere number can do nothing in music.  Its effect must be shown through yet
another number in the proportions.  One could probably find more numbers which through
addition and division would have the quality like the number six.  As one could take 18, letting it
solve itself through 3, 6, and 9 and when they are added, the result gain is 18.  Only that the first
progression occurs through the fundamental, but this one divides per term.  I am also aware that
there are few numbers that have characteristics like the six.  Schwenterus, Harssdörffer and many
others report that from one to 40,000,000 are not found not more than the following numbers 6,
28, 496, 8,128, {130,816}, {1,996,128}, 33,550,336.

But to me, what help are such perfections in music from before in the bigger numbers?
Therefore one sees that the limit of 6 again does nothing because of this perfection in music.
Otherwise the large numbers must be, because they themselves thus allow how the number six is
dealt with, also musical numbers, which will never do.  And nevertheless, one sees whether the
sixth number has its perfection from itself or whether it, itself, foes not come many more times
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from the three first numbers 1, 2, 3?  For if these were not so, then the sixth number would not
exist either.  These three are the origin of the number six; they are also the cause of the above
mentioned division and addition.  Hence the limit of 6 gets its perfection not through itself but
accidentally from 1, 2, and 3 which now has perfection from one other thing.  That is not as
perfect as what is perfect in itself and for that reason one could say much more.  1, 2, 3 are the
most perfect numbers for they show a number that can in turn be divided again by each term, out
of which it has arisen, so that there is nothing left over.  And thus I therefore insist that the fourth
is more perfect than the limit of 6 which has gotten and borrowed its perfection from others.

Chapter Seven

A limit of 6 is termed a perfect number of the world (Numerus perfectus mundanus).

A limit of 6 alone can be termed allegorically, the perfect citizen of the world.  For if one
considers the 1, 2, 3 out of which the number six arises, then one has his allegory and moral: as
namely all which is worldly is created and arises from the Trinity.  Thus, out of these numbers 1,
2, 3 a limit of 6 has arisen as a worldly number, or visa versa.  Just as the limit of 6 has arisen as
a worldly number from these numbers 1, 2, 3, thus from the holy trinity everything which is in
and on the world has arisen and been completed in six days and these are three perfect terms just
as one is the point from which all originates.  The Binarius produces the 1st form and plan; it also
represents a triangle, which reflects the trinity.  If now this allegory doesn’t demonstrate
anything certain, then one still can draw his own conclusions from it.  From time to time the
spiritual factor is illustrated through natural, physical things.  Here also, the well-known proverb
can find its place: every perfect grouping of three.  On this number of 3, the limit of 4,
concerning whose perfection has been dealt with above.

And just as the worldly perfection is the most incomplete perfections, so through a
comparison the perfect worldliness of a limit of 6 is the most perfect number. Contrary to its
preceding terms to which here and explanation can be given.  Briefly, if the numbers which are
nearer to the fundamental are more perfect than those which are further away, then without fail
the limit of 4 is more perfect than the a limit of 6 which is here repeated once more and remains
the fundamental.  Otherwise one could imagine a certain perfection for any number and adorn it
with such apparent explanations.  Hence a person would come up with this point of view, the
other would come up with another opinion so that the true foundation of music would be
darkened and would vanish.

Indeed we already see how one person for these reasons, the other for other reasons wants
to attribute perfection to these numbers, as particularly for the number 7 in the case of Cornelio
Agrippa, Macrobio Schwentero, and many other authors.  In fact, even to some very large
numbers which have no application in music, a special perfection has been attributed.  If now the
well versed and other authors have foundation and reason as to why they attribute certain
perfection to certain numbers, then their intention is not always directed toward the music but
toward another objective.  For that reason one must not be mixed with the other.
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Chapter Eight

Whether the unison is or is not a consonance.  Equality and the unison are different.

Now we also want to deal with something about the proportion and indeed, to begin with
concerning the unison since the question arises where the unison is a consonance or a
dissonance, or a principal interval?

To this, in short, give an answer that the unison if it stems from a body is neither
consonant nor dissonant, but it is the beginning of all intervals.  However, here no fallacies must
intervene.  For if a string which is also a body becomes separated into two similar parts through a
bridge, then from each string a unison would be heard.  If both stings are simultaneously struck,
then it is similar and is the equivalent of when two strings sides of an equal length next to one
another are pulled and struck.  There, from that then would equal tone, which one can call it in a
certain sense, as perfect consonance because they resound simultaneously, a fact which comes
from a corporal body, or string that can be termed non consonance for it resounds alone and with
no other things.

And from this foundation, the unison was regarded among the ancients as no consonant.
A difference must be made between the unison and equal sound, just as between the fundamental
and the proportion of equality.  Then the matter is already clear and the equality is in a certain
sense a consonance.  But the unison is neither consonance nor dissonance, but rather a principle
interval, and this is also the opinion of the ancient musicians.

Chapter Nine

The further proportions in forms step from the equality the more imperfect they are.

From one number, one can conclude no certain things in music, even if one also divides it and

from it makes proportions.  Proportio multiplex is not always good in music.  One can judge in

music from the proportion and difference.  Proportionalitas Arithmetica or Naturalis and
Harmonica.

Concerning the proportions, it is already known that the nearer these are in certain forms
to the equality, the more perfect they are, as in 2/1 is more perfect than 3/1.  After these follows
4/1, 5/1, 6/1.  In subsequent number ratios (superparticularis) is 3/2 and 4/3, 5/4 and 6/5.

In skipping numbers it is 5/3, 8/5.  In this way is now observed that one should not look
at the terms collectively, otherwise a great confusion might occur in the music as never before
has been heard.  For if one wanted to take the superparticular ratio 5/4 and adds together those
terms which make up nine and if one on the contrary wanted to take the superparticular ratio 5/3
which together makes up eight and say that it is more perfect, one would find himself deceived
since it is known that the skipped proportions are not as perfect as the superparticulars.  For to
this difference remains the fundamental, but that moves into the plurality.  Therefore the former
is harder to understand.  One must indeed take note here of beautiful proportions.  It is that the
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proportions must be close not only to the equality, but they must also be constituted in such a
way that in them a difference is not too large.  For the farther 2 things are apart which are
supposed to yield agreement and harmony, the more widely they are different, the more
imperfect the unison will be.

And those must be taken necessarily into consideration in those proportions and
proportionalities, otherwise 100/1, 1000/1, 10,000/1 would have to be also good musical
proportions for they remain close to the fundamental.  But experience will teach everyone that
these proportions can give a terrible or completely no harmony at all because of their great
difference.  Even in all big differences are usually great dissonances and the big differences must
also be necessarily in large numbers.  For if one cannot bring wide proportionality and
proportions down to lesser terms, then even the dissonance is so much greater.  Therefore, one
will draw conclusions out of the size of the numbers and differences.

And this is a certain judgment, since one can see which intervals, chord progressions are
best and most perfect, also which dissonances are most bearable and let themselves be resolved
in the best way, Videatur Boetii book 2, Arithm. Chapter 48.

Therefore, it is also better that one would pass judgment on harmony and progression
from the natural division in which numbers follow in an orderly fashion rather than if one would
take the harmonious ones in which the numbers are placed backwards.  As for example 4, 5, 6 is
a perfect harmonic triad in natural numbers and progression.  15, 12, 10 are indeed a triad, but as
if they were contrary to the natural order since the numbers are reversed.  Thus, they can also not
be brought as close to the fundamental as the natural ones, as this triad yields, and consequently
it is with other proportions.

However, the harmonic proportionality has its great value in other musical things for
which there is not enough space here to discuss.  Our monochord will show something which
thereby can be noticed against the temperament; for the division itself, so to speak, is harmonic.
The arithmetic always has the same differences.  But how is the harmonious, like the first and
last term of the proportions (as 2 – 3 – 4) mathematical and 6 – 4 – 3 harmonic?  Here 6 : 3
makes a double proportion; therefore also 2/1 the difference.  But there in that case, is the 11/1
difference.

Chapter Ten

Whether the number 3 or the number 6 is more perfect.  The number 3 is a proportion composite.

The imperfection can not understand perfection.

If we further examine the perfection or superiority of proportions, then we also remain in
accord with the dear ancient ones in the natural order of numbers as 2/1, 3/2, 4/3, 5/4, and
6/5.  Here, some contradict who assert that triple proportion 3/1 is more perfect than 3/2.  As
5/1 is also better than 5/4, etc., I indeed leave everyone to his own opinion without contradicting.
But to me, I can’t imagine this because of the following facts.  Number one, because the natural
way is step by step 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and not skipping 3/1, 4/1, 5/1, 6/1.  And if these latter are
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already multiple proportions and the types are always set up for the superparticular ratios by
authors, then that happens only because this same type always stems from the fundamental, and
the double proportion has precedence over all others.

Meanwhile, in multiple proportions, the greatest term widely deviates from the
fundamental so far as in superparticular ratio, as 5/1 and 5/4, although the smaller superparticular
proportion terms are larger than the multiple proportions.  However, on the contrary, the
difference in multiple proportions is all the greater, which the proportion itself makes more
imperfect.  For where there is no great difference, the harmony and unison is the most perfect
and this as in all natural things, is known that nature does not make a vacuum unless it is forced
to.  Let us take an example in front of us.  If we divide a certain length into 3 parts, then the
entire length must be fully considered before one can say that is the 3rd part of 1/3rd of the whole.
Thus the 2/3rds of the whole quantity is related closer than 1/3rd, and the difference is not as great
as the 1/3rd.

Thus, I can not consider the 3/2 less perfect, but rather more perfect as a limit of 3.  Next
to this the triple proportion is also a combined proportion in that from the double or proportion of
fifth altered, it has its origin namely through the addition
2/1 2 1 because now the triple has its origin similarly from the proportion of fifth, is indeed
3/1 6 3
more perfect.  For naturally, the daughter can not be better and more perfect than the mother.  So
the triple is by accident a perfect consonance by the perfection of the proportion of fifth per se
since the number 2 has its relationship to the number 3, the simple fifth is born.

For the fundamental has had its point of departure not from the number 3 but from the
number 2.  The number 2 however, in turn looks to the number 3, and therefore nature does not
leap.  And then the compound 5th by accident and extraordinarily comes out of the fundamental
and not ordinarily as also many other multiple proportions.  Indeed, unity is for the sake of all
numbers, but the second is of the third, the third of the fourth, and so on.  In truth, the unity is not
the nearest cause of the third, fourth, etc., but removed.  However, all things, the more they are
removed among themselves, the more perfect they are.  However, the more unified, the more
perfect.  Thus the second and third render a more perfect proportion than the first and third in his
musical discussion.

Here again one wants to object that doubles the proportion of the fifth have their origin
                 4

from the triple through the mediation 1        3 and not through the addition.  Those which
  1 : 2  3
wanted to make it the same way once more would put the cart in front of the horse, for the
double is more perfect than the triple, which is unquestionable.  If now, through or in the
imperfection one wants to judge the perfection, it would likewise be contrary to nature.  Thus,
when from a little or imperfect proportion 81/80, or 16/15 one wants to find a bigger or more
perfect proportion, something like 3/2 or 2/1, he would act completely in the wrong way and so
to speak, wander in a labyrinth.

For imperfection can’t judge and discern that which is perfect.  Now what here has been
mentioned concerning the triple 3/1 is also understood concerning the other multiple proportions
such as 4/1, 5/1, 6/1.  Only that 4/1 from 2 double proportions is added together they have within
itself their origin, and for that reason a double proportion has a special perfection.
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Chapter Eleven

Contains one short description of the division of the monochord.  Harmonia ex propotione
multiplici.

For the sympathetic readers we want to here describe the natural monochord distribution
since they will then see the orderly sequence of intervals.  For if the entire string was divided
into 2 parts, then the whole thing will stand against the half, and is 2/1.  Thereupon the entire
string is set into 3 parts.  For if the 2nd is held against the 3rd part, in terms of 3/2, the unum or the
whole string after this is again divided into 4 parts.  Then the 3rd part will relate to the 4th part of
the entire string in terms of 4/3.  Furthermore, if the whole was subdivided into 5 parts, then the
4th will be struck with the 5th part and accordingly the 5th with the 6th.  How these intervals are
applied to the monochord is shone on the right hand side in the copperplate sub. Num. I, II.  For
that in the middle, and so to speak in the center, natural division applies wherever the C is found
next to the 3.  But further up in the right hand, g next to 3, furthermore c next to 4, c’ next to 5,
g’ next to 6, and c’’ is found next to the number 8 from which one can derive more guidance for
this section.

In skipping proportions, the 3rd is against the 5th part.  Then the 5th is against the 8th part,
and so forth.  Here we indeed see that ordinarily we go from 2/1, from 3/2, and etc.  Therefore no
one can say that from 3 : 1 or 5 : 1 is an ordinary progression or relationship.  3/1, 4/1, 5/1 is
closer than 2/1, 3/2, 4/3, 5/4.  Because if now all ordinary numbers are more perfect than the
extraordinary ones, therefore one will again conclude that 3/2 is more perfect that 3/1, and so on.
Thus also giving the multiple proportions insofar as they deviate far, they yield a gap and
scattered harmony which pleases the ear little, and the farther from the fundamental, the more
irritating the consonance becomes.

To illustrate by means of a simile, one can well say a child must relate to his father in
greater love and unity than to his grandfather, or to the great-grandfather.  Otherwise Adam
would have to be closer related to us by nature than our own father and create a better harmony
with us; which, however, cannot be.  Furthermore let one reflect and examine the characteristic
of each proportion.  Then a certain judgment of musical temperament, composition, and harmony
can be passed.  On the contrary, nothing certain can be decided and judged from a proportion
which is made up of a single number, as has already been thought.  Here therefore, it must be
treated as a proportion, then one can distinguish and judge.
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Chapter Twelve

The order of intervals lets itself be heard in an open, long organ pipe.  In a covered one, the

order is reversed.  Daitromi or Tremores.

In a long open and narrow-scaled organ pipe, if it was several times overblown, the
intervals simply follow in the order C-cg-cegc’.  But if the pipe is very wide scaled, then the
pitches follow not as far as C-c-g-c’.  So, surprisingly enough, all intervals are contained in an
open pipe according to the aforementioned order and if no sound is exceeded unless it must
occur with the force of over-blowing, wherefrom we perceive and become aware of the
proportional order of intervals, we noticed that nature goes not by process of leaps but stepwise.

Whereby in a similar way it is to be concluded that 3/1, 4/1, 5/1 skip extraordinarily and
are forced from the order.  Whatever happens outside of the order is not as perfect as what
remains within the order.  Hence, the main rule of all musicians: the closer the intervals are kept,
the more perfect the harmony remains.

In a narrow, covered pipe we have another process.  There, there occurs in the first place,
when the pipe sounds a C, it then gives, in the first over-blowing, quintam prime compositam a
deviation can be heard so that the progression deviates from the consonances.  These sounds now
exist in primarily uneven or masculine numbers as 1, 3, 5, 6 in the pitches C-g-e’-b’ and it is
surprising as to how nature has arranged it so wonderfully, whereby one can have all sorts of
good ideas.  But because we people don’t want to assume anything except what our crude
reasoning can penetrate, which often leads us into the greatest of errors, therefore it is best that
one mentions nothing of it.

Probably, a bright light will go up for our descendents in which they will better recognize
both the natural and intellectual things, as now, we are going too far.  Otherwise something
should be mentioned of the drone and the beating.  People have objected to me that these
diadrom can not have their movement according to the musical proportion, but in the octave
smaller part would have to move eight times and not twice against the large part.  I certainly can
not imagine such a thing, and I think that it must happen in double proportion.  Twice to once, I
omit the reasons.

However, because one disputes the pros and cons and can present rather evident reasons
for this, I leave each one to his opinion. But whereas one propter celeritatem can not count the
beats, I can present no judgment accordingly.  For as little as one can conclude by the sounds
from Mathesis, all the less can one experience certainty about musical things through such swift
beating.  But if the beats occur accordingly to the numbers proportion, then the judgment still
comes only through reason and not demonstrated.  For if we can have the pure water from the
well, then we don’t have any reason to dip from the mixed and impure stream.  We go to the
quantities in the sub-division.
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Chapter Thirteen

From one number, one can judge in music if a proportion already has been made out of it.

Here we want to think briefly about what sort of confusion there could be if we wanted to
pass judgment in music from mere numbers and proportions which would be added and
collected.  For if proportion of equality: 4/4 would be combined, it yields 8.  From this 8 then
one can still form sub-proportions, such as 1 2 3.  If now one should want to

             7 6 5
say 7/1 was consonant because the terms do not exceed the limit of 8 if they are added, he would
bring forth curious principles and one could not imagine it more strangely.  Or if he should want
to say 7/1 or 5/3 would be more perfect than 5/4 because one more fundamental is present in it,
that person would find himself deceived.  Let one look at a form of proportion, and the
difference.  Then one will rather discover for 1 more is a mere number, another is a proportion.
One number makes, as already said, no consonance but good proportions.  In this manner the
number 7 would also be a harmonic number; for 6/1 is a sextuple and yields compound 5ths to the
2nd power.  Therefore also 5/2 yields ce’ then also 4/3 yields cf.

On the contrary, the octave would become a non-harmonic number if 1 should be
combined with 7, 12 and 18 which are harmonic.  But they are ruined and lose their
characteristic if they become disunited, as 11/1 and 17/1.  The numbers 11, 13, 17 are by no
means harmonic.  But they yield intervals if they stand thusly: 10/1, 12/1 and 16/1 in pitches
Cc’’, Cg’’, Cc’’: Who now doesn’t see the horrible confusion that originates from here?  Now if
the a limit of 6 makes such a perfect interval in the aforesaid manner, and 5/1 which yields ce’’,
then the consonance 5/2, which comes from the number 7 would be more perfect for this is a
composita primo M3rd cd’.  And who doesn’t see here that these whole numbers lose their
nature and characteristic if the same are subdivided into certain proportions?  In fact, each
proportion which now arises from a whole number acquires a different nature.  For 6/2 and
5/3, if they both exist in the octave, are by nature far removed from one another.  5/2 and 4/3
each contain the number 7, however dissimilar from one another.  5/1 and 4/2 contain the limit of
6, but are by nature still very different.  Therefore we simply leave it with the foundation of the
process, so that no confusion arises.

Chapter Fourteen

That the fourth is a perfect interval is affirmed and proven by the ancient musicians.  The fourth

must contain its right place, also the thirds and other intervals, or must have a resolution.

We also remain in the order of intervals of our wise forefathers among the ancients who
also for certain reason, because of the perfection of limits of 6 have divided the perfect intervals
as Cc/cg/gc’ and the imperfect c’e’, eg gc’/ec, and who would exclude the quartam from the
number perfection since after all the medium of the octave, the 5th and 4th is one and the same, as
above mentioned concerning the perfection of limits of 6.
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For if there was no fourth present, then also no fifth would be.  If one wants to fill an
octave with a mere 5th, then a 4th must be added.  Without this the octave cannot exist.  So
closely are they bound together that one doesn’t want to be without the other.  Thus they stand
among the numbers 2, 3, and 4.  If the limit of 3 is removed, then only the octave remains.  If it is
added, then, suddenly the 5th and 4th are produced.  If the number 4 is removed, then only the
octave remains.  If it is added, then suddenly, the 5th and 4th are produced.  If the number 4 is
again added simultaneously, the octave and the 4th are suddenly born.  Who here doesn’t see the
perfect 4th as also a perfect consonant fourth?  In this octave 2, 3, 4, the 3rds have as yet no place.
But if the numbers are continued 4, 5, 6, 8, then both 3rds appear in that the quinarius ternarium.
So also the 3rd through the addition of 5ths are produced as a masculine number.  This latter
situation occurs in the middle 5ths, the former situation occurs in the middle octave, since no term
such as the 3 falls in between the 6/5.

Here we now find 3 octaves.  The first is the fundamental to the next.  In 2/1 the other
contains only a Terminus in between, through which a three-voiced harmony is produced.  For 2,
3, 4, the third order of the octave is now more imperfect than the number which deviates so far
from the fundamental that the order must also be broken up so that the number 7 falls in
between, which is entirely incapable of giving consonance.  However, in this latter octave,
perfection is mingled with imperfection and thus untied so that almost all intervals are contained
therein.  But that the fourth is preferred by some people over an imperfect consonance or
dissonance comes from the fact that if it merely fundamentally is only placed by or under the
fifth, then it doesn’t have its proper place and represents and brings to the light of the day a
distortion of nature and therefore requires a resolution.  Just such a quality it has with the tertian,
which are nothing other than inverted 6ths.  For if they are used, then they, namely the 6ths, must
similarly be brought to resolution.  The 5th consists of 3/2.  If the 2 is doubled, we have 4/3.  The
M3rd consists of 5/4.  If the number 4 is doubled, thus 8/5 develops and yields a m6th.  Thus,
these are now inverted manners which nature cannot tolerate and demands their resolution.  But
so that the 4th still sounds somewhat harsher if it is removed from its position, as the 6th because
of its position consists of perfect numbers, hence the dissonance is perceived even greater.  For
the more perfect and pure a thing is, the more sooner can one sense a lack in it.  Because of this
the fourth is no imperfect consonance, much less a dissonance.  But the inversion of the natural
number order causes this harshness.

But if it remains in its right order, so it is as perfect as the fifth, as already mentioned, it is
simultaneously born.  Only by ordinary reasoning is it less perfect than the fifth.  Indeed in our
musical guidebook, an incidental reason is certainly added; namely why the mere fourth doesn’t
sound good, as if it was struck together with its fundamentally set fifth.  But the day teaches the
day, the fifth alone or below doesn’t sound well is no cause other than it doesn’t remain in its
proper order, and that the limit of 3 is the mother and root upon which a perfect natural harmony
can be built; but 1, 2, 4, 8 is the correct root on which a perfect harmony can be set up, as
previously mentioned.
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Chapter Fifteen

Example: that the fourth is a perfect interval and follows from the Quintam in the specie
suparticulari.  Themes of the Graduum perfectionis do not take anything from the musical

fundament.  One’s own honor must not be searched for with prudence.

Let one listen to all people, educated, and uneducated, as well as those who don’t
understand music.  If a chorale is being sung, they join in singing at the octave.  If they can’t do
that, they all sing at the 5th or 4th since they can then sing alone.  But, however, at the 3rd, no one
will be able to progress, for they will soon become confused.  Also, there are many non-
harmonic relations in the progression of 3rds which do not occur as much in the 4ths.  Now if the
4th was not perfect, then nature would not incline in that direction and drive people to song along
in that way.  Then why should I not allow the 4th to follow after the 5th in the ORDINE
perfectionis and to be placed before the M3rd since they have one in the same specific
proportion, namely the superparticulars and 4/3 or fourths precede the 5/4 or M3rd.  One would
have to act likewise against nature if one wanted to count 4, 5, 3, 4 or if 5 preceded 3 in natural
numbers.  In such a way the natural progress and total musical foundation would be reversed and
ruined so that one could have no certain musical matters.  The 4ths also can’t therefore be
excluded from the number of perfect consonants although their composition can’t be brought
into musical proportions.  For no musical proportion whose smaller term is odd, can be brought
in multiple proportions so that the composite was
3, 4, 5, 6, 8, etc.  Therefore we also see that the perfect harmony remains not alone in the
2  3  4  5  3
multiple proportions.  For thus as little as 1001 and 1000 yields a perfection in music.  This also
gives just so little 1000/1.  However, 1001:1000 could be accepted sooner, for this difference
could still be tolerated in a temperament, but 1000/1 has no use in the musical proportions.  In
fact, let one look at 32/1.  According to the organ builder, pitch 8 foot is against a quarter foot on
the keyboard, big C against c””.  One should notice for himself what an imperfect harmony these
both would make.  From that one can see that the proportions and interval composition are not as
perfect as the simple ones.  Otherwise, one might want to term the perfect intervals, less perfect
and imperfect as octave, fifths, fourths are perfect intervals; M and m3rds, less perfect; mM and
m6ths imperfect.

For this designation doesn’t confuse the fundamental at all. Or one could take the first
most perfect octave.  The perfect fourth to be found in the other octave as a fifth.  The less
perfect skipped proportions in the 3rd octave as M and m3rds, termed as M and m6ths.  All these
designations don’t give and take anything away from the music fundamental.  However, the
order must not be destroyed.  For where such happens, the entire musical foundation is ruined,
because the experience also shows that the more perfect intervals can’t endure the temperament
as well as the imperfect ones.  Therefore one ought to examine whether a 4th sounds not as
equally false as a 5th.  If one gives or takes a comma from the same, on the contrary, a M3rd
suffers much more and is more tolerable to hear if a comma is added or subtracted.

Anyone who wants to try can.  But as always the strings which are tuned in unison must
be strung purely.  Therefore the ear must also consent that the fourth is more perfect that the
major third and that the order of number and proportions will not be reversed.
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Chapter Sixteen

Some other names and opinions which do not also upset the musical fundament.

Now as these designations in the music do not upset the musical foundation, so the
proportions can be directed more to other keys than from the C, especially in diatonic syntona
scale to F or G and the temperament is distributed on that, as 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, imperfect 5th in
diatonic syntona scale which is comma too small in D and A, and also be brought in A and e,
which also yields no confusion of intervals and temperament.  Which key or which mode is first,
such shall not be discussed now.  But it is certain that it must be one of these major thirds to be
assigned from the fundamental key.

For the order of numbers besides itself doesn’t teach it otherwise.  Eve if many
mathematicians, musicians, philosophers have attributed a certain key to a certain planet and at
the same time, claim with their mathematical demonstrations that the pitch of the planets and the
stars has an exact relationship with the musical proportions, then one can not also disregard this
opinion because it upsets the foundation of musical knowledge, but rather strengthens it.  For let
us assume that the planets were at one or another distance so that the musical proportions do not
come out entirely pure with all others and with those existing in the stars did not want to appear
entirely.  Then a good temperament can still be contained therein.  It would be nice if one could
have everything accurately in the measurement of distance of the constellations.  Thus one can
probably also practice such a temperament.  The world famous imperial mathematician Kepler
(whom I trust very much) has extensively written in his Harmonia Mundi.  But because of
beloved brevity this will be passed by.  Andrew Reinhardi and A. Bartholi have also dealt with
that.  This was thus dealt with concerning the nature and characteristic of the numbers and the
musical proportions.  Now we want to continue and introduce a scale by which monochord and
the temperament can be arranged.

Chapter Seventeen

Guidance concerning the monochord division, next to the whole calculation of the monochord,

how all consonances and dissonances are made in their radical numbers as widely as the

operation of the temperament extends itself.

This scale now originates from the small musical root numbers when they are connected.
Baryphonus, Gibelius, and others have extensively taught how to accomplish this combination.
In our musical guidebook, something of it is also dealt with.  The easiest way, in my opinion,
happens through the rule of threes (Regulam de TRI).  But first one must search for a number on
which the other numbers can rest, so that not as many or no flaws can enter the scale.  Otherwise
one must go through again or operate with flaws, which for some is more troublesome.  Our
combined scale is placed as follows in an octave:
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3600  3456   3375   3240   3200   3072   3000   2880   2700   2592
  C       C#     C#d      Dm      D       D#      Em      E         F       F#m
_____________________________________________________________

2560   2400   2304   2250   2160   2133.3    2040   2025   2000  1920   1800
  F#        G       G#      Am       A       AM        As      Bm      Bb      H         c

We find more from the monochord.  Now we should also mention in detail how our monochord
must be divided in the temperament.  But because the sketch is in front of our eyes, then each
one can already see how he will get along.  But something of it has been mentioned so that no
one has to complain.  By way of a good introduction, the division of all intervals consists of three
numbers, as 2, 3, and 5, in which it appears that only the 2 and 3 are doubled, or rather their
quantities become halved.  Where there are two parts, this one again makes through halves into
four parts, the 4 to 8, the 3 to 6; and thus again as if on the monochord a double proportion or the
octave is to be found.  If one divides the whole string from one bridge to another into two equal
parts, then the means is correct.  Here on this point, one can draw a vertical cross-line and on it is
the number 1800, which is combined with these radical numbers next to the c.  But the
fundamental of this scale is found at the bridge on the left hand side 3600 and is here the big C.

To obtain the fifth, the entire string is divided into three parts, of which on the left hand
side one part is removed, and then the number 2400 and G are written in.  To find the fourth, the
whole string is again divided into four parts; 1 is dropped, and then on that point where the 1 part
ends, the number 2700 next to the F appears.  To achieve the major third, the string is again
divided into five parts and the one on the left as always happens, must be removed, for there
2880 and E are set.  From that comes the m third if the string is divided into six parts and five
parts of that are struck, since the five parts again react.  E minor is written down with the number
3000.

The A is found if there from F to the bridge on the right hand side, the string is divided
into five parts and four of them are struck.  On the same point is A with its number 2160.  The B
is similarly thus found if from the G to the end, five parts were made and if on this the circle
reaches back to the first, the number 1920 is placed next to the B.  There the big C as the
fundament also entirely be found again if from C, the entire string is divided into five parts and
from that, three parts are struck.  Thus, the A originates; then from D, the B.  the chromatic notes
also are obvious if from D to the bridge on the right hand side, five parts are made and on the left
side one part is removed.  Since then this section falls behind the f# with 2560.  From E to G# is
also handled thusly, from A to C# also thusly, from B to D# again thusly through five parts.
Then third from C# [error in text as G#] to E is found if from point C# to the bridge, six parts are
made and five on the right hand side are struck, and thus all m thirds in all keys.  These and all
others could again be found in various ways.  Still it is easier to search through fifths and thirds
than through those which require larger numbers.  For the sake of brevity, we don’t want to do
more about that, he who seeks finds.

Whoever knows how to divide the proportions of intervals first of all, will also learn to
find the dissonances.  Here, in this case, we have the scale reduction of pure clavium (pitches) on
which our temperament is based and demonstrated from which both the consonances and
dissonances can be recognized: and especially because the intervals before the fifths in the
temperament must be taken into consideration, then one can immediately recognize from these
roots themselves, and it is a useful thing because all circular arcs from the monochord would fall
too distantly and cause confusion.  For the advantage of the beginner, we still want to set up a
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description and a reminder of the synopsis of the monochord.  If both extreme outlines are torn
up so the entire length contained therein must be divided into two parts, then right in the middle
comes the c next to the number 1800 written above it.  After that, the entire space is broken
down into three parts (beginning to calculate with the number 3600 C).  To the first part comes
2400, G on the line, on the following bridge circle comes 1200 g (and always on the vertical
cross-line).  After this, the space is again divided into four parts.  On the first step comes 2700 F.
From the other step of the circle is found the c 1800; from the third 900 c’.

Afterwards, the whole is made into five parts.  The first step yields 2800 E.  The other,
2160 A; the third, 1440 e; the fourth, 720 e’.  It is divided into six parts and yields the first step
3000 E-flat; the other finds 2400 G; the third finds 1800 C; the fourth, g 1200; the fifth, 600 g’.
After this, the entire space is again divided into nine parts.  Then the D 3200 must be placed on
the first step, on the third step stands 2400 G; on the fourth comes 200 B; on the fifth, 1600 D;
on the sixth, g 1200.  From this D, the circle can again be started and five parts are made until the
end line on the right hand side.  In the first extension is 1260 [error in text 2560] F#.  On the
other is 1920 B.  On the third, F# 1280.  From 2880 E can again be started and until the end can
be divided into five parts.  On the first extension, G# 2304 must be made; on the other, 1728 c#.

From this c#, the entire space is measured until the end on the right hand side.  This part
is again returned from E with the undisturbed circle on the left hand side.  For what, the big C#
3456 falls in place.

From F 2700, it is again divided into four parts up to the right hand side from the space.
On the first step, B-flat must be placed.  On the other is found 1350 f.  From 2304 G#, the space
on the right hand side is again divided into three parts.  On the first step, the 1536 d# is noticed.
From this G#, struck with an undisturbed circle on the left hand side, is laced 3072 D#.  From
this D# the entire space is divided into three parts on the right hand side, coming from the first
step 2048 A#, etc.

From D 3200, divided into three parts to the right in the first step, 1133 1/3 A major is
designated.  From 2160 A until in the right hand two parts are made, and then from this A, again
with the undisturbed circle in the left hand, on this point, 3240 D m is placed.  From this D m in
the direction of the right hand, five parts are again made.  On the first step comes 2592 F# m;
from F 2700, five parts are again made on the right hand side and then from the same F with the
undisturbed circle one struck back on the left hand side, appears c# major 3375.  From the c# on
the right hand, three parts are made.  Then on the first step 2250 A m appears.  From this A m on
the right hand, four parts are made.  On the first step of the circle the 16787_  c# major appears.
From the F# minor 2592, two parts are divided by the vertical cross-line on the right hand side.
On the first step comes f# minor 1296.  If _ of F# minor 2592 is added, then other octaves are
found.  One can easily distinguish the divisions, just as if one says the third part to the fourth part
is the natural proper division.  But if three quantities are held against four, that is the harmonic.
The comma can also be found from one key to another, but to describe those in detail would fall
too far a field.  This has already been mentioned above.  Now, if the commas which are the
auxiliary lines where all the notes stand, are brought down vertically, then even the small parts
such as the third and the fourth comma can be divided.  For thereby it is to be noted incidentally
that this division must b regularly understood mechanically.

For 80 to 81 is a superparticular proportion and can not be divided into two equal
proportions.  If one wanted to bring the entire tempered scale into whole numbers since the
commas are divided into third and fourth parts, then the numbers would be so large that one
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would feel an aversion to them; and also because no usefulness is involved, then the division
only happens mechanically. With that, each one may perceive how to understand our opinion.
Concerning the division of the diesis was already discussed in detail above, in order that
everyone has pleasure and may perceive the whole reason for this temperament.  If one comma is
divided into two parts, then it stands in the smallest numbers on the points 162/161/160.  In three
parts are the smallest terms 324; 323; 322; 320; the extremes are the comma.  Likewise now the
commas on the right hand side of the monochord will become ever smaller because the string
becomes shorter.  If the division from that on the right is again begun, then in each space the
parts of a comma must also be somewhat smaller on the right string.  But because the simplicity
in the copper-plate can be observed exactly and the ear does not notice this delicate difference, I
then wanted to mention this for your information in order that if someone perhaps wanted to
make a long monochord, this fact could be held in consideration.  One can read further in the
musical supplements of Joseph Zarlino, Book 4, concerning the various ways of dividing the
proportions.

Chapter Eighteen

Shows how the harmony cannot be contained together through the subsemitones and what is still

to be observed on the monochord.

Concerning the 196 parts on the monochord, these must be subdivided in a particular
way.  When first of all, the entire space in these parts is divided into seven parts, forty-nine parts
result; accordingly afterwards, each part can be divided into four parts thus yielding one hundred
and ninety-six parts, and the numbers and pitches are also added to that.  At the very first
however, two outer most vertical cross-lines are struck; accordingly the lines must be drawn
lengthwise, one can accordingly undertake the division.  From here now, all proportions follow
in their root numbers in so far as they are present in our monochord from one pitch to the other
and so to speak, a small dictionary is useful to this work, and although D. Bann has published
that type of work or root numbers which he called a calculated keyboard, yet still the semitones
are not dealt with.  So right here a very special calculation must be included and proportions are
rather to be found therein, because in one octave, eight subsemitones are present.  But because
our temperament process from C to f can be arranged in a circular manner, the calculation is
arranged from big C to underlined g.  Whoever desires and is inclined, can himself exercise this
and can calculate the entire keyboard easily through four or more octaves.
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C C# 25/24 Minor semitone
Cisd 16/15 Major semitone
Dm 10/9 Minor tone
D 9/8 Major tone
D# 75/64 Minor third minus enharmonic diesis
Em 6/5 Minor third
E 5/4 Major third
F 4/3 Fourth
F#m 25/18 Fourth semitone minor added
F# 45/32 Fourth semitone minor# comma added
G 3/2 Fifth
G# 25/16 Fifth semitone minor added
Am 8/5 Minor sixth
A 5/3 Major sixth
Ad 27/16 Major sixth semitone minor plus added comma
As 225/128  Major sixth semitone major plus comma added
Bm 16/9 Minor seventh minor comma flat
Bb 9/5 Minor seventh
B 15/8 Major seventh
C 2/1 Octave

C# C# 128/125 Enharmonic minor diesis
Dm 16/15 Major semitone
D 27/25 Major semitone cum comma
D# 9/8 Major tone
Em 144/125 Major tone enharmonic diesis added
E 6/5 Major third
F 32/25 Major third enharmonic diesis added
F#m 4/3 Fourth
F# 27/20 Fourth cum comma
G 36/25 Fifth minus minor semitone
G# 3/2 Fifth
A 8/5 Minor sixth
As 27/16 Major sixth comma added
Bbm 128/75 Major sixth cum enharmonic diesis added comma
Bb 216/125 Major sixth cum enharmonic diesis and comma
B 9/5 Minor seventh
C 48/25 Octave minus semitone
c# 2/1 Octave
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C#d Dm 25/24 Minor semitone
D 135/128 Semitone minus cum comma
D# 1125/1024 Major tone minus enharmonic diesis
Em 9/8 Major tone
E 6/5 Minor third
F 5/4 Major third
F#m 125/96 Major third added minor semitone
F# 675/512 Major third minus semitone and added coma
G 45/32 Fourth
G# 375/256 Fifth minus enharmonic diesis
Am 3/2 Fifth
A 25/16 Fifth added minor semitone
Ad 10071/6400 Minor sixth minus parta
As 3375/2045 Major sixth minus diesis parte
Bbm 5/3 Major sixth
Bb 27/16 Major sixth comma added
B 225/128 Major sixth semitone minor and comma added
c 15/8 Major seventh
c# 125/64 octave minus enharmonic diesis

Dm D 81/80 Comma
D# 135/128 Minor semitone cum comma
Em 27/25 Major semitone cum comma
E 9/8 Major tone
F 6/5 Minor third
F#m 5/4 Major third
F# 81/64 Major third comma added
G 27/20 Fourth comma added
G# 45/32 Fourth added minor semitone and comma
Am 36/25 Fifth minus minor semitone
A 3/2 Fifth
Adur 243/160 Fifth comma added
As 405/256 Fifth comma and minor semitone added
Bbm 9/5 Minor sixth
Bb 81/50 Minor sixth added comma
B 27/16 Major sixth cum comma
c 9/5 Minor seventh
c# 15/8 Major Seventh
c#d 48/25 Octave minus minor semitone
dm 2/1 Octave
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D D# 25/24 Minor semitone
Em 16/15 Major semitone
E 10/9 Minor tone
F 27/23 Minor third minus comma
F#m 100/81 Major third minus comma
F# 5/4 Major third
G 4/3 Fourth
G# 25/18 Fourth added minor semitone
Am 64/45 Fourth added major semitone
A 40/27 Fifth minus comma
Adur 3/2 Fifth
As 25/16 Fifth added minor semitone
Bbm 128/81 Minor sixth minus comma
Bb 8/5 Minor sixth
B 5/3 Major sixth
c 16/9 Minor seventh minus comma
c# 50/27 Major seventh minus comma
c#d 256/135 Octave minus minor semitone and comma
dm 160/81 Octave minus comma
d 2/1 Octave

D# Em 128/125 Enharmonic minor diesis
E 16/15 Major semitone
F 256/225 Minor semitone cum enharmonic diesis
F#m 32/27 Minor Third minus comma
F# 6/5 Minor third
G 32/25 Major third added enharmonic diesis
G# 4/3 Fourth
Am 512/375 Fourth added diesis
A 64/45 Fourth added major semitone
Ad 36/25 Fifth minus minor semitone
As 3/2 Fifth
Bbm 1024/675 Fifth diminished brother add diesis part
Bb 192/125 Fifth added enharmonic diesis
B 8/5 Minor sixth
c 128/75 Major sixth added enharmonic diesis
c# 16/9 Minor seventh minus comma
c#d 2048/1125 Minor seventh diminished brother added diesis part
dm 256/135 Octave minus minor semitone and comma
d 48/25 Octave minus minor semitone
d# 2/1 Octave
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Em E 25/24 Minor semitone
F 10/9 Minor tone
F#m 125/108 Minor tone added minor semitone
F# 75/64 Major tone added major semitone
G 5/4 Major third
G# 125/96 Fourth minus diesis
Am 4/3 Fourth
A 25/18 Fourth added minor semitone
Ad 45/32 Fourth added minor semitone and comma
As 375/256 Fifth minus diesis
Bbm 40/27 Fifth minus comma
Bb 3/2 Fifth
B 25/16 Minor sixth minus diesis
c 5/3 Major sixth
c# 125/72 Major sixth added minor semitone
dm 16/9 Minor seventh minus comma
d 50/27 Major seventh minus comma
d# 15/8 Major seventh
em 2/1 Octave

E F 16/15 Major semitone
F#m 10/9 Minor tone
F# 9/8 Major tone
G 6/5 Minor third
G# 5/4 Major third
Am 32/25 Major third added diesis
A 4/3 Fourth
Adur 27/20 Fourth added comma
As 45/32 Fourth added minor semitone and comma
Bbm 64/45 Fourth added major semitone
Bb 405/256 Fifth minus minor semitone and comma
B 3/2 Fifth
c 8/5 Minor sixth
c# 5/3 Major sixth
c#d 128/75 Major sixth added diesis
dm 16/9 Minor seventh minus comma
d 9/5 Minor seventh
d# 15/8 Major seventh
em 48/25 Octave minus minor semitone
e 2/1 Octave
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F F#m 25/24 Minor semitone minus
F# 135/128 Major semitone minus cum comma
G 9/8 Major semitone
G# 75/64 Minor third minus enharmonic diesis
Am 6/5 Minor third
A 5/4 Major third
Adur 81/64 Major third added comma
As 675/512 Major third added minor semitone and comma
Bbm 4/3 Fourth
Bb 27/20 Fourth added comma
B 45/32 Fourth added minor semitone and comma
c 3/2 Fifth
c# 25/16 Fifth added minor semitone
c#d 8/5 Minor sixth
dm 5/3 Major sixth
d 27/16 Major sixth added comma
d# 225/128 Major sixth added minor semitone and comma
em 9/5 Minor seventh
e 15/8 Major seventh
f 2/1 Octave

F#m F# 81/80 Comma
G 27/25 Major semitone cum comma
G# 9/8 Major tone
Am 144/125 Major tone added enharmonic diesis
A 6/5 Minor third
Ad 243/200 Minor third added comma
As 81/64 Major third added comma
Bbm 32/25 Major third added enharmonic diesis
Bb 162/125 Major third added diesis and comma
B 27/20 Fourth added comma
c 25/16 Fifth minus minor semitone
c# 3/2 Fifth
c#d 192/125 Fifth added enharmonic diesis
dm 8/5 Minor sixth
d 81/50 Minor sixth added comma
d# 27/16 Major sixth added comma
em 216/125 Minor seventh minus minor semitone
e 9/5 Minor seventh
f 48/25 Octave minus minor semitone
f#m 2/1 Octave
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F# G 16/15 Major semitone
G# 10/9 Minor tone
Am 256/125 Minor tone added enharmonic diesis
A 32/27 Minor third minus comma
Adur 6/5 Minor third
As 5/4 Major third
Bbm 512/405 Fourth minus minor semitone and comma
Bb 32/25 Fourth minus minor semitone
B 4/3 Fourth
c 64/45 Fourth added major semitone
c# 40/27 Fifth minus comma
c#d 1024/675 Fifth dimidia ferè parte diesis abund.

dm 162/81 Minor sixth minus comma
d 8/5 Minor sixth
d# 5/3 Major sixth
em 128/75 Major sixth added enharmonic diesis
e 16/9 Minor seventh minus comma
f 256/135 Octave minus enharmonic diesis
f#m 160/81 Octave minus comma
f# 2/1 Octave

G G# 25/24 Minor semitone
Am 16/15 Major semitone
A 10/9 Minor tone
Adur 9/8 Major tone
As 75/64 Minor third minus enharmonic diesis
Bbm 32/27 Minor third added comma
Bb 6/5 Minor third
B 5/4 Major third
c 4/3 Fourth
c# 25/18 Fourth added minor semitone
c#d 64/45 Fourth added major semitone
dm 40/27 Fifth minus comma
d 3/2 Fifth
d# 25/16 Fifth added minor semitone
em 8/5 Minor sixth
e 5/3 Major sixth
f 32/19 Minor seventh minus comma
f#m 50/27 Major seventh minus comma
f# 15/8 Major seventh
g 2/1 Octave
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G# Am 128/125 Minor enharmonic diesis
A 16/15 Major semitone
Adur 27/25 Major semitone cum comma
As 9/8 Manor tone
Bbm 256/225 Minor tone added minor enharmonic diesis
Bb 144/125 Major added minor enharmonic diesis
B 6/5 Minor third
c 25/18 Fourth minus minor semitone
c# 4/3 Fourth
c#d 512/375 Fourth added enharmonic diesis
dm 64/45 Fourth added major semitone
d 40/27 Fifth minus minor semitone
d# 3/2 Fifth
em 192/125 Fifth added enharmonic diesis
e 8/5 Minor sixth
f 128/75 Major sixth added enharmonic diesis
f#m 16/9 Minor seventh minus comma
f# 9/5 Minor seventh
g 48/25 Octave minus minor semitone

Am A 25/24 Minor semitone
Adur 135/128 Minor semitone cum comma
As 1125/1024 Major tone minus enharmonic diesis
Bbm 10/9 Minor tone
Bb 9/8 Major tone
B 75/64 Major tone added minor semitone
c 5/4 Major third
c# 125/96 Major third added minor semitone
c#d 4/3 Fourth
dm 25/18 Fourth added minor semitone
d 45/32 Fourth added minor semitone and comma
d# 375/256 Fifth minus enharmonic diesis
em 3/2 Fifth
e 25/16 Minor sixth minus enharmonic diesis
f 5/3 Major sixth
f#m 125/72 Major sixth added minor semitone
f# 225/128 Major sixth added minor semitone and comma
g 15/8 Major seventh
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A Adur 81/80 Comma
As 135/128 minor semitone cum comma
Bbm 16/15 Major semitone
Bb 27/25 Major semitone added comma
B 9/8 Major tone
c 6/5 Minor third
c# 5/4 Major third
c#d 32/25 Major third added enharmonic diesis
dm 4/3 Fourth
d 27/20 Fourth added comma
d# 45/32 Fourth added minor semitone and comma
em 36/25 Fifth minus minor semitone
e 3/2 Fifth
f 8/5 Minor sixth
f#m 5/3 Major sixth
f# 27/16 Major sixth added comma
g 9/5 Minor seventh

Adur As 25/24 Minor semitone
Bbm 256/243 Limma: five semitone diatonic
Bb 16/15 Major semitone
B 10/9 Minor tone
c 32/27 Minor third minus comma
c# 100/81 Major third minus comma
c#d 512/405 Fourth minus minor semitone and comma
dm 320/243 Fourth minus comma
d 4/3 Fourth
d# 25/18 Fourth added minor semitone
em 64/45 Fourth added major semitone
e 40/27 Fifth minus comma
f 128/81 Minor sixth minus comma
f#m 400/243 Major sixth minus comma
f# 5/3 Major sixth
g 16/9 Minor seventh minus comma
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As Bbm 2048/2025 Diesis ferè re dimidia pars

Bb 128/125 Diesis
B 16/15 Major semitone
c 256/225 Minor tone added enharmonic diesis
c# 32/27 Minor third minus comma
c#d 4096/3375 Minor third dimidia ferè parte diesis abundans

dm 512/505 Fourth minus minor semitone and comma
d 32/27 Minor third minus comma
d# 4096/3375 Minor third dimidia ferè parte diesis abundans

em 512/505 Fourth minus minor semitone and comma
e 64/45 Fourth added major semitone
f 1024/675 Fifth dimidia fere diesis parte abund

f#m 128/81 Minor sixth minus comma
f# 8/5 Minor sixth
g 128/75 Major sixth added enharmonic diesis

Bbm Bb 81/80 Comma
B 135/128 Minor semitone added comma
c 9/8 Major tone
c# 75/64 Minor third minus enharmonic diesis
c#d 6/5 Minor third
dm 5/4 Major third
d 81/64 Major third added comma
d# 675/512 Major third added minor semitone and comma
em 27/20 Fourth added comma
e 45/32 Fourth added minor semitone and comma
f 3/2 Fifth
f#m 25/16 Fifth added minor semitone
f# 406/256 Fifth added minor semitone and comma
g 27/16 Major sixth added comma
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Bb B 25/24 Minor semitone
c 10/9 Minor tone
c# 125/108 Minor tone added minor semitone
c#d 32/27 Minor third minus comma
dm 100/81 Major third minus comma
d 5/4 Major third
d# 125/96 Major third added minor semitone
em 4/3 Fourth
e 25/18 Fourth added minor semitone
f 40/27 Fifth minus comma
f#m 125/81 Minor sixth minus diesis and comma
f# 25/16 Fifth added minor semitone
g 5/3 Major sixth

B c 16/15 Major semitone
c# 10/9 Minor tone
c#d 256/225 Minor tone added enharmonic diesis
dm 32/27 Minor third minus comma
d 6/5 Minor third
d# 5/4 Major third
em 32/25 Major third added enharmonic diesis
e 4/3 Fourth
f 64/45 Fourth added major semitone
f#m 40/27 Fifth minus comma
f# 3/2 Fifth
g 8/5 Minor sixth
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Thus this is the presentation of all proportions and intervals which again would operate in
our temperament.  Small subsemitones can not have been therein.  For if F# minor was not dealt
with, then no fifth from F# to c# can be imagined.  Therefore in B-flat are three pitches, but not
without reason.  For B-flat makes a fifth with the f which the other two that stand next to it can
not.  B-flat with the E-flat downward makes a fifth and then the appropriate fourth.  This B-flat
downward also makes the minor third with the G.  A# must yield a major third with the F#
downward once more.  This F# and A# would have to have a new c# in order that the triad could
be completed.  But if this would just be added, the new c# would again have a new fifth and
third.  Therefore it is not necessary to place in addition entirely too many subsemitones.  It
suffices if one has pure intervals always from one to the other in the twelve keys, not that one
could use them in a change of harmony as on the keyboard.

For that itself does not go on into eternity, but so that one would be able to arrange and
judge the temperaments.  How then the same thing can occur with pleasure so that one sees how
nature gives cause for this, thus also in music, the temperament must do its best as in other
natural things in the world.  Therefore those people act contrary to nature who want to help
themselves with patchwork subsemitones on the keyboard, and they are caught in great error.

From the F# a fifth again falls in the middle of the diesis between both he pitches C# and
c# major.  From these, a fifth comes again between G# and A-flat.  From between these, again d#
and e-flat.  From this middle, a fifth again goes between A# and B-flat; but the B-flat is not
minor.  However there exists here a slight difference (concerning this, more later) which
describes approximately a circular-line.  The same is subdivided into the four dieses, which in
terms of senses can not be comprehended.  Into this means of the aforementioned diesis, for the
most part the tempered pitches now fall; therefore one must keep the fifths in mind.  Then the
operation can occur that much easier in the tempered ones.  But if one begins from the B-flat
[Bm on chart] and moves down through the fifths, the aforementioned slight difference occurs
again in the F#.

Chapter Nineteen

Shows the mistakes of this temperament if all fifths should be tempered a quarter comma.

After we now have dealt with the priority of intervals and their perfection and distinction,
likewise also the process of the monochord’s division, and have introduced the roots of the
proportions, we now also want to touch a little upon the temperament.  But because of the wrong
opinion as well among the old as several of the new musicians and organ builders, which in part
because of their composition and practice ought to be readily esteemed highly, has so strongly
prevailed in that they continuously and without cause want to consider that all fifths must be
tempered downward a quarter comma throughout the entire keyboard by which all major and
minor thirds, also sixths, could be pure.  Thus we now want to confront this general mistake and
suggest several patterns so that one can temper a keyboard; so that one may play as if through a
circle, all songs in all keys and thus a song twelve times, as c, c#, d, d#, e, f, f#, g, g#, a, b-flat, b,
and still describe in a bearable harmony and show it on the monochord.
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Now as to how the general mistakes have been represented, we shall begin.  However, the
monochord must be faced at the same time so that the usual demonstration corroborates the truth.
For without this, the sense can both be satisfied and no one will be able to thoroughly understand
our opinion without the monochord and even if the description is ever so clear, then still nothing
can help in the consideration of the monochord.  In the monochord C and G make a pure fifth.
Whoever perhaps doubts this, let him draw a circle and reduce the great connecting numbers
which are present.  He will experience the certainty; and this can be done with all fifths and
thirds.  This G in this false temperament is being lowered a quarter comma as can be seen.  From
G down to the D again is a pure fifth because G has been lowered one degree (Grad) and the D
should be again tempered a quarter comma with the G.  Therefore the D must be lowered two
degrees, which also has to happen with the big D because all octaves must be pure.  From D to A
major we have a pure fifth; the D is now lowered two degrees.  If the fifths are tempered, then
three degrees must be set back from the A major.  Therefore one degree is present up to A
(which actually belongs to the syntonic scale).  From this A until the e, the fifth is once again
pure.  But because this degree, or quarter comma (which is here the same) exists, thus from A
major until out of A, which is separated by one comma and the A is present on the right hand
side, then A and e are also again tempered a quarter of a comma.

Big E is also placed with the e in the same degree and they stand in their perfectly
proportioned terms; therefore C, E also remain a pure third and this wide temperament would be
very good.  But here it is right to say: In the end it will be seen of which tone, and so forth.  For
that we find that E and B are again pure and must be placed, according to the wrong opinion one
degree lower by the B on the left hand side.  B and f# come down into the second degree so that
the fifth may be tempered by a quarter.  Thus f# is made equal with the F# in degrees and stands
downward in the other degree of the comma and two degrees over the F# minor.  This F# m
makes a pure fifth with the c#, one degree must remain so that this fifth is tempered by a quarter
comma; or if from F# until the line which stands between c# and c# major, a pure fifth is also
reckoned.  Then the average reduced in the third degree whereby in passing one notices that from
the line between both c#s until from the line between G# and A minor and from that until from
the line between D# and e minor, a fifth is always understood.  c# is placed with the big C# in
equality.  C# and G# makes a pure fifth.  The tempered C# still stands a quarter comma upward.
But G# remains in the perfect point.  Thus this fifth is again tempered a quarter comma
downward because the C# does not stand in its perfect point.  G# and D# are pure again.  But the
D# is lowered a quarter comma so that the same fifth is also tempered.  D# and As (which is
designated in this system in the a with a double sharp and is always expressed on the tempered
keyboard by a bb) makes a pure fifth because then D# in the lowered space of the comma also
already has been lowered one degree.  Then in the comma under Ab, two degrees must be
brought down.  Thus the fifth is tempered again one degree.  But now we have come down so far
that there may not be any solution.  For if we want to get out of this tempered one bb to f; we
must then make a new one.  The same will deviate one whole and a quarter comma from the
right f since the same fifth is again tempered a quarter comma; from the tempered f we make a
pure octave F and go fro this to a new c.  Should it now be the c in which we have made the
beginning, then the same fifth must now be tempered not a quarter but two commas, or if we
want to keep the new c which is tempered a quarter comma with the f, then we must also again
have a new g to the c.  The g again demands a new d and therefore we must proceed on into
infinity, and there is no pitch which in the harmonic progressions follows another, especially if
one stops in one or the other and the harmony is supposed to be held and bound together.  Now
let us also see whether in the thirds according to the assertion, are all pure?  C, E is pure.  C# and
F is also pure as a major third; D and F# also.  D# and G is an entire diesis, or two commas,
which is even higher and is not useful at all.  E and G# are pure.  F and A also stand tempered
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two commas, indeed not useful.  F# and Bb again are pure (I speak as one accustomed to playing
a tempered keyboard and because it is supposed to be a temperament, one can not express it
differently).  G, B are pure, A, c# are pure.  Bb and D stand two commas from one another and
are entirely unusable.  B and D# again are pure.

Chapter Twenty

Guidance; what to find from our monochord for the shown numbers.

Now let us look at the temperament, for these thirds D#, G; F, A; Bb, d; G#, c are all two
commas too big.  But should the new c be recognized, then c and e would be two commas too far
apart from one another.  The process appears to be very favorable and could probably happen in
the first eight octaves as from Cg, gd, DA, Ae, EB, f#, F#c#, C#G#; but as one proceeds g#d#,
D#bb, Bbf, Fc, then only the absurdities on the keyboard become evident or if one wants to
temper the diatonic group in such a way by cutting a quarter of a comma in each fifth, then it can
occur that all thirds remain pure as Fc, cg, gd, DA, Ae.  But how can one get by with the other
keys?  Where then remain C#, D#, F#, G#, Bb?  Next to this incorrect temperament, we have
wanted at the same time to introduce the sympathetic reader to both temperaments on the
monochord which are thus placed in the Orgel-Probe.

In order that he may acquaint himself better with that, we have especially numbered each
one on the copper-plate, as number one is a pure scale in which one can have by the addition of
subsemitones, from one pitch to the other, all pure intervals from which one can see how widely
one consonance or dissonance differs from the other and how the temperaments can be set up.
Number II is the incorrect temperament where all fifths are tempered quarter comma.  Number
III is a correct temperament which is divided equally through quarter comma, since some fifths
are pure, some fourths are raised quarter comma, and some fifths are tempered lower by a quarter
comma.

Number IV is a temperament which is also contained in the Orgel-Probe and is
subdivided through 1/3 comma.  Number V still is an additional temperament, subdivided by a
quarter comma.  After this, Number VI is a temperament which has nothing to do with the same
subdivision of the comma.  However, in practice, it is so correct that one can be satisfied with
that (about which there shall be special comments later).  Now we want to consider this
temperament Number III which is led though the fourths or quarter comma, and describe a little
how it is recognized and placed on the monochord, whereby it should be mentioned that all the
time the tempered pitches fall into place, where the little slash is since the degrees have been
divided, crossing though the line; and this must be considered in all cases.
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Chapter Twenty-One

A temperament description is to be divided through a quarter comma.

If we now describe the aforementioned temperament, then we see the G tempered a
quarter of a comma lower from C; G and d are by nature pure, but he d must appear two degrees
from its perfect point if it is tempered against the tempered G.  The big D is placed with the
former in equal degree, because if this D wants to have a tempered fifth, then the Ad must appear
three degrees below its point since it was perfect.  Cause: D is placed two degrees lower,
therefore it is different by one degree in its perfection.  A and e become pure because both are
moved upward from here one degree from their perfection.  From e to E, the octave is made
pure; E and B are again pure since they both are simultaneously moved upward a quarter comma
from their perfect number.  B and f# are tempered a quarter comma because f# appears on its
perfect point, but the B again lies a quarter upward from its perfection.  F# is made equal with its
F# in the octave.  F# and c# are pure for they appear in their correct points of perfection.  c# can
again be equally made with C#.  C# and G# stand in their correct positions.

Therefore, they are pure, for between both the c# and g# is the difference of one comma.
From there, lower one more as also between the d# and e minor.  From G# to the d# is the big D#
made pure.  From this, a pure fifth is again made into Bb.  From Bb to f is again pure.  From f to
F a pure unison must be made.  From F to c is again pure.  Thus we again come to the terms from
where we began and this must now be understood and made equally in all octaves.

Chapter Twenty-Two

Examines previous temperament, how the thirds are made.

Now after this division has occurred, we also want to examine the major thirds: the
minors can stand a greater blow.  They must take care of themselves and they must be tolerated.
Initially, if we go from C to E that E finds itself tempered upward from there a quarter comma.
From c# to E# [not F] finds itself one comma too much and in addition is one of the harshest
thirds, it can not be another way.  For since it is very rarely used it is better that one would
isolate the harshness there rather than into those which are used ore often.  From F to F# is the
difference of one-half comma.  For D has been lowered two degrees, E and G# differ _ comma if
G# is raised one whole comma, but E is brought up a quarter comma from its perfect point.  F
and A are a quarter comma too far from one another.  Bb is one comma too high from the F#.  It
is also one of the harshest and because of that it does not appear as often placed there.  G and B
are two degrees too far from one another, for G stands under its perfect point one degree, but B
above that point; G# lies one comma from c.  It is also somewhat harsh and placed there because
this third is more rarely used.  A and c# lie three degrees from one another.  c# is increased four
degrees upward from the perfect pitch, but A is only raised about one degree.  Bb and d are two
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degrees from one another for Bb is lowered four degrees from the perfect pitch, but d is only
lowered two degrees.  B and d# are three degrees from each other.  D# is raised four degrees, but
B only one degree.

These differences can all be endured especially if the third pitch is added to it so that
triads or chordal harmony would be achieved so that they can be demonstrated on the
Monochord.  Therefore thirds and major sixths are tempered upwards, the high against the lower
notes, but the thirds and minor sixths downward.  The latter becomes a little smaller, the former a
little bigger.  Thus it can also be easily tested whether the fifths and fourths can endure as much
in the increasing and decreasing process as the thirds and sixths.  Let one take only one comma
and try it.  Let one decrease it or increase it.  Then one will learn that the thirds and sixths can
endure more than the fifths and fourths, and if one already wanted to let all fifths and fourths be
tempered higher and lower, which is probably tolerable through a quarter comma, then one
would still not get the thirds and sixths all pure; but in part they become still less pure if then one
lets only some fifths and fourths be tempered.  Then minor thirds and sixths can endure most in
the increase and decrease process, as previously mentioned several times.

As a simple test, let one take two major thirds in the term sixteen, 20, 25; they can be in
keys G, H, d# and it is a non-harmonic ratio, in the progression.  For G and d# make a harsh
dissonance.  But if between both of these pitches the b is placed, then it appears in the pitch as if
G and d# want to sound in a minor sixth, since after all the diesis is still lacking there.  But it
must be the bb which is termed Ab on our monochord, which a pure fourth with the d# makes.
So now, if this G, a#, d# are struck simultaneously, then we hear that the big dissonance G and
d# incline to a sixth and the minor third G and a# which also is one diesis too small, is
consuming itself in the process.  As soon as this B is struck with the G and d# then the
dissonance is again obvious, and to the ear the d# and B is placed as an imperfect fourth and
dissonance as it is still a pure third.  As if one wants to modulate Gd, d#B, then d# and B cannot
be considered as other than as a false fourth.  But if now to the B an d#, f# is placed, then one
hears that B and d# is a pure consonance.

Certainly from here it can be concluded that the imperfect intervals can still tolerate the
temperament better than the perfect and how far off the ear may be deceived, and how the
consonance may be interchanged in a certain way for a dissonance and a dissonance for a
consonance.  Therefore, the philosophic axiom here has a good place:  Several are the effects of
a single thing.  But if this imperfect interval is tempered only once and often not one tone comma
in the correct temperament, thus the ear can not entirely penetrate whether it is pure or not, and it
is quite pleasant to the ear.  The ear frequently knows nothing of the difference.  In fact, it does
not know how to distinguish between the major and minor tones.

Furthermore we see how B and f and again f and b can be changed on account of their
imperfection so that the so-called false fifth B, f can be projected to the ear by an augmented
fourth and the augmented fourth f, b must be contained for a diminished fifth.  For example, f
and B in a series of diatonic notes is an imperfect fifth, if in descending order it is thus handled:
fedcbB.  The superfluous fourth (quarta superflua) shows itself in the diatonic descending as:
bagf.  Then from f to B is a fourth, which before in its inversion makes a fifth.  From b to F was
before a fourth but it can be a fifth, as bag#f#f.  Now if a keyboard is completely tempered, this
makes a beautiful modulation.  These examples can now also be used as transposed (cendendo)
and all the similar intervals can be thus changed in practice.  Otherwise the interval B and f is
based on 45/32 in the proportional numbers and f against b in 64/45 which the ear can test
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through the comparison of how the difference is really made.  The above examples let us express
far greater clearness in the notes together with the addition a small bass viol fundamentally so
that the ear can also be consulted.  But they have all their design from a good temperament.

Fifth from f to B

Fourth from b to f

Fourth from f to B

Fifth from b to f

Who understands the boundary of every musical mode and knows how to bring the
regular modes can easily differentiate these same intervals and in his practice make use of them.
In the modes/keys (modis fictis) is often impinged here, which banishes with the signature of the
general-bass; also the minor thirds and sixths are being used by some composers in passing as
seconds as b c# d, since after all bb and c# alone are used as a minor third.  Out of this it is
                  g  a  b
apparent that to the ear the imperfect intervals all together can be imagined as dissonances, and
how from time to time, these intervals can have two different effects.  Then it is also to be noted
that the fifths and fourths are subjected to no change on account of their perfection, but remain
unchanged in their nature; also never shall sound as fourths and fifths, however one might place
them.  If one would like to inject that the fourth, if it was placed below the fifth does not sound
as good as if it stood above, I am indeed also of the opinion, as already mentioned, but it may
stand below or above so that it still retains the nature of a fourth however it sounds.  But the
major third and others change their nature so that the ear completely believes that it is a quite
different interval or dissonance.  Now because the perfect fourth each time contains the nature of
the fourth, the major thirds nature can be changed and spoilt.  Thus it is very easy to conclude
that the fourth is more perfect than the major third and also has a similar nature in this case with
the fifth.  Therefore it can not be more harshly offended in the temperament than the fifth.

Chapter Twenty-Three

Reminder of the difference and the comma which is so small that it can not be commissioned and

differentiated within the circle.  Circle of fifths is not necessary with the temperament in numeris.

Here it should be remembered that c# and c# major stand one diesis from each other,
similarly D# and Eb, likewise G# and Ab, as well as A# and Bb which in proportional numbers
makes 128/125.  If this proportion now was divided, it yields 2048/2025/2000 is one comma in
the smallest of numbers 81/80 and 2048/2025 is still a small interval than one comma, the
difference of both proportions is 32805/32768 makes approximately in the operation hardly a
small circle stitch (Circulstich) on one, three-footed monochord, and because this diesis always
falls on account of the fulfillment in the pure fifths and thirds from one pitch to the other, thus
the interval 2048/2025 in the operation of the circle or mechanice has always been held in front
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of the comma.  Then to put a comma next to it, it would have to be raised one subtle line
plucking it at the other and would be undum in scirpo quaere: and that only causes confusion.
Thus the numbers also could not have been brought to their correct place on account of the
narrow space, as for example: in this diesis, the comma falls behind 2025/2000 in pitches Bb and
B, the smaller interval is 2048 and 2025, yielding A# and Bb.  Now if to 2048, a comma would
be connected upward, it stands in these numbers 2048 and 2022 5 8.

              8 8
This number three and 5 8 is divided from 2022, then these deducted from the former; the

              8 8
difference can soon be understood and for the simpletons is easier presented than if those above
are represented in whole numbers.  This difference makes some difficulties in the monochord so
that one can easily overlook it, and it has to be well-observed how one gets out, and how this
very small difference may be divided.  The circle of fifths is by this temperament not even
necessary; otherwise from A major, 2133 one-third must (which also certainly not of necessity,
but therefore only added because it completes the defective syntonic scale (defectum Scalae

syntonae) again a new pitch 1422 2 would have to replaced by
E, 2844  4 to the B 1896 8 and thus on to the F 2666 2 and G
9             9                       27                                          3
2370 19.  these numbers and new pitches will help us little if only the exact space of a comma
         27
is broken off for which one can imagine all kinds of advantages than when one measures the
major tone.  Then the whole string must be divided into nine parts.  This first ninth part if again
cut into nine parts, for nine times nine is eighty-one.  This held against eighty is the comma and
thus is also found in the circle.  From the temperament, so through the Ternarium of one third is
written down, I will not report.  A music-love can find it himself in the previous manner.  For
whoever has understood the former can also easily comprehend this.  From this monochord a big
volume can still be written.  But because of beloved brevity, it can not be done here.  God
willing, it can be done separately in the future, especially if some cause is given.

Chapter Twenty-Four

From the circle of fifths it can be shown how not all the fifths must be tempered a quarter

comma, otherwise it does not want to go back in the thirds from which the beginning was made.

The origin of the whole numbers into which the circle of fifths can be brought.  Demonstration of

Excesseurs in the mentioned circle.

But that the temperament is entirely absurd and a false thing in which all fifths should be
tempered one comma lower, can be proven in superfluity from the previously mentioned circle
of fifths.  For if we go through all fifths as is shown in what follows, one proportion remains, the
third, from where the beginning of the fifth is being made; it exceeds a little more than one
comma and raises the subtle interval.  On the other hand, in the aforementioned temperament,
twelve quarter commas are pushed down three commas; then all fifths should be tempered a
quarter comma.  Now how through the dealing the pure fifths, the last pitch from where the
beginning was made, surpasses the point a little more than a comma and on the other hand
dealing with the fifths which have been lowered a quarter of a comma, twelve quarter commas
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lower, thus it is easily deducted through the reasoning that still eight quarter commas step down
further from the beginning point and that in a correct temperament only four quarter commas
must be tempered lower in some fifths.  If the point from which we began should again be
reached, then also these four quarters’ slight difference into other parts can be divided because
the temperaments can be applied in various ways, but the tempering can not come lower again
than the excess in the circle requires it of the pure fifths.  Here the small difference is divided
into a comma because the mind can not grasp them as little as it applied if all fifths on the
keyboard were pure; so little and even less can it be done if all fifths are tempered a quarter
comma; for in the pure fifths as mentioned, the excess is a little above a comma; in these lowered
by a quarter comma is a mistake which contains two commas.  Before the root is made out of
which the beginning is created, then some fifths must not be lowered in the correct temperament.
For how much are the perfect, pure fifths raised above the octave that much and no more must
again be replaced so that the octave with the root wherein we made the beginning, may remain
pure.  Now if we want to consider the circle of fifths in whole numbers, then the source can be
made out of the largest numbers of the comma, 81.  For if is it itself is multiplied, 6,561
originates.  If this again is multiplied with 81, it is the root from which the circle of fifths can be
set.  With that no fraction comes.  Thus stands 531,441.  From here we now want to place the
circle or relationship so that the sympathetic music lover may understand our opinion.

C G G d D           A
531,441 354,294 354,294 236,196 472,392        14,928

A e E B B           f#
314,928 209,952 419,904 279,936 279,936        186,624

F# c# C# G# G#           c
373,248 248,832 497,664 331,776 331,776         262,144

D# Bb Bb f F c
442,368 294,912 294,912 196,608 393,216          262,144

If now this last number 262,144 is doubled, then it does not again come to 531,441 as its
root (which gave C) from where it originates; but it yields 524,288 which if it was examined and
considered with the root 5,331,441.  The latter is exceeded by the former one comma 81/80 and
still a small difference 32805/32768 (which is the difference between the comma 81/80 and
2,048/2,025).  Concerning this slight difference that was already mentioned in the operation of
the circles yields the width of a subtle line.  We therefore see that we can not learn and
understand all things in music through the senses, also not always through a pair of compasses;
but it must be defined through the calculations which the ancients called reason.  Whoever wants
to have the certainty about this should subtract only one comma 81/80 from this proportion or
both numbers, namely from the root since the circle of fifths began 531441 and from the
exceeding number 524,288.  Thus the small difference 32,805/32,768 is left over.  As a test, let
one add both of these proportions 81/80 and 32,805/32,768.  Thus the proportion
531,441/524,288 will be the result.
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Chapter Twenty-Five

Diatonic syntonic scale must be adhered to in the investigation of the temperament.  Circle of

fifths exceeds the borers, also gives no pure thirds.  Fifths, fourths, thirds can measure no

octaves if each was taken by itself.

Concerning this circle of fifths, it is still to be mentioned with some additions that
through it alone, the temperament would be very hard to trace unless the Scala diatonica Syntona
has not been affixed.  For from this syntonic scale, the chromatic pitches are continuously, as
from d, the pure third f#, from e the g#, from A the c# and g#, G# and d#, but F# and c# are one
comma too small and therefore a new F#, which F# can be termed, must be looked for.  From
this F#, a pure minor third once again is found, from which c# to e a pure minor third once again
originates.  Likewise from d# to f#.  From this f# to ab a pure third again originates as an
industrious speculator sees all from the monochord and it is found in the reduction.  But
immediately in the circle of fifths for the third time as from d to a, a comma is being surpassed;
and it is a new A which has nothing to do with the syntonic scale.  Hence for the fourth time
from the same A, the c again stands one comma higher than the Syntonic.

Similarly, B, F# and all following are raised by that amount.  From F# we arrive at a new
c# and it is not the c# major that with the other c# in numbers 3456 and 3375 makes a minor
enharmonic diesis.  This new c# comes further up again and is measured in steps about the
difference of the comma 81/80 and its other smaller interval 2043/2025 which has been
mentioned above, could stand on our monochord in these numbers 3371 47/245.  This small
difference is again found in A, in E, in B and throughout till the end of the circle.  The excess of
the comma begins, as mentioned, on the A and draws till the end of the octave-circles.  Now how
out of this a temperament is made, did not the syntonic scale previously shown first the thirds
and other pure intervals?  For in the progression of the circle of fifths, no pure thirds are found;
for they are soon one comma, soon more, soon less too big or too small.  So also the numbers of
the fifths which go through the circle with our numbers are found on the monochord in so far as
they do not agree; for if we introduce these proportions as are in the circle, the fractions always
have to be attached and if those which occur in the circle of fifths should simultaneously
represent the syntonic, then fractions must also be attached.

Therefore, we have the pitches which are represented on the monochord and also other
numbers on the circle of fifths.  For to present fractions would be difficult for the connoisseur
and would deter him.  Indeed these numbers could be combined so that they represent both
scales in whole numbers at the same time.  But the numbers would also extend so far and into so
many thousands that one would therefore have an aversion to them.  As much as the procession
of the fifth surpasses the octaves, so much and not more is lacking in the circle of fourths;
therefore both these two proportions are in certain parts equal to each other.  Therefore, the same
perfection could be tested in a certain way.  In the measurement of the octave, the fifths exceed
the octave around a major tone in the ratio 9/8.  But 2 fourths are surpassed by the octave by one
major tone from which an equalness of both proportions can again be sensed.  Three major thirds
exceed the octave by one diesis 128/125.  Four minor thirds exceed an octave by one comma and
the diesis in 648/625.  From here one sees that no consonance alone measures the other where it
does not have a relationship, but it must at least be two proportions from which one other
consonance is combined.
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Therefore, no small proportion or interval in music can be the origin or the measure of a
larger one, but the smaller ones originate from the larger ones, and this should be said
incidentally in the connection or circle of octaves.  Otherwise, it is known that the root of this
circle of octaves and the excess of the same a 531441/524288 was termed a comma by the
ancients.  In scala diatona it is differentia semiton major and minor vid Boith.  Book three, mus.
Cap. sixteen item  Exercitationem three Calvisii page 90.

Chapter Twenty-Six

Still one particular kind of temperament through which the seventh which has nothing to do with

the extension of the comma.  God has set all in a temperament, thus the musical harmony also,

therefore the subsemitones are not useful in the progression.

Next to these I have wanted to communicate yet another temperament in still a different
way to music-loving friends.  It has nothing to do with the diffuseness and division of the
comma.  However, to understand the difference and correctness I have wanted to add it here, and
it can be found in the copperplate under Num VI.  The origin of this temperament comes from
the number 7.  Now, if this number seven already yields no harmony  with the other musical
numbers, it is then nevertheless surprising that this number can similarly be a directory, a
residence and rest for others and that always one is placed and contained in the other.  For first of
all, the musical numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 contain three times the seven in themselves as 21 if they
are added.  Now on the contrary, this must, so to speak, give life to the sixths out of which
harmony originates.  For if the intervals do not acquire a temperament, they can not be used in
alternation and continuation of the harmony, especially throughout the keyboard.  The cause is
whether we now already have a perfect singing together and want to go from this into another
good tuning.  Thus soon a comma is lacking, soon one is again too much in the intervals that
they sound too impure and cannot be used.  I set for example in the syntonic genera, f and a are
entirely pure.  But I should proceed form the f to d and stop with the a.  Then the d against the a
together will sound so ugly that one therefore has a great aversion to them.  Let us take a new d
and again proceed so the d wants to have a new pitch.

Therefore God has organized it so wisely and has adjusted our spirit so that it is only
satisfied with a good temperament.  Indeed God has placed everything that is in nature in the
temperament.  Why do we want to banish it and throw it out from the music, especially since it
cannot be any differently.  One may take 100 or 1000 subsemitones on a keyboard so the
togetherness of the harmony still is and remains imperfect and weak.  Who does not want to
believe it should look at our monochord and take up a perfect harmony, thereupon we should let
him proceed and should change it in various ways:  I present still another example.  When we
want to first of all take to the chord F# minor A, c#, f#, all are pure toward each other; if we want
to proceed from this to B, d, f#, then immediately the interval from B to F# is one comma too
small and can not be endured:  And let us assume if an B was still present and wanted to go to G,
then a new G must be made and so on into infinity.  For if the one circle of fifths occurs once in
twelve times, then one must take the excess again before the root or before the beginning if this
again passes by in twelve fifth variations then.  So there is again one other excess or another
number which is dissimilar with the next preceding root.  From this, the beginning would again
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be made.  But because this is entirely against nature, thus no one knowledgeable in music will
tolerate this.  Still another example: C# major, F, A minor, c# major are completely pure.  But if
we want to proceed from these to F#, Ab, c# major c#, d# from F# would be one comma too big
if the third is Ab and c# major.  It is not even permitted in the diatonic syntonic scale if one for
example precedes from A, c, e, a, to d, f, d.

Thus the fifth d a and the minor third d, f is about one comma too small, as already heard.
If one wanted to term m, f, a and fall to G, B, d m, g so the fifth dm G (likewise dm B) would be
one comma too small.  If one already wants to make use of the d instead of d m then the harmony
would turn out very dissimilar from that and be very irritating.  For one must stop in the
changing if the chords and holds, and the middle parts are periodically related so that it is
impossible to tolerate such a large change; before if one such comma in such together-held
harmony should be let down, which would happen very often, and if so many subsemitones
existed then from this, the harmony would come out weak and would sound little better than if
the wolves were making music when they are hungry.  Indeed it is impossible in one single
clausula even if only two voices were it and much less if middle sections were added and if the
clausula in a song were increased and changed as bb bb  a  bb.  In this two-voiced clausula, the

        g    f       Bb

syncopated fourth f and bb are one comma too big.  The semitone bb a is also one comma too big
in the progression, even if one cares to add the subsemitones F and Bb as one wants.  One can
not use them if one wants to proceed from one harmony to another.  Let one examine the
monochord; then the proof is apparent.  We are spending too much time here.  A word to the
wise is sufficient.  Magister A. Bartholdi discusses this in his Musica Mathematica thusly:
“Those who dare to make subsemitones on organs, instruments, lutes, etc., are stuck in a big
mistake, act against nature, and want to be smarter than God.  The quartertones are a lot of
imperfect work and only make weak sounds, etc.”

Chapter Twenty-Seven

Process of the temperament out of the seventh, two patterns.  The demonstration: Major third

must be tempered in the temperament from above, is being proven.

Now let us turn to the process of our temperament which grows out of the number 7.
This is very easy to do and can happen in two ways.  First, if the seven is multiplied with three is
the same number as by the addition of the numbers of the terms 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 (namely 21)
originates.  This 21 is again multiplied with seven, thus comes 147 and this is a fundament from
where all the other claves can be laid so that a good temperament originates as: Let one divide an
entire string into 147 parts and place the pitches on the point as follows:

C C# D D# E F F# G G# A Bb B    C
147 139 131 124 117 110 104 98 93 88 82.5 81   73.5
[0          96.8   199.5    294.6   395.2   502.0   599.1   702.0   792.6   888.3  1000.0  1031.8  1200]
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And etc., so that all octaves become pure.  The six with the seven can also be multiplied, then
comes 294 C and 147 to the octave c.  Thus one has no fraction in the scale, but is somewhat
more diffuse in the division of the circles.

The other process comes like this; if the seven is multiplied by itself, then from that 49
originates.  This 49 is again multiplied with the fourth, thus 196 originates.  These are divided
diligently and evenly on the monochord from one bridge to another as can be seen in the copper-
plate and the pitches fall on the points as follows:

C C# D D# E F F# G G# A Bb     B
196 186 176 165 156 147 139 131 124 117 110    104
[0         90.7     186.3   298.1   395.2   498.0   594.9   697.5   792.6   893.2   1000.0   1097.1]

c c# d d# e f f#  g  g# a bb    b   c
98 93 88 82.5 78 72 69.5  65.5  62 58.5 55    52   49

       [W. error: 73.2]
[0         90.7     186.3   298.1   395.2   498.0   594.9   697.5   792.6   893.2   1000.0   1097.1 1200]

After this we want to imagine the division so that the temperament also has a place in
practice.  This can first of all happen in the following Table as: At first, the pure fifths are
introduced opposite the tempered (fifths) which is really the temperament.  Opposite these, the
differences are placed as much as every fifth is tempered.
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Small fifths Tempered fifths Difference

196 - 130 2/3 C to G G-C  131 – 196 under Tempered Pure

131 - 87 2/3 G to D d-G 88 – 131 under 393 392

176 – 117 1/3 D to A A-D 117 – 176 over 264 262

117 – 78 A to e e-A 78 - 117 351 352

156 – 104 E to B B-E 104-156

104 – 69 1/3 B to f# F#-B 69 1/2 -104 under

139 – 92 2/3 F# to c# C#-F# 93-139  under 417 416

186 – 124 C# to G# G#-C# 124-186 279 278

124 – 82 2/3 G# to D# D#-G# 82 1/2 -124 under

165 – 110 D# to Bb Bb-D# 110-165 495 496

110 – 73 1/3 Bb to f f-Bb 73 1/2 - 110 440 441

147 – 98 [96X] F to c C-F 98-147

From here one can easily see that the G against C lower, likewise d against G, and A
against D is tempered upward.  e A and B E are pure.  f# is again tempered lower against B, like
C# against F#.  G# and C# are pure.  D# against G# lower [not true?].  Bb D# are pure.  f stands
higher against Bb.  c and F are pure.  So that one may now know how much each fifth is
tempered, let one consider the numbers of the difference which are two smaller numbers of the
pure and tempered fifths brought in whole numbers.  The foremost number belongs to the
tempered, but the following – opposite to the pure fifths.  Now which number under them both is
the biggest, it is tempered lower.  For the biggest number are all assigned to the lowest pitches.
The further one now gets into the smaller numbers, the higher the pitch becomes.  Thus,
everyone can se that these fifths are tempered a little.  For if one part was taken from 393, the
392 remains.  For example, 588/392 gives a pure fifth: c/g.  Now, if from 393, which makes the
tempered fifth with 588, the one part is taken away, then it is the pure fifth.  If one more were
taken away, the fifth g from the above c would be tempered.  Thus the sense can also judge from
the other and this is best for the beginner and in practice it has been proposed thus.  The elegant
musical theorist and mathematician know well that this difference can still be presented in
another way as: If we bring the pure and tempered fifths into whole numbers our pitch c is in the
pure 588/392, the tempered is 588/393.  Both of these proportions are subtracted from one
another (seen per cross multiplication).  Thus a difference remains in the following number
57771/57124.  Thus it is understood if the whole string could be divided into 57771 parts and
57124 of those would be struck, then this tempering would have to result from there; but because
one such short monochord can not be set into so many parts with one circle and even if it were
the sharpest subtlest needle-points, still one stitch would always fall in the other.  So this
difference should be represented in small numbers which in terms of the sense can still be more
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easily comprehended.  Now if these accurate fifths are struck in the temperament, then all thirds
will appear quite tolerably and can be heard.  It is to be examined out of thus that also the major
thirds must be tempered higher in all temperaments.  If C E and E G# were to remain pure, then
G# to c could not be used as a third because the excess is too large by one whole diesis; but if E
from C was raised 2/4 comma as the g# from E would also be raised 2/4 upward, not even one
comma remains from G# to c, whose thirds sound tolerable because also these thirds at times are
being used in practice as imperfect fourths; they must necessarily be tempered upward, which
nature itself shows.

Chapter Twenty-Eight

Concerning the temperament as a whole.  On the general temperament: all major thirds must be

tempered higher.  From the 4-foot level tone is the most natural thing.

From all aforementioned circumstances, one now is not able to conclude otherwise that
that all major thirds have to be tempered upwards from their fundamental pitch.  For if all fifths
are tempered a quarter comma lower, then most thirds become pure.  However, in the end it
results in a wolf since the last fifth and octave, as some thirds become false and useless.  To
anticipate this no other means are found than that one lets these major thirds sound higher.  For if
one wants to be limited to no mode in tuning, then one can only let all major thirds be tempered
higher as:  when C G, G d, D A, A e are let down so far as not further so that C and e give a
tempered third higher.  This much the ear can tolerate.  So it is already good.  Furthermore is the
fifth E B again so highly used that G and B give a tempered third higher as much as the ear can
tolerate if B to f# from d# is tempered higher and thus throughout the entire keyboard.

Now the thirds c e, d f#, e g#, f a, g b, a c#’ are thus arranged so that they are tempered
higher, as much as the ear can tolerate; so the fifths in their tolerance are also tempered up from
the minors.  Let one consider it as one will.  On must also remember that all tunings can best
happen from the four-foot level.  For the same pitch is in likeness with our voice, from where we
can best judge through hearing.  The thirds are too harsh from eight-foot level, the highest
vibrating all the more.  In indeed have always set (in the sense of tuning) the large pitches, but
this only happens that one is not allowed to strike the other pitches.  For the beats are often
forgotten and yet highly necessary.  In the old general temperament, one can not use the fifth and
fourth g# and d#, likewise the third and sixth B and d# as in most organs such as experience
shows; but these are constituted in our temperament so that they are completely tolerable in these
and other keys.  In many keys they conform well with the others and will please many a person if
he is only a little accustomed to them.  But I know well that many people cling to bad habits and
are separated from them with difficulty.  Therefore they also prefer the excess of a diesis or
almost two commas in a major third while they should tolerate only a quarter or three quarters of
a comma in our temperament.  My critics will especially know their futile causes.  One should
only deal in an unbiased fashion so each one will have his pleasure, while preconceived opinions
must be set back, if one wants to have certainty.
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Chapter Twenty-Nine

Monochord scales and several tables to be used in tempered tuning in practice, furthermore the

description

Next to the above-mentioned, we want to retain something and add to it which was
present in our Orgel-Probe about the temperament although some things might already have
occurred more than once.  Hopefully, it will not be badly interpreted; for if a thing is described in
two different ways, then one can have that much better understanding of it which is so much
more pleasant to those students of music, especially if they want to do something by themselves,
set these scales accordingly, which with our monochord conforms with nature.

Here, wherein a beginner wants to exercise in the reduction:

c      c#       c#dur     dm      d           d#         em        e        f        f#m    f#         g           g#       am       a

120  115.2  112.5   108     106.67  102.4    100       96       90     80.4   85.33    80        76.8     75        72

[0      70.7   111.7   182.4  203.9    271.2    315.6   386.3  498    568.7  590.2    702.0  772.6   813.7  884.4

adur      as           bbm          Bb          h             C

71.5     68            67.2        66.67      64           60

896.4    976.5      1003.8    1017.6    1000.3   1200]

These numbers are taken so low because one can divide and write it down with the circle
on a monochord of three or four feet which in the following big numbers can not happen.  It also
does not matter, only that one has to deal with fractions.

C          C#      C#        C#dur   Dm    D       D#      Es      E        F        F#m   F#       G       G#     Am    A

10800  10368  10125   9720    9600  9216  9000   8640  8640  8100  7776   7680   7200  6912  6750  6480
               [274.6]

Adur   As Bm Bb B c

6400     6144 6075 6000 5760 5400

[905.9]              [996.1]
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Chapter Thirty

Thus also from the Orgel-Probe, the tables are added which in practice, if one wants to
tune, are taken in front of the eyes.  The first is divided by the fourth, the other by the third
comma.  The latter favors the diatonic genus, but the former favors the chromatic.

The first style is Num. 3 Quarter parts of a comma

G  C tempered a quarter comma E C  1

d  G tempered a quarter comma F C# 4

A D tempered a quarter comma F# D 2

e  A is pure G D# 3

b  E is pure G# E 3

f#  B tempered a quarter comma A F 1

c#  F# is pure Bb F# 4

G#  C# is pure B G 2

d#   G# is pure c G# 4

Bb   D# is pure c# A 3

f      Bb is pure d Bb 2

c  F is pure d# B 3
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The other is Num. 3 Third parts of a comma

G C tempered a third comma E C 1

d G is pure F C# 4

A D tempered a third comma F# D 1

e A is pure G D# 2

B E is pure G# E 1

f# B is pure A F 1

c# F# tempered a third comma Bb F# 4

G# C# is pure B G 1

d# G# tempered a third comma c G# 4

Bb D# tempered a third comma c# A 1

f Bb is pure d Bb 1

c F is pure d# B 3

The following style can also pass well.

The third style Quarter parts of a comma

C G pure C E 2

G d pure C# F 4

D A tempered D F# 2

A e tempered D# G 3

E B pure E G# 2

B f# pure F A 2

F# C# tempered F# Bb 3

C# g# tempered G B 2

G# d# tempered G# c 4

D# Bb pure A c# 2

Bb f pure Bb d 3

F c tempered H d# 3

It is through the quarter of a comma and found on the copper-plate under No. 5
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This practice was achieved in the following manner as; if the other pattern was taken up
through a third, then one permits the first fifth, namely G to C tempered a little.  G and d are
pure.  Similarly, in the octave dD, the A must be tempered again lower against the D.  A and e
must again be pure.  Now one holds the first pitch C against e, then it would find itself so that the
e against C is tempered lower a little which one almost can not penetrate with the ear.  But
because the small tempering in the CG and DA was not always so accurately noted by the ear so
that the temperament Ce is tolerable, one must correct so much until it sounds bearable, which
can easily occur because one knows where to find it.  e and E again must be pure.  B again is
tempered lower against E.  By this B, let one examine the third GB.  The B must also be
tempered upwards from G.  From B, the f# must be pure.  f# must be tempered downwards from
d.  f# and F# are made pure.  c# must be tempered lower from F#.  c# C# must be pure.  C# and
G# again must be pure.  d# must be tempered higher from G#, likewise B from D#.  f is again
tempered lower against the Bb.  fF must be pure, also F and c and then all major thirds are
tempered higher in a tolerable temperament as already was often mentioned.  The thirds C#, F,
G#, c and F#, Bb are indeed somewhat harsher, but in the whole concept and change of harmony,
completely pleasing, for one perceives some variation.  Like as if one proceeds from one
imperfect consonance to a perfect one, then this change is already agreeable.  The minor thirds
are also tempered only two or three thirds and thus not much under a comma since they still can
almost endure one diesis or two commas in the tempering.

Chapter Thirty-One

Still another practice on the monochord to the temperament, next different opinions of other

authors and an introduction of an enemy of the author.

This temperament is also represented from a little and small difference without extensive
processes on the monochord.  If the string is divided into 120 similar parts, then the C occurs on
the 120th point, C# on 114 1/2, D 107 1/5, D# 101 1/5, E 95 3/5, F 90, F# 85 1/3, G 80 1/5, G# 76
2/15, A 71 7/10, Bb 67 1/5, B 64, c 60.  If from here a string is plucked and two bridges are set,
one on 120, the other on the one circulstich, before the first part begins and then one can have a
movable bridge which very softly can be pulled back and forth under the string; then already a
good temperament will result if perhaps an instrument or clavichord should be tuned according
to it.  But one must deal with that carefully.  For if the bridge was not set perpendicular from one
point to the other or the string was forced, then it does not apply.  One string is accustomed to get
out of tune in that one moves the bridge back and forth. Therefore one must from time to time
listen whether the mere string with the key C out of which one has begun, is still pure and agrees,
and not so hastily pass over it and grasp a false concept of a thing.

Otherwise, there are many opinions as has already been mentioned concerning the
temperament.  One still wants to have many subsemitones.  The other wants to be satisfied with
two as e and a minor.  The third believes that if there were still one subsemitone between e, f and
b, c’, then the keyboard would be good.  But because all these things, grown merely from the
brains, have no reason and have originated from no proper mathematical demonstrations, then
they necessarily must be false; for this work can not be demonstrated without obvious proof and
whoever wants to attempt this, he would certainly be caught in a garden of error.  No one will be
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able to understand the right reason whether he could already read all the books of these things in
which the true way would be shown where he did not thereby have visual demonstrations.  Each
one who wants to comprehend these must himself take hold or pick up the copperplate in his
reading if he wants to have an understanding of the temperament.

But whoever has first understood these a little, he can show a boy in an hour how this
temperament is constituted, but to the entire process of the monochord and the temperaments
contained therein, belongs time and work, especially great patience, which is not given everyone.
And in this way there is also no one as far as I know who has touched upon a reason for this.
Hence so many wrong opinions have arisen among musicians and organ builders.  I do, in so far
as God gives me grace and understanding, and I do not intend to bury my talent in natural
sciences, but gladly serve my God and my fellow man with all my heart.  If I am pursued or
persecuted by bad people, I console myself with my good conscience and my good intention that
I seek to offend no one.  If I am offended and pursued about my well-meant work and am
reviled, then I assign it to God, the just judge, and can not digress to mention how I, because of
my Orgel-Probe and temperament published in the year 1681, have a special enemy, namely one
old well-known organ builder who because he already died and is under the judgment of the
great God, will not be mentioned by name.

For to me after his decrease, his letters, drafts, and manuscripts which he had written
against me, were unexpectedly delivered to me by a friend.  I have found that the same
aforementioned old organ builder had not only sent to his acquaintances and friends, various
concepts of letters in which I was very seriously blasphemed, but still I have also found two
tracts wherein I was often mentioned by name and was attacked disgracefully with great injury
and indeed because of my aforementioned Orgel-Probe which he presumed to repudiate.  But if
in such said organ builder’s tract many absurd things, untruths, and emotions were present so
that one he himself refutes from word to word, can indeed be done from all circumstances that
the aforementioned organ builder only intended so he could close the eyes of those people who
wanted him to build an organ so they could be moved and therefore give more for his work.  For
how all other righteous organ builders who are not of his type, as all organists are rejected and
insulted in his writings for the reasons because they would not understand his process in the
measuring and therefore could pass no judgment of an organ, we shall hear in detail below.

Thus he will already have had to give justification before God’s court for such slander,
and can take no refutation.  I have also forgiven him all that as a Christian and easily remember
the proverb: Nothing but good should be said about those dead and gone.

But in order that I may save my innocence and honorable name, I want to present several
points to the intelligent, wise, and impartial readers because these slanderous writings are already
scattered far and wide and I am thereby abused behind my back in which he, though he regarded
me and other people as ignorant; in order that they can see and judge whether I have done such
great wrongs that I have published such Orgel-Probe and temperament with which he accused
me that the churches are cheated thereby.
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Chapter Thirty-Two

A short apology by the author

First of all, he does not want to consider a temperament as good except one which is
contained n the J.C. Trost’s Weissenfeld organ description of which temperament he himself
claims to be that organ builder author.  From here, others now may judge whether one does not
want to better arrange the temperament as I have undertaken this temperament in the
Weissenfeld organ, which because of its incorrectness should have been changed a long time ago
by another.  Furthermore, he extremely scorns my temperament and warns people about it.  Not
long after which he finds me guilty of having copied it out of the aforementioned Trost’s, his
cousin’s organ description.  Now let someone who understands, look at it and how extremely
widely the temperaments differ.

I have indeed even used the signs V.^. which mean upward and downward.  These could
have been shown with the letters A. and U.  But out of this the sympathetic reader sees the
weakness and he bitter envy that the good man had against me.  It even happens it seems to me,
as if the logicians have borrowed the words Darapti, Felapton, etc., from the ancients and the
ancients wanted to say that he has copied my logic and has committed a plagiarism which
however, would be an incorrect judgment.  These moderns could just as well dream up similar
words which suit the figures; but if one now does that and wants to introduce a new difficulty, he
would be scolded very much and laughed at.  Or if one waned to say that this musician has used
these same notes and signs just one year ago as someone used them eighty years ago, is he a
plagiarist?  Oh, the malicious judgments!  Thirdly, the good man cannot scold me enough since I
wrote in my temperament that one could subdivide the space of one comma into three or four
parts.  To this, he expressly writes that it is against all characteristics of proportions to divide a
proportion.  From here all mathematicians, music theorists, and arithmeticians see how blind the
good man is and reveals himself from which it is inevitable to conclude that he completely does
not understand the characteristic of the proportions and the temperament, however much
boasting he has made of it.  For whoever does not know how to divide the proportions, he will
also never know how to find a temperament.  That he did not know how it is inferred from that.
For he takes up for himself both the term of the comma and halves the biggest.  Thus would
come 80/40 _  which is an absurd mediation or division of proportions.  But who hereby
demands well-founded information, he only has to examine the Pheides Baryphonii and many
more.  Almost all complete arithmetic books show how a proportion can be divided into 2, 3, 4
or more parts.  Let one examine Joh. Sturmium de arte supputandi page 349.  What kind of
childish division would that be if I wanted to divide a mathematical term and say that it was a
proportional division.  Reason says if a proportion must be divided, then more terms must be
created between the same proportional terms.  In another place he cites some examples in a
general way of how to multiply.  Since a number of zeros are added, he regards these examples
as curious trick.  But as a student of arithmetic knows how to do the same, it is to be presumed
that he was terrible in his arithmetic.
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Chapter Thirty-Three

Fourth, the good man confused all proportions on the monochord, wanting to cover the
eyes of the whole world and all learned peopled who have written about the musical proportions
since the beginning of the world when he says that the octave does not stand in double
proportion to the opinion of Pythagoras which can be proven with all organ pipes; which is now
said about the octave, that is also the same for all other intervals.  If one wants to interject and
prove with the string that the double is no proof.  For a line does not sound; it must be a body.
To such a degree did that man go!

From here he now sets the capacities or the content of the pipes and says that 29568000
to 4320000 is the correct proportion of an octave and that the small one in the larger six and 309
is contained.  It is in its scaling c’ and c’’.  Who here does not see the big weakness and
confusion that the good man wants to introduce one small and one big butter hose, if they were
supposed to provide sound, would never give an octave if its capacity was already set in the
above-mentioned numbers.  So if something is given to a big pipe in length and something is
taken away in width of a smaller pipe, then how can the capacity give the proportions which it
otherwise should yield?  But if a long pipe exists, one can have an octave if another pipe is one-
half as long is added; one can have an octave in the capacity of double proportion, but it (the
short) must be given still much more wind.  It will also sound very harsh.  Even this same nature
is true for a string if the long string is strung according to its nature and is divided into shorter
parts.  Then the shorter ones will always sound strained and must have a stronger movement in
their stroke; therefore in the soprano, thinner strings are strung and a slight amount is added over
the musical proportions so that the equality of the pitch remains correct.  Thus one sees how the
whole respect of musical proportions is concerned with the length and the pipes as well as the
string must be measured off as a line.  If such lies are now completely straight and not stronger in
one place than in the other, then the capacity must unmistakably also remain correct according to
the musical proportions.  But if one judges from different bodies, one wide, the other narrow;
one is stronger, the other weak and then wants to take unequal, different subjects as a fundament,
he must be deceived.  Indeed one could doubt whether the organ pipes can be termed
proportional one to the other since they can not keep their rightness according to width because
they do not remain of the same sort to the width.  One string is also a body, but one line which
according to the opinion of the author one writes on paper can surely not resound; but these
bodies must be subdivided to their proportion as a line.  For as soon as the strength or weakness
or the capacity is mixed up and changed in one line, then it must end in chaotic confusion.  But
that these proportions in the organ pipes and instrument strings must be altered according to their
strength can not be otherwise by nature.  Therefore also in this piece, sense and ratio must be
adhered as in other musical things.  In the measure of the organ pipes, the length can also remain
in the musical proportions, but the width of the metal must be observed.  Then indeed a certain
capacity comes.  But no judgment can be passed about the intervals.  Therefore it would
probably be necessary to write a good deal about such confusion, but because he distorts
everything and rejects the simple dimensions through which the reason of the man must be
secured and meaningful.  But it would be too extensive to discuss here.  Let the sympathetic
reader imagine for himself what certainties he gets from such big numbers and how one likes to
bring out the arguments so that it would have to be thus, since the operations are mostly false and
do not occur.  It is no different than if one should be led into a dark cellar out of the bright light
in order to recognize jewels or other subtleties.
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One can completely make two pipes of the same capacity so that one is long and narrow,
the other wide and short and can be distinct in one octave from the other sound.  I have two
pipes.  The wider contains the narrow over four times in itself what concerns measurement of
width and yet sounds in unison.  Thus one can provide no certain arguments growing from the
capacity and measurement of width because one octave and all other intervals can be twisted.

Many a builder is certain in the measurement of line as well as in the length, as well as
the width of this metal, then the capacity occurs by accident in the soldering.  Now can not one
have more certain arguments out of a true thing rather than form an accidental thing?  If the
premises in a syllogism are good, then the conclusion before the proportions are correct, that is
contrary to nature.  And where in the work does the certainty of the portion remain in the
capacity if the metal is held too far apart in the soldering (and even if it was only a hair-width
apart) which often happens all too frequently.  Where does the proportion remain if the surface
was prepared and pressed together where the lip fits?  Where does the proportion remain if in the
wooden pipe—work, one board is often forced through a screw soon too wide here, soon too
wide there yet without hope?  How many thousand millesimi go here or there?  Thus one can talk
of such things to children and foolish people about what to do in order to make something
special out of oneself; but in the end it does not work.  Furthermore, it is an all too common
occurrence to measure thusly, for since many easy ways exist, it is easy to say: whatever is able
to be made through few things ought not to be made through more things.

But whoever wants to spend time therein can not be swayed in this stubbornness and
preconceived opinions.  Who also does not know it better and has been informed in this way, he
must also be satisfied and because of the measure, the author denounces in the fifth place, all
organ builders and organists who do not understand geometry, stereometriam, and also his scale
(where a unit) is divided into 1000 parts; and say that they are not able to examine or make an
organ.  So hear it, you righteous organists and organ builders what was declared to you for a
sentence and new reformation.  But how many beautiful full-sounding organs have been made
before this author was young and how many are being made now?  How many good organs have
been examined before this millesimi of the scales was used, does not every honest organist have
his face and ears and also his judgment, or have other people no understanding?  Each one will
indeed see whether the work is made with diligence and also thereby hear how it relates in sound
and tuning together; and if all pipes agree with the scale according to the measure as mentioned
above and were the otherwise harmonious.  What would be the use of it and where could one
take so much time for an examination?  Therefore, all the things that he wrote are vanities and
one should not be so conceded with the measurement.  For in a short time, a boy can learn how a
cylinder and other bodies are to be calculated and measured.

Chapter Thirty-Four

In summation, he disagrees with everything that other organ builders do, as he
reprimands those for bunglers, worriers, uncouth human beings who make a coupler for which
some of the wire is being used.  For he says that one does not need as much wire for a real
coupler (one could thereby stab out an eye with it by only leather and glue).  Boast little.  Other
people can also completely make a coupler, but they are not appropriate in every place and are
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not always called for.  Here I still wanted to mention many mechanical and other things which
only run directly against nature.  But I do not want to hold up the sympathetic reader with such
vanities.  In short, it is all confused.  Good organ builders are despised and the bunglers receive
in some pieces, shelter and consolation.  A reasonable man who by chance gets a hold of the
author’s thesis or the abusing writings would confront then with my Orgel-Probe.  He will see
how too much is happening tome and how my good intentions are misunderstood and slandered
against all reason.  I am amazed how envy disavows that which the eyes can see, the ears can
hear, and the hands can hold, and thus dares to suppress the truth.

I confess once more that I am sincerely sorry that I have to think of the dead in my
writings as I will gladly endure, as a Christian, with patience, the calumny poured upon me.
Only the dead, as mentioned, still have some followers to whom poison has been administered
with a mother’s milk, and who have these writings in their own hands and thereby always still try
to slander and insult me wherein the foreword of this my thesis is directed.

Thus I could have had a connection through which to defend my honorable name, to
defend the truth, and to free myself from further calumnies.  I would prefer that the slanderous
writings were brought into open print so that one himself can be much better answerable against
that; for the secret envious still stings more maliciously than the public enemies; for then the
whole world could also recognize the contained poison, absurdities, and affects so much better
and it would not even be necessary that one refutes the whole nonsense for the vices, and the
rudeness contained therein would stand completely naked anyway.  In the meantime, I am
pleased that I received the dead author’s own hand in my power and I value it as if the just God
had put the snares and nets into my own hands with which my enemies wanted to trap me, as I
see that my opponent has put special thoughts down on paper against me with which he orally
wanted to insult me if he should visit me.

But if one looks at the questions, they are all pranks by irresponsible people and children
which are worth no answer.  Indeed all these writings are only lampoons, and thus they are
worthy to be burned.  Such capriciousness which has no use, one must simply let go.  Many
frequently present something new and it seems to be the truth, but if it was seen by light, then it
is only shells whereby the fellow Christian is being deceived.  One sees from all these writings
that ambition has governed him and that the man only wanted to publicize his prudence and
talent.  But this way is dangerous.  We have no other goal where our arts and sciences are
supposed to be directed except to the honor of God and to the use and service of our fellow man.
May God guard each person against such slanderous arrows so that he does not hate his fellow
man so maliciously; so that everyone when there comes the time to die, must take his leave of
this world with joy and a good conscience.  And this is as much as I have to mention in my
defense at this time, so I now conclude this thesis.
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Appendix II: Compact Disc Early Liner Notes

   

EARLY (P-200202) is the second CD in the PITCH collection created from live concerts in New York City by the American Festival of
Microtonal Music.  The title of the CD refers to the bucolic nature of Thuringian life in the later Baroque.

1-3 Johann Sebastian Bach BRANDENBURG CONCERTO #2
4-5 Johann Sebastian Bach THE WELL-TEMPERED CLAVIER II: D MINOR
6 Johann Michael Bach ACH, BLEIB BEI UNS, HERR JESU CHRIST
7-8 Johann Sebastian Bach THEWELL-TEMPERED CLAVIER I: Eb MINOR
9-22 Andreas Werckmeister WO IST DER NEUGEBORNE KÖNIG DER JUDEN
23-24 Johann Sebastian Bach THE WELL-TEMPERED CLAVIER II: F MINOR
25-27 Johann Sebastian Bach BRANDENBURG CONCERTO #5

Johann Michael Bach text:
Ach bleib bei uns, Herr Jesu Christ, weil es nun Abend, worden ist.
Dein göttlich Wort, das helle Licht, lass ja bei uns auslöschen nicht!
In dieser letzten betrübten Zeit, verleih uns, Herr, Beständigkeit,
Dass wir dein Wort und Sakrament rein behalten bis an unser End.
 translation

O stay with us, Lord Jesus Christ, now that the evening comes with dusk.
Your holy word, this radiant light, let never be extinguished here!
In earthly life, full of agony, grant us, O Lord, consistency that we
keep word and sacrament pure and holy till our very end.
--------------------
Andreas Werckmeister text (in translation):
Where, where, where, where is the newborn King of the Jewry?
For we have seen his star before us, from Eastern homeland, and have come now,
the child to worship

(alto) All the riches of this world shall my soul shun now and ever.
Jesus and his light, my joy, reconciles me with the Father.

(soprano) The Eastern Star shines brightly now, rise up, go forth you merry Wise men!
We want with you to journey wherever now the light will lead. God never will deceive you.
Leave every thing behind you, go quickly and draw near to find the true reward.
Jesus, this you shall be.

(alto) Go quickly forth, no efforts spare, no matter what the danger,
while traveling on this journey.
The Star will guide, the Lord will richly compensate for all hurt,
brought on in following his way.
Break through all danger and pain?
Jesus, this shall be so.

(tenor) O comforted, go forth for there we see the King of Heaven.
The darkness now is over. We find the little child, so dear.
He is our joy and treasure. O blest time, long awaited, the new Jerusalem:
the Wise men, too, rejoice. Jesus shall be our joy.
(bass) My Savior, light the way now to the Kingdom of our Father,
away with shameful Herod, and all the foes that trouble you.
O let the Star shine ever, to lead you on the pathway.
Your will be done; my treasure, joy, desire and peace, Jesus, this you shall be.

(alto) Jesus now abide with me, at my side remain forever.
Christ shall always lead me forth to life-giving streams of water.
Blest are those whose prayer shall be: Jesus, ever stay by me.
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PERFORMERS

BRANDENBURG CONCERTO #2
Johann Sebastian Bach

Thomas Verchot, solo piccolo trumpet
Dan Auerbach, solo violin
Bram Kreeftmeijer, solo oboe
Johnny Reinhard, solo alto recorder
Maxim Mosten, ritornello violin
Julieanne Klopotic, ritornello viola
Anastasia Solberg, viola
Dan Barrett, cello
Jay Elfenbein, double bass
Rebecca Pechefsky, harpsichord

THE WELL-TEMPERED CLAVIER II: D MINOR
Johann Sebastian Bach

Prelude and Fugue
Rebecca Pechefsky, harpsichord

ACH, BLEIB BEI UNS, HERR JESU CHRIST
Johann Michael Bach

Douglas Frank Chorale:
Cynthia Shaw, soprano
Megan Friar, alto
Thom Baker, tenor
Gregg Lauterbach, bass
Dan Auerbach, solo violin
Johnny Reinhard, solo alto recorder
Maxim Mosten and Julieanne Klopotic, violins
Anastasia Solberg, viola
Dan Barrett, cello
Jay Elfenbein, double bass
Rebecca Pechefsky, harpsichord

THE WELL-TEMPERED CLAVIER I: Eb MINOR
Johann Sebastian Bach

Prelude and Fugue
Rebecca Pechefsky, harpsichord

WO IST DER NEUGEBORNE KÖNIG DER JUDEN
Andreas Werckmeister

Douglas Frank Chorale:
Cynthia Shaw, soprano
Megan Friar, alto
Thom Baker, tenor
Gregg Lauterbach, bass
Maxim Mosten, violin
Julianne Klopotic, violin
Dan Barrett, cello
Rebecca Pechefsky, harpsichord in Werckmeister III
Johnny Reinhard, conductor

THE WELL-TEMPERED CLAVIER II: F MINOR
Johann Sebastian Bach

Prelude and Fugue
Rebecca Pechefsky, harpsichord

BRANDENBURG CONCERTO #5
Johann Sebastian Bach

Jennifer Grim, solo flute
Dan Auerbach, solo violin
Rebecca Pechefsky, solo harpsichord
Ralph Allen and Julianne Klopotic, ritornello violins
Anastasia Solberg, ritornello viola
Mat Fieldes, double bass
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Appendix III: Glossary

The “common” terms are defined rather loosely in the historic record, and even in contemporary
accounts.

In this book, the different tunings paradigms are defined very narrowly according to the following
definitions:

octave: A doubling or halving of a pitch frequency or wavelength.

equal temperament:  A circular tuning of 12 intervalically identical major and minor keys.

irregular temperament: A spiral tuning that permits 10 intervalically different major and minor keys.

just intonation: An idealized matching of overtone precise intervallic relationships.

meantone temperament: The creation of equal size whole tones out of either a just major third, or of a
tempered major third as a result of a different slice off of the syntonic comma.

well temperament: A closed circle of twelve major and twelve minor keys, each uniquely structured.

Manuel Op De Coul provides a good source for understanding on his website:
http://www.xs4all.nl/~huygensf/doc/measures.html

         Author Johnny Reinhard speaking with then Werckmeister Society President Rüdiger Pfeiffer in Wolfenbüttal

      Photo:  Manuel Lichtwitz
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Endnotes
                                                  

1 J.G. Walther was born on September 18, 1684 and J.S. Bach was born on March 21, 1685.

2 There were proactive efforts for sets of sisters to marry sets of brothers, and there was an extended family network
that embraced former step-families.  Johann Sebastian Bach’s uncles, brothers Johann Christoph and Johann
Michael, married the Wedemann sisters.2  His cousin Johann Friedrich married still another Wedemann.  Bach’s
cousins, brothers Johann Aegydius and Johann Christian, married the Schmidt sisters.  A generation earlier, Bach’s
great uncles Johann Bach and his brother Heinrich Bach married the Hoffmann sisters.

3 Johann Gottfried Walther’s grandfather Valentin’s half brother Tobias was a full brother to Johann Sebastian
Bach’s mother.

4 C.P.E. Bach: “By constant playing on the harpsichord we get into the way of playing with one sort of tone, and the
different varieties of tone which can be brought out even by an ordinarily good clavichord-player are entirely lost”
(Spitta, II:44, footnote 75)

5 Geiringer:  “The minutes of the City Council expressly refer to the ‘local privileged band of town musicians or so-
called Bachs,’ and once a man by the name of Tobias Sebelitzky was threatened with a fine of 5 Thaler if he
engaged for his daughter’s wedding musicians who did not belong to the town band as ‘no others but the
Bachs…were privileged to perform.’” (p. 15, Stadtarchiv Erfurt, Ratsprotokolle, 1682).

6  Buelow, “Symposium on Seventeenth-Century Music Theory,” Journal of Music Theory 16, 1972, p. 39.

7 Spitta I:394-395

8
 The Bach Reader, p. 139, referencing BD II, no. 260.

9 What is meant by “natural consequence” is the idea that an obvious new path is considered for tuning.  It is similar
to the idea that using every key on an instrument is a natural consequence, simply because it exists to be explored.
Instead of tuning every fifth flat in meantone, Werckmeister III tuning simply skips 2 fifths in this model, leaving
them pure, before flatting a fourth and final fifth, leaving everything else pure.  Werckmeister, himself, had pointed
out how naturally it is to retune from meantone to his recommended chromatic tuning.

10 Bartel, Dietrich. Andreas Werckmeister Musiktheoretische schriften: “Musicalische Paradoxal-Discourse”
(1707), Dietrich Bartel, ed., Laaber, 2003, p. 56.

11 Bartel, Dietrich. Andreas Werckmeister Musiktheoretische schriften: “Musicalische Paradoxal-Discourse”
(1707), Dietrich Bartel, ed., Laaber, 2003, p. 73.

12 There has been no personal examination of the first version of Musicalische Temperatur (1687), to the point of
being missing from the complete bibliography of Werckmeister’s writings in Ursula Werckmeister’s dissertation.
Without a genuine comparison, it is not possible to determine what additional material was added for the 1691
edition.  The best guess is the monochord copper-plate was the real addition.

13 Tom Dent posted the title “Telemann, Werckmeister, ‘pure’ meantone and the break away from it” from the
Alternative Tuning List on the Internet, October 20, 2007.

14 Inherent to sixth comma meantone theory are whole tones divided by nine commas. With exactly nine commas
contained in a whole tone, and with six whole tones calculated to be within an octave, we have simple math:  6 x 9 =
54, with 55 the repeating octave.  Consistent with the theory, the major semitone has 5 commas and the minor
semitone has 4 commas.  Mozart made this very same connection of major and minor semitones in his own
handwriting for one of his students, Thomas Attwood (Duffin, p. 65).  Additionally, the castrato Pier FrancescoTosi
taught this nine-comma theory throughout Europe.  Contemporary music icon René Longy taught “nine commas to
the whole tone” in her famed solfege classes at The Juilliard School for decades, well into the 1990’s, even after she
had become completely deaf!  I studied solfege with her at The Juilliard.
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15 “The salt from Lüneburg was brought along the salt route to the harbor of Lübeck, from where it was exported to
Scandinavia and other areas.  In today’s L_beck, you can still see the impressive salt warehouses next to the famous
Holsten Gate, which has become Lübeck’s landmark.  Since there were so many contacts between the two cities,
Bach, in his Lüneburg period, must have heard a lot about Buxtehude’s famous Abendmusiken (evening music) in
the Marienkirche.  Because Lübeck was also a very lively big city in those days, it must have been a major attraction
for young Sebastian” (from “The J.S. Bach Tourist,” http://odur.let.rug.nl/Linguistics/diversen/bach/tourist3d.html

16 Hermann, Ursula.  Studien zur Auffuhrungspraxis und Interpretation von Musik des 18. Jahrhunderts, 1985
Michaelstein, p. 7.

17 Neumann & Hans-Joachin, eds., Bach Dokumente, Vol. 2, p. 193.

18 Bach Notes, The Newsletter of the American Bach Society, “Newly Discovered Manuscripts are Earliest Bach
Autographs,” Fall 2006, p. 8.

19 Ibo Ortgies disagrees with my position on notation.  “A review of the material in the light of musical practice,
however, shows an astonishingly clear picture: the demonstrable and probable temperaments of the organs did not
allow for the performance of these compositions” (Ortgies, p. 315).  I do not believe this true for Johann Sebastian
Bach or Dieterich Buxtehude for the same reasons. Ortgies quotes Werckmeister: “Indeed, he was only one of many
who explained that composed music should be used for study only” (p. 316).

“The aim was not the development of interpretative skills, and a subsequent rendering of a ‘work’ at the
organ, but rather the development of the skill to improvise in complex contrapuntal idioms – the skill to
compose at the instrument.”

20 (e.g., BuxWV 184, BuxWV 186, BuxWV 187, BuxWV 208, BuxWV 209, BuxWV 199, and BuxWV 200)

21 Dodds referenced Harmonologia musica paragraph 194.

22
 Werckmeister, Die nothwendigsten Anmerckungen und Regeln in Archambault, p. 259.

23  But Geiringer, for all his energy and good purpose, was totally confused when it came to tuning theory.  When
writing about Werckmeister’s ideas in reference to the 1691 treatise Musical Temperament, it seems as if he never
read the work.  In the paragraph below, Geiringer is wrong about at least three things, which unfortunately did their
part in perpetuating false myths:

In this work the author demands the use of ‘equal temperament’ for all keyboard instruments.  The ‘pure’
or mathematical intonation which was the basis of the older systems had the disadvantage that it contained
half-tones of different sizes.  The possibilities of modulation were therefore very limited, and keys with
many sharps or flats could not be used.  In Werckmeister’s ‘equal temperament,’ on the other hand, the
octave was artificially divided into twelve half-tones which were exactly alike.  Each of them could
therefore take the place of the tonic and there was no limitation to the use of the modulations.  German
musicians were quick to explore the potentialities of the new system (Geiringer, The Bach Family, p. 268).

24 Geiringer references Reichardt’s Autobiography in “Allgemeine Musikzeitung 16” and a more general mention of
Burney in a footnote.

25 Translation by Kerala Snyder, Dieterich Buxtehude: Organist in Lübeck, New York, Schirmer books, 1987, p.
127, reprinted in Dodds.

26
 The first paragraphs Arp Schnitger wrote in dedication to Werckmeister as translated by Krapf are here below:

How oft has soared aloft human imagination
And wrought such art as does command our adulation?
Could those long departed now awaken, resurrected,
What man has wrought, with awe by them would be detected.
Though music has been used with art and skill forever,
Our own high standard ancients had reached never.
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A huge and complex organ one single man can tame
And thousands upon thousands in fervent prayer inflame:
But how could it be so, if defects should abound?
What could an organ do?  Outlandish it would sound.
Just take pure harmony away from this fine art,
And see, a ghastly howl is all it will impart.
Now, here Werckmeister can give us much information,
A master and a man of gifts and education
And of experience?  He shows how in detail
New organs one must test and try them without fail.

27  http://www.orgelbau-hoffmann.de/wenderorgel/bericht.htm
This is a web site featuring Otto Hoffman’s study of European organs.

28 Ibo Ortgies’ porous conclusion, that St. Mary’s Church’s organs were tuned in quarter comma meantone during
Buxtehude’s lifetime, and that many Buxtehude organ works were not playable on the St. Mary’s organ (Snyder, p.
229), are based on nothing but smoke.  Ibo Ortgies sums up his contrary point of view in an abstract from his
dissertation.

An analysis of payments to bellow-treaders as recorded in church account books show that the organs of St.
Marien, Lübeck, were not returned during the tenures of Franz Tunder and Dieterich Buxtehude.  Thus,
some of the organ works could not have been played on the organs available to them during their lifetimes.
At this time, however, playing from a score was not acceptable for a professional organist, who was
expected to extemporize even complex contrapuntal music.  Organ music seems to have been written down
mainly for study purposes (Ortgies, diss. Abstract, 2004).

29 Ibo Ortgies was gracious in explaining the relative points from his dissertation on the Internet Tuning List in
April, 2004.  He explained that “Buxtehude wrote literally thousands of pages of church account entries in his
function” as werkmeister.  After receiving and studying old account books that were only recently provided by
former Eastern bloc countries, Ibo Ortgies expresses his surprise that there was never a mention on temperament
change during Buxtehude’s tenure.

If the organ in Lübeck would have been in a non-meantone temperament, even modified meantone, --
totally unusual for the region and time – this would have been bound to make for quite a sensation among
the temperament obsessed authors of the time and every author could be expected to have pointed his
readers to it (‘There in Lübeck, the organs played by the most famous organist, Herrn Dieterich Buxtehude,
are in such a temperament similar to what I here propose.  Go there, if you can and listen.’).

“But, no:  Werckmeister, Mattheson, etc. – eager on promoting the new ideas, and knowing Buxtehude
personally, or being occasionally (seldom) in some form of contact with him, they all failed to mention that
extraordinary fact?  Not very likely.”

Ibo Ortgies’ German language dissertation is called Die Praxis der Orgelstimung in Norddeutschland im

17. und 18. Jahrhundert und ihr Verhaltnis zur zeitgenossischen Musikpraxis, Department of Musicology and Film
Studies, Göteborg University, 2004.

30 Paul Poletti was gracious responding to some of my questions on the Alternative Tuning List on the Internet in a
post titled: “Re: Werckmeister III tuning” on March 3, 2008.

31 Siemen Terpstra clarifies irregular tuning:

“During the 18th Century the music tuners Neidhardt, Werckmeister, and Marpurg (among others) evolved
a tuning ideal approach….Taking advantage of the 17th Century invention of logarithms, they set up
tempered scales with subtle microtonal shifts, so that every one of the 12 keys of the keyboard was
playable; but each key would have a slightly different ‘colour’ from every other key.  In such tunings, there
is a graduated increase in dissonance as one moves from the common keys to the remote keys (Terpstra,
p. 1).”
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32 It is perhaps understandable that without a tuning and temperament background, one might think it
inconsequential that Ab and G# were both used on an organ.  Such music requires circular well temperament, likely
history’s prototype – Werckmeister III tuning.  Snyder attempted to explain away the use of two notes that were
supposed to sound different in meantone:

“Often they go by so quickly that one hardly notices them, or their placement as the bass of a sixth chord
renders them much less disturbing.  A soft registration makes them much less noticeable, and many of the
problematic notes occur in transitional passages in praeludia, which are well suited to performance with
just a principal and tremulant” (Snyder, p. 231).

33 The organ part in Buxtehude’s vocal composition O Gottes Stadt (BuxWV 87), Aria, measure 5, has a printed Ab.
This same A-flat note pressed down has to work for any printed G-sharp in any other piece played on the organ.
Similarly, the D-sharp in an organ part in Buxtehude’s Schwinget euch himmelan (BuxWV 96) couldn’t cover for a
printed E-flat in a different organ piece.

34 It is also contrary to just intonation theory, a primal underpinning to Baroque music theory.

35 Snyder, p. 102, from letter to the church of St. Jakobi, Stettin, quoted in Fock, “Arp Schnitger und seine Schule,”
p. 175.

36 This contradicts Mark Lindley’s assertion that J.S. Bach was “not known to have tuned organs himself, it is more
appropriate to refer to the harpsichord when discussing ‘Bach’s tuning’” (Lindley, J.S. Bach’s Tunings, p. 721).

37 “REED-WORK!  FOOL’S WORK!  Likewise: OUT-OF-TUNE REGAL, ORGANIST’S EVIL” (Mattheson,
Der Vollkommene Capellmeister, p. 1,382).

38 Dieterich Buxtehude Orgelwerke played by Armin Schoof with notes by Harald Vogel describes the tuning as
Werckmeister’s first temperament.  It is undated in the liner notes.  An earlier Buxtehude compact disc of 1989
alternated between both church organs, the larger one in equal temperament.  The compact discs can be bought
through the church or through the stacks of compact discs in the streets of Lübeck.

39
 The promotion of Buxtehude into meantone tuning is a recent phenomenon.  Kerala J. Snyder announced a new

recording of Buxtehude in meantone on Hans Davidsson’s website for his new compact disc, “Buxtehude and the
Mean-Tone Organ.”  Swedish organist Davidsson teaches with Prof. Snyder at the Eastman School of Music,
although he is originally from Göteborg, Sweden, which is where Ibo Ortgies received his doctorate on north
German organ music.  Snyder:

“The large organ that Buxtehude played in St. Mary’s Church, Lübeck had fifty-four stops on three
manuals and pedal. We do not know exactly how it was tuned during Buxtehude’s time, but recent research
suggests it may have been in meantone, a tuning in which the tonal excursions that Buxtehude included in
some of his praeludia would have been difficult to play. Hans Davidsson’s bold undertaking of the
recording of Buxtehude’s entire organ repertoire in meantone gives us startling new insights into how his
organ music might have sounded in the seventeenth century.”

Snyder praises Ibo Ortgies on his web site for his investigative work: “Es scheint nun, dass die orgel in der
Marienkirche 1683 nicht in Werckmeister III umgestimmt worden, wie ich 1985 annahm.”

40 Much of what is known of Andreas Werckmeister’s life is drawn from the details of the funeral eulogy written by
Johann Melchior Götze, Werckmeister’s pastor at the Martinikirche in Halberstadt.

41 Bartel, Dietrich. Andreas Werckmeister Musiktheoretische schriften: “Musicalische Paradoxal-Discourse”
(1707), Dietrich Bartel, ed., Laaber, 2003, (wie in Des Reinhardi Monochordo und Bartholi Musica zu sehen),
p. 106.
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42 Bartel, Dietrich. Andreas Werckmeister Musiktheoretische schriften: “Musicalische Paradoxal-Discourse”
(2007), Dietrich Bartel, ed., Laaber, 2003, p. 111.

43 Pieter Bakker, Musica mathematica, Het Orgel 98 (2002), no. 2, 11-14, summary.

44 Bartel, Dietrich. Andreas Werckmeister Musiktheoretische schriften: “Musicalische Paradoxal-Discourse”
(1707), Dietrich Bartel, ed., Laaber, 2003, p. 110-112.   Werckmeister stated that equal temperament provided for a
“well tempered harmony” by virtue of its complete circle and by its having all the keys needed for transposition.

45 Reincken was formerly attributed the birth date of 1623, but it was challenged by Ulf Grapenthin as an alternative,
according to John Butt in J.S. Bach, edited by Malcolm Boyd.  Butt was the named consultant editor for the oxford
University press edition, 1999.  Nicholas Slonimsky lists Reincken as “Jan Adams Reinken” in the Baker’s
Biographical Dictionary of Musicians,

46 Like Michael Praetorius, Baryphonus elected to alter his inherited family name, from its original, Heinricus

Pyprob der Junger.  As an important musical personage centered in Quedlinburg, Baryphonus had the friendship,
and correspondence, of many musical greats from other German cities of his time, including Samuel Scheidt,
Heinrich Schütz, Johann Mattheson, and Michael Praetorius.  Additionally, Baryphonus was a respected music
theorist, who wrote a treatise entitled Monochordi in Diatonico, Chromatico & Enharmonico genere description.
There were original musical compositions, as well.  Walther lists them respectfully in his Lexicon, while Praetorius
resounded in praise to his honor in his respected Syntagma musicum.  Most importantly, Baryphonus was good
friends with Victor Werckmeister, his colleague in Quedlinburg.  Youngster Andreas Werckmeister referenced the
correspondence between Baryphonus and Schütz in his book, “Musicalischen Sieb,” as well as a particular
correspondence on January 26, 1651 with Scheidt of Halle.  Werckmeister had inherited the entire Praetorius estate,
and had numerous Baryphonus and Buxtehude creations on hand.  As a historical footnote, Werckmeister would be
generous with young Johann Gottfried Walther.  Werckmeister may have had more than an inkling in 1705 that
young Walther would one day undertake to chronicle the world of music from their mutual Thuringian view.

47 Werckmeister wrote in the Orgel-Probe: For now I shall leave this subject for others to philosophize, and let those
who have occupied themselves with music theory speak to the question, if music might carry with it divine and
supernatural qualities? (Krapf, pp. xix).

48 Christoph Wolff defines the Musicus as “a practical musician of all trades but one who possessed the deepest
understanding of music and, until the very end, was still searching for the truth—a genuine musical scholar” (Wolff,
p. 454).

49 J. Murray Barbour received his Ph.D. from Cornell University in 1932 with his dissertation on “Equal
Temperament: Its history from Ramis (1482) to Rameau (1737).”

50
 Krieger berated Werckmeister's presentation, style, and general clumsiness.

His punctuation is inconsistent, creating difficulties both for the reader and the translator.  There is a
conscious effort to emphasize the learned quality of the text by introducing unnecessary Latin words and
abbreviations.  His language, however, gives the impression of colloquial speech, often omitting auxiliary
verbs and leaving phrases incomplete.  His style is rather disorganized with long and convoluted
sentences…” (Krieger, p. 3).

Krieger further criticized Werckmeister in his short dissertation: “Werckmeister’s disorganized style corresponds
only superficially with the structure suggested by these captions.  This is also the case with other Werckmeister
texts. “Furthermore, Werckmeister often ignores objectivity in his report, and gives opinions that seem to be
conditioned by the inevitable change of taste that occurred between the time when the organ was first built and his
text, written over one hundred years later (Krieger, p.  ).”  Werckmeister’s report was published as part of a larger
volume that also describes the palace, the church and the great barrel, with Werckmeister writing the only organ
description (Krieger, p. 12).  Here, he cites Rudolf Rasch’s introduction to Musicalische Temperatur, which makes
similar complaints, though without any actual translation of Werckmeister’s German original.

Werckmeister is an author with a highly personal quality.  His style of writing is spontaneous, informal,
unsystematic, not to say chaotic.  His sentences are long and disorderly; his reasonings are anything but
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straightforward.  Arguments are rather poorly presented, it (sic.) they are there at all.  When opinions of his or of
others are involved, he is emotional as a rule, rarely to the point.  His language is colloquial speech, not written
language.  This all has the advantages of liveliness, the disadvantages of difficult accessibility and the possibilities
for confusions.  Werckmeister is very self-assured and boasts about his expertise.  He is not intolerant, but his
tolerance is partly just leaving the other alone with his (the other’s) own opinions.  The looseness of style is reflected
in the set-up of the book.  The divisions into chapters corresponds in now (sic.) way with the structure and contents
of the text (Rasch, p. 12).

51 Rameau’s 1735 Les Indes galantes is notated for meantone.  The famous ‘earthquake’ of Act 2 alternates a A-
sharp in one measure with a higher B-flat in the next.  The earlier A-naturals end up as B-naturals, which supports
an audible syntonic comma rise of A-sharp to B-flat, only possible in meantone tuning.

52 Bartel, Dietrich. Andreas Werckmeister Musiktheoretische schriften: “Musicalische Paradoxal-Discourse”
(1707), Dietrich Bartel, ed., Laaber, 2003, pp. 68-69.

53
 Rudolf Rasch’s facsimile reprint of the yet untranslated plates of Werckmeister’s treatise on Musicalische

Temperatur makes a number of unfortunate assertions about Werckmeister and his tuning preferences, several of
which have already been picked up by later writers.  In Rasch’s mind, Werckmeister is the “first really important
propagator of equal temperament,” even though there is no mention of equal temperament at all in Musicalische

Temperatur 1691 (Rasch, p. 7).  Rasch points to Mattheson as among the first making the case for Werckmeister as
an equal temperament enthusiast (Rasch, p. 34, referencing Mattheson 1725, p. 162).  However, in Mattheson’s first
treatise Das neu-eroffnete Orchestre (1713, p. 232), Mattheson signals full awareness that he recognizes quite the
opposite.  “It is well known, if one considers the time, circumstances, and persons involved, that each key possesses
some special characteristic and is very different in its effect from the other keys; but, what each key actually has for
its affect, and how and when this affect is aroused, is greatly contradicted.”

54 Or:

“I have 12 tankards of wine and 12 spoons of water.  If I add a full spoon of water into each tankard of
wine I would taste very little or almost nothing of the water.  Had I poured, however, all 12 spoonfuls of
water into one tankard of wine one could clearly taste the water and it would not be as good and agreeable
blend: that container would not agree with the others.

“It is no different with intervals of a fifth: if one makes all of them pure, the last one must suffer, as will the
last octave.  If one lets all of them beat a quarter of a comma, then the last fifth and the octave will be
ruined.  The same holds true for the pure thirds, for the last one will be ruined, as well as the octave”
(Werckmeister in Organum Gruningense Redivivum 1705, transl. Krieger, 1991, p. 48-49).

55  Not incidentally, the historic personage Pythagoras was not involved in this tuning.  His name was borrowed
generously throughout early history.  Pythagoras never wrote anything that has survived.

56  The word “meantone” arises from an averaged whole tone which bisects a major third.  Until the action of
temperament created the meantone, there was a larger and smaller whole tone in music practice, namely the 9/8 of
204 cents and the 10/9 of 182 cents.

57 Composers György Ligeti and Douglas Leedy have each written 20th century compositions in quarter comma
meantone.

58 In just intonation and meantone G-sharp is pitched lower than A-flat, however in spiral or circular tuning it is the
reverse with a G-sharp pitched higher than A-flat.

59 Praetorius Latinized his family name from Schultheiss (magistrate) to Praetorius.  His father had been a former
pupil of Martin Luther.

60 Werckmeister wrote at the top of his “Preface To The Kind Reader” in the 2nd edition of Orgel-Probe:
“As I am aware of having made many enemies in the first edition of my Orgel-Probe (Frankfurt and Leipzig, 1681],
I can easily conclude that by the present edition, in which I am speaking even more pointedly, a greater number of
people might be offended, and I foresee an even fiercer onslaught of invective and calumny” (Krapf, p; xxiii).
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61  A creative mental image by Paul Poletti, harpsichord tuner in Barcelona, has reduced Werckmeister III tuning to
the crude “taking of a crow bar” to meantone tuning.  Discussions were part of the Alternative Tuning List on the
Internet in March 2008.

62 Manuel Op de Coul casually explained the mathematics for computing the interval separations in an e-mail as
follows:

For the sake of simplicity, let’s take the semitone as the generating interval instead of the fifth.  This also
visits all tones in the scale and we don’t need to take wrapping around the octave into account.  Say we
have the two semitones of X and X+C cents, for example 96 and 96+6=102 cents.  Then each interval
consists of some number of semitones of size X and some of size X+C, say nX + m(X+C).  Rewrite this
into (n+m) X + mC.  Then n+m is the interval class.  Then you see that for a particular interval class n+m is
constant and m=0,1,2,etc. which is 0x6, 1x6, etc. cents, the difference between the interval sizes is a
multiple of 6 cents.

63 Cents were introduced by British theorist Alexander John Ellis in the latter part of the 19th century to measure
different tuning systems.  The cent is defined as one one-hundredth of a semitone of the equally-tempered scale.
The octave, thus, contains 1200 cents.  It was first applied by him in his treatise Tonometrical Observations on some

existing non-harmonic scales (Proceedings of the Royal Society 1884).

There is an alternative French system for measuring musical intervals called “savarts,” advocated by its inventor
Félix Savart (1791-1841).  An octave is equal to 301.03 savarts.

64 It is wrong to construe Bach as employing well temperament “only” for the Well-tempered Clavier.   All his music
is well-tempered.  However, his two books land on the foreign keys with a new authority.

65 Kellner’s wrote to the Alternative Tuning List on the Internet on August 11, 2001, that he held a patent for the
tuning (Patent DE 2558716C3, day of registration December 24, 1975, published May 14, 1981).  Kellner’s tuning,
by his report, had been used on over 300 organs, in 10 countries, and built in to electronic tuners such as Peterson,
TLA, and Wittner.  In 2008, I had the experience of playing Bach’s Magnificat in D Major with a Kellner-tuned
organ in Long Island.

66
 For Siemen Terpstra, Werckmeister IV “is so eccentric and ‘bad’ that it is classified with the group of

‘unclassifiable’ temperaments” in his book on irregular tuning (Terpstra, p. 29).

68 Acta Organologica, Band 21, 1990, Ratte 1990, side 390, http://groenewald-berlin.de/text/text_T051.html
Franz Josef Ratte thought of the Trost tuning as a “modification of meantone temperament.”

69 Thanks to calculations by Manuel op de Coul and Paul Erlich.

70 Early Chinese explorations into the idea of 12-tone equal temperament have been recognized.  Siemen Terpstra
references the monochord of Ho Cheng-thien (c. 400 A.D.) for “the first fairly accurate approximation of 12-tone
equal temperament” Only a few years before Stevin, Chinese Prince Tsai-yu had produced a “highly accurate
monochord for equal temperament” (Terpstra, p. 12).

71
 The renowned lute virtuoso and composer John Dowland seems to have preferred an irregular fretting for the lute.

John Dowland preferred to use his own fine ear for tuning, but recognized that not many shared his abilities.  His
son, Robert Dowland laid down the fretting instructions by measurement.  In order:

to place the frets aright…there are two ways: the one is the divine sense of Hearing, which those that be
skillful doe most use…; yet…, the sense of Hearing of all others deceive the most, and cannot discern and
judge of the sounds in the smaller intervals…Thus…we will endeavor to set them down by measure
(Veroli, p. 79).

There were duplicate choices in Dowland’s irregular tuning, but due to the fact that the music was written
in tablature, wherein a finger was indicated always to a particular fret location, there is never any doubt as to the
compositional intention.  Di Veroli belittled the kind of specificity that Dowland employed by noting that the
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“harmonic content of the sound produced by plucked gut strings is quite poor” and that on the lute “the sounds fade
away very quickly” (Di Veroli, p. 79).  In this case the modern does not have the seriousness of tuning intent as does
the Baroque master.  Mark Lindley disregarded the Dowland tuning scheme which “shows that he himself never
used them” (Lindley, Lutes, Viols and Temperaments, p. 3, 81-83).

72 A different translation of Ozanam by Rita Steblin (p. 41): “What precaution is taken in tuning our instruments to
render all the harmonies equal, there will always be some inequality; and it is this which makes us notice an
indefinable characteristic of sadness, gaiety, melodiousness or hardness, which, with the help of our ears, makes us
distinguish one key from the other” (Ozanam, p. 662).

73 Upgrades to Unequal Temperaments, p. 4, available on the Internet.

74  Review of Early CD from CD Baby website:

 You think you 'get' Baroque music? This CD will astound you
Reviewer: Tobia Conforto
I haven't listened to much microtonality before, especially not applied to classical music. Therefore I met this CD
with hesitation, but I was repaid with awesomeness! In this recording you can clearly hear the different tuning of the
whole orchestra, one which our ears aren't familiar with; yet it has a wholesome feeling to it. You hear frequencies
you don't recognize; yet you understand the notes they represent, better than if they were played on our 'universal'
modern tuning. It gets better: this peculiar intonation gives all sorts of moods and 'colors' to the music, ones that I
never expected to find in baroque compositions. This performance was not the experiment of a group of visionaries.
They claim it to be the way music was performed centuries ago, at the time of Bach. I'm an amateur, but my ears tell
me there's some truth to it. If Bach's music seems cold and bare to you, I promise you'll change your mind. If you
already love it, you will be astounded. Now I'm left wondering why more music is not performed this way.

75 Barbour continued with an almost phantasmagorical explanation for the success of the orchestra:  “Furthermore,
in a high register both the violins and the flutes are likely to play somewhat sharp for the sake of brilliance of tone.
He must have added that the brass instruments making use of a more extended portion of the harmonic series than
the woodwinds, have a natural inclination toward just intonation in certain keys.  The result is “a very great lack of
precision,” with heterogeneous sounds that are a mixture of “just, Pythagorean, tempered, or simply false.”  Of
course the ears of the audience, trained for years to endure such cacophony, actually are pleased by what seems to be
a good performance” (Barbour, Tuning and Temperament, p. 200).

76 August Boetius cited by Karl Geiringer in Merkswürdige und Auserlesene Geschichte von der berühmten

Landgraffschaft Thüringen, Gotha, 1684.

77 Die Musikerfamilie Bach in Eisenach from Eisenacher Schriften Zur heimatkunde, No. 30, by Dr.Claus Olefner,
Eisenach, 1984, pp. 62-64.

78  Spitta ascertains that Johann Christoph Bach’s “peculiar greatness cannot have failed to influence Pachelbel”
(Spitta: I:121), whose birth city of Nuremberg is south of Arnstadt, in Bavaria.  Likewise, J.G. Walther had high
esteem for Pachelbel, as well as Johann Christoph Bach’s brother and Johann Sebastian Bach’s father-in-law, uncle
Johann Michael Bach (1648-1694).  Walther studied with Pachelbel’s son.  Johann Sebastian Bach’s oldest brother
Johann Christoph studied with Pachelbel for three years in Erfurt.  Pachelbel’s surname was regularly misprinted as
“Bachelbel” (with a “B”) in his own time, referencing the close association he had with the Bach family.  There is an
actual entry for “Bachelbel” in the New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians.

79 George J. Buelow, New Grove, p. 171.  Buelow: Werckmeister “was a personal friend of his [J.G. Ahle].

80 Reported and translated by Karl Geiringer in The Bach Family, pp. 22-23, Heinrich Bach wrote this letter to the
Count on his deathbed in order to get an organ job for a family member, dated January 14, 1692:

“Through God’s graciousness, I have for more than fifty years been organist here, but for some time I have
been laid up and I am now expecting a blissful ending from God.  During my illness my son-in-law has
done my work to the satisfaction of your Lordship, the ministers, and the whole community.  After my
death the service will have to be entrusted to a suitable person, and as I am daily expecting my blissful
passing, I have wanted to present my humble request on my deathbed…that your Highness shall be pleased
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to favor your kitchen-clerk with this position, on account of his well-known perfection and outstanding art,
and make him my successor before I depart.  Such graciousness will give me particular joy and consolation
in my miserable condition, and I will not fail, while I am still alive, most humbly to implore the Highest
day and night that He shall bless your Lordship and keep your Lordship and his gracious spouse in good
health and long life.”

81  Anhalt-Cöthen was always a special city.  Its court chapel was Calvinist, yet one more Christian denomination
that Bach would compose for.  It was a seminal city in the establishment of a standardization of the German
language.  The German language, after all, is how Germans identify themselves, as the Deutch speaking people of
Deutchland.  It is the home of German homeopathic medicines begun in the late 1700’s through the pioneering work
of Dr. Samuel Hahnemann.  And it retained a love of nature and of culture, some of which survived World War II
and nowhere else Germany.

82 Attributed to Jacob Adlung by Alvini (2nd page on unnumbered pages)

83 According to Alvini, “In Kuhnau the relationship between rhetoric and music was effected not only by mere
onomatopoeic imitation, but above all (as he wrote in the Preface to his Biblical sonatas) by ‘aiming at an analogical
rendering, by constructing the compositions in such a way that they may be related to what is represented by means
of a third factor.’  Such analogies stand somewhere between the ‘affects’ and other relationships of a musical and
mathematical nature” (Kuhnau/Alvini).

84
 Below are recognized meantone variants not covered by Werckmeister in his writings:

1/3 COMMA MEANTONE
C C# D Eb E F F# G G# A Bb B
0 64 190 316 379 505 569 695 758 884 1010 1074

2/7 COMMA MEANTONE
C C# D Eb E F F# G G# A Bb B
0 71 192 312 383 504 579 696 766 887 1008 1079

1/6 COMMA MEANTONE
C C# D Eb E F F# G G# A Bb B
0 86 196 306 392 502 588 698 784 894 1004 1090

85 Johann Nicolaus Forkel, Algemeine Geshicte der Musik, vol. 1, Leipzig: Schwickert, 1788, p. 31

86 Forkel, _ber die Theorie der Musik, Göttingen, Vandenh_ck, 1777, p. 38

87 Ibid, pp. 30-31

88 Upgrades to Unequal Temperaments, by Claudio Di Veroli, now relocated to Bray, Ireland, updated as recently as
February 2005, offers some valuable mathematical calculations and new insights following a keen eye to the tuning
literature that had developed post-Lindley, available over the Internet.  Veroli points out that each smaller division
of the syntonic comma gives a tamer wolf.

90 Mattheson, Refléxions sur l’eclaircissement d’un problème de musique practique, Hamburg, 1720, pp. 1-33.

91 It must be assumed that there are those with the pitch memory offered by the modern understanding of absolute
pitch.  Rita Steblin points to Johann Mattheson as a likely candidate, which may provide a basis for his focusing
more on distinctions of pitch height as the primary influence on key effects, versus the focus on intervallic
differences among keys.  She highlighted Mattheson’s claim that pitch is the prime cause of key effects, which was
contrary to the prevailing view, which Mattheson himself readily admitted.  This is a valuable observation.
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92 Machet die Thore weit—“Open wide the gates”—which exists in Bach’s autograph in the Royal Library at Berlin
(Spitta, II:413, footnote 426).

93 Sorge, Gesprach zwischen einem Musico theoretico und einem Studioso musices, Lobenstein, 1748, p. 31,
reported by Barbour, Bach, p. 69.

94 Rudolf Rasch does provide for the use of non-equal temperament for the remainder of the music Johann Sebastian
Bach.

The statement that the WTC expects an equal-tempered keyboard must not be understood as meaning that
for all keyboard works by Bach equal temperament is a conditio sine qua non.  Bach’s keyboard oeuvre

covers a wide range of Neidhardt’s continuum from village to court.  Many organ works, the keyboard
suites, the inventions and symphonies, etc., are clearly oriented to the traditional, central tonalities.  An
unequal temperament of the Werckmeister-Neidhardt-Sorge types serve them very well (Rasch, “Does…,
p. 20-21).

95 http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/tuning/ for the Alternative Tuning List.

96 Mattheson was always evolving his thoughts on tuning, spurred on by his exceptional pitch memory.  By 1739,
Mattheson underscored the following curious instruction for “basic” temperament:

The most common type of temperament, to say it bluntly, is  based on the following three statements:

1. Octaves, minor sixths, and minor thirds must everywhere be pure.
2. One must raise major sixths and fourths somewhat.
3. However, one must also lower fifths and major thirds somewhat.

(Mattheson, Der Vollkommene Capellmeister, translated by Ernest Charles Harriss, p. 250, dissertation
found in the NYU Library in 2 volumes.)

97 Johann Philipp Kirnberger, Vermischte Musikalien (1769)

98 It was pianist composer Johann Nepomuk Hummel who first declared in a publication that “A” was the ideal note
for tuning due to its value to the orchestral strings, as well as alphabetical order.  Once Hummel could base a tuning
philosophy on equal temperament, any single pitch could serve as a beginning note for tuning.  Jorgensen described
Hummel’s assertion as “the only new element in Hummel’s publication of 1829, Aüsfuhrlich
theoretisch—practische Anweisung zum Piano-forte Spiel (Jorgensen, Tuning, p. 406).  It was Johann Heinrich
Scheibler (1777-1837), an amateur acoustician, who proposed to the Stuttgart Congress of Physicists in 1834 “that
the tone A should be standardized to have a frequency of 440 vibrations per second at 69 degrees Fahrenheit”
(Jorgensen, Tuning, p. 467).

99 Francesco Antonio Vallotti, Trattato della moderna musica, p. 193, reported by Steblin.

100 Owen Jorgensen produced Jean-Jacques Rousseau’s instructions in a modern translation into English as follows:

First, set middle C and narrow the first four fifths in the Rousseau bearing plan.  Check if the major third
CE is quite consonant sounding as a fine third.

Second, temper the fifth EB narrow, the same as in the previous fifths.  Temper the fifths B to F sharp, F
sharp to C sharp, and C sharp to G sharp a little less narrow although the thirds may suffer.  Check if the
major third E to G sharp is tolerable as a consonance.

Third, according to the Rousseau bearing plan, begin again from middle C, and temper the fifths going
through the flats.  Consequently, the fifths must be narrow, but enlarge each of them in turn by degrees
(although the fifths are still narrow) until D-flat is reached.  Specifically, the fifths CG, FC, B flat to F, and
E flat to B flat must each be larger in turn.  G sharp was previously tuned, but check if E flat to B flat is
narrower than A flat to E flat, which in turn must be narrower than D flat A flat.  The fifth D flat to A flat is
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the fifth C sharp to G sharp at which point we had before stopped.  The last two fifths, A flat to E flat and D
flat to A flat will result in being rather just (in the modern sense) (Jorgensen, Tuning, p. 136).

101 Claudio Di Veroli states that in 1726 Rameau had advocated standard French temperament, though he changed to
promoting equal temperament as of 1737 (Veroli, p. 148).

102 Courtesy of Paul Poletti, Barcelona.

103 Joseph Sauveur (1653-1716) had established the concept of an absolute pitch standard in 1700 at 100 vibrations
per second.  In 1713 he revised the standard to the theoretical standard of 256 vibrations per second (Mendel, Pitch

in the 16
th

 and Early 17
th

 Centuries, p. 88).

104 Bartel, Dietrich. Andreas Werckmeister Musiktheoretische schriften: “Musicalische Paradoxal-Discourse”
(1707), Dietrich Bartel, ed., Laaber, 2003, p. 60.

105 Bartel, Dietrich. Andreas Werckmeister Musiktheoretische schriften: “Musicalische Paradoxal-Discourse”
(1707), Dietrich Bartel, ed., Laaber, 2003, p. 110.

106 Johann Mattheson (1681-1764) was born in Hamburg, the largest German city of his time, and published 88
books in his lifetime.  Unfortunately, Johann Sebastian Bach neglected Mattheson’s persistent inquiries for an
autobiography.  Wolff hypothesizes that Mattheson had the chance to hear Bach play during the much publicized
Hamburg performance of 1720, based on Mattheson’s commentary in his published works (Wolff, p. 213).
Regarding his playing and programming, the following description can only indicate a well-tempered tuning for the
organ in Hamburg. Johann Sebastian Bach’s performance there of “a fantasy of exceptional rhetorical power and
unparalleled harmonic scope, with towering chromatic chords over descending pedal scales that create the illusion of
endless space,” easily suggests a circular tuning (Wolff, p. 214).

107 Bartel, Dietrich. Andreas Werckmeister Musiktheoretische schriften: “Musicalische Paradoxal-Discourse”
(1707), Dietrich Bartel, ed., Laaber, 2003, p. 72.

108 Bruce Haynes concluded that Felix Mendelssohn, who revived the St. Matthew’s Passion in 1829, was unaware
of the former differences in pitch standards concerning the piece (Haynes, Story of A, p. 257, note 1).

109 Burney, Book 2, p. 212.  The Construction of Equal Temperament was described by Burney as a short
dissertation on temperament.

110
 And yet, Kirnberger put his “foot in his mouth” by uncovering a way to sidestep his own cautionary.  Apparently,

Kirnberger had personally discovered a way out of the monochord requirement for equal temperament.  A tempered
fifth, whose ratio (10935:16384) is almost exactly 1/12 of a comma smaller than the pure fifth, can alternatively be
the result of seven pure fifths in succession plus one pure major third.  This idea was exchanged in conversation with
Leonhard Euler in 1766, and was developed further by Johann Heinrich Lambert (1728-1777) of Mühlhausen in
1774.

Kirnberger’s fertile mind deserved a full-time lawyer to look out for his interests, to protect him from perceived
transgressions, and for the propagation of a tuning of his own making in Art of Strict Composition (1776), a work
claiming to represent the theories of Johann Sebastian Bach.  Though his motives were pure, Kirnberger could but
only sow the seeds of doubt as to his veracity by finding the very exception to prove his statement about requiring a
monochord for equal temperament false.

111 At the other end of historical well temperament, Andreas Werckmeister was wary of the seventh primarily
because God rested on the seventh day, and “the seventh number created no consonance with the others, rather there
had to be a quiet and stillness” connected with this number in sound (Musicae Mathematicae Hodegus Curiosus,
1686, chapter 3, ref. in Archambault, p. 307).

112
 Marin Mersenne had earlier suggested including the seventh harmonic into organ tuning in Harmonie

Universelle.  Mersenne thought equal temperament for keyboards a great idea way back in 1637 France.  Mersenne
also included speculation on far reaching 13th harmonic ratios. (Mersenne, p. 37.)
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113 Kirnberger, Die Kunst, I:103

114 Kirnberger, Die Kunst, p. 72

115 The simple phrase in the chapter heading by Werckmeister, “all major thirds must be tempered higher” has two
inferences, either equal temperament or Werckmeister III tuning.  The both have “all major thirds tempered higher,”
only there are four different sizes for tuning the thirds higher in Werckmeister III tuning, none of which is the same
as the singular major third in equal temperament.  Rudolf Rasch sees equal temperament in Musicalische

Temperatur where there is none (A.W. Musicalische Temperatur, p. 34).  Rasch: “Although this passage is not very
explicit, the only thing that it can mean is equal temperament.”
116According to Beach, these comments were published at the very end of Die Kunst des reinen Satzes in der Musick

(volume II, part 3, p. 188), which was not included in the published translation.

117 Marpurg, Versuch, pp. 192-93

118 Friedrich Wilhelm Marpurg, Anfangsgründe der theoretischen Musik, Leipzig, Johann Gottlob Immanuel
Breitkopf, 1757, p. 117.

119 “Temperatur” article by Johann Abraham Peter Schulz in Johann Georg Sulzer’s Allgemeine Theorie der schönen

Künste, Leipzig, M.G. Weidemann, 1771-74, 2:1149.

120 Schulz, “Ton,” Sulzer’s Allgemeine Theorie der schönen Künste, 2:1567.

121
 Another example of Kirnberger’s student supporters is Georg Friedrich Tempelhof 1737-1807).  Rita Steblin

paraphrases Templehof’s views: “He argues as follows: if the keys of the ancients could produce particular effects
why should our keys not have the same ability?  Even untrained ears, he continues, perceive that each key possess a
special quality: one key is somewhat gentle, sweet, serious, melancholy, tragic or fearful; another is somewhat
joyful, lively, sumptuous, etc.  The individual colour of each key is caused, for the most part, by the varying degrees
of impurity in the intervals.  If it were possible to have only pure intervals in every key, music would be deprived of
one of its greatest beauties: no one could distinguish in which key a piece was being played.  The same argument
holds for a system in which no interval is made pure; this is sufficient reason to reject equal temperament.  The
Kirnberger temperament, on the other hand, is the best of all tuning systems since each key is differentiated from the
others” (Steblin, p. 93).  Tempelhof’s Gedanken _ber die Temperatur des Herrn Kirnberger, Berlin and Leipzig:
Decker, 1775, see especially pp. 3-11.

122Full letter of Kirnberger explaining Kirnberger III tuning to Forkel available through Wikipedia at:
http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://harpsichords.pbwiki.com/f/Kirn_Fig_1.gif&imgrefurl=http://harpsic
hords.pbwiki.com/f/Kirn_1871.html&h=315&w=690&sz=6&hl=en&start=7&tbnid=fRaxWXC7Dd-
wKM:&tbnh=63&tbnw=139&prev=/images%3Fq%3DJohann%2BPhilipp%2BKirnberger%26gbv%3D2%26svnum
%3D10%26hl%3Den%26ie%3DUTF-8

123 Carey Beebe harpsichords of Sydney, Australia advertises just this change on their web site
http://www.hpschd.nu/tech/tmp/werkmeister.html.  Only two directions are given to switch a keyboard from
Kirnberger III to Werckmeister III.

124 http://www.beethoven-haus-
bonn.de/sixcms/detail.php?id=5077&template=einstieg_digitales_archiv_en&_mid=Manuscripts%20by%20other%
20composers

125 Thomas Dent wondered on the Tuning List, a Yahoo Group on the Internet, why Bradley Lehman was so
negative about Werckmeister III tuning.   While Lehman has interpreted the ornaments at the top The Well-

Tempered Clavier to be a secret code of tuning, this squiggle theory as Rosetta Stone is creative hogwash to me.
However, it may be instructive to include Lehamn’s reasons for his distancing of Werckmeister III tuning:

> I am really curious as to why Brad would persist for so long with
> 'WIII', if feeling at the time that it was not very good musically.
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BL:  I never "persisted with" it. I had to play on it all the time on the
practice-room and teaching harpsichords, at a school where the tuning
was done by other people. It was their job. We weren't allowed to, or
encouraged to, go changing it ourselves. During that same period I
purchased my virginal, got it into playing shape, and tuned it myself
however I wanted to ... which was not WIII.

Yes, I've done WIII many times since then, mostly to remind myself of
the intonation scheme and its odd motion that was so familiar from grad
school (especially the weird melodic sounds from the notes Ab, Db, and
Gb) ... but that's only for private study at home.

I used it a little bit before that grad school sojourn too,
experimentally. But way back then I much preferred Young 2 and
Kirnberger 3, whenever I wasn't playing in some regular meantone or
other. I have *never* preferred WIII in any serious situation where I
had a choice for a public performance, and where I was in charge of the
tuning myself. It's just so ugly overall, plus if there are violinists
it creates the silly problem of having A-E pure while the other open
string relationships are heavily tempered (if those players have any
inclination to try to match the harpsichord).

=====

And Johnny quipped:
> Johnny: Value judgment. That's it. You call crappy what makes
> 31-tone equal temperament so beautiful.

No, Johnny. Apparently you don't get my point. My main objection to
WIII is not primarily to the 1/4 comma 5ths. It's to the Pythagorean
ditones that WIII puts forth in place of decent major 3rds, and to the
way the temperament *as a whole* makes music in flats sound ugly and
misshapen. 31TET doesn't have Pythagorean ditones in it masquerading as
major 3rds. The point of those multiple-division systems is to play
correctly-spelled notes, not enharmonic substitutions of the type that
WIII serves up badly for notes such as Ab, Db, Gb, A#, E#, and B#.

Let's take a look at WIII and Young 2 side by side. Starting from C and
going around the flat side, they're the same all the way around to Gb.
But going around the sharp side, Young 2 is smoothly averaged out and
suave from each 5th/4th to the next, while WIII is simply lumpy. WIII
is like Young 2 done badly. The G, D, and A all sag progressively flat,
and then the pure A-E-B makes it sort of catch up and overshoot, and
then the leftover B-F# is tighter than it would have needed to be. Ugh.
All that unevenness for the questionable goals of delivering a
barely-sharp C-E and F-A, at the expense of so much else?

Furthermore: to play WIII on a piano, or to listen to somebody else
playing in WIII on a piano, says almost nothing useful about the way it
sounds on harpsichord. JP's performance of the Bach F major Duetto may
have seemed just fine to you on piano, as you've asserted several times,
but get your hands on a real harpsichord and play it yourself ... if you
want to hear how bad WIII really sounds on a harpsichord. Please! Go
through it interval by interval. That middle section is excruciating,
both melodically and harmonically, and the two-voiced texture makes the
problems stand out with bold relief. The composition (which Bach
*published* in 1739, in a book done at his own expense) makes WIII and
any regular meantones sound like brutishly incompetent temperaments to
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play his modern music. So does the E minor Duetto, with its
lightning-fast enharmonic swaps.  -- Brad Lehman

In an e-mail of February 13, 2005, Lehman wrote me that “Bach used something other than ‘Werckmeister
3.’  My article in the current issue of Early Music February 2004, first half—explains that; and the second half goes
more deeply into the reasons why he did *not* use ‘Werckmeister 3.”

Indeed, Bach wrote several innocuous-looking pieces in the normally good key of F major that make
‘Werckmeister 3’ crash and burn egregiously.  I’m thinking especially of the Pastorale BWV 4590, and the
F major Duetto in Clavieruebung book 3 (Bradley Lehman, February 13, 2005).

When Joshua Pierce performed Bach’s Duetto in F major in concert on piano to great effect in
Werckmeister III tuning, Lehman dismissed the experiment since it was performed on a piano.  Honestly, to my
ears, nothing is out of place in Bach’s music when it is performed in Werckmeister III tuning.  However, Lehman
genuinely hears cymbals crashing when I hear sentiment.  After all, F major is the most just major key in the
Werckmeister III tuning system!

126 Anecdotally, it was my good fortune to participate in a master class wherein a bassoon soloist from the New
York Philharmonic sought to deny publicly that there was no pitch change in a musician’s vibrato.  Anyone who
worked with a Korg tuner would be quickly dissuaded from such a position; the arrow moves for vibrato and it
stands motionless sans vibrato.

127
 Oboists and bassoonists once used a key shake vibrato, wherein a physical key on the instruments is trilled, but

the change is monophonic in alteration.  Another method of vibrato in German tradition is to physically move the
instrument back and forth, much as guitarists do when they lift and shake their instruments after playing a final
chord.  Bassoonists really have a big stick to stir the air, and oboists may circle their bells.  It was centuries before
German musicians learn to use diaphragmatic breathing, let alone circular breathing.  Any tasteful use of vibrato,
something not indicated in manuscript, came from a careful shaking of a musical tone or a filtering alternation of a
musical tone through flapping an otherwise irrelevant key on the instrument.

128 (Spitta II:298, referencing an addenda to Tosi’s Anleitung zur Singkunst, p. 74).

129 I’ve done this with the 696 cents fifth through the tune “Hey Sailor” by Jon Catler in 31-tone equal temperament.
I learned to play bassoon in 31-tone equal temperament beginning in 1980 in New York City with J.C. and the
Microtones.  Repetition brought me great clarity in regard the 696 cents sized fifth.

130 Bringing irony to a new dimension, harpsichordist Yves-G. Préfontaine chose not to honor Marpurg’s specific
tuning instructions, which still even more ironically was intended for an irregular tuning, on a commercial compact
disc of Marpurg’s original compositions.  Adding another layer of irony, Marpurg characterized invented well
temperaments as “too sophisticated,” labeling them “intellectual curiosities.”   The album is titled “Friedrich-
Wilhelm Marpourg (1718-1795) Pièces de Clavecin” (ATMA ACD 2 2119).


